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PREFACE.

If the following work shall prove useful, as an elementary treatise to the
American student, the author will be gratified.
If foreigners be enabled, by the perusal of it, to obtain a general idea of
the merits of the Constitution, his satisfaction will be increased.
To the American public in general, its value may chiefly consist in the
exhibition of those judicial decisions, which have settled the construction of
some points that have been the subjects of controversy.
In this edition, the principles laid down in the first, remain unaltered.
The author has seen no reason for any change of them. A small variation in
the arrangement, and the correction of some typographical errors, will principally distinguish it from the first.
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INTRODUCTION.

OF POLITICAL CONSTITUTIONS IN GENERAL, OF THE NATURE OF
COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS, AND OF THE BRITISH COLONIES IN
NORTH AMERICA.

By a constitution we mean the principles on which a government is
formed and conducted.
On the voluntary association of men in sufficient numbers to form a
political community, the first step to be taken for their own security and
happiness, is to agree on the terms on which they are to be united and to act.
They form a constitution, or plan of government suited to their character,
their exigencies, and their future prospects. They agree that it shall be the
supreme rule of obligation among them.
This is the pure and genuine source of a constitution in the republican
form. In other governments the origin of constitutions is not always the same.
A successful conqueror establishes such a form of government as he thinks
proper. If he deigns to give it the name of a constitution, the people are instructed to consider it as a donation from him; but the danger to his power,
generally induces him to withhold an appellation, of which, in his own apprehension, an improper use might be made.
In governments purely despotic, we never hear of a constitution. The
people are sometimes, however, roused to vindicate their rights, and when
their discontents and their power become so great as to prove the necessity
of relaxation on the part of the government, or when a favourable juncture
happens, of which they prudently avail themselves, a constitution may be
exacted, and the government compelled to recognise principles and concede
rights in favour of the people.
The duration of this relief is wholly dependent upon political events. In
some countries the people are able to retain what is thus conceded; in others,
the concession is swept away by some abrupt revolution in favour of absolute
power, and the country relapses into its former condition. To rectify abuses,
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without altering the general frame of government, is a task, which though
found more difficult, yet is of less dignity and utility, than the formation of
a complete constitution.
To alter and amend, to introduce new parts into the ancient texture, and
particularly new principles of a different and contrary nature, often produces
an irregular and discordant composition, which its own confusion renders
difficult of execution. The formation of a constitution founded on a single
principle, is the more practicable from its greater simplicity.
Whether this principle is pure monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy, if it
be steadily kept in view, the parts may be all conformable and homogeneous.
In a pure monarchy all the power is vested in a single head. He may be
authorized to make and expound, and execute the laws. If this be the result
of general consent, such countries possess a constitution. The same may be
said of an aristocracy—if the people agree to deposit all power in the hands
of a select number; and of a democracy, in which they retain, in such manner
as they hold most conducive to their own safety, all sovereignty within their
own control. The difficulty in either case is to regulate the divisions of the
authority granted, so that no portion of it, vested in one branch or one body
of men, shall bear an undue relation to the others. Each must be sufficient
to support itself, yet all must be made to harmonize and co-operate.
A constitution may combine two of the foregoing principles, like those
of ancient Rome, some of the Grecian Republics, and in modern times,
Geneva and some of the small communities of Italy: or, like the present
government of England, it may combine the three principles.
The high authority which has been often quoted1 in favour of the last
mentioned form, may be allowed its full weight, without impugning the obvious position, that the whole power which is conceded to an hereditary
monarch, may be vested by a democratic republic in an elective magistrate,
and all the benefits derived from it, enjoyed without the dangers attending
hereditary succession.
If an hereditary monarch abuses his power, the people seldom obtain relief
without insurrection; and thus, between the ambition of princes on the one
side, and the sense of injury on the other, the peace of the country is constantly
endangered. If the monarch be elected for life, a young aspiring prince may
continue the grievances of the state for a long time, and unless there be an
express provision for deposing him, the choice of another in his place, would
involve the whole body in tumult and disorder.

1

Cicero de Republica.
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The power of choosing another supreme magistrate at the end of a reasonable time, obviates these objections. The substantial difference between a
mixed monarchy and a republic formed on a proper distribution of powers,
is therefore confined to the term of service of the supreme magistrate.
The powers of every government are only of three kinds; the legislative,
executive, and judicial. This natural division, founded upon moral order,
must be preserved by a careful separation or distinction of the powers vested
in different branches. If the three powers are injudiciously blended; if for instance, the legislative and executive, or the executive and judicial powers are
united in the same body, great dangers may ensue, and the effect would be
the same, whether such powers are devolved on a single magistrate or on
several. In the wise distribution of these powers, in the application of suitable
aids and checks to each, we may attain the optimè constituta respublica, which
is the object of general desire and admiration.
It has been reserved for modern times and for this side of the Atlantic,
fully to appreciate and soundly to apply the principle of representation in
government. The advantages, which occasionally arise to an individual, of
being able to commit his cares and concerns to another, who in the exercise
of such authority is considered as the principal himself, are elevated and ennobled by being transferred to the concerns of an entire community. Without
the representative principle, one of two consequences must follow; either the
whole body must be assembled and act together, or a few, who may have
possessed themselves of sufficient force, will undertake to dictate and give
laws to the whole. But a wise people sees and dreads its own danger in large
assemblies. Experience tells them that they cannot trust themselves when thus
collected together; that sudden bursts of feeling are likely to predominate
over their own judgment; that facts and causes are often misrepresented or
misunderstood, and the deliberate judgment, which alone ought to be solely
exercised, is over-powered by unaccountable excitement and precipitate impulse. It was forcibly said in reference to the popular assemblies of Athens,
that if every Athenian were a Socrates, still every Athenian assembly would
be a mob.
A people sagacious enough to discover this imperfection in itself, avoids
the danger by selecting a suitable number to act for it, upon full consideration
and with due caution; and while it authorizes them to express what are to be
considered its own sentiments, it gives to that expression the same effect as
if it proceeded immediately from itself. The virtue of this salutary principle
is impaired if it be divided. If it extend only to a part of the government; if
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there are other component parts which have an equal or superior power, independent of the representative principle, the benefit is partial.
In England, of three co-ordinate parts, one only is supposed by the constitution to represent the authority of the people, and at what time this representation was introduced among them, is not clearly settled by their own
jurists and antiquarians. That it existed before the Norman Conquest in some
form, now not exactly ascertained, is indeed agreed; but on the subversion
of the Saxon institutions, effected by William, the practice was, at least, suspended until the reign of Henry III. The provincial constitutions of America
were, with two exceptions, modelled with some conformity to the English
theory; but the colonists of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations were
empowered to choose all their officers, legislative, executive, and judicial; and
about the same time a similar charter was granted to Connecticut. “And
thus,” complains Chalmers, a writer devoted to regal principles, “a mere
democracy or rule of the people was established. Every power deliberative
and active was invested in the freemen or their delegates, and the supreme
executive magistrate of the empire, by an inattention which does little honour
to the statesmen of those days, was wholly excluded.” He expresses his own
doubts whether the king had a right to grant such charters.2
But, although in all the other provinces, the charters were originally
granted or subsequently modified so as to exclude the principle of representation from the executive department, these two provinces, at the time of our
revolution, retained it undiminished. The suggestion of the full unqualified
extension of the principle of representation may therefore be justly attributed
to the example of Rhode Island and Connecticut, which, when converted
into States, found it unnecessary to alter the nature of their governments,
and continued the same forms, in all respects, except the nominal recognition
of the king’s authority, until 1818, when Connecticut made some minor
changes and adopted a formal Constitution. Rhode Island, however, is still
satisfied with the charter of Charles II. from which it has been found sufficient
to expunge the reservation of allegiance, the required conformity of its legislative acts to those of Great Britain, and the royal right to a certain portion
of gold and silver ores, which happily for that state, have never been found
within it.
As representation is sometimes partial in respect to the proportion of the
powers of government to be exercised, so it is sometimes confined to a portion
only of those governed. In this respect it is perhaps still more objectionable.
The power of electing the great officers of the state belonged in Venice to a
2

Political Annals of the British Colonies.
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few families; the people at large had no voice, and it was therefore indifferent
to the Venetians, whether they became the subjects of France, or were ceded
by her to Austria, or whether they continued to be governed by those in
whose appointments they had not the least share. With us, representation is
in its nature universal, but in practice there are some exceptions which will
be noticed in a subsequent place. They are few, and do not impair the principle.
It is not necessary that a constitution should be in writing; but the superior advantages of one reduced to writing over those which rest on traditionary
information, or which are to be collected from the acts and proceedings of
the government itself, are great and manifest. A dependence on the latter is
indeed destructive of one main object of a constitution, which is to check
and restrain governors. If the people can only refer to the acts and proceedings
of the government to ascertain their own rights, it is obvious, that as every
such act may introduce a new principle, there can be no stability in the government. The order of things is inverted; what ought to be the inferior, is
placed above that which should be the superior, and the legislature is enabled
to alter the constitution at its pleasure.
This is admitted by English jurists to be the case in respect to their own
constitution, which in all its vital parts may be changed by an act of parliament; that is, the king, lords, and commons may, if they think proper, abrogate and repeal any existing laws, and pass any new laws in direct opposition
to that which the people contemplate and revere as their ancient constitution.
No such laws can be resisted or disobeyed by the subject, nor declared void
by their courts of justice as unconstitutional. A written constitution which
may be enforced by the judges and appealed to by the people, is therefore
most conducive to their happiness and safety.
Vattel3 justly observes, that the perfection of a state, and its aptitude to
fulfil the ends proposed by society, depend on its constitution—the first duty
to itself is, to form the best constitution possible, and one most suited to its
circumstances; and thus it lays the foundation of its safety, permanence and
happiness. But the best constitution which can be framed with the most
anxious deliberation that can be bestowed upon it, may, in practice, be found
imperfect and inadequate to the true interests of society. Alterations and
amendments then become desirable—the people retains—the people cannot
perhaps divest itself, of the power to make such alterations. A moral power
equal to and of the same nature with that which made, alone can destroy.
The laws of one legislature may be repealed by another legislature, and the
3

Book I. ch. 3.
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power to repeal them cannot be withheld by the power that enacted them.
So the people may, on the same principle, at any time alter or abolish the
constitution they have formed. This has been frequently and peaceably done
by several of these states since 1776.4 If a particular mode of effecting such
alterations has been agreed on, it is most convenient to adhere to it, but it is
not exclusively binding. We shall hereafter see the careful provision in this
respect, contained in the Constitution of the United States, and the cautious
and useful manner in which it has hitherto been exercised. Indeed it is a
power which, although it cannot be denied, ought never to be used without
an urgent necessity. A good constitution is better understood and more highly
valued, the longer it continues. Frequent changes tend to unsettle public
opinion, and in proportion to the facility with which they are made, is the
temptation to make them. The transactions in France since the year 1791
support these remarks.
The history of man does not present a more illustrious monument of
human invention, sound political principles, and judicious combinations,
than the Constitution of the United States. In many other countries, the
origin of government has been vaguely attributed to force, or artifice or accident, and the obscurities of history have been laboriously developed to trace
the result of these supposed causes. But America has distinctly presented to
view the deliberate formation of an independent government, not under
compulsion, or by artifice, or chance, but as a mean of resisting external force,
and with a full and accurate knowledge of her own rights, providing for, and
securing her own safety. It is not, however, intended to assert that this instrument is perfect, although it is deemed to approach as near to perfection as
any that has ever been formed. If defects are perceived they may readily be
accounted for.
Great and peculiar difficulties attended its formation. It was not the
simple act of a homogeneous body of men, either large or small. It was to be
the act of many independent states, though in greater degree the act of the
people set in motion by those states; it was to be the act of the people of each
state, and not of the people at large. The interests, the habits, and the prejudices of the people of the different states were in many instances variant and
dissimilar. Some of them were accustomed chiefly to agriculture, others to
commerce; domestic slavery was reprobated by some, by others it was held
lawful in itself, and almost necessary to their existence. Each state was naturally
tenacious of its own sovereignty and independence, which had been expressly
4

New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, South Carolina, Georgia, and
Connecticut, have altered their constitutions since that period.
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reserved in their antecedent association, and of which it was still meant to
retain all that it did not become unavoidably necessary to surrender. Different
local positions and different interests were therefore the sources of many impediments to the completion of this great work, which at last resulted in the
combination of mutual and manly concessions: the representatives of each
state, deeply impressed with the necessity of giving strength and efficiency
to their union, yielded those points which by them were deemed of inferior
magnitude. That every state should be fully satisfied was scarcely to be expected; but every state was bound to consider, that not its own peculiar interests
only, but those of the whole were to be regarded, and that what might be
supposed to be particular sacrifices, were compensated by the general advantage, in which they were to participate.
The constitution thus became the result of a liberal and noble sacrifice
of partial and inferior interests, to the general good; and the people, formed
into one mass, as citizens of the Union, yet still remaining distinct, as citizens
of the different states, created a new government, without destroying those
which existed before, reserving in the latter, what they did not surrender to
the former, and in the very act of retaining part, conferring power and dignity
on the whole.
It will contribute to a proper understanding of the nature of this government, to consider the political situation of the country and its colonial dependence on Great Britain, before the great event of its final separation.
An explanation of the legal nature of colonies in general, will not only
serve as an introduction in this view, but will be useful to the student, as the
United States, possessing vast tracts of uncultivated land, are in the constant
habit of forming colonies therein, under the appellation of territorial governments.
A colony is a portion of the population of a country, either expressly sent
or permitted to go to a distant place for the purpose of forming a dependant,
political body. Dependance necessarily enters into the description of a colony,
for a body of men may emigrate, either with the view of uniting themselves
to a foreign community, or of setting up a government of their own, in neither
of which cases would the parent country be bound to protect them, or be
entitled to interfere with their internal government or control their trade.
The Greeks, the Carthaginians, and the Romans, established numerous
colonies, sometimes of a military nature, to secure distant conquests, but
more generally of a civil kind and for commercial purposes, or to furnish an
outlet for a super-abundant population. In the former instance, the removal
was compelled, in the two latter voluntary, but in all, the parent country re-
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tained and exercised certain rights over her colonists, founded on the express
or implied engagement to protect them. The colony always continued so
much apart of the parent country that, if she entered into war, the colony
was rendered a party to it, and an attack upon the latter, without any hostile
declaration against the parent, was held to be an attack upon the parent.
This relation produced certain consequences which were considered beneficial to both. The internal administration of the colony was either immediately directed by the parent state or subjected to her revision, and its trade
was either confined to their mutual intercourse, or sparingly allowed to be
shared with other countries.
We are not clearly informed, in what manner a revenue for the benefit
of the parent state was extracted from them. In some mode it was probably
attained, since it is reasonable that those who receive protection out of the
public purse, should proportionally contribute to the public expense. One
important political feature in these institutions is, that the members of the
parent state are entitled to participate in the civil rights of the colony. An
Athenian was received as a citizen at Crotona, and a Corinthian at Corcyra;
and vice versa, the colonist continues a subject or a citizen of the parent state.
A Frenchman or an Englishman, born in either of their colonies, is a natural
born subject of the country from which his ancestors migrated.5
The Romans alone made some distinctions on this subject, which did
not long continue, and are now merely interesting as a matter of history.
But a stranger who joined a colony, gained only those rights which would
have appertained to him in the parent country, and hence if an alien cannot
hold lands in the United States, he cannot, without an express legislative
dispensation, hold land in any of our territories where the feudal tenures
prevail.
There are instances in ancient history of colonies increasing in population
and strength so as to send out new colonies to adjacent territories, who still
however, partook of the original relation to the parent country, and there
also are examples of Greek colonies, when they had become populous and
strong, throwing off their subjugation to the states from which they sprung.
With us it is a standing and a sound rule, to erect our colonies into states,
and receive them into the Union as soon as they acquire a sufficient population; a subject to which we shall again have occasion to advert.

5
The only exception that occurs with us is, as to the right of the inhabitant of a territory
to maintain an action against a citizen of one of the states, in the United States’ courts, but
this is owing to the particular structure of the Judiciary system of the United States.
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The discoveries made in America by Europeans, being considered as
conferring an exclusive right of occupancy on the sovereign under whose
authority they had sailed, various parts of this continent were appropriated
by the British crown to the establishment of colonies; sometimes by extensive
grants to favoured individuals, sometimes by encouraging settlers at large;
reserving the general domain to the crown.
Hence two sorts of provincial governments ensued. 1. Those denominated
Royal Governments, in which the executive officers were appointed by the
crown, but the legislative power was vested in the people, subject however to
the control of the king in council. This form prevailed in those provinces
where the general domain continued in the crown until it was, from time to
time, granted to the settlers. 2. Proprietary Governments, where a large territory was at once granted by the crown to one or more individuals.
Of the latter, Maryland granted to Lord Baltimore, and Pennsylvania to
William Penn, are instances; it likewise embraces the provinces of New
England, as the territory was collectively termed, which was afterwards subdivided into New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations, and Connecticut. New Jersey, North and South Carolina were
also granted to private companies. Charters were granted by the different
monarchs, more or less liberal in their terms, but all founded on the general
relation of subjection to the crown, sometimes expressly declared, but omitted
in others from a conviction that it was unnecessary.
In some of them the power of legislation was uncontrolled by the parent
state. In others, the laws that were passed were to be transmitted to England,
and if disallowed by the king in council, they lost their force; but until his
disapprobation was announced, they were binding on the colony, if enacted
according to their respective charters. In most of the colonies, appeals were
allowed to the same authority, from the decisions of the highest provincial
tribunals. There is no reason to believe that these appeals were in general
otherwise decided than the justice of the case required; but the power of rejecting the acts of the legislature, was sometimes capriciously exercised. It
may perhaps have been deemed expedient by the English ministry, to keep
alive the sense of colonial dependance whenever the charter afforded the opportunity.
In general the courts of Vice Admiralty were retained under the direction
of the crown, who appointed the judges of them and exercised exclusive jurisdiction as well in relation to the proper subjects of maritime jurisdiction,
as the collection of so much of the revenue as arose from trade, the exclusive
power of regulating which was uniformly understood to be reserved. Little
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direct commercial intercourse was allowed between the colonies and any
other than the British dominions: their mutual or internal commerce and
their manufactures, were seldom interfered with, yet one or two regulations
calculated to promote the interests of English manufactures, were justly
complained of, although they were peaceably submitted to.
But, for a long time, Great Britain abstained from imposing internal
taxation. On some great public exigencies, when their own safety was endangered, the colonists spontaneously rendered assistance to the extent of
their ability, and with these filial efforts, and with the revenue derived from
imposts on trade, the parent country appeared to be satisfied. But at length
the increase and prosperity of the colonies suggested to the ministry, the idea
of a new contributory fund, to be subject to their own power and not to be
dependent on voluntary grants. The principle that the right of taxation depends on representation, one of the greatest beauties in the ancient constitution of England, though now reduced almost to a shadow, was disregarded,
or the British subject was supposed to have suspended his claim for it, by
residence in a distant colony. The chartered rights, which in the reign of the
Stuarts had been frequently trampled on, were again set at nought, and a
scheme of internal taxation was adopted, which it was supposed might be
easily enforced, and would gradually introduce a systematic extraction of internal revenue. Stamp duties were imposed on most of the instruments in
common use, and were to be paid to officers appointed by the crown. But
the people of America were too sagacious not to perceive the danger of submitting to the first inroads upon their rights, and too firm not to resist them.
By a simultaneous impulse, from one end of our continent to the other, a
concerted abstinence from the use of stamps and the resignation of many of
the officers employed, the measure was rendered impracticable.
The common danger suggested the idea of an union for common defence.
A precedent for a congress of the provinces was not wanting. In the year
1753, deputies from several of them had assembled at Albany for a different
purpose. The apprehensions of a War between France and Great Britain, in
which, as we have already observed, the colonies of each would be necessarily
involved, led to this assembly, the object of which was to increase the means
of defence by forming an union of the provinces. The plan was disapproved
by the British ministry, because it was apprehended that it might produce a
concert of measures opposing the supremacy of the mother country.6 In 1765,
the object of a congress was still defence, but against an enemy of a different
description; against the invasion of a ministry supported by acts of parliament
6

Marshall’s Life of Washington, Vol. I. p. 300, Vol. II. p. 90.
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which they could procure at pleasure. Remonstrance and entreaty were,
however, the only weapons wielded, and these, combined with the practical
opposition every where experienced, produced a change in the ministry and
an abandonment of the measure. But although the law was repealed, the
ministry thought it expedient to assert by a declaratory act, the right to bind
their colonies, by acts of parliament, in all cases whatever; a declaration disregarded by the colonists, who now began to feel their own power, till it was
endeavoured to be enforced by the imposition of a duty on tea, glass, and a
few other articles, expressly for the purpose of raising a revenue to defray part
of the colonial expenses. The spirit which had been raised was not however
easily allayed. The same indications of resistance were now renewed, but the
military force in this country was increased by detachments from the regular
army in Great Britain—and the ministry avowed a determination to persevere.
Another congress was convened, and a second course of complaint and supplication, unavailingly pursued. The language was still that of faithful, though
injured subjects: their grievances were imputed not to the monarch, but to
his ministers—and in the ardent expressions of hope that they should not be
deprived of the rights enjoyed by their fellow subjects, they admitted their
own subjection. Even after the fatal blow was struck at Lexington in 1775,
and the whole country was in arms, the most dutiful language of subjects
towards a sovereign was retained. But this incongruity ceased, when the
people, perceiving no relaxation of the efforts to subdue them, boldly resolved
to throw off a yoke too heavy to be borne, and no longer contenting themselves with claiming the rights of British subjects, asserted those of independent man.
By this great measure the congress of provinces became at once the congress of so many sovereign states—entitled to places in the catalogue of nations; and a meeting of humble, complaining colonists terminated in the
formation of an empire.
It soon was found expedient to devise some explicit form of association,
by which the powers granted to the congress or retained by the new states,
should be distinctly ascertained. Articles of confederation were therefore
prepared, (and with the exception of one state, which, however, afterwards
came into them,) speedily adopted, by which the United States were formed
into a federal body, with an express reservation to each state, of its freedom,
sovereignty and independence, and of every power, right, and jurisdiction,
not expressly delegated to the United States in Congress assembled. The
federal powers were declared to be those of making war and peace, coining
money and issuing bills of credit, establishing courts of admiralty, building
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and equipping a navy, ascertaining the number of men to be raised for the
army, making requisitions on each state for its quota, regulating the trade
and managing all affairs with the Indians, establishing post-offices, and some
other matters of less importance; but for many of these, even for agreeing on
the number of ships to be built, and the appointment of a commander in
chief of the army or navy, the consent of at least nine states, in congress assembled, was requisite. From this outline it is obvious that the congress still
continued in a great degree dependent on the individual states, which alone
possessed the means of raising supplies. The power to coin money, when it
did not possess the bullion, to emit bills of credit when it had no funds to
redeem them, was purely nominal. Even the expenses of its own members,
were to be defrayed by the respective states which sent them, and which retained the dangerous power to recall them at pleasure. Yet such was the fervour
of freemen engaged in a common cause, that, while the war continued, the
mere recommendations of congress carried with them the force of mandates,
and it was not until after the peace of 1783, that the necessity of giving to
the head of the union the means of supporting its own government was universally felt and acknowledged. After some ineffectual substitutes had been
proposed, a convention of delegates from the different states was assembled
at Philadelphia in 1787. The members were appointed by the legislatures of
the respective states. The result of their deliberations was again to become a
matter of recommendation which required the assent of the people to give it
effect. It was communicated by the convention to congress, and by congress
to the several legislatures, in order to be submitted to a convention of delegates
chosen in each state by the people. This course, which had been recommended
by the general convention itself, eventuated in its final adoption by all the
states. But the assent of nine was sufficient for its commencement, and on
the 2d of July, 1788, congress was informed, that nine states had adopted it.
On the 13th of September, they fixed the time for the appointment and
meeting of electors, and “commencing proceedings under the new constitution.”

CHAPTER I.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.

The government, formed under the appellation of the United States of
America, is declared in the solemn instrument which is denominated the
Constitution, to be “ordained and established by the people of the United
States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic
tranquillity, provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of liberty to themselves and their posterity.”
In this distinct exposition of principles, most of which are common to
all freemen, and some peculiar to the situation of our country, we perceive
the motives, and are guided in the construction of the instrument. We find
the intention to create a new political society; to form a new government
which the necessities and dangers of our country loudly required. The imperfect and inefficient confederation of 1779, is intended to be abandoned. The
states are no longer to be known to each other merely as states. The people
of the states unite with each other, without destroying their previous organization. They vest in a new government, all the powers necessary for the attainment of the great objects to which the states separately or confederated,
had been found incompetent. They reserve to the state governments, or to
themselves, only what is not necessary for the attainment of those objects. In
all other respects the sovereignty of the states is unaltered. The obligations
of duty and allegiance to them are not impaired; but in all those instances
which are within the sphere of the general government, the higher obligations
of allegiance and duty to it, supersede what was due to the state governments,
because from the nature of the case they cannot be co-equal. Two governments
of concurrent right and power cannot exist in one society. Superiority must,
therefore, be conferred on the general government, or its formation, instead
of promoting domestic tranquillity, would produce perpetual discord and
disorder.
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The principles of this constitution to be thoroughly understood should
be frequently contemplated. The composition of such a government presents
a novel and sublime spectacle in political history. It is a society, formed not
only out of the people of other societies, but in certain parts, formed by those
societies themselves. The state is as much a member of the Union, and forms
as much a part of the greater society as the people themselves, yet the state
does not enter into the Union upon federate principles; it does not send
representatives in the nature of federal delegates, or ambassadors; it cannot,
at its own pleasure, increase or diminish their number. When the appointment
is made, the person appointed becomes an officer of the United States, not
of the state which sends him, and he is not politically responsible to his immediate constituent. In one case only is a vote taken by states, and the immediate representatives of the people, in that case, represent the state.
It will be seen that in some cases a state has the right to claim the aid of
the judicial power of the Union, and in all, it is bound to support the legislative and executive acts of the general government when consistent with the
constitution. As therefore it is neither a stranger, nor properly speaking a
confederate, it seems to follow that it must be considered as part of the
greater nation, a term, which in the course of this work we shall chiefly use
in reference to the United States, because although every political body,
governed only by its own laws or internal regulations, may be denominated
a nation, yet the states, not possessing that absolute independence, cannot
with full propriety be so designated. But a name is of little importance if the
substance be retained; and if Virginia or Pennsylvania are not known abroad
as nations, it does not affect their power at home as states. In this relation
every state must be viewed as entirely sovereign in all points not transferred
by the people who compose it, to the government of the Union: and every
exposition that may be given to the constitution, inconsistent with this
principle, must be unsound. The supremacy of the Union in all those points
that are thus transferred, and the sovereignty of the state in all those which
are not transferred, must therefore be considered as two co-ordinate qualities,
enabling us to decide on the true mode of giving a construction to the constitution. As different views have prevailed, different theories of construction
have been formed. Some have contended that it should be construed strictly;
others have asserted, that the most liberal construction should be allowed.
By construction we can only mean the ascertaining the true meaning of an
instrument, or other form of words, and by this rule alone ought we to be
governed in respect to this constitution. A strict construction, adhering to
the letter, without pursuing the sense of the composition, could only proceed
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from a needless jealousy, or rancorous enmity. On the other hand, a liberal
construction may be carried to an injurious extreme; concessions of power
may be conceived, or assumed, which never were intended, and which
therefore are not necessary for its legitimate effect. The true rule therefore
seems to be no other than that which is applied in all cases of impartial and
correct exposition; which is to deduce the meaning from its known intention
and its entire text, and to give effect, if possible, to every part of it, consistently
with the unity, and the harmony of the whole.
In many respects we have the benefit of the learned elucidations of judicial
tribunals, and wherever the supreme court of the United States has pronounced its solemn decision upon constitutional points, the author has gladly
availed himself of this irrefragable authority; but where a guide so certain,
cannot be found, recourse can only be had, to an anxious and serious endeavour to display and expound, with truth and justice, the main features of a
constitution, which must always be more admired, as it is more considered,
and better understood. If these examinations produce the same effect upon
the reader, that they have upon the author, the attachment to it, of our native
citizens, and its attractions to foreigners will be increased; and those who are
now here, and those who may hereafter be here, will concur to venerate and
support a government, eminent above all others in promoting the freedom
and the happiness of man.

CHAPTER II.

OF THE LEGISLATIVE POWER.

The course proposed to be pursued, is first, to consider the legislative
power as it resides in the senate and house of representatives; to what extent
the president participates in general legislation, and his power in conjunction
with the senate relative to making treaties, with the operation and effect of
treaties; we shall then proceed to those powers of general legislation which
are implied by the Constitution, or expressly enumerated, and conclude this
head with a view of the restraints under which both the United States and
the states severally, are constitutionally placed.
The legislative power is vested in the congress of the United States, consisting of the senate and house of representatives. The first paragraph evinces
that it is a limited government. The term “all legislative powers herein granted,” remind both the congress and the people, of the existence of some limitation. The introduction displays the general objects. The Constitution itself
enumerates some of the powers of congress, and excludes others which might
perhaps fall within the general expressions of the introductory part. These
prohibitions are in some degree auxiliary to a due construction of the Constitution. When a general power over certain objects is granted, accompanied
with certain exceptions, it may be considered as leaving that general power
undiminished in all those respects which are not thus excepted.
The value and effect of this proposition may be adverted to hereafter.
The legislative body possesses with us a great advantage over that of those
countries where it may be adjourned or dissolved at the pleasure of the executive authority. It is self-moving and self-dependent. Although it may be
convened by the executive, it cannot be adjourned or dissolved by it. The
time of its assembling is fixed by the Constitution, until which, unless a law
has been passed appointing an earlier day, or the president on extraordinary
occasions has thought proper to convene it, the action of the legislature cannot
commence; but if in their opinion the public good shall require it, they may
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continue uninterruptedly in session, until the termination of the period for
which the members of the house of representatives are elected, and they may
fix as early a time for the meeting of the next congress as they think proper.
A similar principle prevails in all the state constitutions, and it is only where
it exists, that a legislature is truly independent. It is as inconsistent with sound
principles for the executive to suspend, at its pleasure, the action of the legislature, as for the latter to undertake to deprive the executive of its constitutional functions.
But without a constitutional limit on its duration, it must be conceded,
that a power in the legislature to protract its own continuance, would be
dangerous. Blackstone attributes the misfortunes of Charles I. to his having
unadvisedly passed an act to continue the parliament, then in being, till such
time as it should please to dissolve itself, and this is one of the many proofs
that the much praised constitution of that country wants the character of
certainty. No act of congress could prolong the continuance of the legislature
beyond the term fixed by the Constitution.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE SENATE.

The senate, on account of its more permanent duration and various
functions, will receive our first attention. If the infusion of any aristocratic
quality can be found in our Constitution, it must be in the senate; but it is
so justly tempered and regulated by other divisions of power, that it excites
no uneasiness. The mounds and safeguards with which it is surrounded must
be violently broken down, before any political injury can arise from the senate.
The senators are appointed from time to time, by the legislatures of the
different states; but if a vacancy happens during the recess of the state legislature, the executive thereof may make temporary appointments until the
next meeting of the legislature, which shall then fill such vacancies.
The vesting this power in the state legislatures is the only material remnant
of the federative character of the late congress; but the delegates then appointed possessed the whole power; those now appointed, hold but a part of the
powers of the general government. It is recommended by the double advantage
of favouring a select appointment, and of giving to the state governments,
such an agency in the formation of the general government as preserves the
authority of the former, and contributes to render them living members of
the great body.1 Whether the appointment shall be made by a joint or a
concurrent vote of the two branches, when the legislature of a state consists
of two branches, as it now universally does, the Constitution does not direct.
The difference is, that in a joint vote, the members of both houses assemble
together and vote numerically. A concurrent vote is taken by each house
voting separately, and the vote of one receiving the assent of the other branch.
1

Federalist, No. 62. The author avails himself of the first occasion to quote this excellent
work, to unite in the general homage that has been paid to it. The letters signed Publius were
the production of three enlightened statesmen, Jay, Madison, and Hamilton. They were collected and published under the title of the Federalist, and contain the soundest principles of
government, expressed in the most eloquent language.
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The person appointed must be at least thirty years of age, have been a
citizen of the United States nine years, and at the time of his election, he
must be an inhabitant of the state by which he shall be chosen. The senatorial
trust requiring great extent of information and stability of character, a mature
age is requisite. Participating immediately in some of the transactions with
foreign nations, it ought to be exercised by those who are thoroughly weaned
from the prepossessions and habits incident to foreign birth and education.
The term of nine years is a reasonable medium between a total exclusion of
naturalized citizens, whose merits and talents may claim a share of public
confidence, and an indiscriminate and hasty admission of them, which might
possibly create a channel for foreign influence in the national council.2
Each state, whether more or less populous, appoints two senators—a
number which would have been inconvenient, if the votes in the senate were
taken, as in the former congress, by states, when, if the delegates from a state
were equally divided, the vote of the state was lost; and which of course
rendered an uneven number preferable: but in the senate, a numerical vote
is taken in all cases, and the division of opinion among those who represent
particular states, has no influence in the general result. If the senate should
be equally divided, the casting vote is given by the Vice President, whose office
it is to preside in the senate. The equality of states in this respect, is not perhaps defensible on the principle of representing the people, which ought always to be according to numbers; but it was the result of mutual concession
and compromise, in which the populous states, enjoying the advantages of
proportional numbers in the house of representatives, by which they are enabled to control the interests of the smaller states, yielded as a compensation,
the principle of equality in this branch of the legislature, which enjoys in
most respects equal, in some respects greater powers.
No other political league or community is known to have possessed this
wise adjustment of its capacities and qualities. In Europe, different states or
cities have always stood as individual members of the league, and the majority
which decided, was the majority of the league, not of the representatives who
attended. This composition of both is peculiar to our country, and has been
found in practice, neither productive of schism nor deficient in energy. A
perfect independence of sentiment has been uniformly manifested by the
members, and great superiority to local interests and impressions, particularly
sought for in the senate, has always been found there.
It may not be improper to observe in this place, that some of the state
legislatures appear to have viewed the relative duties of the senators whom
2

Federalist, No. 62.
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they have appointed, in a more restricted light than it is apprehended the
Constitution implies. It seems to have been supposed that the senators were
bound to obey the directions of the state legislatures, and the language of
some resolutions has been, that the senators be “instructed,” and the members
of the house of representatives from the particular states “requested,” to make
or support certain propositions. But surely the opinion is erroneous. A senator
is no more bound to obey the instructions of the state legislature, in opposition
to his own judgment, than a representative of the people in the other house,
is bound by the occasional instructions of his constituents. They are both
elected for the purpose of freely and honestly exercising their own judgments
according to the best of their capacities.
The moment they take their seats, they commence the task of legislating
for the Union, including the state from which they are delegated, whose peculiar interests and desires, it may often be necessary to postpone to the general benefit. On the contrary, the state contemplates and urges its own interests; its inhabitants or the electoral sections of its inhabitants, in like
manner, consider and pursue theirs, and it is perfectly proper that they should
be represented to and directly pressed upon, the persons so delegated. But
the powers and the duties of those delegates are essentially altered if such requests are converted into binding instructions. In respect to senators, the
impropriety of the measure seems peculiarly striking. If one state possesses a
right to direct the votes of its senators, every other state must have the same
right, and if every state were to exercise such right, no portion of the legislative
power would really reside in the senate, but would be held by the states; thus
relapsing into the principles of the old confederation, or falling into something
worse.
The appointment of a senator is for six consecutive years, but if a vacancy
happens, an appointment is made by the executive of the state, for the proportion of the term of service which remains. Under the direction of the
Constitution, the senators were at their first meeting divided into three classes:
the seats of those of the first class to be vacated at the end of two years, of
the second class at the end of four, and of the third at the end of six years;
the reason of which was, that the senate should always continue a permanent
body. The house of representatives, at the expiration of two years is at an
end: a new house, though it may consist of the same members, then succeeds;
but the public service requires, for many purposes, that there should always
be a senate. In executing the directions of the Constitution, it was so arranged,
that two senators from the same state, should not go out at the same time.
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The senate at first sat with closed doors, but it was afterwards conceived
to be more conformable to the genius of a free country, that the deliberations
of both the legislative bodies should be openly conducted, with the exception,
however, of its consideration of treaties and appointments to offices on the
President’s nomination.
On these points, their deliberations would be very improperly exposed
to public notice; the national interest is better promoted by waiting for the
result.
A majority of the senate constitutes a quorum; that is, a majority of the
members of the senate, not a majority of the states. The power of legislation
might therefore be suspended by the wilful absence of a majority; but what
effect this would have on the government, in other respects, will hereafter be
considered.
In respect to the single function of legislation, a deep and serious discussion might be had on a point which has not yet occured, and it is fervently
hoped may never arise in this country. If the legislatures of a majority of the
states were to omit or refuse to appoint senators, the question would be,
whether the majority of those who were actually in office, excluding from
the computation the number to which the non-appointing states were entitled,
would be sufficient, within the spirit of the constitution, to uphold the legislative power. It is sufficient to state, without presuming to decide the question.

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

The house of representatives was founded on the principle of the representation of the people; yet not purely and abstractedly, but with as much
conformity to it as was practicable.
It is composed of representatives of the people of the several states, not
of the people at large; and in this respect there is still something of a federative
quality. If the whole had been thrown into one mass, it would certainly have
been more consistent with a full representation of the entire people, but many
would have been the objections to it. It would have been desirable that the
qualifications of the electors should be uniform, but considerable variety of
opinion and practice in this respect exists. In some states, the system of universal suffrage prevails; in others a freehold or other estate is required of more
or less value. Residence for a longer or shorter time is requisite in different
states, and when the constitution was framed, different qualifications were
required in two of the states for electors of the different branches of the legislative body. The people of each state were naturally attached to their own
institutions, and would unwillingly have surrendered them in favour of others.
Indeed, if the qualification of property had been required, the people of those
states wherein universal suffrage was established, would probably have refused
altogether to accede to the Union.
Again. If the representatives were to be all chosen by a general ticket, the
consequences would be that thousands of voters must give their suffrages in
favour of persons of whom they had no knowledge. If it was required that
the candidate should reside in a particular district, the inhabitants of Georgia
would either have to select a resident of Massachusetts on their own judgment,
or implicitly follow the suggestions of the voters in Massachusetts.
Under these difficulties the principle of exact representation was necessarily abandoned, and in lieu of it, representation was apportioned among the
several states. The medium of not more than one representative for 30,000
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inhabitants, was first agreed on, and is a fundamental part of the system by
which the inhabitants of every state, although it might possess a fractional
part however large of 30,000, consented to relinquish the benefit of the ultra
number. But every state is to be represented; and if any one should by casualties be reduced below that number, she is still to have one representative,
as she will still retain two members of the senate.1
At one time it was conceived by congress, that without invading the
constitution, the principle of apportionment might be reformed to advantage.
The object was to prevent the loss in the number of representatives arising
from the fractional parts.
With a sound political view to retain the just relation of representation
to numbers, it is provided in the Constitution, that within three years an actual enumeration should be made of the inhabitants of the United States,
which should be repeated every ten years. In fixing the number of the first
house of representatives, the population was estimated, not ascertained. When
the census, (as it is now commonly termed,) was taken in 1790, it appeared
that, in many states, there would be considerable fractional parts, which,
whether the quotient was fixed at 30,000, or a greater number, would be
unrepresented. To increase the number of the house of representatives as far
as the constitution would permit, was deemed most conducive to the public
security, against the preponderancy of executive influence, which however
was denied and resisted by a considerable minority. A bill, after great struggles,
passed both houses, which it seems difficult to reconcile to the Constitution.
The whole number of inhabitants according to the recent census being
ascertained, it was divided by 30,000, and produced the number of one
hundred and twenty representatives, which were, in the first place, apportioned
among the several states, until as many representatives as it would give were
allotted to each. The residuary numbers were distributed among the states
having the highest fractions. But the correct and independent mind of the
illustrious man who then held the office of president, rejected the bill. It was
returned to the house of representatives, with the observation, that the Constitution had provided that the number of representatives should not exceed
one for 30,000, which is to be applied to the respective numbers of the states,
and the bill allotted to eight of the states more than one for 30,000.
As there was not a constitutional majority to pass it again, the effort failed,
and probably will never be renewed. Another law was immediately passed,
1
In the articles of confederation it was also a fundamental provision that each state should
have one vote, (art. iv,) and this was made an express condition in the instructions given by
the state of Delaware to its delegates in the convention of 1787.
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allotting one member to 33,000 inhabitants, which still left some fractional
parts unrepresented.
The same objection also exists in the representative bodies of states, where
the apportionment is made among counties—but a state legislature possesses
the power of enlarging or reducing counties, and of adding two or more together, whereas the United States have no power to alter the boundaries of
a state, although they may give their assent to an alteration by the state itself.
The enumeration, at stated intervals, as required by the Constitution is, like
many other parts of it, deserving of praise both for its wisdom and its novelty.
It is not to be found in the Constitution of any of the European governments,
and if occasionally practised, it is not obligatory on them to continue it.
The census of Rome was directed by a law passed three hundred years
after the commencement of the state—was occasionally intermitted, and finally abolished; but the institution itself was rather of a military than a representative character.
By conforming the representation to the actual number of citizens, as it
is ascertained from time to time, the evils experienced in the country, to
which, on account of its bearing the greatest resemblance to our civil polity,
we so frequently allude, are avoided. The decline of population in some parts
of England, and its increase in others, have produced the utmost inequality
in the formation of their house of commons. London, which contains about
one-seventh of the inhabitants of England, is entitled to send four members
to parliament. The inconsiderable united borough of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, containing seventeen hundred inhabitants, sends the same
number. Manchester and Birmingham, two very populous towns, have no
representatives, while the small deserted borough of Old Sarum, without a
house or an inhabitant, is the vehicle through which two members obtain
their seats; the largest county in the kingdom sends only two.
Thus a rigid adherence to an ancient system of representation, which
may perhaps have been not unsound at the time it was formed, is now productive of the grossest abuses. The name, the tegument are preserved, when
the substance that ought to be enclosed, is almost entirely gone.
The beneficial effects of our system will appear by referring to the following tabular view, in which the increase of general population may be deduced
from the increased number of representatives from most of the states.
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Table.
Number of Representatives.

STATES.
1789.
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . .
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . .
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . .
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . .
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . .
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kentucky, (separated from Virginia in
1791) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vermont, (from New Hampshire and New
York, 1791) . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennessee, (from North Carolina, 1796) . .
Ohio, (from a territory, 1802) . . . . .
Louisiana, (from a territory, 1812) . . .
Indiana, (from a territory, 1816) . . . .
Mississippi, (from a territory, 1817) . . .
Illinois, (from a territory, 1818) . . . .
Alabama, (from a territory, 1821) . . . .
Missouri, (from a territory, 1822) . . . .
Maine, (from Massachusetts, 1822) . . .
Territories sending Delegates.
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1791.

1803.

1813.

1823.

3
8
1
5
6
4
8
1
6
10
5
5
3
—

4
14
2
7
10
5
13
1
8
19
10
6
2
2

5
17
2
7
17
6
18
1
9
22
12
8
4
6

6
20
2
7
27
6
23
2
9
23
13
9
6
10

6
13
2
6
34
6
26
1
9
22
13
9
7
12

—

2

4

6

5

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

2
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

6
6
1
—
—
—
—
—
—

9
14
3
3
1
1
3
1
7

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

1
1
1

There is, however, one anomaly in our system with which we are sometimes reproached. The representative proportions are made to depend on
adding to the whole number of free persons in each state, including those
bound to service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, threefifths of all other persons, that is, that fifteen slaves shall be considered as
equal in the ratio of representation to nine freemen.
It would now be unseasonable and useless to consider or to answer the
arguments on either side. It has been agreed to, and the question is for ever
at rest.
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It only remains to observe, that to guard against a refractory disposition,
should it ever arise in the legislatures of the states, in respect to the times,
places, and manner of holding elections for senators and representatives,
congress is empowered at any time, to make or alter by law such regulations,
except as to the place of choosing senators. This exception was proper, as
congress ought not to have the power of convening the state legislature at
any other than its usual place of meeting. We have already observed, that
when the Constitution was adopted, different qualifications were prescribed
in some of the states for electors to their different legislative branches. As the
house of representatives is the most numerous branch of the general legislature,
it was judiciously provided that the electors of it should have the qualifications
requisite for the electors of the most numerous branch of the state legislature.
When vacancies happen, the executive authority of the state issues writs
for elections to be holden to fill them.
Both the senate and house of representatives possess the usual powers to
judge of the elections, returns and qualifications of their own members, and
to punish them for disorderly behaviour, which may be carried to the extent
of expulsion, provided two-thirds concur.
It has not yet been precisely settled what must be the disorderly behaviour
to incur punishment, nor what kind of punishment is to be inflicted; but it
cannot be doubted that misbehaviour out of the walls of the house or within
them, when it is not in session, would not fall within the meaning of the
Constitution.
Expulsion may, however, be founded on criminal conduct committed in
any place, and either before or after conviction in a court of law.
But a power extending beyond their own precincts, and affecting others
than their own members, has been exercised by both houses, and has been
decided in the supreme court to be constitutional.
It is a maxim in the practical application of government, that the public
functionaries should be supported in the full exercise of the powers intrusted
to them. Attempts to bribe or to intimidate them constitute offences against
the public. They amount to more than contempts or breaches of privilege
against the legislative bodies, and they undoubtedly subject the offenders to
the usual course of prosecution and punishment in the courts of law. But
this liability does not exclude the immediate jurisdiction of the legislative
body, which is supported by strong considerations of public policy. The
people are entitled to the utmost purity and integrity in the conduct of their
representatives. The house is a guardian of the public interests in this respect.
It is its duty to make immediate inquiry as to any attempt to assail the freedom
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or corrupt the integrity of any of its members. From the duty to inquire arises
the right to punish; it needs not to be devolved on the ordinary tribunals. It
is true that no power to this effect is expressly given by the Constitution, nor
does the judicial or criminal power given to the courts of the United States
in any part, expressly extend to the infliction of punishment for such offences.
But it is not therefore to be inferred that no such power exists any where. If
the courts of the United States would possess it by implication, there is no
reason for refusing it to the legislative body itself, unless it should be discovered to be wholly inconsistent with the construction or nature of that
body, or with some clause in the Constitution. But the reverse of the first
position is the truth. It would be inconsistent with the nature of such a body
to deny it the power of protecting itself from injury or insult. If its deliberations are not perfectly free, its constituents are eventually injured. This power
has never been denied in any country, and is incidental to the nature of all
legislative bodies. If it possesses such a power in the case of an immediate
insult, or disturbance preventing the exercise of its ordinary functions, it is
impossible to deny it in other cases, which although less immediate or less
violent, partake of the same character, by having a tendency to impair the
firm and honest discharge of public duties.
Those clauses in the Constitution which provide that the trial of all crimes
shall be by jury, in the state and district where the offence has been committed,
are ever to be held sacred—but it would be doing violence to them to carry
them further than the plain meaning, that trial by jury shall be preserved in
criminal prosecutions in the ordinary courts; otherwise it would be impossible
to support the jurisdiction given to the senate in cases of impeachment,
wherein no trial by jury takes place. It appears then that this implied power
of punishing what are termed contempts and infringements of the privileges
of the houses, is in reality the useful institution of a summary jurisdiction for
the punishment of offences substantially committed against the people, and
that it is correctly deduced from the Constitution.
The following express provisions, which require no elucidation, are inserted to close this part of the subject—
A majority of each house shall constitute a quorum to do business, but
a smaller number may adjourn from day to day and may be authorized to
compel the attendance of absent members in such manner and under such
penalties as each house may provide.
Neither house without the consent of the other shall adjourn for more
than three days, nor to any other place than that in which the two houses
shall be sitting.
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Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time to time
publish the same, excepting such parts as may in their judgments require
secrecy, and the yeas and nays of the members of either house shall, at the
desire of one-fifth of those present, be entered on the journal.

CHAPTER V.

OF THE PRESIDENT’S PARTICIPATION IN THE LEGISLATIVE
POWER.

The president partakes of the legislative power under wise and cautious
qualifications, founded, as the whole frame of our government is founded,
on their tendency to promote the interests of the people. He does not originate
laws or resolutions; he takes no part in the deliberations on them during their
progress; he does not act in relation to them indirectly by advice or interference of any sort, until they have passed both houses: it is only when their
operations are concluded that his power begins.
A view of his other functions will belong to other parts of this work, but
as preparatory to the whole, it is necessary to set forth the manner of his being
elected.
To call an individual from private life in order that he may preside over
the interests of millions; to invest him with the various dignified functions,
and the extensive patronage which appertain to a station so exalted; to secure
as completely as possible, the free exercise of the people’s rights; to discourage
and prevent the artifices of party, and of individual ambition; and to accomplish all this by means of a fixed and practicable system which should neither
be misunderstood, perverted nor resisted, was a task of no small difficulty.
Hereditary succession has its advocates among the lovers of peace and
regularity; and the turbulent elections of Poland have often been quoted by
those who did not distinguish between a military aristocracy and a well ordered
republic. But we had among ourselves more appropriate examples in the
elections of the governors of states, which an experience, short, but satisfactory,
pointed out as models that might be carefully consulted.
The immense territory over which this officer was to preside, the population already great, and annually increasing beyond the relative growth of most
other countries, the divisions of states, each separate and independent, and
the necessity of admitting to some extent the sensations of local identity even
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in the act of general and consentaneous suffrages, suggested certain combinations of the elective faculty which in a single state would be useless and unwieldy.
To effect these purposes, an excellent theory was adopted. Each state is
to appoint in such manner as the legislature may direct, a number of electors
equal to the whole number of senators and representatives to which the state
may be entitled in congress, and these electors are to choose the President,
and Vice President by ballot only.
In thus fixing the proportional number of electors, we perceive a due attention to the preservation of the state character, without impairing the universality of action incident to the election itself.
The people of each state had created their respective legislatures according
to the forms of their own constitutions. Those legislatures are to direct in
what manner the electors shall be appointed, and there is no restriction upon
them in this respect, because it is one of those instances in which it was right
to leave a certain free agency to the state.
We have seen that in the appointment of senators, the state acts by the
legislature alone. The legislature cannot divest itself of the duty of choosing
senators when the occasion requires it. It cannot devolve the choice upon
electors or on the people.
But the duties of the senate though dignified and exalted, are not so
various as those of the president. Their participation in the executive business
is small and at uncertain intervals. The president comes into daily contact
with the people, by his daily executive functions, yet it was conceived that
he might feel a greater dependence on the people than the public interests
would warrant, if his election sprung immediately from them. On the other
hand, if his election depended entirely on the legislatures, it would carry the
state character beyond its reasonable bearings, and create a sense of dependency
on them alone, instead of a relation to the people at large. Under the old
confederation, the president was chosen by the members of the congress, and
not by the state legislatures who appointed those members.
From these coincidences it was found expedient that he should owe his
election, neither directly to the people, nor to the legislatures of states, yet
that these legislatures should create a select body, to be drawn from the people,
who in the most independent and unbiassed manner, should elect the president. As the election would thus in effect become in a certain sense, the combined act of the legislatures and of the people, it was further considered that
while the latter were thus brought into action, the state character was further
to be maintained, and hence two electors were, at all events, to be secured to
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each state. Thus as an equal representation in the senate was already secured
to each state, however small the state might be, a certain degree of respectability and effect was also secured to the smallest state, in the number of electors.
This concession to the small states could not, however, be allowed, without
allowing it also to the largest, since all are constitutionally equal.
The manner in which these great objects were to be effected is now to be
exhibited.
It is directed that the electors shall meet in their respective states. The
particular place of meeting is properly to be fixed by the legislature, but it
cannot be out of the state: if the legislature should inadvertently or designedly
omit to designate the place of meeting, or if any moral or physical cause
should render it impossible for the electors to assemble there, nothing appears
in the Constitution to prevent them from meeting at a place of their own
choice.
The election is to be by ballot, the mode of proceeding best calculated
to secure a freedom of choice.
Of the two persons voted for, one at least shall not be an inhabitant of
the same state with the electors. The votes being transmitted to the senate
were to be opened by its president in the presence of the senate and house of
representatives. The person having the greatest number of votes was to be
president if such number was a majority of the whole number of electors appointed, and if there was more than one who had such majority and had an
equal number of votes, the house of representatives were immediately to
choose by ballot one of them for president. If no person had a majority, the
house should in like manner choose the president out of the five highest on
the list. The votes of the house were to be taken not individually, but by
states, the representatives from each state having one vote. A quorum to
consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the states, and a majority
of all the states was necessary for a choice.
The mode of proceeding was somewhat different as to the vice president.
After the choice of the president, the person having the greatest number of
votes was to be vice president. If there remained two or more who had an
equal number of votes, the senate and not the house, were to choose from
them by ballot the vice president, and as it is not directed that in this respect
they shall vote by states, it follows that they vote individually as in ordinary
cases.
Such was the original plan of the constitution, but it has been usefully
altered by providing that the ballots of the electors shall be separately given
for president and vice president, and that the vice president shall be elected,
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as in the case of the president, by a majority of the whole number of electors
appointed.
The number of candidates out of whom the selection is to be made by
the house of representatives, is reduced from five to three. The senate in respect to vice president is confined to the two highest in votes.
In regard to the final choice of the president, it was deemed expedient
that the house of representatives should vote by states, because there would
always be reason to suppose that if the people at large were much divided in
opinion, their immediate representatives would be incapable of coming to a
decision, and no other mode of removing the difficulty occured than in this
manner to refer it to the states. In the senate, where the representation is
equal, the same inconvenience was not to be apprehended, and by reducing
the ultimate candidates to a smaller number, those who represented states in
which the votes had been lost, would be much less influenced, even if such
influence existed at all.
Another benefit also resulted from it. By the first mode of proceeding
the senate was restrained from acting until the house of representatives had
made their selection, which if parties ran high, might be considerably delayed;
—by the amendment, the senate may proceed to choose a vice president
immediately on receiving the returns of the votes. If under the old mode, the
house of representatives did not choose a president before the fourth day of
March next ensuing, the vice president then in office was to act as president.
So that although the public confidence might have been wholly withdrawn
from him, he would become president in effect, whereas on the present plan,
if no president is elected by the house of representatives, the vice president
who will fill the office, will have the fresh suffrages of the people.
So far therefore as relates to this part of the plan for choosing the president
and vice president, the arrangement seems now settled as judiciously as the
nature of our Constitution will admit, although one difficulty not provided
for, may possibly some day occur. If more than three of those highest in votes
for president, or than two of those voted for as vice president should be equal
in number of votes, it is not directed how the selection shall be made. In the
original text it is declared, that the votes of the house of representatives and
the senate shall be by ballot, and so it still continues as to the house of representatives, but it is not directed in the amendment, how the votes of the senate
shall be given. It is probable, however, that a vote by ballot, would be adopted.
At present, (1824,) the electors are chosen by the people in seventeen out
of the twenty-four states, either by a general ticket, or in districts fixed by the
legislature. In the remaining seven, the legislature has reserved to itself the
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power of appointing them. The former mode seems most congenial with the
nature of our government, and the popular current now sets so strongly in
favour of it, that the practice will probably become general.1
Vacancies in the office of president are provided for. “In case of the removal
of the president from office, or of his death, resignation ar inability to discharge
the powers and duties of the office, it shall devolve on the vice president,” and
congress shall have power to provide for the concurrent vacancies of both.
This power has been executed by authorizing the president pro tempore
of the senate to perform those functions. The president pro tempore of the
senate is chosen by the senate during the absence of the vice president, or
when he executes the office of president, and it has become usual for the vice
president to retire from the senate a few days before the close of the session,
in order that a president pro tempore may be chosen, to be ready to act on
emergencies. If however there should happen to be vacancies in all these three
respects, the speaker of the house of representatives is next empowered to
assume the office of president, and beyond this no provision has been made.
If the vice president succeeds to the office of president, he continues in
it till the expiration of the time for which the president was elected; but if
both those offices are vacant, it becomes the duty of the secretary of state to
take measures for the election of a president.
The effect of the last amendment has not been adverted to by congress.
As the Constitution now stands a vice president cannot be elected till the
regular period.
Notification is to be given, as well to the executive of each state as in one
at least of the public newspapers printed in each state, that electors of a
president shall be appointed or chosen within thirty-four days next preceding
the first Wednesday in the ensuing December, unless there shall not be two
months between the date of the notification and the first Wednesday in the
ensuing December, in which case the election shall be postponed till the ensuing year. But if the term of the office of the president and vice president
would have expired on the third of March next following such vacancies, no
extra election is necessary, as the regular election will then take place on the
same day which the secretary of state is otherwise directed to notify.
For the office of both president and vice president is fixed to commence
on the fourth of March in each year, and the regular election takes place on
the first Wednesday of the preceding December.

1

There are now (1829) but two states, viz. Delaware and South Carolina in which the
electors are appointed by the legislature.
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Under these multiplied provisions, no inconvenience can be apprehended.
It can scarcely ever happen that there shall be at one and the same time no
president, vice president, pro tempore president of the senate, and speaker of
the house of representatives.
It must however be acknowledged that in no respect have the enlarged
and profound views of those who framed the constitution, nor the expectations
of the public when they adopted it, been so completely frustrated as in the
practical operation of the system so far as relates to the independence of the
electors.
It was supposed that the election of these two high officers would be
committed to men not likely to be swayed by party or personal bias, who
would act under no combination with others, and be subject neither to intimidation or corruption. It was asserted that the choice of several persons to
form an intermediate body of electors, would be much less apt to convulse
the community with extraordinary movements, than the choice of one who
was himself to be the final object of their wishes.2
Whether ferments and commotions would accompany a general election
by the whole body of the people, and whether such a mode of election could
be conveniently practised in reference to the ratio of representatives prescribed
in the constitution, is yet to be ascertained; but experience has fully convinced
us, that the electors do not assemble in their several states for a free exercise
of their own judgments, but for the purpose of electing the particular candidate who happens to be preferred by the predominant political party which
has chosen those electors. In some instances the principles on which they are
chosen are so far forgotten, that the electors publicly pledge themselves to
vote for a particular individual, and thus the whole foundation of this elaborate
system is destroyed.
Another innovation has also been introduced. Members of congress, entrusted only with the power of ordinary legislation, have frequently formed
themselves into a regular body at the seat of government, and undertaken to
point out to the people certain persons as proper objects of their choice. Although the mild and plausible garb of recommendation is alone assumed,
yet its effect is known and felt to have been often great and sometimes irresistible.
If the Constitution, as originally proposed, had contained a direct provision that the president and vice president should be chosen by a majority of
the two houses of congress, it is not probable that this part of it would have
been adopted.
2

Fed. No. 8.
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That the chief executive magistrate should be the creature of the legislature; that he should view in them the source from which he sprung, and
by which he was to be continued, would at once destroy the dignity and independence of his station, and render him no longer what the Constitution
intended,—an impartial and inflexible administrator of the public interests.
To the people alone he would no longer consider himself responsible, but he
would be led to respect, and would be fearful to offend, a power higher than
the people.
Such principles cannot be found in the Constitution; and it is wholly
inconsistent with its spirit and its essence, to effectuate indirectly, that which
directly is not avowed or intended. These instances fully prove that the safety
of the people greatly depends on a close adherence to the letter and spirit of
their excellent Constitution; but it is probable that a late failure will prevent
a renewal of the last mentioned attempt. And in reference to the election of
1828, it has not been renewed, but, with a strict adherence to the forms prescribed, the voice of a great majority of the people has decided the choice.
Before we close the subject, it is proper to add that, in one respect, the
caution of the Constitution cannot be violated—no senator or representative
or person holding an office of trust or profit under the United States can be
an elector, and therefore the vote of every such person would be void.

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE MANNER OF EXERCISING THE LEGISLATIVE POWER.

The two houses possess co-equal powers in regard to originating laws,
except those for raising revenue, which originate only in the house of representatives, but the senate may propose or concur with amendments as in
other bills, Some doubts have existed as to the policy, or at least the necessity
of this exception. It is introduced, however, into most of the state constitutions, and may be founded on the utility of keeping this frequent subject of
legislation in a regular system, in order that public credit may not be impaired
by the suggestion of discordant plans, or needless innovations. In addition
to which, it was probably supposed that the members of the house of representatives, coming more frequently from the body of the people, and from
their numbers combining a greater variety of character and employment,
would be better qualified to judge not only of the necessity, but also of the
methods of raising revenue.
On all other subjects, a bill may originate in either house, and after having
been fully considered, it is sent to the other. If amendments are proposed,
the bill is sent back for concurrence. If the two houses disagree, either to the
bill, as originally framed, or as amended, a conference usually takes place,
and if neither house will recede, the bill is lost. It is not usual to bring forward
another bill on the same subject during the same session, but it may be done,
as it is a mere matter of parliamentary regulation, and not prohibited by the
Constitution.
When a bill has passed both houses, it is presented to the president, and
his share of the legislative duty commences, but it is wisely and prudently
guarded. If he possessed the right of imposing an absolute negative; it would
vest in him too great a power. If he sent back the bill, with or without his
reasons for refusing his assent, and the same numbers that originally passed
it, were still sufficient to give it the effect of a law, the reference to him would
be an empty form. It is therefore most judiciously provided, that not only
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every bill which has passed both houses, but every order, resolution, or vote,
on which the concurrence of both is necessary, except on questions of adjournment, may, if not approved by him, be returned with his objections to the
house in which it originated. These objections are to be entered at large on
their journal, and the house is then to proceed to reconsider the bill or resolution; if after such reconsideration, two-thirds of that house shall agree to
pass the bill or resolution, it shall be sent, together with the objections, to
the other house, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved
by two-thirds of that house also, the bill becomes a law, and the resolution
becomes absolute. But in all such cases, the votes of both houses shall be determined by yeas and nays, and entered on the journals. While this great
share of the legislative power is given to the president, it would be improper
to leave it to him indefinitely to exercise it, without some control in point of
time, and therefore it is provided that if such bill or resolution, are not returned by him within ten days, (Sundays excepted,) the resolution shall take
effect, or the bill shall become a law, unless congress by their adjournment
prevent it; a consideration which ought to induce the two houses, whenever
it is possible, to prepare matters of importance in either shape, for the consideration of the president, at least ten days before the time of their adjournment,
otherwise, and particularly when the duration of the session is limited,
measures of high interest may be frustrated for a season.
We might here draw a comparison much to our advantage between our
systens and those of the European monarchies, where the absolute negative
of the king depends solely on his own will and pleasure, or on the other hand,
with those ancient republics in which the chief executive magistrates did not
in the smallest degree participate in the legislative power. Our scheme judiciously steers a middle course. Laws do not originate with the president, although it is his duty to recommend subjects for consideration when the
public good requires it; but as laws may be unadvisedly and too precipitately
passed even by a double legislature, it may be often salutary to call them to
a reconsideration of their measures, and by requiring the objections to be
entered on the journal, and the yeas and nays to be recorded, the people, who
are the ultimate judges, are enabled to decide on the soundness of conduct
on the part of all. The remedy takes place at the next election.

CHAPTER VII.

OF THE TREATY MAKING POWER.

We will now proceed to consider the legislative powers vested in these
bodies.
Treaties being, next to the Constitution, the supreme law of the land,
properly fall into this class. They are laws, in making which the house of
representatives has no original share; whether their subsequent concurrence
in any shape is necessary will hereafter be examined.
The language of the Constitution is, that he [the president,] shall have
power by and with the advice and consent of the senate to make treaties, provided
two-thirds of the senators present concur.
This, at first view, would imply that a treaty, like an act of congress,
should in its progress be the subject of joint deliberation, but the practice has
necessarily been otherwise.
Treaties, if made abroad, are effected through the medium of our ministers
to foreign courts under instructions from the president. If made here, the
business is transacted by the secretary of state, under like instructions, with
the ministers from foreign courts. The senate is not consulted in the first
process: when the treaty is agreed on, the president submits it to the senate,
in whose deliberations he takes no part, but he renders to them, from time
to time, such information relative to it as they may require. The senate may
wholly reject it, or they may ratify it in part, or recommend additional or
explanatory articles, which, if the president approves of them, again become
the subject of negotiation between him and the foreign power; and finally,
when the whole receives the consent of the senate, and the ratifications are
exchanged between the respective governments, the treaty becomes obligatory
on both nations.
The proceedings of the senate during this process are with closed doors,
and the contents of the treaty and the information connected with it ought
in good policy to be kept secret. But the Constitution does not in express
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terms require it, and, in one particular instance, when the public mind was
greatly agitated, disclosures, not only of the contents of the treaty itself, but
of some of the proceedings of the senate in regard to it took place, the propriety of doing which was admitted or denied according to the opposing opinions
of the day.1
The nature and extent of this constitutional power underwent full examination,2 in the state conventions. The most general terms are used in the
Constitution. The powers of congress in respect to making laws we shall find
are laid under several restrictions. There are none in respect to treaties. Although the acts of public ministers, less immediately delegated by the people
than the house of representatives; the president constitutionally and the senate
both constitutionally and practically, two removes from the people, are by
the treaty making power, invested with the high and sole control over all
those subjects which properly arise from intercourse with foreign nations,
and may eventually affect important interests at home. To define them in
the Constitution would have been impossible, and therefore a general term
could alone be made use of, which is, however, to be scrupulously confined
to its legitimate interpretation. Whatever is wanting in an authority expressed,
must be sought for in principle, and to ascertain whether the execution of
the treaty making power can be supported, we must carefully apply to it the
principles of the Constitution from which alone the power proceeds.
In its general sense, we can be at no loss to understand the meaning of
the word treaty. It is a compact entered into with a foreign power, and it extends to all those matters which are generally the subjects of compact between
independent nations. Such subjects are peace, alliance, commerce, neutrality,
and others of a similar nature. To make treaties is an essential attribute of a
nation. One which disabled itself from the power of making, and the capacity
of observing and enforcing them when made, would exclude itself from the
international equality which its own interests require it to preserve, and thus
in many respects commit an injury on itself. In modern times and among
civilized nations, we have no instances of such absurdity. The power must
then reside somewhere. Under the articles of confederation it was given with
some restrictions, proceeding from the nature of that imperfect compact, to
congress, which then nominally exercised both the legislative and executive
powers of general government. In our present Constitution no limitations
were held necessary. The only question was where to deposit it. Now this
must be either in congress generally, in the two houses exclusive of the pres1

Relative to the British treaty of 1794.
See particularly the debates of the Virginia convention.
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ident, in the president conjunctly with them or one of them, or in the president alone.
The formation of a treaty often requires secrecy and dispatch, neither of
which could be found in the first or second mode, and a contrary plan would
be inconsistent with the usages of most nations. It remained then either to
vest it in the president singly, or to unite one of the other bodies with him.
The latter was obviously preferable, and all that remained was to select that
one whose conformation appeared most congenial to the task. The senate is
a smaller body, and therefore whenever celerity was necessary, the most likely
to promote it—it was a permanent body; its members, elected for a longer
time, were most likely to be conversant in the great political interests which
would be agitated, and perhaps it was supposed, that as representatives in
one point of view, rather of the states than of the people, a federative quality
appertained to them not wholly unconnected with the nature of a foreign
compact.
From these and other considerations, the power was vested where we find
it; and whenever objections are raised against the extensive operations of a
treaty, on account of the source from which it springs, we must remember
that it was the will of the whole body of the people to place it there.
The legal effect of a treaty constitutionally made is, that next to the
Constitution itself, it prevails over all state laws, state constitutions, and acts
of congress.
This is expressed in the following words—
This Constitution and the laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance
thereof, and all treaties made or which shall be made under the authority of the United
States, shall be the supreme law of the land, and the judges in every state shall be bound
thereby, any thing in the Constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.

There is a variance in the words descriptive of laws and those of treaties
—in the former it is said those which shall be made in pursuance of the Constitution, but treaties are described as having been made, or which shall be
made under the authority of the United States .
The explanation is, that at the time of adopting the Constitution, certain
treaties existed, which had been made by congress under the confederation,3
the continuing obligations of which it was proper to declare. The words
“under the authority of the United States,” were considered as extending equally
3

With France, the United Netherlands, and particularly the treaty of peace with Great
Britain.
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to those previously made, and to those which should subsequently be effected.
But although the former could not be considered as made pursuant to a
Constitution which was not then in existence, the latter would not be “under
the authority of the United States,” unless they are conformable to its Constitution.
It has been observed, that it is not distinctly declared whether treaties are
to be held superior to acts of congress, or whether the latter are to be co-equal
with or superior to the former. The mere collocation of the words would
tend to give the superiority to the laws, but higher ground must be taken for
the decision of the question.
Having felt the necessity of the treaty making power, and having fixed
on the department in which it shall be vested, the people of course excluded
from all interference with it, those parts of the government which are not
described as partaking of it. The representation held out by our Constitution
to foreign powers, was, that the president with the advice and consent of the
senate, could bind the nation in all legitimate compacts: but if pre-existent
acts, contrary to the treaty, could only be removed by congress, this representation would be fallacious; it would be a just subject of reproach, and would
destroy all future confidence in our public stipulations. The immediate operation of the treaty must therefore be to overrule all existing legislative acts
inconsistent with its provisions.
But this is not inconsistent with a power to pass subsequent laws, qualifying, altering, or even wholly annulling a treaty. Such a power may be supported on another ground. Congress alone possesses the right to declare war;
and the right to qualify, alter, or annul a treaty being of a tendency to produce
war, is an incident to the right of declaring war. Such measures may be essential to the interests of the nation, and it is impossible to find them in any
other part of the Constitution than in the general powers held by congress.
But in these procedures, the senate must necessarily, and the president may
eventually be parties, and they are essentially different from laws to carry a
treaty into effect, which suppose the treaty imperfect, till they are passed.
The former laws on the contrary, consider the treaty as complete and effective,
and are passed as the only means of counteracting it under a change of circumstances, at the hazard indeed of exciting the complaints, resentment, or
hostilities of the foreign power.
In the years 1795 and 1796, the house of representatives was much agitated on account of the treaty of November 19th, 1794, between the United
States and Great Britain. A resolution was passed requesting the president to
lay before them a copy of his instructions to the minister who negotiated the
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treaty, with the correspondence and other documents relative to that treaty,
excepting such papers as any existing negotiations may render it improper to
disclose.
The illustrious individual who then held the office, answered, that he
had never had but one opinion on the subject, and that his conduct had always
conformed to it. His opinion was, that the power of making treaties is exclusively vested in the president, by and with the advice and consent of the senate,
provided two-thirds of the senators present concur, and that any treaty so
made and promulgated, thenceforward becomes the law of the land.
It is thus, he added, that the treaty making power has been understood
by foreign nations; and in all the treaties made with them, we have declared,
and they have believed, that, when ratified by the president, with the advice
and consent of the senate, they become obligatory. In this construction of
the Constitution every house of representatives had acquiesced, and until the
present time, not a doubt or suspicion had appeared, to his knowledge, that
this construction was not the true one.
With some further remarks, he concluded by observing, that as it was
perfectly clear to his understanding that the consent of the house of representatives is not necessary to the validity of a treaty, as the treaty with Great
Britain exhibited in itself all the objects requiring legislative provision, and
on these the papers called for could throw no light; and as it is essential to
the due administration of a government, that the boundaries fixed by the
Constitution between the different departments should be preserved, a just
regard to the Constitution and to the duties of his office forbade a compliance
with their request.4
The principles thus laid down were so far acquiesced in by the house,
that they passed a resolution disclaiming a power to interfere in making
treaties, but asserting the right of the house of representatives, whenever
stipulations are made on subjects committed by the Constitution to congress,
to deliberate on the expediency of carrying them into effect. And subsequently,
though not without much acrimonious debate, and by a small majority, it
was declared to be expedient to pass the laws necessary to carry the treaty into
effect.
From that time, the question remained undisturbed, until the session of
1815–16, when in relation to another treaty with Great Britain, the house
of representatives, after much debate, passed a bill particularly enacting the
same stipulations on one subject as those which were contained in the treaty.
This, as a dangerous innovation on the treaty making power, was warmly
4
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opposed by the minority, and disagreed to by the senate. But after conferences
between the two houses, it terminated in a sort of compromise, which it is
difficult to reconcile with a sound construction of the Constitution. The act,
(which was passed on the 1st of March, 1816,) shortly declares, that so much
of any act as imposes a duty on tonnage, contrary to the provisions of a convention between the United States and his Britannic Majesty, shall from and
after the date of that instrument, and during its continuance, be of no force
or effect.
Thus a precedent was set, which a dissatisfied house of representatives
may hereafter resort to; and although the judicial tribunals would probably
consider the law as being wholly unnecessary, and a nullity in itself, it may
be the cause of future legislative attempts producing more difficulty.
Yet however manifest these principles may appear, it must be confessed
that another part of the Constitution presents an apparent difficulty which
requires examination.
By the 9th sect. of the 1st article, it is expressly declared, that no money
shall be drawn from the treasury but in consequence of appropriations made by
law.
A treaty may be made, by which a sum of money is engaged to be paid
to a foreign power, on considerations beneficial to the Union; can such a
contract be fulfilled without an act of congress? Three eventual cases may be
stated:
1. Where there is a sufficient sum of money in the treasury, not under
any specific appropriation.
2. Where there is a sufficient sum, but actually appropriated to different
objects.
3. Where there is no money in the treasury, but a sufficient sum must be
raised in some manner to fulfil the contract.
In the second and third of these supposed cases, it would seem that the
treaty could not be carried into effect by its own power. Taxation, direct or
indirect, can only be the work of congress.
By Art. 1. § viii. the congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties,
imposts, and excises.
No such power is given to the president and senate in direct terms.
By another section, (the 7th,) of the same article, All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the house of representatives. A nice disquisition might
here be introduced, whether the fulfilment of a contract with a foreign power,
was to be considered as raising revenue. The term ought to be interpreted in
its broad and general sense, and in reference to the spirit and meaning of the
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whole Constitution. By revenue we must understand whatever is produced
by taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, for public use. The moneys so raised
may be applied to defray the expenses of government, to pay the principal
or interest of the public debt, to maintain an army and navy, to pay for acquisitions of territory, (as in the recent instance of the purchase of Florida
from Spain, when by treaty we assumed the payment of the money to which
our own citizens were justly entitled, by reason of the injuries inflicted on
them by that country,) to preserve peace and harmony with foreign powers,
as the barbarous states of Africa, and a variety of other cases. It is still revenue,
and congress alone can raise it, and the bill can only originate in the house
of representatives. If, therefore, a new tax must be laid, or a specific appropriation already made by congress superseded, it seems obvious that it cannot
be done by the president and senate.
The first of the three cases supposed will seldom happen, but should it
ever take place, and a sum, which by treaty the United States were bound to
pay to a foreign power, could be discharged out of moneys lying in the
treasury, unfettered by appropriation, the difficulty would not yet be subdued.
If the surplus in the treasury arose from a tax, laid with a view to the fulfilment
of treaties which were thereafter to be concluded, great doubts might be entertained whether such a law would be constitutional. To extract money from
the people for a purpose so indefinite, and to place those moneys at the disposal of the treaty making power, might possibly be supported by the authority
given to congress to provide for the common defence and general welfare.
But even this, as it would amount to a concurrence of congress in effectuating
the treaty, would leave the question unresolved. The original difficulty remains, if the moneys thus found in the treasury, consisted of a surplus unappropriated by congress in any manner, or to any object whatever. Now we
must keep in view, that a treaty with a foreign power, is not of itself an appropriation of moneys in the treasury of the United States, any more than it
would be an appropriation of moneys in the treasury of the foreign power.
It is evidently not an appropriation in a constitutional sense, for it can only
be made (so far as relates to other subjects) as the act of both houses, and in
the solemn form of a law. However strong, therefore, the obligation of good
faith may be on the nation to fulfil the treaty, it does not seem that it has
invested in the president and senate a full effectuating power. And if the
president alone, or conjunctly with the senate, were to draw on the treasury
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for the sum necessary to fulfil it, such draught would not appear to be within
the direction of the Constitution.5
On the whole, the conclusion seems to be, that in this single instance,
the payment of money, the concurrence of the house of representatives is
necessary to give effect to the treaty. But an engagement to pay a sum of
money would not be, like the engagement to cede a part of the territory of
the United States, unconstitutional and void. When it should receive the
sanction of congress, and the means are provided, the treaty may be effected.
It is reserved for congress alone “to dispose of the territory of the United States,”
if by this general expression we are to understand the alienation of any part
of the territory, which we shall hereafter consider.
In another shape the same question was agitated in the year 1798. Parties
at that time ran high; the house of representatives was much divided. It was
conceived or alleged, that the expenses incurred by the multitude of our foreign ministers, were greater than necessary. The practice always had been,
and still continues, to make an annual appropriation of a gross sum for the
expenses of foreign intercourse, without further interference than to limit the
compensation to ministers of different grades, but leaving it implicitly to the
president, with the concurrence of the senate, to send ministers to such courts
as they, who were best acquainted with the subject, should deem expedient.
An effort was made to confine the higher rate of compensation to the ministers
of three specified courts, and to allow all the others only half the same amount.
It was warmly contended that congress, by having the exclusive power to raise
and appropriate, was authorized to grant only so much money as they should
think necessary. Happily for the interests and character of our country, the
effort failed, and it is hoped will never be renewed.
There can be no doubt of the spirit and true intent of the Constitution,
in respect to all pecuniary supplies required to support the exercise of the
treaty making power. It is incumbent on congress to furnish those supplies.
The Constitution has vested exclusively in the president and senate the duty
of foreign intercourse. The interference of congress in any shape is not warranted further than to afford the means of carrying on that intercourse to the
extent which the president and senate hold to be requisite for the national
interest, and of furnishing the means of effectuating treaties constitutionally
made, when, as has been seen, their intervention is absolutely necessary. It is
true that there is no express direction to this effect, neither is there as to many
other applications of the public revenue. But wherever there is a duty pointed
5
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out in general terms, and adequate powers given to any department of government for performing it, common sense indicates the course to be pursued,
and those who are thus authorized, must be considered as bound to perform
the duty. If it be refused, the general operations of government will be affected
with greater or less injury according to circumstances; and the remedies can
only be subsequently and perhaps tardily applied. These remedies must be a
constitutional change of the public agents. But this is not peculiar to the
American Constitution. Short of actual violence, it never is effected but by
the mild, yet firm, exhibition of the sovereign power, if, as with us, it still
remains in the people, by the substitution of others for those whose conduct
has occasioned a diminution of public confidence.
The effect of a treaty on state constitutions and state laws cannot be
questioned. Without considering whether it operates directly as a repeal of
them, we are warranted in saying that an act done under a state law, in opposition to a treaty, cannot be set up as a legal bar to a proceeding founded
on a treaty.
The inability of the Confederation to enforce the treaties made by them
was severely felt. Many state laws which had been passed, during, or shortly
after the war of the revolution, were inconsistent with some of the articles of
the treaty of peace with Great Britain, and that power, complaining of injuries
sustained in consequence thereof, postponed the fulfilment of the treaty in
some points on their part. The inadequacy of the powers of congress to enforce
it were then sensibly felt, and a serious declaration that a treaty, in virtue of
the confederation, was part of the law of the land and obligatory on the several legislatures, was transmitted to all the states, with an urgent recommendation that the states themselves would repeal all those acts and parts of acts
that were repugnant to the treaty.6 In this respect the want of a judicial power
was strongly perceived.
After the adoption of the Constitution, its retrospective effect upon the
opposing laws of a state, passed even before the treaty, was speedily and fully
established by the Supreme Court of the United States.7
As a law, the president enforces a treaty by his executive power when necessary. This took place in several instances during the war between France
and Great Britain, after the president, in a legitimate execution of the duties
6

See the journal of congress, March 21, and April 13, 1787. The letter from congress
prepared by Mr. Jay, then secretary for foreign affairs, is admirable in style and reasoning. See
the Appendix.
7
Calder v. Bull, 3d Dallas, 386, and Brailsford v. Meade, ib. 1. The Supreme Court of
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of his high office, had issued a proclamation of neutrality. Some of the belligerent captures and other acts, so far as they occasionally interfered with the
obligations of our treaties with either nation, were ratified by his intervention.8
The wisdom, impartiality, and firmness manifested on the part of our
government, during the whole of that difficult period, entitled it to the highest
applause, and there could be no better proof of its merits, than the dissatisfaction alternately expressed by each of the great contending powers. It is also
due to the executives of the several states to declare that although there were
at the time strong popular impressions in favour of one, and to the prejudice
of the other nation, all considerations of that kind were suppressed in a prompt
and efficient compliance with the directions emanating from the president.
An accurate and comprehensive collection of the acts of our government
during the whole of that war would be an useful addition to the stock of
public information, and would afford precedents which no foreign cabinet
could justly disdain to follow.

8

See Sergeant on Constitutional Law, p. 216, 397.

CHAPTER VIII.

OF LAWS ENACTED BY CONGRESS.

Laws enacted by congress form the third rule of obligation.
The power of legislation vested in congress, is conformable to the high
objects of its formation, some of which are expressly enumerated, and some
included in the extensive authority to provide for the common defence and
general welfare; but this broad declaration has been considered by some as
restrained by an amendment which has since become a part of the Constitution to the following effect: The powers not delegated to the United States by
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively or to the people.
The question is not completely settled by this article.
The nature of a constitution requires that only its great outlines should be marked, its
important objects designated, and the minor ingredients, which compose those objects,
be deduced from the nature of the objects themselves. If it contained an accurate detail
of all the subdivisions of which its great powers will admit, and of all the means by
which they may be carried into execution, it would partake of the prolixity of a legal
code, and rather tend to embarrass than to elucidate. Whether any particular power is
delegated to the general government or prohibited to the states, must depend on a fair
construction of the whole instrument.1

The amendment does not speak of powers expressly delegated, and is in
fact to be considered rather in the light of a cautious and special reservation
of what is not granted, conceived in terms as general as the grant itself. But
whatever is already granted, either generally or by express words, is not intended to be abridged, and therefore, in effect, this clause has no operation on
the grant itself.
In a variety of instances, the legislative power is not left to depend on
general inferences. Express enumeration removes the difficulty as to the sub1

See M‘Culloch v. Maryland, 4 Wh. 316. Anderson v. Dunn, 6 Wh. 225.
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ject, and it is only in respect to what may be termed the excess of practical
legislation, beyond the subject expressed, that any doubt can arise.
The style and composition of statutes in modern times, have frequently
been complained of; it has been observed that they sometimes obscure the
sense by a multiplicity of words intended to produce the opposite effect, and
the brevity and simplicity of ancient times have been held up as examples to
be followed. But perhaps the peculiar character of our government may justify
more minuteness in its legislative acts, than in those of a government not
under similar limitations. Although verboseness, productive of perplexity,
should be scrupulously avoided, yet the enactments of a law framed under a
limited authority, should clearly appear to be confined to that authority, and
as little as possible be left for general construction. The acts hitherto passed
by congress have not often created doubts as to their true meaning.

CHAPTER IX.

OF THE ENUMERATED POWERS OF CONGRESS.

The enumerated powers, which we now proceed to consider, will be all
found to relate to, and be consistent with, the main principle; the common
defence and general welfare.
The first is to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises. The three
latter must be uniform throughout the United States; but there is no description of the subjects to be taxed nor any limitation of the amount to be raised.
The necessity of vesting this power in the union, seems to be too obvious
to require much argument. No government can be supported without the
means of raising an adequate revenue. It must possess this power in itself,
and must not be dependent on others for their concurrence. We have seen
in our own history the inefficient condition to which we were reduced, when
the necessary income for the most important national objects, could only be
obtained by requisitions of the several states.
Of the amount necessary to be raised, the government itself can be the
only judge. In governments under a single head, when a separate purse may
be kept, in which the people have no share, restrictions, if practicable, may
be useful. Here, where the only treasury is that of the people, where compensations to public officers are scrupulously fixed, and a severe accountability is
a permanent principle, no such limitations are necessary. And if the money
should be faithlessly intercepted in its way to the treasury, or fraudulently
withdrawn from it afterwards, the defaulter is always liable to legal coercion.
It was not thought necessary to define what shall be the exclusive subjects
of taxation, although in some instances a part of the revenue of a state may
be interfered with, by the exercise of the power; for it is better that a particular
state should sustain an inconvenience than that the general wants should fail
of supply. It was manifestly intended that congress should possess full power
over every species of taxable property, except exports. The term taxes is generical, and was made use of to confer a plenary authority in all cases of taxa-
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tion. The general division of taxes is into direct and indirect; the latter term
is not to be found in the Constitution, but the former necessarily implies it.
Indirect is opposed to direct. There may possibly be an indirect tax on a
particular article that cannot be comprehended within the description of
duties, imposts, or excises, but if such case can arise, it will be comprehended
within the general denomination of taxes. The term tax includes, 1st. direct
taxes, which are properly capitation taxes and taxes on land, although direct
taxes may perhaps be laid on other things that generally pervade all the states
in the union. 2dly. duties, imposts, and excises. And 3dly. all other classes of
an indirect kind. Indirect taxes affect expense or consumption, those who
reduce their consumption of an article so taxed, reduce the amount of their
tax.1 A direct tax is independent of consumption or expense, and is to be
apportioned among the several states, according to their respective numbers,
which is to be determined by the same rule that, as already observed, is applied
to representation. Indirect taxes do not admit of this apportionment, but
they are to be uniform throughout the United States on the subject taxed.
Thus, if congress think proper to raise a sum of money by direct taxation,
the quota of each state is to be fixed according to its census. If indirect taxation
is preferred, the same duty must be imposed on the article whether its
quantity or consumption is greater or less in the respective states. Whether
direct or indirect taxation is most consistent with the genius and interests of
our republic, has been much discussed, but it is a question now of little moment to us, since a Constitution authorizing both has been formed.
The next enumerated power is that of borrowing money on the credit of
the United States.
When this Constitution was formed, the United States were considerably
indebted to foreign nations, for the expenses of the war, and its own citizens
had heavy claims, as well on the Union as on individual states, for services
and supplies during the same eventful period. To combine and consolidate
these debts, to discharge some and secure the rest, was necessary for the
public faith and interest both abroad and at home. But to avail itself of the
power of taxation, in order to accomplish such extensive objects at once,
would have been injurious to the community. It was foreseen that many
public creditors, whether distant or domestic, would be satisfied with the assumption or recognition of the principal and the payment of the interest. By
the terms thus introduced, congress received power to make the necessary
provisions for such objects. In case of future exigencies, the expenses of war

1
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or the failure of part of the usual revenue; a similar mean of continuing the
operations and the character of government is also thus provided.
To regulate commerce with foreign nations, among the several states, and
with the Indian tribes, is the third power. This, from its nature, must be
considered as exclusive. If each state retained a power to regulate its own
commerce with foreign countries, each would probably pursue a different
system. Heavy duties or total prohibitions in respect to some articles, irregular
and changeable codes of commerce, mutual rivalries, and other obvious inconveniences would naturally ensue. A common head can alone cure these
evils. A common head can alone form commercial treaties with foreign powers,
for to no other would a foreign power give sufficient credence.
In like manner the commerce between the different states is the proper
subject of a general regulation.
In the term commerce are included not merely the act of buying and
selling or exchanging merchandise, but also the navigation of vessels, and
commercial intercourse in all its branches: it extends to vessels, by whatever
force they are propelled or governed, whether wind, or steam, or oars; to
whatever purposes they are applied, whether the carrying of goods or of passengers, or proceeding in ballast only. A general, unconfined power to regulate
a subject, is in its nature exclusive of the action of others on the same subject.
These principles are so fully and clearly explained by Chief Justice Marshall in a recent case,2 that we shall make no apology for inserting a large extract from his opinion.
Commerce, as the word is used in the Constitution, is a unit, every part of which is indicated by the term.
If this be the admitted meaning of the word, in its application to foreign nations, it
must carry the same meaning throughout the sentence, and remain a unit, unless there
be some plain, intelligible cause which alters it.
The subject to which the power is next applied, is to commerce “among the several
states.” Commerce among the states cannot stop at the external boundary line of each
state; but may be introduced into the interior.
These words do not, however, comprehend that commerce which is completely internal,
which is carried on between man and man in a state, or between different parts of the
same state, and which does not extend to, or affect other states.
Comprehensive as the word “among” is, it may very properly be restricted to that
commerce which concerns more states than one. The phrase would probably not have
been selected to indicate the completely interior traffic of a state, because it is not an
2
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apt phrase for that purpose; and the enumeration of the particular classes of commerce
to which the power was to be extended, would not have been made had the intention
been to extend the power to every description. The enumeration presupposes something
not enumerated; and that something, if we regard the language or the subject of the
sentence, must be the exclusively internal commerce of a state. The genius and character
of the whole government seem to be, that its action is to be applied to all the external
commercial concerns of the nation, and to those internal concerns which affect the
states generally; but not to those which are completely within a particular state, which
do not affect other states, and with which it is not necessary to interfere for the purpose
of executing some of the general powers of the government. The completely internal
commerce of a state, may be considered as reserved for the state itself.
But in regulating commerce with foreign nations the power of congress does not stop
at the jurisdictional lines of the several states. It would be a very useless power if it did.
The commerce of the United States with foreign nations is that of the whole United
States. Every district has a right to participate in it. If congress has the power to regulate
it, that power must be exercised wherever the subject exists. If it exists within the states,
if a foreign voyage may commence or terminate at a port within a state, then the power
of congress may be exercised within a state.
This principle is, if possible, still more clear when applied to commerce “among the
several states.” They either join each other, in which case they are separated by a mathematical line; or they are remote from each other, in which case other states lie between
them. What is commerce “among” them, and how is it to be conducted? Can a trading
expedition between two adjoining states commence and terminate outside of each? And
if the trading intercourse be between two states remote from each other, must it not
commence in one, terminate in the other, and probably pass through a third? Commerce
among the states must, of necessity, be commerce within the states. In the regulation
of trade with the Indian tribes, the action of the law, especially when the Constitution
was made, was chiefly within a state. The power of congress, then, may be exercised
within the territorial jurisdiction of the several states.

In respect to commerce with the Indian tribes, we are to adopt the same
broad interpretation; but it is applicable only to independent tribes. It is immaterial whether such tribes continue seated within the boundaries of a state,
inhabit part of a territory, or roam at large over lands to which the United
States have no claim; the trade with them is in all its forms, subject exclusively
to the regulation of congress, and in this particular also we trace the wisdom
of the Constitution. The Indians, not distracted by the discordant regulations
of different states, are taught to trust one great body, whose justice they respect, and whose power they fear.
The power to establish an uniform system of naturalization is also an exclusive one.
In the second section of the fourth article it is provided that the citizens
of each state, shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in
the several states, and the same rule had been ambiguously laid down in the
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articles of confederation. If this clause is retained, and its utility and propriety
cannot be questioned, the consequence would be, that if each state retained
the power of naturalization, it might impose on all the other states, such citizens as it might think proper. In one state, residence for a short time, with
a slight declaration of allegiance, as was the case under the former constitution
of Pennsylvania, might confer the rights of citizenship; in another, qualifications of greater importance might be required: an alien, desirous of eluding
the latter, might by complying with the requisites of the former, become a
citizen of a state in opposition to its own regulations, and thus in fact, the
laws of one state become paramount to that of another. The evil could not
be better remedied than by vesting the exclusive power in congress.
It cannot escape notice, that no definition of the nature and rights of
citizens appears in the Constitution. The descriptive term is used, with a
plain indication that its meaning is understood by all, and this indeed is the
general character of the whole instrument. Except in one instance, it gives
no definitions, but it acts in all its parts, on qualities and relations supposed
to be already known. Thus it declares, that no person, except a natural born
citizen, or a citizen of the United States at the time of the adoption of this
Constitution, shall be eligible to the office of president—that no person shall
be a senator who shall not have been nine years a citizen of the United States,
nor a representative who has not been such a citizen seven years, and it will
therefore be not inconsistent with the scope and tendency of the present essay,
to enter shortly into the nature of citizenship.
In a republic the sovereignty resides essentially, and entirely in the people.
Those only who compose the people, and partake of this sovereignty are citizens, they alone can elect, and are capable of being elected to public offices,
and of course they alone can exercise authority within the community; they
possess an unqualified right to the enjoyment of property and personal immunity, they are bound to adhere to it in peace, to defend it in war, and to
postpone the interests of all other countries to the affection which they ought
to bear for their own.
The citizens of each state constituted the citizens of the United States
when the Constitution was adopted. The rights which appertained to them
as citizens of those respective commonwealths, accompanied them in the
formation of the great, compound commonwealth which ensued. They became citizens of the latter, without ceasing to be citizens of the former, and
he who was subsequently born a citizen of a state, became at the moment of
his birth a citizen of the United States. Therefore every person born within
the United States, its territories or districts, whether the parents are citizens
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or aliens, is a natural born citizen in the sense of the Constitution, and entitled
to all the rights and privileges appertaining to that capacity. It is an error to
suppose, as some (and even so great a mind as Locke) have done, that a child
is born a citizen of no country and subject of no government, and that he so
continues till the age of discretion, when he is at liberty to put himself under
what government he pleases. How far the adult possesses this power will
hereafter be considered, but surely it would be unjust both to the state and
to the infant, to withhold the quality of the citizen until those years of discretion were attained. Under our Constitution the question is settled by its express language, and when we are informed that, excepting those who were
citizens, (however the capacity was acquired,) at the time the Constitution
was adopted, no person is eligible to the office of president unless he is a
natural born citizen, the principle that the place of birth creates the relative
quality is established as to us.
The mode by which an alien may become a citizen, has a specific appellation which refers to the same principle. It is descriptive of the operation of
law as analogous to birth, and the alien, received into the community by
naturalization, enjoys all the benefits which birth has conferred on the other
class.
Until these rights are attained, the alien resident is under some disadvantages which are not exactly the same throughout the Union. The United States
do not intermeddle with the local regulations of the states in those respects.
Thus an alien may be admitted to hold lands in some states, and be incapable
of doing so in others. On the other hand, there are certain incidents to the
character of a citizen of the United States, with which the separate states
cannot interfere. The nature, extent, and duration of the allegiance due to
the United States, the right to the general protection and to commercial benefits at home and abroad, derived either from treaties or from the acts of
congress, are beyond the control of the states, nor can they increase or diminish the disadvantages to which aliens may, by such measures on the part of
the general government, be subjected.
Thus if war should break out between the United States and the country
of which the alien resident among us is a citizen or subject, he becomes on
general principles an alien enemy, and is liable to be sent out of the country
at the pleasure of the general government, or laid under reasonable restraints
within it, and in these respects no state can interfere to protect him.
The duration of the quality of citizen, both in the native and in him who
is naturalized, is a subject of considerable interest.
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The doctrine of indefeasible allegiance has a deeper root in England than
in any other country in Europe: the term is indeed almost peculiar to the
English law, and in discussing the extent to which they carry it, we shall find
it useful to ascend to the source of their government, and the foundation on
which this doctrine is placed.
Whatever repugnance may occasionally be felt at the avowal, the present
government of England must be considered as founded on conquest, and
perhaps it is justly observed by some of their historians, that in scarcely any
instance has conquest by foreign arms been pushed to a greater extent than
with them.
The reluctance with which a brave and generous nation submitted to the
yoke, increased the exasperation, and the tyranny of their conqueror. Their
property was almost completely transferred to his military followers, their
ancient laws were soon disregarded, although sometimes promised to be restored, and the pure feudal system of tenure was substituted to the ancient
allodial estates, or perhaps the imperfect feuds of the Saxons.
With this system the Norman doctrine of allegiance is considered by
some to have been introduced, although others trace it up to antecedent
periods,3 but whether the solemn declaration of allegiance was practised in
the time of Arthur or of Alfred, whether it were the custom of the Britons or
the Angles, the Saxons or the Danes, we have sufficient ground for believing
that after the conquest, it was understood to be due only to the king or the
ruling chieftain, and not to the nation.
In the conflicts by which the country was distracted after the departure
of the Romans, each successful competitor exacted from those he had subdued,
an oath of fidelity and submission.
From this practice the usage arose of requiring a similar engagement from
their own followers, as they subsequently dispersed themselves through the
country, and when Harold was overthrown by the Bastard of Normandy, the
necessity of exacting it became more obvious, not only from the discontent
which his severities excited, but from the impression which the illegitimacy
of his birth might make on his subjects.
The oath of fealty and homage necessarily accompanied the numerous
grants of land, wrested from its original owners, and bestowed upon his adherents; the oath of allegiance was incorporated with the oath of fealty, and
whoever will reflect on the condition of the times will be satisfied that allegiance was not sworn to the nation, but to the individual whose victorious arms
had rendered him the ruler of the nation.
3

See 7 Coke’s Rep. 7.
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Hence certain consequences were understood to flow; the allegiance thus
solemnly pledged could not be withdrawn, unless the protection which was
implied in return, should be withheld or become impracticable.
If the monarch was driven out by a successful competitor, who took
possession of the throne, the allegiance was considered as transferred to him,
and the subject who disobeyed the reigning sovereign, was held to violate his
oath.
But from this allegiance, either original or transferred, he could not
withdraw himself; he was supposed never to cease being the subject of the
reigning sovereign. Allegiance equally permanent was held to result from
birth. The king could see none but his own subjects within his own domain.
Bound as he alleged to protect all, all were bound to be faithful to him. But
allegiance sprung from the birth of those only who were born under his
dominion. It is observed by Coke, that if enemies were to obtain possession
of a town or fort, and have issue there, that issue would not be subjects of
the king of England, for they would have no claim to his protection.4
If this view of the subject be correct; if allegiance, at least since the Norman Conquest, is to be considered as proceeding from force and not from
contract; if it is legally due to the king and not to the society which he governs,
we can remain under no difficulty in respect to its inalienable quality according
to their laws.
The rights or expectations of the people were seldom taken into account;
the king might, by treaty with a foreign power, alienate an entire territory;
and its inhabitants, without their previous knowledge or consent, be compelled
to serve another sovereign.5 Thus allegiance was rendered perpetual at the
pleasure of the sovereign, not of the people; and the former, not the latter,
possessed a sort of property in it; but with us its indefeasible nature rests on
better grounds.
The instantaneous result on our political character, from the declaration
of independence, was to convert allegiance from compulsion into compact,
and while it still remained due to the sovereign, to see that sovereign only in
the whole community.
4

7 Coke’s Rep. 6.
See Wooddeson, vol. i. 232, and many of the British treaties evince the truth of his position. In 1783, the cessions of Tobago, East Florida, &c.; the numerous transfers among the
European monarchs since the year 1795, form striking instances of the general adoption of
the principle. Time indeed is sometimes allowed to the people to withdraw themselves and
their property, but age or other causes may render this impossible. In Great Britain such
treaties are often confirmed by acts of parliament, but the principle is the same. Their colonies
are not represented in parliament.
5
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In the native we have observed that it is coeval with life; in him who migrates from another country, it commences as a permanent duty with naturalization; in both it lasts till death, unless it is released by some procedure,
mutual on the part of both the state and the individual.
Whether the individual alone may relinquish it, is a question which in
this as well as other countries has been often discussed, and on which an
opinion cannot be given without diffidence, since it has not yet received a
decision in the highest tribunal of our country.
In the first place, we may dispose with little comparative difficulty of the
case of the naturalized citizen. His accession is voluntary, and his engagement
is neither in its terms nor in its nature limited to any time. He therefore binds
himself by contract for his life, and the state,—which differently from the
doctrine of the English and other monarchies, cannot afterwards deprive him
of the quality thus acquired, which cannot again by its own act, convert him
into an alien,—is equally bound for the same term.
This is well expressed by Locke in his treatise on civil government. “He
that has once by actual agreement and express declaration given his consent
to be of any commonweal, is perpetually and indispensably obliged to be and
remain unalterably a subject of it, and can never be again in the liberty of a
state of nature, unless by any calamity, the government he was under shall
be dissolved, or by some public act it cuts him off from being a member of
it.”
Under our Constitution the last would be impossible without his own
consent, and the citizen can no more dissolve this contract than he can any
other of less moment without the consent of the opposite party.
But there are two other classes of citizens, and we must examine whether
the same principle can be applied to them. It would, perhaps, be sufficient
to say, that if the obligation, to which the naturalized citizen subjects himself,
is clearly an obligation for life; that of the native cannot be for a shorter term.
Naturalization is but a mode of acquiring the right, subject to the duties of
a citizen; it is the factitious substitution of legal form for actual birth, and it
can neither exceed nor fall short of the capacities and obligations which birth
creates. It would be absurd indeed, if the foreigner was given to understand,
that by naturalization he had become bound for life, in the midst of native
citizens, none of whom were under the same obligation.
But we need not rest on this postulate. The compact created among the
citizens, by the declaration of independence, was well understood by themselves at the moment, not to be of a temporary nature, and in the power of
the individual at pleasure to dissolve. It was essential not only to the perman-
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ence, but to the formation of the new government, that every one either
taking an active part in its establishment, or giving evidence of his consent
by remaining within it, should be considered as bound to it, so long as it
continued. Their situation at the moment was not that of aliens, who were
held by a prior allegiance, while they undertook another. He who thus united
himself with the newly-formed state, instantly ceased, in contemplation of
our law, to be a subject of Great Britain. He could, thereafter, justify no
hostile measure against us by alleging his ancient allegiance. What he once
owed to that power was now wholly transferred to the new state, with all its
qualities and accompaniments, except one. The correlative of protection,
could not, as before, be destroyed at pleasure by the receiver of the allegiance.
The obligation was mutual and perpetual. If any qualification of it was intended, it would have been expressed, but we do not find in any of the state
constitutions, or in that of the United States, the slightest suggestion that the
allegiance to be paid to them, was less solemn, less entire, less permanent
than that which was previously due to the monarch of Great Britain. Thus
the question stands in respect to this class of citizens.
The next inquiry is, whether this contract was confined to the individual
or extended also to his issue. So far as relates to the parent, an answer to this
question may be found in the mere statement of it. No one can suppose that
the parent intended, that while he was a permanent citizen of the state, his
children should not partake of the same rights, enjoy the same liberty, and
be protected by the same government. Nature itself impresses on the parental
mind, a desire to promote the interests of children, and causes it to revolt at
the idea of withholding from them what may not only be shared with them,
but what also becomes more valuable by being so shared. The pleasing sensation in the parent, of passing from the condition of an oppressed subject, to
that of a citizen of a free republic, would surely be impaired by a consideration
that his offspring would acquire no birthright in the community of his choice.
In respect to him, therefore, we cannot doubt the desire, and have only to
examine the power, of fixing the political relations of his descendants. The
principle which next presents itself is, that what all the members of the state
must have thus understood, must also have been so understood by the state,
which is only the collection of those members. The compact so far as relates
to the state, of course extends to the individual and to all his descendants,
and therefore, as the child is entitled to the benefit of being recognised as a
citizen, the state is entitled in its turn, to view the child as under its allegiance.
It may however be urged, that an infant cannot bind itself by contract, but
if it is necessary to answer the objection, it is sufficient to say that an infant
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may expressly bind itself for necessaries, as food and raiment, that a contract
is always implied where such articles are furnished, and that the reciprocal
compact of protection and allegiance, must be ranked among considerations
of the highest order and first necessity. The dignity of the subject is however
somewhat affected by resting it on a ground so narrow; and when we consider
all the obligations cast on a political society by the voluntary formation of it,
we may discard the smaller rules of private contract, and more safely rely on
the broad basis of the general good, inherent in its nature, and necessary to
its self-preservation.
When the child has attained an age sufficiently mature, according to civil
institutions, to enable it to determine the choice, it would seem, in consistency
with the principles already laid down, that the individual must be allowed a
reasonable time to enable him to select the country in which he will reside,
and the society to which he will adhere. Of his willingness to continue, no
public declaration seems to be requisite. His acts demonstrate his choice; but
there would be a great difficulty in fixing the time in which a contrary determination ought to be formed and declared. The law has assigned twenty-one
years as the age of discretion; but in whom is the judgment sufficiently ripened
at so early a period, to enable him to determine on a subject so momentous,
and how long after that period has been reached, shall be allowed for deliberation? These difficulties appear to be almost insuperable, and seem to render
the principle itself inadmissible, unless it should be specially provided for by
the legislature. But where the adult has for a sufficient length of time, by
every external act, manifested his adhesion to the political society in which
he was born, there can exist no right in him to shake off his allegiance without
the consent of the state, and become a stranger, or in the course of events,
an enemy to his country. By his acts he has bound himself as closely as the
alien who, seeking to be naturalized, has taken an express oath. The obligations
resulting from his birth are rivetted by his voluntary conduct afterwards, and
he cannot dispute the indissoluble tie, of which he has thus doubled the effect.
To these positions some objections may be made, which it will be endeavoured to answer.
The leading one is the great act of July 4, 1776, by which two and a half
millions of subjects threw off their allegiance to Great Britian, and it is argued
that what might be done by them collectively, could be done by them individually; but an obvious fallacy appears in the very statement of this proposition.
When the protection of the crown was withdrawn; when the aspect and
the arm of paternal power were converted into virtual exclusion from the pale
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of the British family; a right of collective resistance was created which, unless
similar measures could be exerted against an individual, can never exist in an
individual. Our case differed in form only from the cession of territories and
their inhabitants already noticed. If either by cession to another or by unmerited severity to those who are nominally retained as subjects, the legitimate
protection is thus wholly withdrawn, the dissolution of allegiance is the act
of the sovereign, and if assented to by his subjects, is binding on both. It depends therefore upon facts to determine whether the cause of our separation
was sufficient, and on these facts no American mind can hesitate.
The treaty of 1783 may be safely referred to in confirmation of this
opinion. In recognising the independence of the United States, the right to
declare it on the principles we asserted, may justly be considered as also recognized. Great Britain did not by professing to grant us independence, (a grant
which would not have been accepted,) affect to release us from present allegiance; but on the contrary must be considered as retrospectively acknowledging
that by her own act she had entitled us to discontinue it.
Another objection arises from the acknowledged right of emigration, of
which, with us, no inhabitant is deprived, while, in many other governments,
express permission is necessary; but the error of this consists in supposing
that emigration implies the dissolution of allegiance.
Emigration in its general sense, merely signifies removal from one place
to another; its strict and more appropriate meaning is the removal of a person,
his effects and residence: but in no sense does it imply or require that it should
take place with a view to become a subject or citizen of another country.
Motives of health or trade, convenience or pleasure, may lead to emigration; but if a deprivation of citizenship were the necessary and immediate
consequence, (and unless it is, the argument is without weight,) emigration
would often be a cause of terror and sometimes a punishment, instead of a
benefit, in which sense the right is considered.
Those who contend for the affirmative of the proposition, must be able
to prove that the quality of citizenship ceases at the moment of departure;
that if the emigrant returns he cannot be restored to his former rank, without
passing through the regular forms of naturalization; that if real estate had
descended upon him during his absence, he could not inherit it without the
aid of a law in favour of aliens, and that if the country to which he has removed, becomes engaged in war with us, and he did not choose to remain
there, he would be liable on his return, to be treated as an alien enemy. In
Virginia, what is termed expatriation is authorized by an act of assembly
passed in 1792.6 This is a fair compact which an independent state has a right
6

The words of the law are these:
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to make with its citizens, and amounts to a full release of all future claims
against the emigrant who, if taken in war against the state, would not be liable
to the charge of treason. But the release is effective only so far as relates to
the state which grants it. It does not alter his relation to the United States,
and it was questioned in the case of Talbot v. Janson7 how far such a law
would be compatible with the Constitution of the United States.
The Virginia act makes no distinction between the time of peace and of
war.
Whether the citizen, having formed the unnatural design of aiding the
actual enemies of his country, could make use of its legal forms to enable him
to commit such a crime with impunity, remains to be decided by the tribunals
of that state.
A distinction certainly not unreasonable has been taken between citizenship and allegiance. Perpetual allegiance is a doctrine of less force and efficacy
in some countries than in others. It depends on their respective systems of
law.
The origin of allegiance in England has been already described. Its former
extension through almost every part of this country is unquestionable, and
in many states it continues unimpaired in its qualities and nature.
It is indirectly recognised in the Constitution of the United States, and
by the acts of congress, which have been since passed. The indefeasible quality
conceived to be incident to it has not yet been decided on by the Supreme
Court of the United States; but in the Circuit Courts, Ellsworth, chief justice,
declared, that a member of the community8 cannot dissolve the social compact
so as to free himself from our laws, without the consent or the default of the
community. And in another case, Washington, J. declared that no citizen
can throw off his allegiance to his country without some law authorizing him

Whensoever any citizen of this commonwealth shall by deed in writing under his hand
and seal, executed in the presence of and subscribed by three witnesses, and by them or
two of them proved in the general court, any district court, or the court of the county
or corporation where he resides, or by open verbal declaration made in either of said
courts to be by them entered of record, declare that he relinquishes the character of a
citizen, and shall depart out of this commonwealth, such person shall from the time of
his departure be considered as having exercised his right of expatriation and shall
thenceforth be deemed no citizen. [Passed 23d December, 1792.]
7

3 Dallas, 133. The author apprehends that no principle can be more clear than that a
state cannot discharge a citizen from his allegiance to the United States.
8
United States v. Williams, 4 Hall’s Law Journal, 401.
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to do so.9 But in those countries where the doctrine of allegiance, in the sense
we affix to it, does not exist at all, or where it is a part of their law that it may
be thrown off in certain cases, our positions do not apply.
It may still further be urged, that the renunciation of all foreign allegiance
inserted in the oath of naturalization, implies a power to renounce what is
due to us as well as what is due to a foreign state.
If this were found in the Constitution, it might occasion some difficulty;
but it is the language of congress, on whom it does not rest to give a binding
exposition of the Constitution. It was not required in the first act prescribing
the mode of obtaining naturalization, and it was probably introduced from
political jealousy, and by way of caution to the new citizen. The necessity of
retaining it, is not very perceptible. If a naturalized citizen should commit
treason against us, by uniting with a hostile country from which he had
emigrated, he would not be more amenable to the law, because of his renunciation, nor less so, if it had never taken place; and it would have no effect
in the country which he had left, either by way of aggravation or extenuation
of any offence for which he might be responsible to them.10
The temporary allegiance, which began with his residence among us, is
rendered perpetual by his naturalization, and the renunciation is an useless
adjunct.11
The last objection which occurs to the author is, that independent of the
oath of abjuration, the admission of a foreigner to naturalization among us
implies that he may withdraw his allegiance from his native country, and that
otherwise in case of war, he would be involved in the hardship of being obliged
to commit treason against one or the other: but the satisfactory answer always
given to this proposition is, that if the individual chooses to entangle himself
in a double allegiance, it is his own voluntary act. He may reside among us
without being naturalized, he may enjoy much of the protection, and some
of the advantages of a citizen, yet retain, unimpaired even in sensation, his
9

United States v. Gillies, 1 Peters, 120.—See 2 Cranch, 126.
During the late war President Madison directed one Clark, a citizen of the United States
who had removed to Canada, and was afterwards taken within our lines and sentenced to
death by a court martial as a spy—to be delivered to the civil authority, thereby disclaiming
military power over him as an alien enemy.
10
Isaac Williams, whose case has been noticed, expressly renounced his allegiance to this
country when he was naturalized in France. In the opinion of the chief justice, this circumstance
made no difference.
11
The legislature of Pennsylvania on the 29th of March, 1783, expunged from the oath,
the part which required a renunciation of allegiance to the King of Great Britain, declaring
that it was wholly useless.
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allegiance to his native country till the moment he chooses to leave us. If he
determines completely to unite his character and his fortunes with ours, we
receive him under the compact already explained, and his temporary allegiance
becomes permanently binding.
Another point of considerable moment remains to be noticed. Having
shown what a citizen, native or naturalized, may not do by way of withdrawing
his allegiance, we will now proceed to show in what cases the state may not
withdraw its protection.
Every person has a right to remain within a state as long as he pleases,
except the alien enemy, the person charged with crimes in any of the other
states, or in a foreign state with whom a treaty to that effect exists, and fugitives from service or labour in any of the states. To the two latter descriptions,
no asylum can by the Constitution of the United States, be afforded.
The states are considered as a common family, whose harmony would
be endangered, if they were to protect and detain such fugitives, when demanded in one case, by the executive authority of the state, or pursued in the
other by the persons claiming an interest in their service.
In the case of alien enemies, the public good is consulted. The right of
sending them away, is an incident to the right of carrying on public war. It
is not mentioned in the Constitution, but it properly appertains to those who
are to conduct the war.
Whoever visits or resides among us, comes under the knowledge that he
is liable, by the law of nations, to be sent off, if war breaks out between his
country and ours, before he is naturalized. So if there is any treaty in force,
by which we are bound to deliver up a fugitive, charged by another nation
with the commission of crimes within its territory, every one arriving among
us is considered as having knowledge of such compact.
But whatever may be held by certain theoretical writers, there is no
foundation for the opinion, that we are bound by the general law of nations,
without such compact, to surrender a person charged with a crime in another
nation.
The principles by which this conclusion is attained, are as follow. A
criminal act, committed within the limits of a nation, is an offence against
that nation, and not against any other. It is the duty of a nation to punish
offences against itself, but not against others. If the offender escapes, it has
no power to pursue him into the territories of another, nor any right, by the
general rules of law, to require the other to deliver him up. The nation in
which he seeks an asylum, may conscientiously retain and protect him. In
legal acceptation, he has been received as an innocent man; he holds this
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character among us, till he forfeits it by the commission of a crime against
us; he is then, on conviction, liable to punishment for such crime, but we
cannot punish him for a crime committed in another country.
Nature gives to mankind the right of punishing only for their own defence
and safety. Hence it follows, that he can only be punished by those he has
offended.
To deliver the fugitive to the nation which claims, in order to punish
him, is to assist the punishment, and therefore directly at variance with these
principles.12
Yet it is not to be inferred, that one state has a right to transfer its criminals to another, and that the latter is bound to receive them. It rests with
every independent state to open its doors to the admission of foreigners on
such terms only, as it may think proper.
During our colonial dependency, the mother country assumed a privilege
of transporting certain classes of her convicted offenders to the provinces,
and the want of labourers at first induced us to receive them without complaint.
But it was soon discovered to be an alarming evil, and many of the
provinces took measures to oppose it. One of the last acts of the congress
under the confederation, was to recommend to the several states to pass
proper laws for preventing the transportation of convicted malefactors from
foreign countries into the United States. Perhaps the power implied by the
9th section of the 2d article, might be usefully adapted to the regulation of
this sort of political commerce, in which, at present, we cannot be gainers,
for the United States have no constitutional power to export or banish offenders.
The power to pass uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies, is contained
in the same paragraph. It is held, however, from its nature, not to be completely exclusive.
Until it is exercised, the states are not forbidden to pass bankrupt laws,
except so far as they impair the obligation of contracts. When congress enacts
a general bankrupt law, the right of the states is suspended, though not extinguished. From the expiration or repeal of the bankrupt law, the ability of the
state to exercise the power, qualified as above mentioned, revives.13 And even
12

It is proper, however, to observe, that a contrary opinion has been given in the state of
New York by a judge of great learning and acuteness, Washburn’s case, 4 Johnson, Ch. 106,
to which is opposed the later decision of a man of equal character and talent, Chief Justice
Tilghman, in the case of Edward Short on a habeas corpus, Aug. 20, 1824.
13
4 Wheaton, 122.
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while the act of congress is in force, the power of the state continues over
such cases as the law does not embrace. Hence the power to pass insolvent
laws remains with the state. Bankrupt laws are generally, perhaps properly,
considered as confined to the mercantile class, who are more exposed to pecuniary vicissitudes than those who pursue other occupations. Yet as poverty
may also assail the latter, it would be hard to exclude them from the humane
protection of the state legislatures. But as states are prohibited from passing
laws impairing the obligation of contracts, it has been contended that their
power to pass insolvent laws is now questionable. The answer to this objection
is, that without impairing the obligation of a contract, the remedy to enforce
it may be modified as the wisdom of the legislature may direct. Confinement
of the debtor may be a punishment for not performing his contract, or may
be allowed as the means of inducing him to perform it. The state may withhold this mean and leave the contract in full force. Imprisonment is no part
of the contract, and simply to release the prisoner does not impair its obligation.14
Congress shall have power to coin money, regulate the value thereof, and
of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures. In a subsequent
section of the same article, the separate states are prohibited from coining money
and emitting bills of credit.15 The other parts of this section seem proper objects
for the exclusive power of congress. But until it shall be exercised, each state,
it is presumed, retains the right to fix the standard of weights and measures
within its own precincts.
A power to provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and
current coin of the United States, is incident to part of the antecedent section,
and in itself purports the exclusion of state power. But whether the exclusive
cognizance of such cases may be given to the tribunals of the United States,
or may not under some circumstances be concurrently exercised by the state
courts, belongs to another head, and will be hereafter considered.
The power to establish post offices and post roads, has a necessary connexion
with the promotion of commerce and the general welfare of the Union.
A regular system of free and speedy communication, is of vital importance
to the mercantile interest, but on a wider scale we must also admit it to be
of the first consequence to the general benefit. In time of peace, it tends to
keep the people duly informed of their political interests; it assists the measures
of government, and the private intercourse of individuals. During a war, the
rapid communication of intelligence, by means of the post, and the greater
14

Ibid. 200.
§ 10.
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facility of transferring bodies of men or munitions of war, to different places,
by the aid of good roads, are evident advantages. If these establishments
should in practice produce no revenue, the expense would be properly
chargeable to the Union, and the proceeds of taxation in the common forms
be justly applied to defray it. If, however, as has proved to be the case, the
post office yields a revenue, which is with the other revenues of the United
States applicable only to the general service, it is obvious, that no state ought
to interfere by establishing a post office of its own. This is therefore an exclusive power so far as relates to the conveyance of letters, &c. In regard to post
roads, it is unnecessary, and therefore would be unwarrantable in congress
where a sufficient road already exists, to make another; and on the other
hand, no state has a power to deny or obstruct the passage of the mail, or the
passage of troops, or the property of the United States over its public roads.
The power given to congress, in respect to this subject, was brought into
operation soon after the Constitution was adopted, and various provisions
have at different times been enacted, founded on the principle of its being
an exclusive power.
It has been made a constitutional question, whether congress has a right
to open a new mail road through a state or states for general purposes, involving the public benefit, and the same doubt has been extended to the right
of appropriating money in aid of canals through states. If we adhere to the
words of the text, we are confined to post roads; but it appears to the author
to be one of those implied powers which may fairly be considered as within
the principles of the Constitution, and which there is no danger in allowing.
The general welfare may imperiously require communications of either of
these descriptions. A state is bound to consult only its own immediate interests, and not to incur expense for the benefit of other states. The United
States are bound to uphold the general interest at the general expense. To
restrain them to pointing out the utility of the measure, and calling on particular states to execute it, would be partially to recall the inefficiency of the
old government and to violate the main principle of the present one. If any
political evil could result from the procedure, it would present a strong argument against the allowance of the power; but good roads, and facile, aquatic
communications, while they promote the prosperity of the country, cannot
be seriously alleged to affect the sovereignty of the states, or the liberties of
the people. The road ought, however, to be an open, not a close one. It is
doubtful whether tolls for passage on it, can be constitutionally exacted.
In the succeeding section, the interests of science and the useful arts are
laudably provided for, by empowering congress to secure for limited times, to
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authors and inventors, the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.
At common law, it seems to have been a question whether the inventor
of any new art or improvement had such a special property in it, as to entitle
him to pursue another who made use of it after the inventor had made it
public. But there was no doubt that if another person had fallen on the same
invention, without a knowledge of the first, he would be entitled to the benefit
of his own talents. It has however been deemed in many countries politic and
wise, to secure to the first inventor a reward for the time and study employed
in such pursuits. In England, the king undertook, on the score of royal
prerogative, to grant exclusive privileges of making and selling articles of domestic manufacture, and of importing foreign articles, by which protection
to such inventors was occasionally obtained. But this practice began to be
abused, and such licenses or monopolies, often conferred as rewards on particular favourites, or used merely to promote the interest of the crown, had
increased in the reign of Elizabeth and James I. to an alarming degree,16 and
therefore, by an act passed in the twenty-first year of the reign of the latter,
all such grants are declared to be void; in the fifth section, however, a proviso
is introduced, which is the foundation of the present system in that country
relative to patents, by allowing them to be granted to the authors of any new
inventions for a term not exceeding fourteen years.
In respect to what is termed literary property; the right which a person
may be supposed to have in his own original compositions,—the same doubts
as to the common law are entertained, and the protection of a statute has
been likewise extended,17 which at the same time disposed of the common
law question, as to those who complied with its forms, by declaring that the
author should have the benefit of it for fourteen years, and no longer, unless
he was still living at the expiration of the first term, when it might be renewed
for fourteen years more. But as the author might not avail himself of the benefit of the statute, the question remained unsettled till the year 1774, when
a small majority of the twelve Judges decided against it.18 This interesting
question merits much consideration. At present it is sufficient to say, that as
from the nature of our Constitution, no new rights can be considered as
created by it, but its operation more properly is the organization and distribution of a conceded power in relation to rights already existing, we must
regard these provisions as at least the evidence of opinion, that such a species
16

Coke’s Inst. vol. iii. 181.
8 Ann, c. 19, 15 Geo. 3. c. 53.
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4 Burrow, 2417.
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of property, both in the works of authors and in the inventions of artists, had
a legal existence.
In some of the states, prior to the adoption of the general Constitution,
acts of the legislature in favour of meritorious discoveries and improvements,
had been passed; but their efficacy being confined to the boundaries of the
states, was of little value, and there can be no doubt that, as soon as congress
legislated on the subject, (which was as early as the second session, 1790,) all
the state provisions ceased; although in the act of 21 Feb. 1793, it is cautiously
provided that the applicant for the benefit of the protection of the United
States, shall surrender his right under any state law; of which his obtaining
a patent shall be sufficient evidence.
To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas is an
exclusive power.
The regulation of foreign commerce appertains to congress alone, and
the punishment of offences committed on the high seas is an unavoidable
incident to this power: as soon as the Constitution was adopted, the power
of the states in this respect was at an end. But the principle of this exclusive
jurisdiction might perhaps be further extended. After the territorial boundaries
of a nation are left, the sea becomes the common property of all nations, and
the rights and privileges relative thereto being regulated by the law of nations
and treaties, properly belong to the national jurisdiction, and would be inconveniently retained by the states which, in this respect, form only parts of the
nation.
It does not seem to have been necessary to define the crime of piracy.
There is no act on which the universal sense of nations has been so fully and
distinctly expressed, as there is no act which is so universally punished. The
pirate is the enemy of all nations, and all nations are the enemy of the pirate.
Felony is a term derived from the common law of England, and when
committed on the high seas, amounts to piracy. The power to define either
may have been introduced to authorize congress to qualify and reduce the
acts which should amount to either. It is coupled with the power to punish,
and this power extends not merely to citizens of the United States, but to all
others except the citizens or subjects of a foreign state sailing under its flag
and committing acts which amount to piracy; but general piracy committed
by persons on board of a vessel, acting in defiance of all law, and acknowledging obedience to no government, are punishable in our courts, and in
the courts of all nations.19
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By the high seas we are to understand not only the ocean out of sight of
land, but waters on the sea coast beyond the boundaries of low water mark,
although in a roadstead or bay, within the jurisdiction or limits of one of the
states or of a foreign government.20
A power to define and to punish offences against the law of nations is contained in the same paragraph, but it is doubtful whether the power to punish
ought to be considered as an exclusive one. The law of nations forms a part
of the common law of every civilized country; violations of it may be committed as well on land as at sea, and while the jurisdiction of the separate states
is admitted to be withdrawn from them in regard to acts committed on the
sea, it does not seem to follow that it is superseded as to those on shore.
Such acts may be of various kinds, and although the most prominent
subjects under this head are those which relate to the persons and privileges
of ambassadors, yet in many other particulars, infringements of the law of
nations may be proper subjects of state jurisdiction. But even if an outrage
were committed on a diplomatic character, and he preferred the redress to
be obtained from a state court to that afforded by the courts of the United
States, it is not perceived that this clause would prohibit him from so doing;
yet whether the power is exclusive or not, on which some further remarks
will be made, the power to define and to punish this class of offences is with
great propriety given to congress. The United States being alone responsible
to foreign nations for all that affects their mutual intercourse, and tends to
promote the general relations of good order and just demeanour, it rests with
them alone to declare what shall constitute such crimes, and to prescribe
suitable punishments.
When such laws are made, they become binding rules of decision as well
on the state courts as on the courts of the United States; but if cases arise for
which no such statutory provision has been made, both these descriptions of
courts are thrown upon those general principles, which being enforced by
other nations, those nations have a right to require us to apply and enforce
in their favour, or for the benefit of their citizens and subjects.
The power of declaring war, with all its train of consequences, direct and
indirect, forms the next branch of powers exclusively confided to congress.
The right of using force, or of making war, belongs to nations, so far as
it is necessary for their defence and the support of their rights. But the evils
of war are certain, and the event doubtful, and therefore both wisdom and
humanity require, that every possible precaution should be used before a nation is plunged into it. In monarchies, the king generally possesses this power,
20
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and it is as often exercised for his own aggrandizement as for the good of the
nation. Republics, though they cannot be wholly exonerated from the imputation of ambition, jealousies, causeless irritations, and other personal passions,
enter into war more deliberately and reluctantly.
It is not easy to perceive where this power could, with us, be more
prudently placed. But it must be remembered, that we may be involved in a
war without a formal declaration of it. In the year 1800, we were engaged in
a qualified, but public, war with France;21 qualified, because it was only waged
on the high seas—public, because the whole nation was involved in it. It was
founded on the hostile measures authorized by congress against France, by
reason of her unjust aggressions on our commerce—yet there was no declaration of war. In such a war we may also be involved by the conduct of the
executive, without the participation of the legislature. The intercourse with
foreign nations, the direction of the military and naval power, being confided
to the president, his errors or misconduct may draw hostilities upon us. No
other restraint appears to exist, than that of withholding the supplies to carry
it on, which indeed congress can in no case grant beyond the term of two
years. But in England, the king is, in this respect, equally dependent on the
parliament, and its history shows that this dependence is not always adequate
to prevent unpopular wars.
The several states are, by another clause, prohibited from engaging in
war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit
of delay.
But although congress alone can subject us to the dubious results of
formal war, a smaller portion of the government can restore us to peace.
Hostilities may be terminated by a truce, which the president alone (it is
conceived) may make. The duration of a truce is indefinite. It suspends all
hostilities while it continues in force; but it does not revive treaties which
were broken by the commencement of the war, or restore rights of any sort,
which were suspended by it. It may be general or partial—it may extend to
all places and to all the mutual forces of the belligerents, or it may be confined
to particular places or particular armaments. When it ceases, it is unnecessary
to repeat the declaration of war. But before its conventual termination, unless
some fresh cause of complaint should have arisen, it would be inconsistent
with good faith to renew hostilities.
Treaties, by which peace is completely restored, may, as already shown,
be made by the president and senate alone, without the concurrence, and
against the will of the house of representatives.
21
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It has been made a subject of doubt, whether the power to make war and
peace, should not be the same, and why a smaller part of the government
should be entrusted with the latter, than the former. Sufficient reasons may
certainly be assigned for the distinction. Peace is seldom effected without
preparatory discussions, often of length and difficulty, the conduct of which,
of course, belongs only to the president and senate. War is always an evil;
peace is the cure of that evil. War should always be avoided as long as possible,
and although it may happen to be brought on us as before observed, without
the previous assent of congress, yet a regular and formal war should never be
entered into, without the united approbation of the whole legislature. But
although a peace is seldom obnoxious and unacceptable to the public, yet its
necessity or propriety may not always be apparent, and a public disclosure
of the urgent motives that really exist in favour of it, may be prejudicial. The
people have, in such case, a stronger motive for relying on the wisdom and
justice of the president and senate, than in the case of ordinary treaties. They
are less likely than a larger body to be influenced by partial views or occasional
inflammation, and the very circumstance of the smallness of their numbers
increases their responsibility to public opinion.
By the fifteenth and sixteenth paragraphs of the same important section,
congress is empowered to provide for calling forth the militia to execute the
laws of the Union, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions, but in respect to
the two last mentioned objects, it is not to be understood as an exclusive
power. There cannot at least be any doubt, that on the first emergency, each
state enjoys a similar power, of which no act of congress can deprive them.
For the principle of the Constitution is not to deny to the states the right of
self-protection in such cases, but to co-operate with the collective force of
the Union in aid of the state.
Uniformity in the organization and discipline of the militia, should extend
through the Union. The imbecility of the confederation in this respect, together with the variety of the periods of service for which the militia were
engaged, produced considerable inconvenience during the war of the revolution. Hence, congress is further empowered to provide for organizing, arming,
and disciplining the militia, and for governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of the United States. This power cannot be considered as
infringing the rights and privileges of the states, since, however necessary, it
cannot effectually be vested elsewhere, and since it is accompanied with an
express reservation to them, of the appointment of the officers, and of the
authority of training the militia, according to the discipline prescribed by
congress. This subject will be hereafter resumed.
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The last enumerated power is to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases
whatever, over such district, not exceeding ten miles square, as may by cession of
particular states, and the acceptance of congress, become the seat of the government
of the United States, and to exercise like authority over all places purchased by
the consent of the legislature of the state in which the same shall be, for the erection
of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and other needful buildings.
A provision of this kind, is peculiar to the United States,22 and the reasons
in favour of it, are cogent.
If the general government held its sessions within the limits, and under
the jurisdiction of a state, it would be dependant on that state for protection
and safety. If it should happen, that at any time, unkind opinions, in respect
to it, existed on the part of the state, or, if the state government were deficient
in firmness and power, the general legislature might be subjected to insult
and disgrace, in the midst of its most important functions. It would thus be
dishonoured in the eyes of foreign powers, and pitied or despised at home.
Nor is this an imaginary or improbable event. At the close of the war of the
revolution, the congress, then sitting at Philadelphia, was surrounded and
insulted by a small, but insolent body of mutineers of the continental army.
It applied to the executive authority of Pennsylvania for defence; but under
the ill conceived constitution of the state at that time, the executive power
was vested in a council, consisting of thirteen members; and they possessed
or exhibited so little energy, and such apparent intimidation, that the congress
indignantly removed to New Jersey, whose inhabitants welcomed it with
promises of defending it. It remained for some time at Princeton, without
being again insulted, till, for the sake of greater convenience, it adjourned to
Annapolis. The general dissatisfaction with the proceedings of the executive
authority of Pennsylvania, and the degrading spectacle of a fugitive congress,
suggested the remedial provisions now under consideration.
It has been carried into effect, by the cession and acceptance of a tract of
land on the river Potowmack, partly from the state of Virginia, and partly
from the state of Maryland. The inhabitants generally were satisfied. But
some consequences, that perhaps were not fully foreseen, have flowed from
it. The inhabitants of the District of Columbia, are no longer in all respects
citizens of a state, although they are unquestionably, to a certain extent, cit22

In England, the Royal Palace, with an extent of twelve miles round it, has a peculiar
jurisdiction in regard to some legal controversies; but any suits brought in the Marshalses or
Palace Courts, (as they are styled,) may be, and now generally are, removed at once to the
King’s Bench or Common Pleas. For all the purposes of legislation, there is no distinction
between the “verge of the court,” and the kingdom at large.
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izens of the United States. As such, they are entitled to the benefit of all
commercial or political treaties with foreign powers, and to the protection
of the Union at home. But they have no representatives in the senate; they
cannot partake in the election of members of the house of representatives, or
of electors of president and vice president. The judiciary power between citizens of different states, does not extend to them,23 in which respect, they are
more unfavourably situate than aliens; but suitable courts of justice, and
certain adequate provisions for its local government, have been made by
congress. The immediate residence of government, has greatly contributed
to its prosperity, and its political anomaly has produced no general inconvenience. Under a subsequent head, some remarks will be made on the judicial
relations affecting this, and other separated districts.
The enumeration closes with a declaration of the powers of congress, to
make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the
foregoing powers, and all others vested by the Constitution in the government of
the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.
It is impossible not to perceive in this, as in so many other instances, the
circumspection that confined the legislature to its proper bounds; the wisdom
that, within those bounds, left nothing unsupplied.
Without this clause, the specific enumeration might have been construed
by a morbid jealousy, to imply, that congress possessed no other powers of
legislation; and some parts of the executive duties might have doubtfully
rested only on the general description in the Constitution. Even the functions
of the judicial tribunals require legislative developement and assistance. All
necessary power, and no power that is not necessary, is contained in this final
provision.
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2 Cranch, 452.

CHAPTER X.

OF THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE POWERS OF CONGRESS—AND ON THE
EXECUTIVE AND JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES—RESTRICTIONS ON THE
POWERS OF STATES AND SECURITY TO THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS.

The restrictions on the powers of congress contained in the original text
are few. The general principle on which it is constructed being declared and
manifest throughout, it follows that to no purpose inconsistent with or extending beyond that principle, can its power of legislation be carried. Yet it
was expedient in some instances to introduce positive exceptions; in some,
to qualify powers enumerated or implied, and in others to secure by explicit
declarations both the republican foundation and the equality of the states in
all points within the sphere of the general government.
The first class of these restrictions relates to commerce.
No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any state.
It has been repeatedly observed, that the leading principle of the whole
Constitution is uniformity in respect to the several states, as far as it can be
obtained. The natural or artificial products of states are different—to lay a
general duty on the exports of rice or cotton, or tobacco, would affect only
the southern states; on flour or grain, principally the central states, and on
the domestic manufactures would operate chiefly on the northern and eastern
states engaged in them—yet without this restriction perhaps it might have
been done.
A restriction both as to exports and imports is subsequently extended to
the states themselves, except what may be absolutely necessary to execute
their own inspection laws; and, to prevent evasion under colour of only securing the right of inspection, it is provided that the net produce of all duties
and imposts laid by any state on imports or exports, shall be for the use of
the treasury of the United States, and that all such laws shall be subject to
the revision and control of congress.
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On the same principle it is provided in general terms, that no preference
shall be given by any regulations of commerce or revenue to the ports of one state
over those of another, nor shall vessels bound from one state be obliged to enter,
clear, or pay duties in another. A vessel bound to or from Philadelphia, shall
not be obliged to enter or pay duties in the state of Delaware or New Jersey.
It is not however probable that congress, although unrestrained, would make
such regulations.
These are all the restrictions immediately relating to commerce, but one
of some importance was omitted. The danger of introducing contagious diseases, has suggested to commercial countries the propriety of interposing the
utmost care in regard to the admission of vessels from suspected places. In
the Mediterranean, where on account of the frequency of the plague, the
practice began, it was required that such vessels should ride at anchor forty
days without intercourse with the shore. Hence the term quarantine has been
introduced, although the limitation of time is varied according to circumstances. The state or port at which the vessel immediately arrives being the
first in danger, has the greatest interest in taking proper precautions according
to its situations and means of enforcing them. But the utility of such precautions escaped notice in framing the Constitution; and congress, with a fair
construction of its implied powers, has made suitable provisions to enable
the states to protect the health of their inhabitants, although by so doing,
they may, in some degree, be considered as partaking of the power to regulate
commerce.
An important clause with which this section commences, is partly of a
commercial, and partly of a political and moral kind. It was foreseen, that
the general power to regulate commerce would include a traffic now justly
reprobated by most Christian nations, but some interests and opinions were
to be respected, and while the power to abolish the slave trade entirely was
indirectly conceded, the exercise of it till the year 1808, otherwise than by
laying a tax or duty of ten dollars on each person imported, was prohibited.
Congress did not fail to avail itself of the power, as soon as it became lawful
to execute it.
The restrictions in regard to taxation and public moneys have already been
mentioned.
Reasons will be given hereafter for considering many of the restrictions,
contained in the amendments to the Constitution, as extending to the states
as well as to the United States, but the nature of the writ of habeas corpus
seems peculiarly to call for this construction. It is the great remedy of the
citizen or subject against arbitrary or illegal imprisonment; it is the mode by
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which the judicial power speedily and effectually protects the personal liberty
of every individual, and repels the injustice of unconstitutional laws or despotic governors. After erecting the distinct government which we are considering, and after declaring what should constitute the supreme law in every
state in the Union, fearful minds might entertain jealousies of this great and
all-controlling power, if some protection against its energies when misdirected,
was not provided by itself.
The national code in which the writ of habeas corpus was originally found,
is not expressly or directly incorporated into the Constitution.
If this provision had been omitted, the existing powers under the state
governments, none of whom are without it, might be questioned, and a person
imprisoned on a mandate of the president or other officer, under colour of
lawful authority derived from the United States, might be denied relief. But
the judicial authority, whether vested in a state judge, or a judge of the United
States, is an integral and identified capacity; and if congress never made any
provision for issuing writs of habeas corpus, either the state judges must issue
them, or the individual be without redress. The Constitution seems to have
secured this benefit to the citizen by the description of the writ, and in an
unqualified manner admitting its efficacy, while it declares that it shall not
be suspended unless when, in case of rebellion or invasion, the public safety shall
require it. This writ is believed to be known only in countries governed by
the common law, as it is established in England; but in that country the benefit of it may at any time be withheld by the authority of parliament,
whereas we see that in this country it cannot be suspended even in cases of
rebellion or invasion, unless the public safety shall require it. Of this necessity
the Constitution probably intends, that the legislature of the United States
shall be the judges. Charged as they are with the preservation of the United
States from both those evils, and superseding the powers of the several states
in the prosecution of the measures they may find it expedient to adopt, it
seems not unreasonable that this control over the writ of habeas corpus, which
ought only to be exercised on extraordinary occasions, should rest with them.
It is at any rate certain, that congress, which has authorized the courts and
judges of the United States to issue writs of habeas corpus in cases within their
jurisdiction, can alone suspend their power, and that no state can prevent
those courts and judges from exercising their regular functions, which are,
however, confined to cases of imprisonment professed to be under the author-
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ity of the United States. But the state courts and judges possess the right of
determining on the legality of imprisonment under either authority.1
No bill of attainder, nor ex post facto law shall be passed.
Bills of attainder are those by which a person without a judicial trial, is
declared by the legislature to be guilty of some particular crime. The definition
itself shows the atrocity of the act. Such laws are never passed but in times
of wild commotion or arbitrary misrule.
Ex post facto laws are often supposed to signify all laws having a retrospective operation, but the technical meaning of them is more confined. An ex
post facto law is when an action is declared to be a crime, which at the time
it was done was innocent, or when it aggravates a crime, and declares it to be
greater than it was when committed, or when it increases the punishment,
or directs that different or less evidence shall be sufficient to convict the offender; but if it softens the rigour of the ancient law, it is not within the
prohibition.2 The Constitution does not prevent congress from passing retrospective laws in civil cases. Why this was omitted when the states in the same
instrument are restrained from passing laws impairing the obligations of
contracts, will be hereafter explained.
No title of nobility shall be granted by the United States, or by any individual
state. Of this there could have been but little danger. The independent spirit
of republicans leads them to contemn the vanity of hereditary distinctions,
but the residue of the clause is more important. No person holding any office
of trust or profit under the United States shall, without the consent of congress,
accept of any present, emolument, office, or title of any kind whatever, from any
king, prince, or foreign state.
There cannot be too much jealousy in respect to foreign influence. The
treasures of Persia were successfully distributed in Athens; and it is now known
that in England a profligate prince and many of his venal courtiers were
bribed into measures injurious to the nation by the gold of Louis XIV.3
A salutary amendment, extending the prohibition to all citizens of the
United States, and disfranchising those who infringe it, has been adopted by
some of the states; but not yet by a sufficient number. The clause in the text
is defective in not providing a specific penalty for a breach of it. Disfranchisement, or a deprivation of all the rights of a citizen, seems the most appropriate

1

See among other instances, the case of Commonwealth v. Smith, before Chief Justice
Tilghman, 1809.
2
3 Dallas, 386. Calder v. Bull.
3
See Dalrymple’s Memoirs, vol. 2, Mazure’s late History of the Revolution of 1688, &c.
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punishment that could be applied, since it renders the seduction useless to
those who were the authors of it, and disgraceful to the person sedued.
Of the amendments already adopted, (for which see the appendix,) the
eight first in order fall within the class of restrictions on the legislative power,
some of which would have been implied, some are original, and all are highly
valuable. Some are also to be considered as restrictions on the judicial power.
The constitutions of some of the states contain bills of rights; others do
not. A declaration of rights, therefore, properly finds a place in the general
Constitution, where it equalizes all and binds all.
Each state is obliged, while it remains a member of the Union, to preserve
the republican form of government in all its strength and purity. The people
of each state, by the amended constitution, pledge themselves to each other
for the sacred preservation of certain detailed principles, without which the
republican form would be impure and weak.
They will now be viewed in succession.
The first amendment prohibits congress from passing any law respecting
an establishment of religion, or preventing the free exercise of it. It would be
difficult to conceive on what possible construction of the Constitution such
a power could ever be claimed by congress. The time has long passed by when
enlightened men in this country entertained the opinion that the general
welfare of a nation could be promoted by religious intolerance, and under no
other clause could a pretence for it be found. Individual states whose legislatures are not restrained by their own constitutions, have been occasionally
found to make some distinctions; but when we advert to those parts of the
Constitution of the United States, which so strongly enforce the equality of
all our citizens, we may reasonably doubt whether the denial of the smallest
civic right under this pretence can be reconciled to it. In most of the governments of Europe, some one religious system enjoys a preference, enforced
with more or less severity, according to circumstances. Opinions and modes
of worship differing from those which form the established religion, are
sometimes expressly forbidden, sometimes punished, and in the mildest cases,
only tolerated without patronage or encouragement. Thus a human government interposes between the Creator and his creature, intercepts the devotion
of the latter, or condescends to permit it only under political regulations.
From injustice so gross, and impiety so manifest, multitudes sought an asylum
in America, and hence she ought to be the hospitable and benign receiver of
every variety of religious opinion. It is true, that in her early provincial stage,
the equality of those rights does not seem to have been universally admitted.
Those who claimed religious freedom for themselves, did not immediately
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perceive that others were also entitled to it; but the history of the stern exclusion or reluctant admission of other sects in several of the provinces, would
be an improper digression in this work. In tracing the annals of some of the
provinces, it is pleasing to observe that in the very outset, their enlightened
founders publicly recognised the perfect freedom of conscience. There was
indeed sometimes an inconsistency, perhaps not adverted to in the occlusion
of public offices to all but Christians, which was the case in Pennsylvania,
but it was then of little practical importance. In the constitution adopted by
that state in 1776, the same inconsistency, though expressed in language
somewhat different, was retained, but in her present constitution, nothing
abridges, nothing qualifies, nothing defeats, the full effect of the original declaration. Both the elector and the elected are entitled, whatever their religious
tenets may be, to the fullest enjoyment of political rights, provided in the
latter description, the party publicly declares his belief in the being of a God,
and a future state of rewards and punishments. This qualification is not expressly required of an elector, and perhaps was introduced in respect to those
elected, chiefly for the purpose of more particularly explaining the sense of
a preceding section. It is indeed to such a degree doubtful whether any can
be found so weak and depraved as to disbelieve these cardinal points of all
religions, that it can scarcely be supposed to have been introduced for any
other purpose.4
Just and liberal principles on this subject, throw a lustre round the Constitution in which they are found, and while they dignify the nation, promote
its internal peace and harmony. No predominant religion overpowers another,
the votaries of which are few and humble; no lordly hierarchy excites odium
or terror; legal persecution is unknown, and freedom of discussion, while it
tends to promote the knowledge, contributes to increase the fervour of piety.
The freedom of speech and of the press forms part of the same article, and
in part relates to the same subject; it embraces all matters of religious, moral,
political, or physical discussion. Tacitus, in gloomy meditation on the imperial despotism of Rome, exclaims, “How rare are those happy times when men
may think what they please and say what they think.” Under the denial of
such rights, life is indeed of little value. The foundation of a free government
begins to be undermined when freedom of speech on political subjects is re4

There are now but two states in the Union whose constitutions contain exclusive provisions
in regard to religious opinions. In Maryland, no one who does not believe in the Christian
religion can be admitted to an office of trust or profit. In North Carolina, the same exclusion
is extended to all who deny the truth of the protestant religion. But in every other respect than
the capacity to hold such offices, all stand on the same footing in both states.
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strained; it is destroyed when freedom of speech is wholly denied. The press
is a vehicle of the freedom of speech. The art of printing illuminates the
world, by a rapid dissemination of what would otherwise be slowly communicated and partially understood. This may easily be conceived, if we were
to figure to ourselves the total suppression of printing for even a short time
in this country. Our newspapers are now more numerous than such publications are in an equal amount of population in any other part of the world.
Wherever a new settlement is formed, and every year presents many such, a
printing press is established as soon as a sufficient number of inhabitants is
collected. Information is the moral food, for which the active American intellect ever hungers.
But the liberty of speech and of the press may be abused, and so may
every human institution. It is not, however, to be supposed that it may be
abused with impunity. Remedies will always be found while the protection
of individual rights and the reasonable safeguards of society itself form parts
of the principles of our government. A previous superintendency of the press,
an arbitrary power to direct or prohibit its publications are withheld, but the
punishment of dangerous or offensive publications, which on a fair and impartial trial are found to have a pernicious tendency, is necessary for the peace
and order of government and religion, which are the solid foundations of
civil liberty.
The right of the people peaceably to assemble and petition government for a
redress of grievances concludes the article.
Of this right in the abstract there cannot be a doubt. To withhold from
the injured, the privilege of complaint, and to debar the rulers from the benefit of information that may apprize them of their errors, is mutually unjust.
It may, however, be urged, that history shows how those meetings and petitions have been abused, and we may be turned to an English statute, which,
though ill observed, is said to be still in force,5 and which is understood to
have been founded on the mischiefs and disorders experienced from large
and tumultuous assemblies, presenting petitions for the redress of grievances
in the reign of Charles I. But besides the well known irrelevancy of the argument from the abuse of any thing against its use, we must remember that by
requiring the assembly to be peaceable, the usual remedies of the law are retained, if the right is illegally exercised.
The preceding article expressly refers to the powers of congress alone, but
some of those which follow are to be more generally construed, and considered
as applying to the state legislatures as well as that of the Union. The important
5
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principles contained in them are now incorporated by adoption into the instrument itself; they form parts of the declared rights of the people, of which
neither the state powers nor those of the Union can ever deprive them.
A subsequent article declares, that the powers not delegated to congress by
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people. What we are about to consider are certainly not delegated
to congress, nor are they noticed in the prohibitions to states; they are therefore reserved either to the states or to the people. Their high nature, their
necessity to the general security and happiness will be distinctly perceived.
In the second article, it is declared, that a well regulated militia is necessary
to the security of a free state; a proposition from which few will dissent. Although in actual war, the services of regular troops are confessedly more
valuable; yet, while peace prevails, and in the commencement of a war before
a regular force can be raised, the militia form the palladium of the country.
They are ready to repel invasion, to suppress insurrection, and preserve the
good order and peace of government. That they should be well regulated, is
judiciously added. A disorderly militia is disgraceful to itself, and dangerous
not to the enemy, but to its own country. The duty of the state government
is, to adopt such regulations as will tend to make good soldiers with the least
interruptions of the ordinary and useful occupations of civil life. In this all
the Union has a strong and visible interest.
The corollary, from the first position, is, that the right of the people to keep
and bear arms shall not be infringed.
The prohibition is general. No clause in the Constitution could by any
rule of construction be conceived to give to congress a power to disarm the
people. Such a flagitious attempt could only be made under some general
pretence by a state legislature. But if in any blind pursuit of inordinate power,
either should attempt it, this amendment may be appealed to as a restraint
on both.
In most of the countries of Europe, this right does not seem to be denied,
although it is allowed more or less sparingly, according to circumstances. In
England, a country which boasts so much of its freedom, the right was secured
to protestant subjects only, on the revolution of 1688; and it is cautiously
described to be that of bearing arms for their defence, “suitable to their conditions, and as allowed by law.”6 An arbitrary code for the preservation of
game in that country has long disgraced them. A very small proportion of
the people being permitted to kill it, though for their own subsistence; a gun
or other instrument, used for that purpose by an unqualified person, may be
6

1 Will. & Mary, c. 2.
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seized and forfeited. Blackstone, in whom we regret that we cannot always
trace the expanded principles of rational liberty, observes however, on this
subject, that the prevention of popular insurrections and resistance to government by disarming the people, is oftener meant than avowed, by the makers
of forest and game laws.7
This right ought not, however, in any government, to be abused to the
disturbance of the public peace.
An assemblage of persons with arms, for an unlawful purpose, is an indictable offence, and even the carrying of arms abroad by a single individual,
attended with circumstances giving just reason to fear that he purposes to
make an unlawful use of them, would be sufficient cause to require him to
give surety of the peace, If he refused he would be liable to imprisonment.8
No soldier shall in time of peace be quartered in any house without the consent
of the owner, (here the restriction is general,) nor in time of war, but in a
manner to be prescribed by law; and this must be construed a law of the United
States when the war is general, or of the state when in the authorized exercise
of the right of self-defence on the sudden emergencies adverted to in the
Constitution, immediate state operations have become necessary. In the
former case, the sole conduct of the war is given to the general government,
and it ought not to be dependent on, or controlled by the state governments
in its modes of proceeding. In the latter, the state, relying on its own energies,
is entitled to the benefit of the same principle. The practice would be needlessly burthensome to the people in time of peace, and by a government
having improper views, it might be rendered an indirect and odious mean of
compelling submission to improper measures. During a war, when it becomes
necessary to garrison a town, or station a body of troops for a time in a particular place, the common interest will naturally supersede minor objections.
By the general term soldier, we are to understand as well the militia in
actual service as regular troops.
The following article declares, that the right of the people to be secure in
their houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall
not be violated, and no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported
by oath or affirmation, particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized.
Here again we find the general terms which prohibit all violations of these
personal rights, and of course extend both to the state and the United States.

7

2 Bl. 412.
3 Coke’s Inst. 160. Hawkins, b. 1. c. 60.
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The term unreasonable is used to indicate that the sanction of a legal
warrant is to be obtained, before such searches or seizures are made, but when
upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, such a warrant is issued, not only may other effects, but the papers of the accused be taken into
the custody of the law.
The following part of the 6th article has more immediate reference to
the judicial proceedings of the United States, and may therefore be considered
as restraints only on the legislation of the United States.
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right of a speedy and
public trial by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime shall
have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by
law. For the better understanding of this provision, it is proper to explain
that it had already been provided in the Constitution,9 that the trials of offences should be had in the state where they were committed; but, in organizing the judiciary system, it had appeared to congress proper to form judicial
districts, and it was found inconvenient to make them always commensurate
with the boundaries of states. Thus two districts had been formed out of the
state of Massachusetts, and two out of Virginia.10 By virtue of this amendment,
an offence committed in that part of Massachusetts which lay eastward of
New Hampshire could only be tried in the district of Maine. It is a wise and
merciful measure. It would have been highly oppressive to carry a man from
Norfolk, in Virginia, to take his trial at Harrodsburg in Kentucky.
Another part of the sixth article is calculated to secure to the accused a
protection which, to those familiar only with the habits of this country, would
appear superfluous. The accused is to be informed of the nature and cause of
the accusation, to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favour, and to have the assistance of counsel
in his defence.
It seems monstrous that in any country the testimony on which a person
might be convicted should be taken in his absence. Yet it is certain, that in
some places, the testimony on which a person might be convicted of the
greatest crimes was often taken without his being present, sometimes even
without his knowing who the witnesses were. The evidence thus collected
was embodied in the accusation, and he was required to defend himself against
invisible enemies. This severity has indeed been mitigated in modern times,
but it is believed to be not yet totally abolished.
9

Art. 3. § 9.
Other subdivisions have since taken place in other states: the general principle is now
adverted to.
10
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A person accused ought to have all the aid of the law to his defence; those
on whose testimony he must rely, may, from intimidation or corruption, be
unwilling to assist him. The public is considered as always having it in their
power to compel the appearance of witnesses against him. It is just that he
should be armed in the like manner. No judge can now refuse to issue process
against those whom the accused shall nominate to him—and to compel them
to enter into recognizance to appear and testify on the trial. Circumstances
may even render it necessary that he should go further. If there is a probability
that the witness will leave the state or district before the trial comes on, it
seems to be the right of the accused to demand security for his appearance.
But with all these humane provisions, something more is wanting. The
most innocent man, pressed by the awful solemnities of a public accusation
and trial, may be incapable of supporting his own cause. He may be utterly
unfit to cross-examine the witnesses against him, to point out the defects of
their testimony, and to counteract it by properly introducing and applying
his own. Hence the importance, we might say, the right, of having the aid
of men educated and accustomed to manage criminal trials, to whose knowledge and skill he may safely commit the conduct of his defence. Will it be
believed, that, even at this day, in England, a person indicted of any capital
crime (unless in the case of high treason by express statute) is not allowed the
benefit of counsel, except to address the judge on a question of law? Those
observations on the facts of the case, which, in the hands of able and experienced advocates, might secure the acquittal of an innocent man, are wholly
prohibited. The trembling prisoner may make a fruitless effort himself, and
he frequently has the consolation to be told, that the court is his counsel, and
will call the attention of the jury to whatever may operate in his favour. An
empty fiction, which often deludes him who relies on it. Two benevolent
efforts have recently been made in the house of commons to procure this
right to such defendants, but, being opposed by the whole force of the ministerial party, they both failed.
The protection of the individual against all unnecessary severity in the
prosecution of justice, characterizes the greatest part of the fifth, and the
whole of the eighth amendment.
The latter declares, that excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive
fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
During the arbitrary reigns of the Stuarts in Britain, particularly of the
two last, one frequent mode of oppressing those who were obnoxious to the
court, was to cause criminal proceedings to be instituted against them, to
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demand bail in extravagant sums, and on their failing to procure it, to commit
them to prison.
When the revolution took place, among other provisions demanded by
the people, and readily assented to by William III. was the clause which has
been transcribed into this amendment. If excessive bail is demanded by one
magistrate, another may moderate it on a habeas corpus, issued to the keeper
of the prison in whose custody the party is. This power is not, however, to
be abused, by reducing the bail below a reasonable sum. In such a case, the
latter magistrate would himself be liable to a fine, if the criminal should not
appear at the appointed time.
Excessive fines constitute one mode of inflicting cruel punishments.
This restriction applies equally to the legislative and to the judicial authority. In respect to the former, however, it is rather to be considered in the light
of a recommendation than as a condition on which the constitutionality of
the law depends. The judicial authority would not undertake to pronounce
a law void, because the fine it imposed appeared to them excessive; and,
therefore, if the legislature should commit, and persist in, gross errors in this
respect, the ultimate remedy must be sought among the checks on the legislative power, which will hereafter be brought into view.
The prohibition of unusual punishments applies alike, under the qualifications already noticed, to the legislative and to the judicial power.
The laws of a free country seldom leave the sort of punishment to be inflicted to the discretion of the judge, although the measure or extent of it, as
for instance the quantum of a limited fine, or the duration of a term of imprisonment, which, by the law is not to be exceeded, is often submitted to
him. The peculiar circumstances of each case, the contrition or general good
character of the offender, may suggest and justify a moderation of the full
extent of the punishment. But a law which subjects an offender to any sort
of punishment, is unknown to our civil code. If the law is silent in respect to
the mode of punishment, which is sometimes the case when an act is prohibited in general terms, without saying more, the court is understood to be
confined to the usual moderate punishment of fine and imprisonment, or
one of them. If a fine alone is imposed, imprisonment may be an adjunct, to
enforce the payment of it.
The obligation on the legislature not to pass laws inflicting unusual
punishments must be considered as subject to some qualification. The established forms of punishment may have proved ineffectual to prevent the
commission of some kinds of offences. We may instance the practice of duelling, an offence against God and society, which no law has yet been found
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sufficient to prevent. It would be no violation of the Constitution if congress,
within the sphere of their separate legislation, could by the invention of some
new punishment, striking at the false honour which leads folly to the field,
put an end to a custom so inhuman and absurd.
At common law there are two modes of instituting prosecutions; one of
which is by an information filed by the officer who represents the public, on
his own judgment and discretion, which, if unadvisedly or corruptly done,
may subject the individual to causeless trouble and expense. The other is by
an indictment which is prepared by the same officer, and sent to a grand jury,
or it may be done by the grand jury themselves. In both of these cases, witnesses are carefully examined on the part of the public, and the accused is
not put on his trial unless at least twelve grand jurymen, on their oaths or
affirmations, find that there is sufficient cause for it. In the fifth article it is
expressly declared, that no person, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia when in actual service in time of war or public danger,
shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a grand jury, and in no case shall he be compelled
to be a witness against himself.
That no one shall be subject for the same offence, to be twice put in jeopardy
of life or limb, which is also provided, is perhaps too narrow—no one, after
a full trial and a fair acquittal, ought to be subjected to another trial for the
same offence, whether it be great or small, and such indeed is the settled rule
of law. The plea of a former acquittal, is a complete bar to every subsequent
prosecution for the same offence. It follows from all the antecedent precautions, that no one can be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law; and the repetition of this declaration, is only valuable, as it exhibits
the summary of the whole, and the anxiety that it should never be forgotten.
But one part of the clause, connected with the last mentioned, requires
more particular explanation.
In some countries when the public interest may occasionally require that
private property should be appropriated to public purposes, the sovereign
makes use of it without ceremony. In others, it cannot be taken from the individual on any terms without his own consent. A middle line is the correct
course. A perverse and obstinate man, might otherwise impede or wholly
prevent measures of the most cogent necessity for the public benefit, in which
his own would be included. The people by declaring, that private property
shall not be taken for public use, without just compensation, have agreed that in
such cases and on such terms it may be taken. Of the necessity, the legislature
is the only judge; it does not rest with the judicial power to determine
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whether the public exigence was such as to require it: great inconveniences
might ensue from their assuming such a right. For example, a particular piece
of ground might appear to the legislature, a suitable site for a fort in time of
danger, and if they proceeded in a legal manner to vest the right to the ground
in the public, it would not be competent for the judiciary to decide, that a
better spot might have been chosen, or that there was no necessity for any
fort.
In this manner, the property of an individual may be legally transferred
against his will to the state, but the legislature has no power to transfer the
property of A. to B. although it may appear more beneficial to the state that
B. should have it.11 The just compensation spoken of, should be ascertained
by a jury impartially selected, and should be paid in money, the universal
representative and common standard of value.12
Among these just and humane provisions, we observe, that trial by jury
is expressly secured in all prosecutions for offences committed on land. Those
which may have been committed on the high seas, would properly fall within
the admiralty jurisdiction, and might, consistently with its nature, be decided
without the intervention of a jury. But in conferring on congress the power
to define and to punish such offences, the right to direct the mode of trial is
granted as a necessary incident.
Offences committed on the high seas, being as already observed,13 within
the cognizance of all nations, and the offender liable to prosecution by the
power which first apprehends him, he may consequently be subjected to a
mode of trial in which a jury is unknown. Reasons of general policy may
therefore possibly suggest the withholding the absolute right to trial by jury
in such cases, and hence, it is omitted, not only in the original text but in the
amendments. It is properly confided to congress, whose legislation on the
subject, may, as good reasons occasionly are presented, recall, abridge, or
modify the grant.
In respect to civil controversies, doubts arose in some of the state conventions, whether the original text was sufficiently explicit. It did not, indeed,
abolish trial by jury in any case, but it was apprehended that a positive declaration in favour of it, in civil controversies, also was expedient.
Hence by the 7th amendment, it is provided, that in trials at common
law, when the value in controversy exceeds twenty dollars, the right of trial by
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Vanhorn’s lessee v. Dorrance, 2 Dall. 384.
Vanhorn’s lessee v. Dorrance. 2 Dall. 384.
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jury shall be preserved, and no fact, tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined
in any court of the United States, than according to the rules of the common law.
By the first part of it, congress is disabled from ever taking it away; and
by the second, neither a law can be passed by them, nor a practice adopted
by the courts, to re-examine facts tried by a jury, otherwise than according
to well known and long established principles.
The word “appellate,” applied in the original instrument to the jurisdiction of the supreme court, was by some deemed ambiguous and inconsistent
with technical phraseology; an appeal is not the mode of re-examining the
decisions of common law courts, which can only be done on a writ of error,
by which the record of an inferior court is brought before the superior one;
and no facts can be inquired into, which do not appear on the record. New
trials may be granted, if sufficient cause is shown, by the court in which the
verdict is given, or, if the judgment is reversed in the court above, a venire de
novo, which is a direction to the inferior court to summon another jury is issued, if the case requires it, but in no other manner can the facts be re-examined. An appeal is the process of re-examination in courts of admiralty
and chancery jurisdiction from which trial by jury is systematically excluded,
and in respect to which, no alteration is intended.
By this very proper amendment, all ambiguity is removed, and all doubt
is satisfied. The reference to the common law, precludes the necessity of fuller
detail. The trial by jury is for ever secured on its ancient basis, and cannot be
multiplied beyond it.
Here we close this part of our view of the Constitution. In the restrictions
on the legislative power, we perceive two great principles—the security of
the people’s rights, and the preservation of the great national system. We
have noticed those parts which necessarily exclude the action of the states on
the same subject; but it will also be proper to advert to those express restrictions on the states, which amount to the diminution or relinquishment of so
much of the state sovereignty, as the people thought it expedient to transfer
to the United States.
No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation, nor into any
agreement or compact with another state, or with a foreign power. If literally
construed, this restriction would be total and absolute, and yet, as between
states, some compacts certainly may be made. Thus when a large river forms
a boundary between two states, a compact in regard to the exercise of jurisdiction on the river, or in respect to its fisheries; or its islands, would be
lawful. And perhaps the true construction of this clause is, that political
compacts in any form are alone intended.
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If a state has received a particular injury from a foreign power, it is not
to give way to the natural impulse of granting letters of marque and reprisal,
for this would invade an essential attribute of the general government.
The power to coin money, emit bills of credit, and make any thing but gold
and silver a tender in the payment of debts, is likewise withdrawn from them,
although not withheld from the United States.
The restrictions of passing bills of attainder and ex post facto laws, and
granting titles of nobility, is common to both, but the express prohibition of
passing laws impairing the obligation of contracts is confined to the separate
states, and it may, as already noticed, be inquired why it was not extended
to the United States. Before an answer is given, an explanation of the sense
in which the term contract is here to be expounded, drawn from the highest
authority, will be useful.
By contracts we are to understand every executed agreement, whether
between individuals or between individuals and a state, by which a right is
vested, and every executory agreement which confers a right of action, or
creates a binding obligation in relation to subjects of a valuable nature, such
as may be asserted in a court of justice; but it does not comprehend the
political relations of a government and its citizens; civil institutions which
must be liable to change with circumstances, and to be modified by ordinary
legislation, those which deeply concern the public, and which to preserve
good government, the public judgment must control.14
The plenitude of power possessed by a state legislature, to which every
thing that is not reserved is granted, and the temptations to an erroneous
exercise of this power which sometimes occur, render express restrictions, if
not absolutely necessary, at least very useful; but the legislature of the United
States can have no such power, unless it is expressly granted to them.
A system of bankruptcy impairs the obligation of contracts, when it releases the party from the necessity of performing them; but congress is expressly invested with this power in regard to bankruptcy. It is an enumerated,
and not an implied one, and in no other form, can the obligation of contracts
be impaired by them. A system of bankruptcy is practically limited to two
objects, the relief of honest insolvency and the equal distribution of the
remnants of property among the creditors. The United States therefore,
possess no vague and indefinite power, that may be exercised to the prejudice
of individuals among themselves, or the exaltation of the public authority
over private rights.

14

6 Cranch, p. 136. 4 Wheaton, p. 627.
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The remaining restrictions have already been generally noticed, but will
here be transcribed to close the subject.
No state shall, without the consent of the congress, lay any imposts or duties
on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its
inspection laws, and the net produce of all duties and imposts, laid by any state
on imports or exports, shall be for the use of the treasury of the United States, and
all such laws shall be subject to the revision and control of the congress. No state
shall, without the consent of congress, lay any duty of tonnage, keep troops or ships
of war in time of peace, or engage in war unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay.

CHAPTER XI.

OF TREASON AGAINST THE UNITED STATES.

The importance of this subject merits a separate chapter.
It was highly proper, perhaps absolutely necessary, that a crime, the
commission of which must owe its existence to the formation of the government, should be both recognised and defined in the Constitution.
Although it is a general principle that all governments must be understood
to contain within themselves the materials for their own preservation, and it
could not be supposed that the national government now created was to depend on the individual states for protection against traitors, yet to have left
the power of self-defence to inference and to argument, would have been
unwise.
The unity of the government in its limited character required from the
judicial authority, which appertained to it, a concurrent aid, simple and
uniform in its nature, and adequate in its effect. To leave this offence liable
to prosecution in the state courts only, would have been to hazard the consequences of a variety of opinions and discordances of adjudication, and,
perhaps, occasionally, to the inconvenience of encountering some political
reluctance or dissatisfaction on the part of the states. For although, as will be
hereafter more fully shown, the judicial power is, in its nature, superior to
the bias of party or personal motives; yet it is prudent, whenever it is practicable, to guard against the possible relaxation of this exalted principle. It was
also recollected that in the proceedings preparatory to the trial, much is to
be done by inferior officers, among whom such independence is not always
to be found.
The United States, therefore, justly reserved to themselves the right to
punish this high offence, and the state courts, since the adoption of the
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Constitution, have abstained from intermeddling with prosecutions on account of it.1
But something more than the recognition of the crime, and the provision
of exclusive tribunals for its punishment, was requisite for the security of the
people. It is of all offences that which it is the most necessary to define with
precision.
The natural inclination of those who possess power, is to increase it.
History shows that to enlarge the description of treason has often been resorted
to as one of the means of increasing power. To have left to the legislature an
unlimited right to declare what should amount to this crime would have been
less consistent with public safety, than to fix, by common consent, its plain
definition and exact limits. It is, so far, withheld from the power of those
who, under the influence of sudden resentment or ambitious views, might
unreasonably extend its character; while, on the other hand, except by the
voice of the people at large, acting through the medium of a change of the
Constitution itself, it cannot be contracted to a narrower compass, which
might weaken the safeguards of the general system.
In giving the definition, general principles only can be adopted; it rests
with the judicial power to determine whether the acts that may be committed,
fall within these principles.
Treason is the attempt of one or more individuals, who are citizens or
subjects of a government, to subvert and destroy it. The intention must be
that this end shall be effected by force, in some stage of the proceeding, but
the offence may be complete before any force is actually used.
It is one of those crimes which may not be accomplished by a single act;
but, on the contrary, is in its very nature progressive yet continuous. Robbery,
murder, and many other crimes, are or may be effectuated in a short space
of time; and when the body is deprived of life or the goods are taken from
the spot, the perpetration of the guilt is full and entire: but the attempt to
subvert a government is not a momentary act; combinations are formed,
unlawful schemes devised and pursued; opposition is commenced and carried
on, and the crime is ever the same; the protraction of time may increase the
terror and the injury, but in a legal view they do not enhance the guilt: in its
outset it is deemed the highest crime that can be committed, and of course,
no subsequent circumstances can raise it higher.
But, from the different nature of governments, there is a difference in
the manifestations of treason in a monarchy and in a republic. In the former,
1

If this provision had not been made, the state courts would not have refused to sustain
such prosecutions. See post, ch. xxix.
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it is considered as an offence against the supreme executive magistrate; in the
latter it is an offence against the body of the people. Hence, to slay or to endeavour to slay the king, is, in itself, high-treason, although it may be the
uncounselled thought and unassisted act of a single individual; but in a republic, not the life of a monarch, but the life of the republic is at stake. There
must in the latter case be a combination with others; for no man could be
supposed capable of intending singly and alone to subvert a government
formed on the authority of the people. But those with whom he combines
may not, themselves, be guilty of treason. The citizen who unites himself
with a hostile nation, waging war against his country, is guilty of a crime of
which the foreign army is innocent; with him it is treason, with his associates
it is, in the code of nations, legitimate warfare. If he should be made prisoner
and proceeded against as a traitor, it is against the usage of nations for those
who have accepted his co-operation to object to the course which the laws
of his own country impose on him.
Treason is declared to consist only in levying war against the United States,
or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. The term levying
war is understood to have been taken from the English statute of 25th Edward
III., and receives the same construction with us which is given to it in that
country.
The war which is spoken of embraces, as before observed, both hostilities
from abroad and internal rebellion.
An insurrection, the object of which was to suppress an office of excise
established under a law of the United States, and the marching with a party
in arms to the house of the excise officer, and committing acts of violence
and outrage there, with a view by force and intimidation to prevent the execution of the law, has been held to amount to a levying of war against the
United States.2 A conspiracy to subvert by force the government of the United
States, violently to dismember the Union, to coerce repeal of a general law,
or to revolutionize a territorial government by force, if carried into effect, by
embodying and assembling a military body in a military posture, is an overt
act of levying war; and not only those who bear arms, but those who perform
the various and essential parts which must be assigned to different persons,
for the purpose of prosecuting the war, are guilty of the crime.3
Similar acts committed against the laws or government of a particular
state, are punishable according to the laws of that state, but do not amount
to treason against the United States; and on the other hand, in case of a war
2

United States v. Vigol, 2 Dallas, 346. United States v. Mitchell, ib. 348.
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between the United States and a foreign nation, adhering to such foreign
nation, and giving them aid and comfort in the prosecution of the war,
amounts to treason against the United States, and not against the state of
which the party is a citizen.4
The restrictions are dictated by a spirit of humanity. No person shall be
convicted of this crime, unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt
act, or on confession in open court. A confession out of court, although before
a magistrate, is not sufficient; but after the overt act of treason is proved by
two witnesses, it may be given in evidence by way of corroboration.5 The
testimony of the two witnesses must be to the same overt act, and not, as in
England it may be, to two different acts of the same species of treason.
It is not within the scope of this work to notice all the legislative provisions
which have since been made in respect to trials for treason; it is sufficient to
say, that they pursue the same liberal and humane spirit for the purpose of
affording to the accused the utmost latitude of defence, but in case of his
conviction, congress, which has the power to declare the punishment, has
imposed that of death. But the forfeiture of life is not, with us, aggravated
by refined and useless cruelty. Who can read without horror the punishments
of Ravaillac and Damiens, or the sentences, in modern times deemed too
barbarous to be enforced, against traitors in England?
The restriction on congress in respect to the punishment is, that no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture, except during the
life of the person attainted.
Corruption of blood is derived from the common law of England, and
signifies that an attainted person can neither inherit land from his ancestors,
nor retain what he is in possession of, nor transmit it by descent to his heirs,
nor shall any person make title by descent through him, though from a more
remote ancestor.
In respect to the forfeiture, the meaning seems to be, that congress shall
not impose a forfeiture beyond the term of the offender’s life, but it may be
abolished altogether, and in this sense, it has been understood and acted on
in the law, for the punishment of certain crimes against the United States, passed
on the 30th of April, 1790, the language of which is as follows:—no conviction
or judgment for any of the offences aforesaid, (in which are included treason,
murder, robbery, piracy, and other crimes,) shall work corruption of blood or
any forfeiture of estate.
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But a future legislature is neither bound to enforce this humane part of
the act, nor to continue other parts which bear the cast of some severity.
The immediate forfeiture of the possessions of an offender, although its
hardship in capital cases is felt, not by himself, but by his family reduced to
want, has been vindicated on the supposition, that it would tend to set the
paternal feelings in motion on the side of the commonwealth; acerbum, says
Cicero in a letter to Brutus, parentum scelera filiorum pænis lui, sed hoc preclarè
legibus comparatum est, ut caritas liberorum amicitiores parentes reipublicæ
redderet.
And such considerations may have some effect; but the depravity that
leads to the hazard of life, seldom refrains from the commission of crime by
adverting to the sufferings of children. The bad citizen is most commonly a
bad parent.
The affliction felt by such near relations, both for the guilt and the loss
of the parent, is unreasonably aggravated by their being thus subjected to
partake, though in a different form, of the punishment inflicted, when, in
common with their fellow citizens, they may have sincerely abhorred the
crime.
But while in this particular, opinion has been divided, all seem to have
condemned, and many to have been at a loss to account for the extension of
this penal principle to the destruction of the power to inherit through the
person attainted.
We cannot be reconciled to it, by being told that property, being the
creature of society, we have no right to complain of the manner in which it
is regulated,6 for, on such grounds, the most unjust laws might be defended.
But we may account for its origin from a former state of society, which
has been greatly altered in modern times. It is an ancient feudal principle,
that where there is no inheritable blood, the land shall escheat to the lord of
the fee. Applying, or rather perverting the doctrine of present forfeiture to
the incapacity of taking by descent, was the first and very easy step in a process,
by which all that would have vested in the criminal, became the property of
the lord. The avidity of the lord, which was thus gratified, cast about for still
more prey—and as the attainder of the offender removed him from being
the immediate object of a descent, the principle, it was found, could also be
successfully applied to his being the channel through which others might
inherit. If the grandfather, after the attainder of the son for treason or felony,
died seized of land and intestate, the grandson could not inherit, because he
could not be his heir, as he was not the heir of his own father. By a fiction
6
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engrafted on the substantial punishment of the father, the grandfather was
considered as dying without heirs, and his lands also escheated to the lord.
Thus the doctrine is resolved into an odious fiction, founded on a compound of cruelty and avarice, springing from a perversion of the system of
tenures, and at variance with the liberal principles of modern times and the
very elements of justice.
Had it been prohibited by the Constitution in regard to all offences
whatever, it would have merited public approbation.

CHAPTER XII.

OF THE EXECUTIVE POWER.

In the formation of a republic there is perhaps no part more difficult than
the right constitution of the executive authority. The three qualities of
promptness, vigour, and responsibility, ought to be combined in it. In the
two other branches, more deliberation is necessary. Whether to make laws
or to expound them, the motions should, in general, be slow and cautious.
The acts of either, when constitutionally consummate, are obligatory on those
whose duty it is to enforce them. The office of executing a law, excludes the
right to judge of it, and of course does not require that the executive power
should concur in opinion on its utility. When the meaning and intention of
the legislature are ascertained, and the law itself is constitutional, delay in the
execution of it is culpable. The public, which may blame the legislator, requires of the executive officer to carry it into effect, because to subvert the
order of government, is one of the greatest evils that can befall it. Every individual is bound to obey the law, however objectionable it may appear to him:
the executive power is bound not only to obey, but to execute it. To hesitate,
to delay, perhaps to lose the proper moment of action, would approach to
entire disobedience. A prompt submission to the law, and an immediate
preparation to enforce it, are therefore absolutely necessary in relation to the
authority from which the law has emanated. But we must also consider this
quality in respect to its effect. The operation of a law, whenever the time of
acting upon it has arrived, should be immediate and decisive. The law is a
power of which the force and existence should never be unfelt or forgotten.
Like the pillar which led the Israelites through the wilderness, it should always
be in sight. The commonwealth in which its pre-eminence is not constantly
present to the mind, is in danger. But the sensation of its continued presence,
and uncontrollable power, will be greatly weakened, if time is suffered to
elapse without necessity, after its action ought to take place.
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On general political principles therefore, as delay is reprehensible,
promptness is a duty, the non-performance of which may enable transgressors
to escape. For this reason, it is both wise and humane that the execution of
laws should be speedy; that is, that no unreasonable interval should be allowed
between the violation of the law and the adoption of such measures as may
be necessary to enforce it.
For this purpose the executive must also be endowed with sufficient energy. It has been justly said that a feeble executive implies a feeble execution
of the government. A feeble execution is but another phrase for a bad execution; and a government ill executed, whatever it may be in theory, must in
practice, be a bad government.1 It is in fact only by the execution of the
Constitution and the laws, that the true value of either is known. If they are
left as dead letters, they confer no benefit, and avert no evil. Principles without
practice are like the intentions of an individual without acts. An energy of
action, duly proportioned to the exigencies that arise, must be seated in the
executive power. The proportion of the power to the occasions that are expected to require its use, should be as exact as possible. If it falls short, the evils
we have already adverted to will ensue; if it exceeds them, the liberty of the
people is endangered. It is difficult to adopt general expressions exactly descriptive of the proper extent and limitation of this power. Perhaps those we
find in the Constitution are as competent as any that could be applied. “The
president shall take care that the laws shall be faithfully executed.” The simplicity
of the language accords with the general character of the instrument. It declares what is his duty, and it gives him no power beyond it. The Constitution,
treaties, and acts of congess, are declared to be the supreme law of the land.
He is bound to enforce them; if he attempts to carry his power further, he
violates the Constitution.
But although an exact specification of the manner in which the executive
power shall be exercised, is not, and could not be introduced into the Constitution, although it would be at once unnecessary and impossible to define
all the modes in which it may be executed, yet the auxiliary means are not
wholly omitted, and will be noticed after we have considered the composition
of the executive.
In some republics, the fear of evil from a single head, has led to the creation of councils and other subdivisions of the executive power, and the
consequent imbecility and distractions of those governments have probably
contributed to lead most of the nations of Europe to the preference given to
monarchies. It was falsely conceived that to vest the executive power in a
1
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single person, was inconsistent with the nature of a republic, or it was supposed that a republic so constituted could not long retain its freedom, against
the ambitious views, and alarming domination of a single magistrate. But in
America, neither the fervour of republican principles, nor the odium of
monarchy, then in hostile array against us, overpowered the calm and deliberate exercise of a sound judgment in this respect, and in every state but one,
the unity of the executive power was adopted as a principle. Pennsylvania
alone, whose original constitution has since been altered by the people, created
an executive council, formed of a member from each county, and we have
heretofore noticed its feebleness and inefficiency on a distressing occasion.2
The experience of nearly half a century in respect to these state governments; the experience of upwards of a third of a century in respect to the
United States government, evince that under proper regulations no abuse of
such powers is to be feared. Limited and restrained as the president is, creature
of the people, and subject to the law, with all power to do right, he possesses
none to do wrong; his general responsibility by being undivided, is complete,
his liability to impeachment, by accusers, in whose appointment he has no
share, before a court which he does not create, both emanating from the same
source to which he owes his own existence; his term of office exactly limited,
his official power entirely gone the moment that of his successor commences,
or the moment when the senate shall pass on him a sentence of deprivation
of office; his only safety consists in doing what is right; his speedy and certain
destitution would follow a contrary conduct.

2

P. 61.

CHAPTER XIII.

OF THE MEANS PROVIDED FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
EXECUTIVE DUTIES.

Among the means provided to enable the president to perform his public
duties, the command of the military force will first be considered.
The principal clauses in the Constitution which affect the subject are the
following:—
The Congress shall have power to raise and support armies, to provide and maintain a
navy, to make rules for the government and regulation of the army, the navy, and also
of the militia, when the latter are in the service of the United States.
The president shall be commander in chief of the army and navy, and of the militia of
the several states when called into the actual service of the United States.

These are the modes of action expressly provided for the executive magistrate, whenever his functions assume a military cast. In relation to those of a
nature merely civil, the Constitution is silent, because particular description
would not be equally practicable, and hence as before observed, congress is
empowered to pass such laws as may be requisite and proper for carrying into
execution the powers vested in the officers of government.
Subordinate offices are therefore created by congress when necessary,
whose functions are either expressly defined, or implied from the nature of
the office, or left wholly or in part to the direction of the president.
But the military power is at present to be considered, and this, it appears,
consists of two classes; first, those who are regularly retained on stipulated
compensations to serve in the army or navy, and secondly, the militia who
are called forth as occasion may require, but when in service are subject to
the same regulations as regular troops.
On the nature and character of the first, little needs at present to be said.
The caution that no appropriation of money for the support of an army for
a longer term than two years has been mentioned. The manner of employment
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may be directed by congress, or confided to the president. Congress, which
may direct when and where forts shall be built, may also prescribe that they
shall be garrisoned either with specific numbers, or with such a number as
the president may think proper. So in times of peace, troops may be stationed
by congress in particular parts of the United States, having a view either to
their health and easy subsistence, or to the security of distant and frontier
stations; but during the emergencies of a war, when the defence of the
country is cast on the president, and dangers not foreseen may require
measures of defence not provided for, the president would certainly be justified
in preferring the execution of his constitutional duties, to the literal obedience
of a law, the original object of which was of less vital importance than that
created by subsequent exigencies, and there can be no doubt that this necessary
power would extend to the erecting of new fortresses, and to the abandoning
of those erected by order of congress, as well as to the concentration, division
or other local employment of the troops, which in his judgment or that of
the officers under his command, became expedient from circumstances. This
would not be a violation of the rules laid down in the preceding pages, since
the obligation of the law is lost in the succession of causes that prevent its
operation, and the Constitution itself may be considered as thus superseding
it.
The power of the president over the militia depends on the same principle;
the necessary supply of the means to enable him to perform his executive
duties.
In a people permitted and accustomed to bear arms, we have the rudiments of a militia, which properly consists of armed citizens, divided into
military bands, and instructed at least in part, in the use of arms for the purposes of war. Their civil occupations are not relinquished, except while they
are actually in the field, and the inconvenience of withdrawing them from
their accustomed labours, abridges the time required for military instruction.
Militia therefore never amount to perfect soldiers, unless the public exigencies
shall have kept them so long together as to absorb the civil, in the military
character.
The human mind is of a nature so flexible, that it may by perseverance,
be disciplined to results, which at first view would be deemed almost impossible. The fear of death is certainly one of the earliest, and most natural
passions; yet in a well regulated army, it gives way to the fear of disgrace; and
the soldier becomes more apprehensive of the displeasure of his commanders,
than of the fire of the enemy. Another sort of mechanism also contributes to
actuate a disciplined army; it is the voluntary and entire surrender of its own
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judgment to that of the commander. Obedience would be slow and uncertain,
if the soldier was to allow himself to reflect on the propriety of the orders
given: he is habituated to deem them right, merely because they are orders,
and from the common soldier to the highest subordinate officer, no other
rule is known than that of implicit obedience. The confidence thus reposed
is not of a personal nature; it does not depend merely on the character of the
individual in command. If the commander should fall during an engagement,
it is immediately transferred to his successor, who on his part, at once assumes
the suspended faculty of deciding what is proper to be done, in lieu of the
implicit obedience without inquiry, under which till that moment he had
acted. This at first view appears inconsistent with individual freedom and
independence, and hence it is that militia are systematically less tractable than
regular troops. Devoted patriotism and personal courage, although they frequently produce feats of exalted merit, are insufficient for the combinations
of an army. The conquests of the Macedonian Alexander may easily be accounted for on this ground; he had received from his father Philip the first
regular army of which we have an account in history, and with these he
fearlessly advanced into distant countries, and successively defeated immense
multitudes of the Persian and Indian militia, among whom there were
doubtless much individual bravery, and strong desires of defending their
country.1
But notwithstanding their inferiority to soldiers schooled and practised
in the field, gallant actions have been performed by our militia collectively.
The capture of an entire army under General Burgoyne in 1777, and the
celebrated defence of New Orleans in 1814, were chiefly effected by militia.
But however inferior in military estimate to armies regularly trained, the
militia constitutes one of the great bulwarks of the nation, and nothing which
tends to improve and support it should be neglected.
The power given to congress over it is from its nature exclusive, to the
extent that it is carried in the Constitution.
During the late war, a construction of this part of the Constitution was
given in a highly respectable state, which excited no small uneasiness at the
time, and ought not to be passed over in silence. The act of congress declaring
war took place on the 18th of June, 1812, and the president was expressly
authorized by the act to use the whole land and naval forces to carry it into
effect. Orders were soon afterwards issued by him for calling out certain
portions of the militia from each state. The opinions of the judges of the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts were required by the governor, and
1
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three of them in the absence of the others, declared their sentiments that the
commander in chief of the militia of a state had a right to decide whether or
not the exigencies to warrant the call existed. Of course, that whatever were
the declarations of congress, or the course pursued by the president, if the
governor of a state thought differently; if he thought there was no war, no
insurrection, no invasion, he was not obliged to obey such requisitions. The
governor expressed the same opinion in a message to the legislature; and a
line of conduct was adopted, greatly tending to impair the energies of the
country, and encourage the hopes of the enemy.
The apprehension professed was, that if congress by determining that
those special cases existed, could at any time call forth the whole of the militia
and subject them to the command of the president, it might produce a
“military consolidation of the states,” without any constitutional remedy.
And that under the act of February 28th, 1795, the militia of the several
states would be in fact at his command at any time when he thought proper,
whether the exigency existed or not.2
But whatever weight might have been found in such objections against
adopting the Constitution, they ceased when it was adopted. It was then the
choice of the people to repose this confidence in congress to enable them to
provide for the common defence and general welfare. If it had been thought
necessary to impose any check or control; if in opposition to the whole spirit
of the instrument, it had been deemed expedient to disunite the system, by
requiring the concurrence of the states, it could undoubtedly have been so
expressed, and in this respect at least we should not have advanced a step
beyond the imbecility of the old government. Nothing would be more likely
to enfeeble the Union than to have subjected the right of exercising these
powers to the governors, or even the legislatures of the different states, some
of which might hold one opinion, and some insist upon another; and it is by
no means clear that the people did not apprehend a greater danger of abuse
of confidence from the governor and legislature of a state, than from the
government of the United States.
The act of February 28th, 1795, certainly vests in the president alone the
power to call out and employ the militia, without waiting for, or pointing
out any particular mode by which the evidence of the necessity for it shall be
furnished. The former act had required that before the militia was called out
to suppress an insurrection, a certificate should be given to the president by
an associate judge of the supreme court, or the judge of the district court,
that the laws of the United States were opposed by combinations too
2
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powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, &c.
But besides the incongruity of thus requiring members of the judicial authority
to decide in this manner upon facts, it was shifting a responsibility from the
proper officer, the president, and throwing it upon those who were less
amenable, if amenable at all, in such a case. The second act, therefore, very
properly leaves it with the president to determine on the exigency which shall
authorize the measure. Power so serious and important, it was believed would
not be lightly or prematurely exercised by him. He who is charged with executing the laws of the Union, is naturally the best apprized of resistance to
them, and for his own justification he will take care to be prepared with adequate proof of the fact.
In respect to foreign invasion, its public notoriety, when it actually takes
place, renders no form of evidence necessary, and his power on such an occasion to call forth the militia, not merely of the state invaded, but from other
parts, to assist in repelling an enemy, who, by the terms and spirit of our
Constitution, is the enemy of the whole, is surely too salutary to be denied.
Of the danger of an invasion before it happens, no one can be a better judge
than he, who, being charged with all our foreign relations, must be the best
informed of the proceedings of foreign powers. But in the case of war actually
declared by law, it is difficult to conceive even a plausible doubt. The law itself
constitutes the fact, and unless it should be seriously contended that congress
was bound, before it declared war, to obtain the consent of the several states,
there can be no pretence for saying that the commanders in chief of the militia
in the several states were not required or authorized by the Constitution to
obey his military orders.
It fortunately happened that no military operations of a serious character
occurred in that part of the country during the war. If an invasion in much
force had taken place, the probability is, that with a paternal disregard of
these unconstitutional opinions, the president would have employed the force
of the Union to repel it, and the temporary exhibition of local jealousy, would
have been lost in the sense of the necessity of a common exertion, and the
gratitude for the aid which produced a successful defence.
As it is the only instance in which a construction hostile to the full exercise
of the president’s authority has been distinctly avowed, and as it presents the
opportunity of shortly elucidating this part of the Constitution, the author
has felt it a duty to take some notice of it, though without the smallest intention to revive heats, now happily extinguished.
The governors of the several states are commanders in chief of their militia,
except when they shall be called into the actual service of the United Stites.
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In fixing the moment when this power over them ceases, and that of the
president commences, the language used in some of the state constitutions,
and in the Constitution of the United States, is the same. The calling into
actual service, and not the actual commencement of the service, is the period
alluded to, and it would in some degree impair the energetic power, which
in times of public danger is to be exercised by the president, if he possessed
no right to enforce obedience to the call. It may therefore be doubted,
whether an act of congress postponing the commencement of the president’s
authority till the militia shall have obeyed the call, is perfectly consistent with
the Constitution. The legislature can no more abridge, than it can enlarge
the executive powers, under the Constitution. This question was discussed,
but not directly decided in the case of Houston v. Moore.3
The president during the war had called upon the state of Pennsylvania,
(as well as on other states,) for a portion of the militia. A person who was
draughted for that purpose, disobeyed the summons and was fined by a court
martial held under the authority of an act of assembly of Pennsylvania.
The main question was, whether the court martial ought to have been
convened under the authority of the United States, or of the state. The acts
of congress of 28th February, 1776, and of the 10th April, 1814, were much
considered. It was held that congress not having legislated on the subject of
holding courts martial in such cases, an act of the state legislature to that effect
was constitutional. The 10th section of the latter provides for the expense of
marching the militia to the place of rendezvous. Immediately on arriving
there, they are undoubtedly in actual service, and if in their way to it they
are under any military command whatever, it must be that of the president.
Circumstances may render it necessary for the president to appoint another place of rendezvous, before that previously appointed has been reached,
and military operations may, from a change of the enemy’s position, become
necessary even on the march; surely in any such case, the military power of
the president alone ought to be exercised over them. Considerations of economy in respect to their pay ought in such cases to be disregarded.
A case which in 1818 was decided in the supreme court of Pennsylvania,
supports most of these principles, and is not at variance with any of them.
That highly respectable court adopted the following construction of the
Constitution and the powers of congress under it.
1. The president has a right to issue his orders for calling out the militia,
not through the medium of the governor only, but directly to any officer he
thinks proper.
3
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2. If he makes a requisition on the governor in the first instance, and the
latter declines to comply with it, the president may issue his command to any
officer of the militia.
3. The governor is not justified in disobeying the requisition, because he
differs in opinion as to the necessity of calling forth the militia.
4. The governor without the authority of congress, or of the state legislature, has no right to direct courts martial affecting those who disobey the
call of the president.
5. A person enrolled, draughted, and regularly notified when and where
to attend for muster and inspection, is liable to a penalty on the judgment
of a court martial constituted under the authority of the United States—although such person, before he appears at the place of rendezvous, may not
be justly considered as in actual service. The calling forth must precede the
actual service. It would render the Constitution a dead letter, to suppose that
he who is enrolled and draughted, but refuses to appear, shall be exempted
from punishment because he has refused.
6. It is no infringement of the rights of citizens to proceed to the trial of
delinquent militia-men by courts martial.4
The regular troops of the United States are under the immediate command of the president from the time of their enlistment; they may be marched
to, or stationed at any part of the United States, at his discretion, unless prevented by some special legislative act: And although the genius of a republic
and the peculiar character of our country would indicate that their employment should be only in its defence, yet since a defensive war is sometimes
best carried on by invading the territory of the aggressor, the president may
cause them to be marched out of the United States to effect this purpose,
and there can be no doubt, that in such a case, he would possess the same
power over the militia.
It may perhaps be made a question, whether for the suppression of insurrection, and in cases of a similar nature, the president can employ the regular
troops in aid of the civil authority. The acts of congress are silent on the
subject, and no power given by them would be valid unless it could be supported by the principles of the Constitution. It must be admitted to be a
question of great delicacy and importance. No power is so likely to be abused
as the command of a regular army—no measure would be more dangerous
to civil liberty than an habitual recurrence to military force in other cases
than actual war; yet on the other hand, in times of dangerous commotion,

4
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when law is prostrated and the civil power is felt to be inadequate, the public
good would appear to justify the most prompt and efficient remedy.
Soldiers do not cease to be citizens by being incorporated into a regular
army, and it is the duty of every citizen in cases of this sort, to render his best
services to his country. It can be no objection to the fulfilment of this duty,
that it is rendered more efficacious by previous discipline, and by being performed in a regular and not a desultory manner. It is, however, always to be
kept in mind, that the military should be subordinate to the civil power. The
orders for the employment of this force on such occasions must emanate from
the president in his civil capacity, or from civil officers of the United States,
possessing the authority of conservators of the peace, if any such there be.
That the exercise of this power should be attended with great caution,
no one will deny; real necessity alone will justify its being exercised at all.
There can be no doubt that, if it occasioned the loss of human life, the whole
measure would be liable to severe judicial scrutiny.

CHAPTER XIV.

OF THE APPOINTMENT TO OFFICES.

In addition to the power over the army, navy, and militia, already noticed,
the president has a qualified power of appointing the executive and judicial
officers. The former of these are held during his pleasure; the latter during
good behaviour. In respect to both, the commissions are granted by the
president, but they specify that it is by and with the advice and consent of
the senate. It was deemed expedient that the approbation of the senate should
be given, unless a vacancy happened during its recess, in which case commissions are granted which expire at the end of the next session.
It may, however, be questioned, whether this restraint on the power of
the president fully corresponds with the confidence which is otherwise reposed
in him, and whether it does not in some degree affect the responsibility to
public opinion which would accompany an unlimited power of appointments.
If it were left entirely to himself to select such agents as he might deem
qualified for public duties, he would of course be scrupulous in his choice;
but if a senate, either actuated by party motives, or for want of information
of the fitness of the individual, rejects the nomination, not only may the
public interests suffer in the immediate case, but the president be impelled
to inadequate substitutions. It is true, that the converse of this proposition
may also be admitted. Improper nominations, proceeding from personal or
party influence, may be properly rejected by a virtuous and inflexible senate;
but in the latter case, if it ever should be our misfortune to have a man so
actuated, in possession of this high office, we may see him immediately after
the rising of the senate, dismiss the incumbent, or in case of their rejecting
one nomination, withholding another, and availing himself of the power to
appoint during the recess. It would, therefore, appear upon the whole, that
with the possibility of an evasion which would render the constitutional
provision so entirely nugatory, it would have been more beneficial to have
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left this power in the president without restraint, and the more so, as the
consent of the senate is not required for the dismission of the officer.
It would be improper to pass over the construction given by the senate
to the power of appointing during their recess. It has been held by that venerable body, that if new offices are created by congress, the president cannot,
after the adjournment of the senate, make appointments to fill them. The
vacancies do not happen during the recess of the senate.1
The text is not very explicit as to the officers whose appointments require
the consent of the senate: it enumerates ambassadors, other public ministers,
and consuls, judges of the supreme court, and all other officers of the United States,
whose appointments are not therein otherwise provided for, and which shall be
established by law; but the congress may by law vest the appointment of such inferior officers as they think proper in the president alone, in the courts of law, or
in the heads of departments. The term “inferior” is somewhat vague, and it is
perhaps left to congress to determine how to apply it; if they do not otherwise
direct, the consent of the senate is necessary under the qualifications described.
A proper selection and appointment of subordinate officers, is one of the
strongest marks of a powerful mind. It is a duty of the president to acquire,
as far as possible, an intimate knowledge of the capacities and characters of
his fellow citizens; to disregard the importunities of friends; the hints or
menaces of enemies; the bias of party, and the hope of popularity. The latter
is sometimes the refuge of feeble-minded men, but its gleam is transient if it
is obtained by a dereliction of honest duty and sound discretion. Popular favour is best secured by carefully ascertaining and strictly pursuing the true
interests of the people. The president himself is elected on the supposition
that he is the most capable citizen to understand and promote those interests,
and in every appointment he ought to consider himself as executing a public
trust of the same nature.
Neither should the fear of giving offence to the public, or pain to the individual, deter him from the immediate exercise of his power of removal on
proof of incapacity or infidelity in the subordinate officer. The public, uninformed of the necessity, may be surprised, and at first dissatisfied; but public
approbation ultimately accompanies the fearless and upright discharge of
duty. On the other hand, hasty and capricious dismissions from office are
equally reprehensible. Although the officer may be dependent on the pleasure
of the president, a sound discretion is expected to regulate that pleasure. The
motives to attain a degree of excellence in the knowledge and performance
of official duties are greatly abated, if the tenure is rendered altogether uncer1
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tain; and if he who by industry, capacity, and fidelity, has proved himself a
useful servant of the public, is causelessly removed, the public will have much
reason to complain.
A mode of proceeding is interwoven with the military organization of
great benefit to the sound constitution of the army. Although the president
is unquestionably authorized to deprive any military officer of his commission
at pleasure, yet the established practice is, to allow the individual, whose
conduct has given dissatisfaction, an opportunity of explaining and vindicating
it, by means of a regular tribunal, before he is dismissed, suspended, or even
reproved. The same usage prevails in the navy. Thus a sort of tenure during
good behaviour is produced, the effect of which, with men of integrity, is
eminently useful. In the diversified employments of civil life, no similar institution could be systematically adopted, and a full analogy, therefore, cannot
exist; but if we sometimes see in the revolutions of party, as well in other
countries as in this, whole hosts of meritorious officers suddenly swept away,
and their places filled by men without superior qualifications, we may regret
that the principle is lost sight of, and that no remedy can be applied.
Four executive departments have been created by congress at different
times. The department of state—of the treasury—of war—and of the navy
—over each of which a principal officer, denominated the secretary, presides.
Through one of these organs, the directions of the president are communicated, in all matters relative to their respective departments. But it has been
decided that the president is not confined in his executive functions to the
use of a particular department. Thus in a case where it was objected that an
order from the secretary of state ought not to be considered as an act of the
president; it was held that reference must be had to this department for the
official acts of the president, which are not more immediately connected with
the duties of some other department, but, nevertheless, the president, for the
more easy and expeditious discharge of his executive duties, may direct some
other department to make known the measures which he may think proper
to take. They are equally his acts, whether they emanate from the department
of state, or any other department. His immediate mandate to an inferior officer
is in no case necessary.2
All commissions to officers issue from, and are signed by the president.
When the president has nominated, the senate approved, and the commission
is signed, the appointment is complete. If the officer be removable at the
pleasure of the president, the commission may be arrested by him, if it is in
the office of the secretary of state, but, if it is an office during good behaviour,
2

1 Peters’ Rep. 471.
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the appointment is not revocable, and, after it has received the approbation
of the senate, cannot be annulled.
Delivery is not essential to the validity of a commission, nor is it affected
by detention after it has been signed by the president, if the officer is not removable at pleasure. If in such case, the secretary of state being possessed of
the commission, should refuse to deliver it, the judicial officer may nevertheless lawfully exercise his functions, and will be entitled to his legal compensations.3
Sickness, absence, or death, might delay the executing a commission, and
the public interests in some cases, (as for instance the judge of a district court,)
suffer great injury during the vacancy of the office. The commission is not
the exclusive evidence of the appointment.
The appointments made, and commissions issued during the recess of
the senate, are in force only till the end of the ensuing session. When their
advice and consent are given, it is to be considered not as a confirmation of
the preceding appointment made during the recess, but strictly as a new one;
a new official oath must be taken; and if it is an office in which security is
required, a new security must be given.
It has been decided that persons who have become bound for the good
conduct of the officer on the first appointment, are not responsible for his
acts after the date of the second commission, which virtually suspends the
first.4

3

1 Cranch, 137, Marbury v. Madison, and see particularly p. 167.
9 Wheaton, 730. United States v. Kirkpatrick.
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CHAPTER XV.

OF THE LIABILITY OF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS.

It is a self-evident principle, that an illegal mandate or instructions from
the president, can give no sanction to the conduct of a subordinate officer.
On the contrary, the president would be liable to the action of a person injured
in the same manner that a private individual would be. The law makes no
distinction of persons, and the maxim that the king can do no wrong, so
much admired in England, exists by no analogy in a republican government.
It may not be improper to consider why such a rule is admitted in monarchies, and why it cannot take place in a well constituted republic. In every
monarchy, a quality termed prerogative, is attached to the monarch. It is
defined by the learned commentator on the laws of England, “that special
pre-eminence which the king hath over and above all other persons, and out
of the ordinary course of law.”1 It cannot be shared with the people, for then
it would cease to be prerogative: “it is that law in case of the king, which is
law in no case of the subject.” One of these prerogatives is, that no personal
redress can be had from the king. He may actually, (it would seem,) commit
any outrage on any of his subjects; he would be liable neither to a prosecution
nor a civil action. “He is considered as a superior being, and entitled to that
awful respect which may enable him with greater ease to carry on the business
of the government.”2 These doctrines, grating as they are to republicans, are
palliated by the further remark, that prerogative is given for the “benefit of
the subject, in the confidence that it will only be exerted to the advantage of
the realm—and that to subject him to civil or criminal proceedings, would
be to subvert the whole order of that species of government.” The theory is
not unjust, and the remark of Locke, the great champion of a tempered system
of popular rights, must be acknowledged to be cogent—
1

1 Blackst. 239.
1 Blackst. 240.
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as to personal wrongs, the harm which the sovereign can do, in his own person, not
being likely to happen often, nor to extend itself far; the inconvenience of some particular mischiefs, that may happen sometimes, when a heady prince comes to the throne,
are well recompensed by the peace of the public, and the security of the government,
in the person of the chief magistrate being thus sent out of the reach of danger.

But the principle which thus shields and protects the monarch; the sovereignty
resident in himself, creates the distinction between him and the elected,
though supreme, magistrate of a republic, where the sovereignty resides in
the people. All its officers, whether high or low, are but agents, to whom a
temporary power is imparted, and on whom no immunity is conferred. An
exemption from the power of the law, even in a small particular, except upon
special occasions, would break in upon this important principle, and the
freedom of the people, the great and sacred object of republican government,
would be put in jeopardy. The exception adverted to, is that already noticed,
of members of the legislature going to, attending at, or returning from a session of congress—but even this exception is qualified; the commission of
treason, felony, or the slightest breach of the peace, would convince the
member, that his public function in nowise protected him from the administration of justice; but no other officer of government is entitled to the same
immunity in any respect.

CHAPTER XVI.

ON COMMUNICATIONS TO BE MADE BY THE PRESIDENT TO
CONGRESS.

It is the duty of the president from time to time to give congress information of the state of the union; but although this alone is expressly mentioned
in the Constitution, his communications naturally embrace a wider scope
than internal affairs. Under the expression, he is to receive ambassadors, the
president is charged with all transactions between the United States and foreign nations, and he is, therefore, the regular channel through which the legislature becomes informed of the political situation of the United States in
its foreign, as well as its domestic relations; yet it has been always understood
that he is not required to communicate more than, in his apprehension, may
be consistent with the public interests. Either house may at any time apply
to him for information; and, in the regular course of government, can apply
only to him, where the matter inquired of, is principally under his superintendence and direction, although they frequently exercise the right to call
upon the chief officers of executive departments, on matters peculiarly appertaining to them, and in like manner occasionally refer to the attorney general
of the United States on subjects appropriate to his office. The applications
directly to the president, are generally accompanied with a qualification
evincing a correct sense of the obligation on his part to avoid or suspend
disclosures, by which the public interest, that both are bound to keep in view,
might be affected.
Such disclosures the legislature in general expressly disclaims. In recurrence
to our history, it must be obvious, that these official communications are
chargeable with being rather more full and liberal than is common in other
countries. In support of the practice it has been said, that in republics there
ought to be few or no secrets; an illusory opinion, founded on ideal conceptions, and at variance with the useful practice of mankind. If all the transactions of a cabinet, whether in respect to internal or external business, were
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regularly exhibited to the public eye, its own operations would be impeded;
the public mind be perplexed, and improper advantages would sometimes
be taken. Foreign powers, pursuing as they invariably do, a different course
themselves, would justly object to such proceeding.
The president is also required to recommend to their consideration such
measures as he may deem expedient. This is an obligation not to be dispensed
with. Exercising his office during the recess of the legislature, the members
of which, when they return to the mass of citizens, are disengaged from the
obligatory inspection of public affairs; supplied by his high functions with
the best means of discovering the public exigencies, and promoting the public
good, he would not be guiltless to his constituents if he failed to exhibit on
the first opportunity, his own impressions of what it would be useful to do,
with his information of what had been done. He will then have discharged
his duty, and it will rest with the legislature to act according to their wisdom
and discretion. These communications were formerly made in person at the
opening of the session, and written messages were subsequently sent when
necessary, but the whole is now done in writing. It was formerly the practice
to return answers, which as a mere matter of ceremony is now disused. The
course pursued at present is to refer the message to a committee, who commonly report an analysis of it, and the parts on which it appears necessary to
act, are referred to other committees to prepare them for the deliberations of
the whole.

CHAPTER XVII.

OF THE POWER TO GRANT PARDONS.

A power to grant reprieves and pardons is expressly given to the president.
That punishments should in all cases be strictly appropriate to the offence
and certain in their execution, is indeed the perfection of criminal law, but
the fallibility of human judgment would render an inflexible rule to this effect,
too severe for human nature. An act may fall within the purview of the law
and justly subject the party to conviction; yet there may be alleviating circumstances, which induce even those who deliver the verdict or pronounce the
judgment, to feel repugnance at its being executed: but it would tend to
overthrow the barriers of law, if the tribunal which is to decide on the guilt
or innocence of the accused, were permitted to intermix other considerations.
At first view, benevolent minds would not object to the admission of these
principles in favour of the accused, on his trial, but the general interests of
society have a stronger claim on the humanity of feelings justly regulated,
than the particular case of the individual. The general interest requires that
the administration of justice should not be diverted from its settled course,
by an erroneous assumption of power and an irregular distribution of justice.
If the law is plain, the duty of the tribunal is to conform to it, because the
law is as compulsory on the tribunal as on the offender.
But the condition of society would be miserable if the severity of the law
could in no form be mitigated, and if those considerations which ought not
to operate on a jury or a judge could have no influence elsewhere.
Independently of other views, we may instance the case of treason against
the state. Public policy may require that the offenders, though convicted,
should be forgiven: severity may increase the opposition of that part of the
community which was engaged in the combination; mercy may produce
conciliation and submission; but if the guilt is proved, no such considerations
can be admitted into the deliberations of the court. It is therefore expedient
and wise, to deposit in some other part of the government, the power of
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granting pardons; a power, which notwithstanding the strange assertions of
Blackstone and Montesquieu, is not inconsistent with the nature of a democratic government.1 The most illustrious minds are sometimes seduced from
plain and obvious truths by the illusions of theory, and when we are told that
the power of pardon can never subsist in democracies, because nothing higher
is acknowledged than the magistrate who administers the law, and because
it would confound all ideas of right among the mass of the people, as they
would find it difficult to tell whether a prisoner was discharged by his innocence, or obtained a pardon through favour, we must at once perceive that
the position is fallacious, by being too general.
The inconvenience suggested in the latter member of it, corresponds indeed with what has been already observed, if confined to the judicial tribunal
that originally acts on the case, but the first part of it indicates a want of acquaintance with the subdivisions of authority compatible with the purest
democracy. It is the office of the judge to convict the guilty; the execution
of the sentence is the duty of the executive authority, the time and place of
execution are no part of the judgment of the court.2 It is true, that during a
vacancy in the office of president, which as has been seen, is carefully provided
against, there would be no power to grant a pardon, but the moment the office
is again filled, the power would be revived.
The power to grant pardons extends to all cases, except impeachments.
Some considerations on the subject of impeachments will be presented hereafter; at present, it may not be improper to observe, that not only in the
Constitution of the United States, but in those of almost every state in the
Union, we find the English doctrine of impeachments introduced, but the
difference in respect to granting pardons to the persons impeached is not
preserved.
Impeachments are generally efforts of the people of that country through
their representatives in the house of commons, to obtain redress before a
distinct and independent tribunal, for the mal-practices of the great officers
of the crown. No pardon previously granted, can shelter the accused from a
full inquiry, and thus his misconduct, if substantiated, is developed and exposed to the nation, but after the impeachment has been solemnly heard and
determined, it is not understood that the royal grace is further restrained or
abridged.
With us, no pardon can be granted either before or after the impeachment;
and perhaps, if this mode of trial is retained at all, it is right that the sentence
1

4 Blackstone, 397. Montesquieu, b. 6, c. 5.
4 Blackstone, p. 404.
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of a guarded and august tribunal, which, as we shall find, is exceedingly limited
in the extent of its punishments, should be excepted from the general power
of the president to defeat the effect of the condemnation.
In respect to another jurisdiction, it may be doubted whether he possesses
the power to pardon.
It seems to result from the principle on which the power to punish contempts of either house of the legislature is founded, that the executive authority cannot interpose, in any shape, between them and the offender. The main
object is to preserve the purity and independence of the legislature, for the
benefit of the people. It acts, therefore, on its own power, without reference
to, or dependence upon, any other. If the executive authority could, by
granting a pardon, or, in any other mode, protect those who insidiously or
violently interrupted or defeated their operations, the legislature, which is
the superior body, would be so far dependent on the good will of the executive. And it would be only, as it were, by the permission of the latter, that it
exercised a jurisdiction of so much importance to the people’s rights. The
Constitution is as silent in respect to the right of granting pardons in such
cases, as it is in respect to the creation of the jurisdiction itself. One arises by
implication; the other is excluded by implication.
In all other than these two cases, the power is general and unqualified. It
may be exercised as well before as after a trial, and it extends alike to the
highest and the smallest offences. The remission of fines, penalties, and forfeitures, under the revenue laws, is included in it, and in this shape it is frequently exercised: but although it may relieve the party from the necessity of
paying money into the treasury, the president cannot, after the money has
reached the treasury, compel the restitution of it.
The Constitution no where expressly describes any mode of punishment:
it empowers congress in four enumerated cases to provide the punishment.
They are treason, piracy, offences against the law of nations, and counterfeiting
the securities and current coin of the United States. The power of congress
to inflict punishment in other cases is derived from implication only, but it
is necessary to carry the Constitution into effect, and is embraced in the
general provision to pass all laws which may be necessary and proper.3 The
pardoning power is as extensive as the punishing power, and applies as well
to punishments imposed by virtue of laws under this implied authority, as
to those where it is expressed. The only exceptions are the two cases we have
already mentioned, in one of which the power of pardoning is expressly

3

6 Wheaton, 233.
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withheld—and in the other it is incompatible with the peculiar nature of the
jurisdiction.
In the exercise of the “benign perogative of pardoning,” as it has been
justly termed, the president stands alone. The Constitution imposes no restraint upon him by requiring him to consult others. As the sense of responsibility is always strong in proportion as it is undivided, a single man will be
most ready to attend to the force of those motives, which ought to plead for
a mitigation of the rigour of the law, and less inclined to yield to considerations calculated to shelter proper subjects from its punishment. On the other
hand; as men generally derive confidence from their number, they might often
encourage each other in acts of obduracy, and be less sensible to apprehensions
of censure for an injudicious or an affected clemency.4
In addition to this objection, there would be a great inconvenience in
imposing on the president the necessity of consulting a body, which, whether
already a permanent part of the government as the senate, or specially created
for the purpose, it might be difficult to convene on occasions when perhaps
an immediate decision would be highly expedient.

4

Federalist, No. 74.

CHAPTER XVIII.

OF COMPENSATIONS TO PUBLIC OFFICERS.

The principle of compensation to those who render services to the public,
runs through the whole Constitution.
The senators and representatives shall receive a compensation for their services, to be
ascertained by law, and paid out of the treasury of the United States.
The president shall at stated times, receive for his services a compensation, which shall
neither be increased nor diminished during the period for which he shall have been
elected, and he shall not receive within that period any other emolument from the
United States, or any of them.
The judges shall at stated times, receive for their services a compensation, which shall
not be diminished during their continuance in office.

In the early stages of society, founded on a slender population, before
any regular civil institutions took place, the tasks of government were probably
performed without stated emoluments. In time, however, it was perceived
that the public ought not to have their affairs administered without making
compensation to those who postponed their private business for the general
benefit. A compensation was therefore either exacted or voluntarily rendered.
The former is always irregular and oppressive. We may refer as an illustration
of it, to a practice which in early times prevailed in almost all the kingdoms
of Europe. The monarch, for the supply of his court, his officers and attendants, was in the habit of seizing provisions and impressing horses and carriages,
for which, an arbitrary and inadequate compensation was sometimes made,
but any compensation whatever was frequently withheld.1 The practice,
though constantly complained of as a heavy grievance, equally inconsistent
1
See Barrington on Stat. 183. 237. 289. Hume’s History of Eng. vol. v. 346. 519, and in
12 Coke, 19, it is considered as a prerogative inseparable from the person of the king, of which,
even an act of parliament cannot deprive him.
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with the rights of the subject, and the real convenience of the crown, was not
abolished in England till the restoration of Charles II. The government of a
country is relieved from the necessity of exactions thus mutually injurious,
by voluntary provisions on the part of the general society.
In respect to executive and judicial officers, no question has ever arisen:
—it seems to be universally agreed, that compensations should be made for
their services. The manner of making it is various, it is sometimes done by
fixed salaries, and sometimes by fees and perquisites, which latter are exactly
regulated as to the amount. Arguments are not wanting in favour of each of
these plans. If a salary is granted which the officer is to receive, whether he
does much or little of the business within his sphere, there is danger of remissness—but to render him wholly dependant on the receipt of casual fees,
would be inconsistent with the dignity that ought always to accompany a
great executive or judicial office, and would tend to interrupt the dedication
of his time to his high and important duties. In those cases, salaries are
preferable. A legal remedy for neglect of duty may certainly be found, in addition to the public reprobation, which must always attend upon it. But for
inferior officers, not under the same control of public opinion, or at least not
to the same extent, the payments by those whose business is transacted seems
to form a proper fund.
In respect to the members of the legislature, our practice corresponds
with that of some, though not of all the nations of Europe, In one, to which
we are apt more frequently to look than any other, the ancient usage has
melted away, and the members of parliament now receive no compensation
for their attendance. The consequence is, that only men of fortune can take
seats in the house of commons. This is inconsistent with the equality that
ought to be found in a republic. Men of virtue and talent, though depressed
by poverty, ought to have the avenues to public trust as open to them as to
the most wealthy. We will venture to add that the compensation ought to
be liberal: a generous people, if it is faithfully served, will never complain.
But the compensation ought to bear as exact a proportion as possible to the
time employed. An act of congress was passed a few years ago,2 in which, a
gross sum was allotted for an entire session. The dissatisfaction it occasioned,
produced an early repeal.
The compensation of the president is not to be increased or diminished
while he is in office; the legislature shall neither bribe nor terrify him in this
mode. The compensations of judges shall not be diminished, but there is no
restraint on their being increased, because their offices being in legal contem2

March 19, 1816.
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plation equivalent to offices for life; since the law benignly calculates that a
judge will always behave well; the value of money may depreciate, and the
salary become inadequate to the support intended to be allowed.
It may be observed, that the president and judicial officers are to receive
their compensations at stated periods, the intention of which is, that services
shall not be paid for, before they are performed; but no such restriction is
imposed on the members of the legislature, because it is presumed that they
will not violate a principle so just, and also, because from the uncertain duration of their sessions, no stated period can be fixed.
The military power is also in this respect to be distinguished from other
executive offices; being liable to be employed in various places where it may
be difficult or impossible to be regularly supplied with the means of discharging their pay, it would be impolitic to entitle them to demand it at certain
periods. Their compensations cannot be diminished during the time for
which they are engaged, because it would be a breach of the contract: they
may be increased, because the public safety would not be endangered by it.
Fortuitous additions, tending to stimulate their exertions are allowed: an
army is entitled to share in some parts of what is taken from the enemy,
which, according to the laws of war, become the property of the captors. A
rule, however, which in modern practice is rather specious than profitable,
for it is rarely enforced; but to the navy the same principle is often productive
of great emolument; a discrimination having been long established between
maritime captures and those on shore, on a foundation not perceptibly just.
The property of peaceable and private individuals on the land is seldom
considered in modern times, as a just subject of confiscation, although the
owners are inhabitants of a hostile country; but at sea, the merchant vessel,
unarmed and unoffending, is the lawful prey of the commissioned cruizer,
and is condemned to his use, on being captured and brought into the ports
of his country. The amount of these additional compensations is from time
to time regulated by congress.
The appropriation for the support of the army and navy can be made
only by congress, and in respect to the army, as has been already observed,
for no longer time than two years. This may, at first view, appear inconsistent
with the practice of enlisting soldiers for a longer time, but when we take a
view of the whole political system and recollect that this limitation has been
adopted as a suitable check upon the possible ill use of a regular army, we
must allow a predominant operation to the greater principle. The military
contracts must be construed, in all cases, as subject to the constitutional re-
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striction, which must be considered as a proviso introduced into every law
that authorizes the president to raise an army.
To disband an army entirely, must be a legislative act. To dismiss any or
all of the officers is, by the tenure of their commissions, within the power of
the president. It is the practice in many countries when an army is reduced,
to allow to the officers whose active services are no longer required, half the
amount of their pay during life. Such compensations with us depend on the
judgment of congress, and from that quarter also must proceed those charitable provisions which seem fairly due to the disabled and infirm soldier who
has faithfully served his country.
A recent instance has proved that the charge of ingratitude cannot always
be justly preferred against a republic.
Invited to revisit a country, to which in early life he had rendered splendid
and successful service; the heroism of General La Fayette has been rewarded,
not merely by unbounded effusions of the public mind, but with a pecuniary
compensation equally honourable to the donors and to the receiver.

CHAPTER XIX.

OF INCOMPATIBLE OFFICES.

Two offices may be so incompatible in their nature, that the same person
shall not be admitted to hold them both. The Constitution in this respect is
not altogether silent, and we shall endeavour to show the justness of the
principles on which it proceeds. It is a rule of general law, that an officer who
accepts another appointment inconsistent with the first, is held to have thereby
resigned the first.1 If the marshal of one of the districts were to be appointed
judge of that district, it would virtually vacate his office as marshal. If a
member of the house of representatives accepted an appointment as senator,
he would cease to be a member of the house of representatives. But a man
may hold two or more offices, if they are not incompatible in their nature,2
and therefore there would seem no reason, other than general policy, for excluding some of the executive officers, below the president, from seats in
either house, or to prevent an individual from holding at the same time the
office of secretary of state and of the treasury, or any similar offices. But although no reasons, merely of a legal nature, might be opposed to it, the impolicy of admitting such officers to compose a part of the legislature is exceedingly plain.
We must once more recur to England, and examine the effects of their
practice in this respect. The great officers of the crown, unless they are
members of the other house, are eligible as members of the house of commons.
The whole administration partakes in one or the other of the houses, of the
legislative power. There is no doubt that some benefit is derived from it, in
the facility of obtaining information in regard to public measures, and the
inquiries of other members on such subjects, are usually answered with great
courtesy; but this small advantage is counterbalanced by the influence they
1

2 Rolle’s Reports, 452. Brooke’s ab. Commissions, 25. 3 Burr, 616. 2 Durn. & East, 85.
4 Serg. & Rawle, 275.
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possess there, and by the total subversion of one of the chief pillars, on which
the importance and value of the house of commons have always been asserted
to rest.
Every panegyrist of the British Constitution delights to draw a perspective
view of the house of commons as keeper of the purse of the nation; regulating
its expenses and withholding supplies from the crown, except on such terms
as the good of the people may require. But nothing is at present more remote
from the fact. The whole scheme of taxation; the amount to be raised; the
subjects to be taxed, and the objects to which the product is to be applied,
are laid before them by the ministers of the crown; not indeed in that capacity,
but in the professed quality of members of the house, and perhaps since the
restoration of Charles II. certainly not for many years back, the other members
of the house have never proposed other plans of finance, or undertaken to
act on the old principle of representatives of the people, further than to object
to and vote against the ministerial propositions. Thus the house of commons
is rendered part of the machinery of the executive government, and whenever
a minister becomes so unpopular as to lose his ascendency in the house, either
it must be dissolved, and the chance of one more pliant be taken by another
election, or the minister resigns, and the crown employs new and more judicious or more dexterous servants. Great jealousy of the interference of the
house of lords with money bills is retained, in which the ministerial part of
the house of commons prudently unite; but no jealousy of the power of the
ministry in their own house is collectively manifested. In short, the actual
government of that country, as now administered, is purely the government
of the crown, and the supposed representatives of the people, the house of
commons, are merely what the first lord of the treasury, the chancellor of the
exchequer, and similar great officers are avowedly; that is, the ministers of
the executive government. It is true, that to keep up the appearance of its
ancient character and independence, certain inferior officers of the excise and
customs, &c. those who hold any office created since the year 1705, and
persons holding pensions at the pleasure of the crown, or for a term of years,
are ostentatiously excluded from seats in the house of commons; a sort of
political flattery which can deceive only superficial observers; but the great
managers of the whole machine remain in the heart of it, and direct all its
internal springs and movements.
How is this open and undisguised process accomplished?
The answer is—by the almost entire destruction of their ancient principle
of representation.
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In very few parts of the kingdom is a seat obtained through the unbiassed
and independent votes of the people. Boroughs, once populous and free, have
become the actual property, in point of suffrage, of the crown, or of aristocratic families, and now are, in fact, mere subjects of sale or barter. The
minister carefully avoiding to present himself as a candidate in those few
places which are still actuated by the spirit of free suffrage, unless (as sometimes happens) the prevalent political opinions in such places should coincide
with the party to which he belongs, procures a return in his favour without
difficulty, and on the votes of some nominal electors, takes a place in the
house, equal in legislative attributes to that conferred by the choice of thousands. All attempts at reformation in this respect are uniformly resisted by
the ministers of the crown.
From such perversions of sound and regular principles, our Constitution
effectually secures us. While decennial enumeration and apportionment
continue, that is, while our Constitution lasts, no executive officer can insidiously creep into the number of our legislative representatives. The open and
unfettered choice of the people only can place him there.
But would such a choice be consistent with sound policy, and the spirit
of the Constitution?
The advantages derived to the people seem to be few—the objections
many. The measures of the executive government, so far as they fall within
the immediate department of a particular officer, might, it is true, be more
directly and fully explained on the floor of the house; but we notice here also
a striking difference between the two governments. In England, the measures
of government are practically considered the measures of the ministers—it
is not even allowed to introduce the king’s name into a debate.3 But the executive acts of the president, except in the two instances where the senate participates, are unshared with others, and the highest officer under him can
constitutionally no more explain or account for them than any other individual. Besides, such modes of communication ought not to be encouraged, were
they in use. The regular channels of communication from the president are
pointed out in the Constitution, and if further information is desired, it is
sought for in an open and public application, leaving it to the president to
withhold what he may deem it injurious to disclose, and protecting him from
3

“It is a constant rule,” says Delolme, “never to mention him when they mean to blame
the administration.” And we may observe on all occasions when a majority adverse to the
political measures of the day happens to prevail in the house of commons, that the language
of resolutions and addresses is scrupulously pointed against the ministers who have advised
the crown to adopt them—not against the monarch himself.
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the misapprehensions of others, by the necessity of reducing his communications to writing. Such a mode of obtaining information is infinitely superior
to the sudden, and sometimes unguarded, answers returned to the verbal interrogations of the members of the house of commons in Great Britain.
But, among many other objections to the introduction of any of the great
public officers into either house of congress, we must keep in view a great
principle of all republican governments, that public offices are intended to
be for the public service, and not for the benefit and emolument of the individuals who fill them. No more offices are created than the public needs require. If the duties are too few to occupy the time of the individual, the office
is incorporated with another, unless the united weight of both should be too
great. On the other hand, if the quantity of public business should so increase
as to render it necessary to increase the number of persons who are to transact
it, new offices are created. The whole system has a view only to the public
benefit. We do not continue an office when its duties have expired. As Burke
has justly observed, “when the reason of old establishments is gone, it is absurd
to preserve nothing but the burthen of them. This is superstitiously to embalm
a carcase not worth the gums that are used to preserve it.”4
The public officer being therefore considered with us as having actual
living duties which he is bound to perform, and as having no more time than
is necessary to perform them, the Constitution expressly excludes him from
a seat. But a further caution is introduced into it. A member of either house
may be appointed to an office existing previously to his being elected, if the
emoluments of it have not been increased during the time for which he was
elected. But if a new office has been created, or the emoluments of an old
one increased during that time, the promise or the chance of receiving an
appointment to it, may have an undue influence on his mind. Such an appointment is therefore forbidden by the Constitution during the time for
which he was elected; and it is only to be regretted that it was not forbidden
altogether. A dishonourable traffic in votes, should it ever become a characteristic of our country, would be more completely prevented, if to an office
so created, or rendered more profitable, no one who had had an agency in
either respect, could ever be appointed.
The Constitution contains no provision adverting to the exercise of offices
under the United States and separate states at the same time, by the same
persons. In some of the states it has been thought expedient to provide against
it.

4
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Those states appear to have acted under the apprehension of a possible
collision between the two governments, and a jealousy lest the admission of
the officers of the United States into places of trust and power in a state,
might lead to a preference in the minds of those who hold offices under both
to the prejudice of the state governments.5 A counter apprehension did not
exist in the people, when they formed the Constitution of the United States,
although it has been the opinion of some enlightened men that there was
more probability that if the balance ever should be disturbed, it would be by
the preponderancy of the state governments. It has been observed, that the
state governments are constituent and essential parts of the United States
government, while the latter is in nowise essential to the organization or operations of the former. Without the intervention of the state legislatures, the
president of the United States cannot be elected. The senate is elected immediately by the state legislatures. Even the house of representatives, though
drawn immediately from the people, will be chosen very much under the
influence of those whose own influence over the people obtains for themselves
an election into the state legislatures. On the other hand, the component
parts of the state governments will in no instance be indebted for their appointments or their power to the direct agency of the general government.
The powers of the general government are few and defined, those which
remain to the state government, numerous and indefinite.
The first and most natural attachment of the people will therefore be to
their state governments, but in the general government they will see, not a
rival or an enemy to the state government, but the ultimate authority and
common power, which they have themselves concurred to create, and therefore, as it will be their interest, it finally will be their endeavour to support
and restrain both within their just constitutional bounds.6
It will not be foreign to this head to notice the oaths of office required
by the Constitution.
The president is required by it to take an oath, (or affirmation,) that he
will faithfully execute the duties of his office, and that he will preserve, protect,
and defend the Constitution. The senators, representatives, the members of
the several state legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of
the United States and of the several states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation to support this Constitution.
Although a promissory oath is not in point of law, ranked so high as a
judicial oath; that is, it does not fall within the general provisions of the law
5

Per Shippen, C. J. 3 Yeates’s Reports, 315.
See the 45th and 46th numbers of the Federalist, in which this subject is fully discussed.
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in respect to perjury, yet it greatly increases the moral obligation of the party,
and ought to make a deep impression on him. Every state officer, and every
officer of the United States, on being elected or appointed, binds himself
thereby, not only to abstain from all opposition to the Constitution, but to
give it his firm and active assistance.
It has been asked, why it was thought necessary that the state magistracy
should be bound to support the Constitution of the United States, and unnecessary to impose an oath on the officers of the United States in favour of
the state constitutions. The reason assigned, (as one of many,) by the authors
of the Federalist, is, that the members of the general government will have
no agency in carrying the state governments into effect, but the members and
officers of the state governments will have an essential agency in giving effect
to the general government.7
This answer is a solid one. An official oath ought to be confined to the
duties of the office. It is not so broad and comprehensive as a general oath
of allegiance and fidelity, which embraces all the duties of a citizen or subject.
An officer appointed under the authority of the United States, is to perform
only those duties which emanate from it; his obligation is limited by that
authority, which, as repeatedly heretofore observed, is not controlled by the
constitutions of the several states. An officer appointed under the authority
of a state, is bound to support its constitution, but so far as the Constitution
of the United States in any respect supersedes it, another rule of obligation
arises, which he is equally bound to comply with; and, as it is essential to the
true interests of all the states, that the powers granted to the general government should be fully effectuated, all their officers, legislative, executive, and
judicial, should expressly undertake to do so.
The remarks on this subject may be concluded by drawing the attention
of the reader to the liberal alternative of an oath or affirmation. No religious
test, it is declared in the same sentence, shall ever be required as a qualification
to any office or public trust under the United States. Not only a numerous and
respectable sect, but many other persons not of the people called Quakers,
feel an invincible repugnance to taking an oath in any form. If the term affirmation had been omitted, all such persons would have been excluded from
public trusts on account of religious opinion. The abstract declaration of
perfect equality in matters of religion is thus realized.

7

Federalist, No. 44.

CHAPTER XX.

OF SOME ARDUOUS PARTS OF THE PRESIDENT’S DUTIES.

On a full view of the powers and duties of the president, the reader will
probably perceive that they are of more importance in respect to foreign relations than to the internal administration of government.
At home his path, though dignified, is narrow. In the tranquillity which
we have hitherto in time of peace enjoyed, little more has been requisite, in
either his legislative or executive functions, than regularly to pursue the plain
mandates of laws, and the certain text of the Constitution.
In his legislative capacity, the power of objecting to acts of congress, has
been fairly exercised and respectfully submitted to. In the executive department
he has had indeed two insurrections to cope with, one of which was inconsiderable, and the other, though more extensive, disappeared before the mere
display of the force collected to subdue it. The transaction itself afforded a
valuable proof of the patriotism of the people, and their attachment to the
Constitution. The regular militia of the three adjoining states, New Jersey,
Maryland, and Virginia, cheerfully co-operated with that of Pennsylvania,
in which the opposition existed, and the governor of Pennsylvania, as a military officer, obeyed the orders of the governor of Virginia, on whom the
president conferred the chief command. A great proportion of this force
consisted of volunteers; numbers of whom were men of considerable property
and civil eminence, and the governors of the states we have mentioned, except
that of Maryland, who was prevented by particular circumstances, voluntarily
took the field in person.
If the pages of our history are soiled in any degree by transient resistance
to the laws of the Union, the disgrace is redeemed by the proof of that wisdom, by which the general Constitution now appeared to have been framed,
and of that determination to support it, by which the majority were actuated.
And should instances of insurrection again occur, either against the laws of
the Union, or the government of any particular state, it cannot be doubted
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that the same general and noble animation would be again displayed in support of the great political ark of our safety and happiness.
But it is in respect to external relations; to transactions with foreign nations, and the events arising from them, that the president has an arduous
task. Here he must chiefly act on his own independent judgment. The Constitution authorizes him indeed to require the opinions of the principal officers
in the executive departments; but however useful those opinions may be, they
would afford no sanction for any errors he might commit. And although if
required, they are to be given in writing, they would involve the officers in
no responsibility.
In respect to treaties, it is only after they have received the approbation
of the senate, that his responsibility is diminished by being divided. But he
is not obliged to submit the inchoate treaty to them. His instructions to the
minister who negotiated it may have been misunderstood, or wilfully disregarded; the national interests may have been plainly neglected, and it may be
altogether such a compact as he would not ratify if he stood alone. Under
such circumstances, it would be a timorous policy to endeavour to fortify his
own disapprobation by obtaining the concurrence of the senate. And if he
should continue to disapprove it, although it met their approbation, he would
not be justified in giving it his further sanction. For by the express words of
the Constitution, he in concurrence with the senate, and not the senate alone,
is to make treaties. In case of an impeachment, it would be no valid defence
for him to allege that he submitted his own opinion to that of the senate. If
indeed the case was at first of a doubtful nature, if he conscientiously desired
the deliberate assistance of the senate, and if an honest conviction was produced in his own mind by the advice he received from them; his compliance
with it would be personally honourable to him, and clearly consistent with
the Constitution.
The power of receiving foreign ambassadors, carries with it among other
things, the right of judging in the case of a revolution in a foreign country,
whether the new rulers ought to be recognised. The legislature indeed possesses
a superior power, and may declare its dissent from the executive recognition
or refusal, but until that sense is declared, the act of the executive is binding.
The judicial power can take no notice of a new government, till one or the
other of those two departments has acted on it.1 Circumstances may render
the decision of great importance to the interests and peace of the country. A
precipitate acknowledgement of the independence of part of a foreign nation,
separating itself from its former head, may provoke the resentment of the
1

3 Wheaton, 643. The same rule prevails in England.
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latter: a refusal to do so, may disgust the former, and prevent the attainment
of amity and commerce with them, if they succeed. The principles on which
the separation takes place must also be taken into consideration, and if they
are conformable to those which led to our own independence, and appear
likely to be preserved, a strong impulse will arise in favour of a recognition;
because it may be for our national interest, which the president is bound preeminently to consult, to promote the dissemination and establishment, at
least in our own neighbourhood, of those principles which form the strongest
foundations of good government.
But the most accurate and authentic information should be procured of
the actual state and prospect of success of such newly erected states, for it
would not be justifiable in the president to involve the country in difficulties,
merely in support of an abstract principle, if there was not a reasonable prospect of perseverance and success on the part of those who have embarked in
the enterprise. The caution of President Monroe in sending commissioners
to South America, for the purpose of making inquiries on the spot, in preference to a reliance on vague rumours and partial representations, was highly
commendable.
The power of congress on this subject cannot be controlled; they may, if
they think proper, acknowledge a small and helpless community, though
with a certainty of drawing a war upon our country; but greater circumspection is required from the president, who, not having the constitutional power
to declare war, ought ever to abstain from a measure likely to produce it.
Among other incidents arising from foreign relations, it may be noticed
that congress, which cannot conveniently be always in session, may devolve
on the president, duties that at first view seem to belong only to themselves.
It has been decided, that a power given to the president to revive an act relating to foreign intercourse, when certain measures, having a described effect
should take place on the part of two foreign nations, was perfectly constitutional. The law thus rendered him the responsible judge of that effect.2
In case of war breaking out between two or more foreign nations, in
which the United States are not bound by treaty to bear a part, it is the duty
of the executive to take every precaution for the preservation of their neutrality; and it is a matter of justice, both to those nations and to our own citizens,
to manifest such intention in the most public and solemn manner. The disquietude of the belligerent parties is thus obviated, our own citizens are warned
of the course it becomes their duty to pursue, and the United States avoid
all responsibility for acts committed by the citizens in contravention of the
2

7 Cranch, 382.
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principles of neutrality. It is the office of the legislature to declare war; the
duty of the executive, so long as it is practicable to preserve peace.
The proclamation issued in 1792, when the war broke out between
England and France, was an example which, in similar cases, deserves to be
followed.
The present state of this country in regard to the piratical depredations
committed on its commerce, presents another striking feature of difficulty
in regard to executive duty.
The wretches who sally out from the ports of a Spanish island, seize the
defenceless merchant vessel, and after removing or destroying the cargo, frequently glut their cruelty by the most barbarous destruction of human life,
can be effectually suppressed by no exertion, however vigorous, of the marine
force under the command of the president. It can only be effected by pursuing
them on shore, by assuming, in some degree, the temporary command of a
country, in which the local government is either too feeble or too corrupt to
punish them. However strongly the voice of humanity and the interests of
the country might urge the president to take such energetic but justifiable
measures, it would involve him in great responsibility to do so—and yet it
would be difficult for him wholly to restrain the zeal and indignation of the
officers employed on the distant service, or on the other hand, by his own
mere authority, to punish for an act committed from the best motives. If
provided by congress with sufficient authority, these difficulties would be
removed.
But notwithstanding all efforts to the contrary, we may be involved in
war, by misconstructions of his acts, however justly intended and carefully
regulated.
In such a case, whether immediate invasion ensues, or strong defensive
measures become necessary, it is still the president who is to act on his own
judgment, till congress can be convened. In every aspect directly or indirectly
connected with foreign nations, his duties are serious, and his responsibility
great.
It was happy for this nation that at the time of adopting the Constitution,
an individual was selected to preside, whose judgment never failed, and whose
firmness never forsook him: whose conduct proved that the excellencies of
the Constitution consisted not merely in theory and contemplation, but could
be realized in practice; that within its proper sphere no right was unprotected,
and no evil unredressed. It ought to satisfy the people if the principles of
George Washington’s administration are faithfully followed by all his successors.

CHAPTER XXI.

OF THE JUDICIAL POWER.

No form of government is complete unless it be accompanied with a judicial power.
To make laws and to execute them are the two great operations of government; but they cannot be fully and correctly executed unless there is
somewhere resident a power to expound and apply them. This power is
auxiliary to the executive authority, and in some degree partakes of its nature.
But it is also required at times to control the executive, and what it decides
to be unlawful, the executive cannot perform. It may also in some degree be
said to participate in the legislative power. Its construction of the acts of the
legislature is received as binding and conclusive, although it does not prevent
the legislature from repairing its own defects, or clearing up its own ambiguities by subsequent laws, operating on subsequent cases. A high function also
appertains to the judiciary in the exclusive right to expound the Constitution,
and thereby to test the validity of all the acts of the legislature.
To the people at large, therefore, this institution is peculiarly valuable,
and ought to be eminently cherished by them. On its firm and independent
structure they repose with safety, while they perceive in it a faculty which is
only set in motion when applied to, but which when thus brought into action,
proceeds with competent power if required, to correct the error or subdue
the oppression of both or either of the two other branches. A Constitution
in which there was an omission to provide an adequate judiciary could not
be successfully carried into effect; and if instead of being separate and independent, this power were either blended with the other two, or those who
administer it were dependent on the will and pleasure of others, its lustre
would be tarnished and its utility destroyed.
The Constitution of the United States, therefore, required a judicial
power, not as an adjunct, but as a necessary component part. The extraordinary complications of the authority of the United States with that of the several
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states, which seem at first view to throw so many difficulties in the way, fully
prove its necessity. The state tribunals are no part of the government of the
United States. To render the government of the United States dependent on
them, would be a solecism almost as great as to leave out an executive power
entirely, and to call on the states alone to enforce the laws of the Union. But
it is not inconsistent with this principle that the United States may,
whenever it is found expedient, elect to make use of a state tribunal to the
same extent as any foreign power may, if it thinks proper to institute suits in
the courts of other countries, which is in civil cases only.
The judicial power is general or limited, according to the scope and objects
of the government. In a word, it must be fully and exactly commensurate
with that of the legislature. It cannot by any terms of language, be made to
exceed the legislative power, for such excess would be inconsistent with its
nature. If by express words it should, on the other hand, be restrained so as
to embrace only a part of the subjects of legislation, it would impair the integrity of the whole system. The protection which it was intended to afford,
in regard to the other branches of government, being confined to parts of
their conduct, instead of embracing the whole, would produce the incongruous mixture of a theoretic, general power with partial debility and impotence.
If general terms are used in describing it, there is no difficulty in defining its
proper extent.
In the Constitution of the United States we perceive, not the express
creation of a judicial power, but the recognition of it as a necessary part of
the government, in which light it was justly considered and has been universally accepted. Its power extends to the great selected objects already noticed,
and it is the duty of those who have to administer it, to carry it to that full
extent, but never to exceed it. Experience has already shown that from a wise
and temperate administration, the apprehension of inconvenience from serious
collisions between the state judicatures and those of the United States was
unfounded. It must be confessed that the merits of our Constitution have
received ample support from the prudence and judgment with which it has
been administered, and in no respect has a sounder discretion been exhibited
than in the judicatory. If any objection could be sustained to the procedures
of the judges of the supreme and circuit courts, it would be that of excessive
caution, arising from a systematic anxiety not to exceed their jurisdiction.
And it is a strong argument in favour of an elective government, that those
men in whom the power of appointment is vested by the choice of the people,
have, in regard to these judicial officers, exercised it with so much caution,
judgment, and success.
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But it is said that there is generally a propensity in public functionaries
to extend their power beyond its proper limits, and that this may at some
future time be the case with the courts of the United States. The instances
may be those in which the case is plain, and the encroachment upon state
authority too obvious to be denied; as if a court of the United States should
entertain a civil plea between two citizens of the same state in a case not authorized by the Constitution, or criminal proceedings on account of an offence
merely against a state. In such an extreme, and therefore improbable case, as
there would be no colour of jurisdiction, the whole proceedings would be
void. If, however, under the existing circumstances, it were doubtful and
ambiguous, or if it were blended with matters in which they had jurisdiction,
the rule commonly adopted among different courts, sitting precisely under
the same authority, would probably be resorted to,—and that which first
obtained possession of the cause would be exclusively entitled to proceed.
Where the jurisdiction of the United States court and of a state court is
concurrent, the sentence of either, whether of conviction or acquittal, may
be pleaded in bar to a prosecution in the other, with the same effect as a
judgment of a state court in a civil case may be pleaded in bar to an action
for the same cause in a circuit court.1
A jurisdiction exclusive of the state courts, is not expressly given by the
Constitution to any of the courts of the United States, but it is in several instances clearly implied. Cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and controversies between two or more states, must, by necessary construction, exclusively appertain to the courts of the United States: the first, because the whole
system of maritime affairs with its connexions and dependencies is withdrawn
from the several states by their own consent, and vested in the general government; the second, because there can exist no other than the common tribunal,
the supreme court of the United States, to entertain such suits. Indeed the
jurisdiction itself is created by the Constitution, and vested in the supreme
court of the United States alone, thus rendering the dignity of the tribunal
correspondent to the dignity of the parties.
Cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, are also
enumerated as falling within the jurisdiction of the courts of the United
States; reasons have been given for not considering this jurisdiction as entirely
exclusive. It is true that an act of congress has declared that the jurisdiction
is exclusive, and the practice is understood to have been in conformity to it,

1

Houston v. Moore, 5 Wheaton, 31. See also Osborne v. Bank of the United States, 9
Wheaton, 733.
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but the main question has never been brought to a judicial test. The same
sentence extends the judicial power
to all cases in law and equity arising under the Constitution, the laws of the United
States, and treaties made, or which shall be made under their authority; to controversies
to which the United States shall be a party; to controversies between a state and citizens
of another state; between citizens of different states; between citizens of the same state
claiming lands under grants of different states, and between a state or the citizens
thereof and foreign states, citizens or subjects.

In some of these cases, it may be doubted whether it was intended, and
whether it would be beneficial to the United States, that the jurisdiction
should be exclusive; it may conduce to its best interests at times to have recourse, not to the legislative or executive powers of a state, of which it should
ever be independent, but to a state judicature, which if rightly constituted,
can be influenced by no local partialities or political jealousies, and which
can no more withhold justice from the United States than from the meanest
individual.
Circumstances may render it expedient for the United States to institute
civil suits for the recovery of debts, or damages for the breach of contracts
due to themselves in the state courts. There is nothing in the Constitution
to restrain them from so doing, nor to justify a refusal on the part of the state
court to take cognizance of them. Such suits, indeed, are occasionally brought,
and the United States, received as a plaintiff in the ordinary form, pursues
them in the ordinary course to judgment and execution. But although the
word “party” indicates a defendant as well as a plaintiff; it is not to be understood that suits can be brought in any court against the United States. Supreme head of the Union; centre of the general power; it cannot be amenable
to a judicial tribunal, unless by its own express consent, and the power to
give this consent must appear in the Constitution itself to have been granted
by the people. An ultimate and complete sovereignty for the practical purposes
of a government, extending over all, protecting all, and binding all, is vested
in them, by the confidence of the people, for the highest and most salutary
purposes.
In some constitutions a power is given to the legislature to direct modes
by which suits may be brought against the commonwealth. No power is given
to congress to authorize suits against the United States in any case.
A citizen of one state is not precluded from suing a citizen of another
state in the courts of the latter, nor a foreigner from a suit in the state court
against a citizen of the United States, nor is there any thing to prevent one
alien from suing another in a state court, or a citizen of one state from suing
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the citizen of another in the courts of a third state. A state may maintain a
suit against an individual in its own courts or in those of another state. If two
citizens of the same state claim land under grants of different states, the state
courts are not precluded from jurisdiction in the first instance; nor are they
precluded from holding cognizance of a right claimed under a treaty or statute
of the United States, or an authority exercised under the United States, or a
suit in which is drawn in question the construction of any clause of the
Constitution. In all these cases a concurrent jurisdiction exists so far as relates
to the language of the Constitution itself.
The Constitution containing a grant of powers in many instances similar
to those already existing in the state governments, and some of these being
of vital importance to state authority and state legislatures, a mere grant of
such powers, in affirmative terms to congress, does not per se transfer an exclusive sovereignty on such subjects to the latter.
On the contrary, the powers so granted would not be exclusive of similar
powers existing in the states, unless the Constitution had expressly given an
exclusive power to congress, or the exercise of a like power were prohibited
to the states, or there was a direct repugnancy or incompatibility in the exercise
of it by the states.
In all other cases not falling within these classes the states retain concurrent
authority.
There is this reserve, however, that in cases of concurrent authority where
the laws of the states and of the United States are in direct and manifest collision on the same subject, those of the United States being the supreme law
of the land are of paramount authority, and the state laws so far, and so far
only, as such incompatibility exists must necessarily yield.2
The correct general position seems to be, that in civil cases the judicial
power is, in some instances, unavoidably exclusive of state authority, and in
many others it may be rendered so at the election of congress.3
In regard to criminal cases, there is more difficulty. The same act may
amount to an offence both against the state and the United States. Resistance
to the laws of the United States, may be accompanied with personal injuries
to the officers. Robbing the mail, which by act of April 13th, 1810, is made

2

Houston v. Moore, 5 Wheat. 48. Per Story, J.
1 Wheaton, 337. But the author presumes to dissent from the opinion that it is competent
for congress in all other cases to render it exclusive. Surely congress cannot exclude a state
from holding plea of a suit by a citizen of another state against the citizen of a state in which
the suit was brought, nor by or against an alien. Many other cases might be put in which the
state courts could not be deprived of jurisdiction by any act of congress.
3
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highly penal, and in case of a second offence, punishable with death, might
be cognizable as highway robbery under the state laws. Would the offender
be amenable to both jurisdictions, or to only one, and which of them? One
established rule may be resorted to as partly affording an answer. The greater
crime includes and absorbs the less.4 But this rule does not afford a complete
solution of the difficulty. A prosecution may be commenced in the state
court, before one is instituted in the United States court. If, for instance, the
officer who was beaten, commenced and persisted in a prosecution for the
battery, it would seem that the offender would not be acquitted, because it
appeared in evidence that his general object was to resist the laws of the United
States. If he were prosecuted at the same time for robbing the carrier of the
mail, and for a common highway robbery, both of which are offences of the
same grade, and the latter, according to the laws of the state in which it was
committed, might be as severely punished as the former; neither court would
be bound to give way to the other, at least by the application of the rule before
mentioned. A person convicted or acquitted in a court of competent jurisdiction, may plead such judgment in bar of a second indictment for the same
offence, but he cannot plead an acquittal or a conviction of an inferior offence,
in bar of an indictment for a higher offence, although each was part of the
same act.5 Where, however, the offences differ only in name, the acquittal
may be pleaded, as a man indicted of murder and acquitted, is not liable on
an indictment of petit treason for the same act, because both offences are in
substance the same;6 but when they are substantially different, though of
equal degree, the acquittal in one does not constitute a bar to an indictment
for the other.
It remains then to discover some other rule or principle to relieve us from
this embarrassment. It has been laid down that the state courts retain their
jurisdiction in all cases, which in their nature existed before the adoption of
the Constitution, unless expressly excluded, or unless the exercise of it would
be utterly incompatible with the authority granted to the Union.7 In the case
of offences which only arise by reason of the Union, as, for instance, treason
against the United States, the state courts would have no jurisdiction. If in
the state courts an indictment were preferred for murder or other capital
crime, committed in the perpetration of treason, it must give way to the jurisdiction of the United States court, as well in respect to the superiority of
4
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jurisdiction, and the greater extent of public concernment, as the inferior
nature of the crime. But if the act committed, amounting at the same time
to offences against both bodies, were still in regard to each of them, of the
same degree, there seems no reason why each should not sustain its jurisdiction. It would not contravene the maxim that no one shall be twice punished
for the same offence, for the offences are different in the eye of the law, although the result of the same act on the part of the culprit.
We must, indeed, avoid too broad a construction of this maxim, for a
double punishment for the same act, is not wholly unknown to the law, if
the forms of proceeding and the objects are different; thus, he who has committed an assault, battery, wounding, or maihem, on the person of another,
is liable both to an indictment, and to a civil action for damages. The satisfaction received by the public does not prevent the injured party from obtaining his peculiar redress. If the infliction of punishment by the state could
impede the prosecution of the United States in such a case, a pardon granted
by the state would have the same effect, yet it would be absurd to suppose
that a pardon granted by the state for murder committed in the perpetration
of treason, would bar the prosecution of the United States for such treason.
On the whole, this difficult question may be fairly resolved on the principle,
that immunity for one crime cannot be obtained by proving that in doing
the act, the party committed another; and further, that each community is
entitled, and its public officers are required, to prosecute offences committed
against it.8

8
See the discrepant opinions of the judges of the Supreme Court of the United States in
Houston v. Moore. The author of course adopts, and takes the liberty to say that in his own
judgment he prefers, those of the majority.

CHAPTER XXII.

OF IMPEACHMENTS.

We are next to consider what courts or judicial tribunals are created by
the Constitution itself, and what have been created under the power to that
effect given to congress.
The language of the text is, that the judicial power of the United States
shall be vested in one supreme court, and in such inferior courts as congress may
from time to time ordain and establish.
But no mention is made in any part of this article, otherwise than by way
of exception as to the mode of trial, of a very high tribunal, which seems
rather to have been supposed to flow from the formation of the Constitution,
than to be expressly created by it.
The first mention of it is contained in the following words, in a preceding
article: The house of representatives—shall have the sole power of impeachment.
In the third section of the same article, it is said, that the senate shall have
the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for that purpose, they shall
be on oath or affirmation. When the president of the United States is tried, the
chief justice shall preside, and no person shall be convicted without the concurrence
of two-thirds of the members present.
Impeachments are thus introduced as a known definite term, and we
must have recourse to the common law of England for the definition of them.
In England, the practice of impeachments by the house of commons before the house of lords, has existed from very ancient times. Its foundation
is, that a subject entrusted with the administration of public affairs, may
sometimes infringe the rights of the people, and be guilty of such crimes as
the ordinary magistrates either dare not or cannot punish. Of these, the representatives of the people or house of commons cannot judge, because they
and their constituents are the persons injured, and can therefore only accuse.
But the ordinary tribunals would naturally be swayed by the authority of so
powerful an accuser. That branch of the legislature which represents the
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people, therefore, brings the charge before the other branch, which consists
of the nobility, who are said not to have the same interests, or the same passions as the popular assembly.
Such is the English theory, and it well suits a government in which there
are three distinct and independent interests, and in which the crown, possessing the power of appointing the high officers, who are most frequently the
subjects of impeachments, has also the sole power to carry on or withdraw
prosecutions in the ordinary courts. For no misconduct, however flagrant,
committed by such men, could the people obtain redress, if the monarch inclined to refuse it, unless a mode of proceeding had been invented which did
not require his assent, and which he could not control, and therefore, as
heretofore observed, he cannot defeat the inquiry by a previous pardon, although in the exercise of another branch of his prerogative, he may delay it
by adjourning or proroguing the session of the parliament.
The difference between the two governments has no doubt already occurred to the reader. Our ordinary tribunals are not dependent on the pleasure
of him who appoints the judges, nor are they to be influenced by the authority
of the accuser in a case of this sort more than in any other, for with us the
people are considered as the accusers in all cases whatever. In England, the
king is the accuser, (except in the instance now under consideration,) and all
offences are charged to have been committed against his peace, his crown
and dignity.
Still less are the weight and influence of any man, however exalted his
station, or great his wealth, likely to deter our judges from an impartial administration of justice.
Yet although the reasons are not equally cogent, they will be found on
examination sufficient to warrant the introduction of the system into our
code.
We shall now proceed to consider—
1. The necessity or utility of impeachments.
2. The necessity or utility of erecting a separate tribunal for the trial of
impeachments.
3. The propriety of rendering the senate such a tribunal.
4. The persons liable to be impeached.
5. The constitution of the court, its mode of proceeding, and the extent
and effect of its judgments.
1. The delegation of important trusts, affecting the higher interests of
society, is always from various causes liable to abuse. The fondness frequently
felt for the inordinate extension of power, the influence of party and of pre-
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judice, the seductions of foreign states, or the baser appetite for illegitimate
emolument, are sometimes productive of what are not unaptly termed political offences,1 which it would be difficult to take cognizance of in the ordinary
course of judicial proceedings.
2. The involutions and varieties of vice are too many, and too artful to
be anticipated by positive law, and sometimes too subtle and mysterious to
be fully detected in the limited period of ordinary investigation. As progress
is made in the inquiry, new facts are discovered which may be properly connected with others already known, but would not form sufficient subjects of
separate prosecution. On these accounts a peculiar tribunal seems both useful
and necessary. A tribunal of a liberal and comprehensive character, confined
as little as possible to strict forms, enabled to continue its session as long as
the nature of the case may require, qualified to view the charge in all its
bearings and dependencies, and to appreciate on sound principles of public
policy the defence of the accused; the propriety of such a separate tribunal
seems to be plain, but not upon the assumed ground that the judges of the
supreme court would not possess sufficient fortitude to perform the duty, or
sufficient credit and authority to reconcile the people to their decisions.2
3. To compose this court of persons wholly distinct from the other
branches of government—to form a permanent body for this single purpose
—and to keep them always collected at the seat of government for the possible
occurrence of an impeachment, would be as inconvenient as to appoint and
collect such a body from time to time, when an impeachment is determined
on.
On a review of all the departments of government provided by the Constitution, none will be found more suitable to exercise this peculiar jurisdiction
than the senate.
Although like the accusers, they are representatives of the people, yet they
are by a degree more removed, and hold their stations for a longer term. They
are therefore more independent of the people, and being chosen with the
knowledge that they may, while in office, be called upon to exercise this high
function, they bring with them the confidence of their constituents that they
will faithfully execute it, and the implied compact on their own parts that it
shall be honestly discharged. Precluded from ever becoming accusers themselves, it is their duty not to lend themselves to the animosities of party or
the prejudices against individuals, which may sometimes unconsciously induce
1

Federalist, No. 65.
This is one of the few points in which the author is compelled to differ from that excellent
work the Federalist.
2
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the house of representatives to the acts of accusation. Habituated to comprehensive views of the great political relations of the country, they are naturally
the best qualified to decide on those charges which may have any connexion
with transactions abroad, or great political interests at home, and although
we cannot say, that like the English house of lords they form a distinct body,
wholly uninfluenced by the passions, and remote from the interests of the
people, yet we can discover in no other division of the government a greater
probability of impartiality and independence.
Nor does it form a solid objection in point of principle, that in this peculiar instance, a part of the legislative body should be admitted to exercise judicial power. In some degree all legislative bodies necessarily possess such a
power. We have seen that for sufficient cause they may expel any of their
own members—they may try and punish others for attempts to corrupt,
bribe, or intimidate them, and they may punish for what are technically
termed contempts committed in their presence, in all which they act judicially.
But it is sufficient, to close the subject, that the people at large have concluded
that this power would be best deposited in this body.
4. From the reasons already given, it is obvious, that the only persons liable
to impeachment, are those who are or have been in public office. All executive
and judicial officers, from the president downwards, from the judges of the
supreme court to those of the most inferior tribunals, are included in this
description. But in the year 1796, a construction was given to the Constitution, founded, it is believed, merely on its phraseology, by which a member
of the senate was held not to be liable to impeachment. Their deliberations,
after the arguments of counsel, being held in private, we can only infer from
those arguments, that the term officers of the United States, as used in the
Constitution, was held by a majority of the senate, not to include members
of the senate, and on the same principle, members of the house of representatives would also be excluded from this jurisdiction.
An amendment to the Constitution in this respect would perhaps be
useful. A breach of duty is as reprehensible in a legislator as in an executive
or judicial officer, and if this peculiar jurisdiction possesses so much value in
respect to the two latter, it is difficult to conceive why the public should not
have the benefit of it in regard to the former.
No apprehensions of partiality in favour of one of their own body need
to be carried so far as to require the substitution of another tribunal. In
England, where there is not a greater portion of public virtue than here, peers
are necessarily impeached before peers, and members of the house of commons
have been frequently the subjects of impreachment. Judges are liable to trial
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for every offence before their brethren, and it is in no case to be presumed,
that a fair and full administration of justice would be wanting. Of great
public delinquencies the people do not long remain in ignorance. If the offences of a member of the house of representatives were culpably passed over
by his brethren, the people by the recurrence of the periodical election would
soon be enabled to substitute others to prefer the accusation, and, being
sensible of this, the house would be slow to expose themselves to the reproach
of their constituents, and the loss of public confidence, by omitting to do
their duty. The senate is obliged to receive and decide on the charge, and to
the strongest moral obligations is added that of an oath or affirmation. It is
not probable that the effect of these united impulses would be counteracted
by other considerations, which would in themselves be criminal.
5. The legitimate causes of impreachment have been already briefly noticed. They can only have reference to public character and official duty. The
words of the text are treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors.
The treason contemplated must be against the United States. In general those
offences which may be committed equally by a private person as a public officer, are not the subjects of impeachment. Murder, burglary, robbery, and
indeed all offences not immediately connected with office, except the two
expressly mentioned, are left to the ordinary course of judicial proceeding,
and neither house can regularly inquire into them, except for the purpose of
expelling the member. But the ordinary tribunals, as we shall see, are not
precluded, either before or after an impeachment, from taking cognizance of
the public and official delinquency.
We have hitherto had but three instances of impeachment, the first of
which has already been noticed. As no decision was given on the merits, it is
impossible to say whether the charges, which were chiefly founded on a
conspiracy to invade the territories of the king of Spain, with whom the
United States were at peace, and to excite the Creek and Cherokee Indians
to concur in the outrage, would have been deemed by the senate sufficient,
if proved, to support the impeachment. The second, on which a constitutional
conviction took place, was against a judge of a district court, and purely for
official misconduct. The third was against a judge of the supreme court, and
was also a charge of official misconduct. It terminated in an acquittal, there
not being a constitutional majority against him on any one article.
As articles of impeachment can only be exhibited by the house of representatives, if it should happen that the senate in the course of their executive
functions or otherwise, became apprized of unlawful acts committed by a
public officer, and in their opinions, meriting at least a public inquiry, it
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would be their duty to communicate the evidence they possessed, whether
actual or presumptive, to the house of representatives, but the bare communication is all that would be consistent with their duty. They would cautiously
avoid to recommend or suggest an impeachment, and the same would be the
course pursued by the president.
Articles of impeachment need not to be drawn up with the precision and
strictness of indictments. They must however be distinct and intelligible. No
one is bound to answer to a charge so obscure and ambiguous that it cannot
be understood. Additional articles may be exhibited, perhaps at any stage of
the prosecution; certainly before the defendant has put in his answer or plea.
No precise number of senators is required to constitute the court, but no
person can be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members
present. The vice president being the president of the senate, presides on the
trial, except when the president of the United States is tried. As the vice
president succeeds to the functions and emoluments of the president of the
United States whenever a vacancy happens in the latter office, it would be
inconsistent with the implied purity of a judge that a person under a probable
bias of such a nature should participate in the trial—and it would follow that
he ought wholly to retire from the court. It is not stated in the Constitution
whether the president of the senate is on the trial of an impeachment restricted, as in legislative cases, to the casting vote. As he is constituted one of the
judges by being appointed to preside without any restriction, the fair inference
would be, that he is entitled to vote like the other judges, but on the trial last
mentioned of a judge of the Supreme Court, the vote of the vice president
does not appear in the printed journal.
The defendant is entitled to the benefit of counsel—but it is not necessary
that he should be personally present; the trial may proceed in his absence if
he has had due notice to appear.
The consultations of the senate, as well upon incidental points as on the
main questions, are conducted in private, but the judgment is rendered in
public.
The judgment is of a limited and peculiar nature—it extends no further
than to removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office
of honour, trust, or profit, under the United States.
Herein we may perceive the importance and utility of this system under
our regulations. In England impeachments may be prosecuted for capital
crimes and the court may award capital punishment, of which many instances
occur in the history of that kingdom. Lord Strafford in the reign of Charles
I. and Lord Stafford in the reign of Charles II. were beheaded on the sentences
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of the court which decided without the aid of a jury, and both of them have
been considered rather as victims to the spirit of the times, than as merited
oblations to justice. But with us, although the party accused may be found
guilty of the highest crime, his life is not in danger before this tribunal, and
in no cases are his liberty and property affected: indictment, trial, judgment,
and punishment, still await him according to the usual course of law.
Why then, it may be asked, has this system been introduced, and why,
if the firmness and integrity of the ordinary tribunals cannot be overpowered
by any supposed influence of character, wealth, or office, have we deemed it
expedient to copy from a foreign nation an institution for which there is not
the same necessity, and which we do not allow altogether to produce the
same effects? One answer is, that the sentence which this court is authorized
to impose cannot regularly be pronounced by the courts of law. They can
neither remove nor disqualify the person convicted, and therefore the obnoxious officer might be continued in power, and the injury sustained by the
nation be renewed or increased, if the executive authority were perverse, tyrannical, or corrupt: but by the sentence which may be given by the senate,
not only the appointment made by the executive is superseded and rendered
void, but the same individual may be rendered incapable of again abusing an
office to the injury of the public. It is therefore right and proper that the
president should be disabled from granting a pardon, and restoring the offender to his former competency; but there is no restraint on his pardoning
when a conviction in the common course ensues, for such pardon extends
only to the punishment which is then pronounced, and does not affect the
sentence of the senate.
We may perceive in this scheme one useful mode of removing from office
him who is unworthy to fill it, in cases where the people, and sometimes the
president himself would be unable to accomplish that object. A commission
granted during good behaviour can only be revoked by this mode of proceeding. But the express words of the Constitution also extend to the president
and vice president, who partake of the legislative capacity, and are chosen by
the people. When this corrective jurisdiction is thus applied; when it reaches
all judicial officers, all civil officers appointed by the president during pleasure,
and involves in its grasp the vice president and the president himself, it is
difficult to conceive that it was intended to exempt men whose treachery to
their country might be productive of the most serious disasters, because they
do not come precisely within a verbal description supposed to be exclusively
applicable to those who, except in the two instances of specific enumeration,
receive commissions from the president. A member of either house of the
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legislature betraying his trust and guilty of the most culpable acts of an official
nature is, under the decision of the senate, liable, indeed, to expulsion, but
not to impeachment; liable to the ordinary course of legal proceedings, but
not to disqualification. Yet as from the judgment of this high tribunal there
is no appeal; as the decision which has been given in the case adverted to is
a judicial one, and probably will be held binding on themselves on all future
occasions, we must now receive it as the settled construction of the Constitution.
Whether an amendment of the Constitution in this respect will ever be
made, is not for the author to anticipate.

CHAPTER XXIII.

OF ANOTHER SPECIAL JURISDICTION.

There is another species of courts having a special jurisdiction, from which
trial by jury is also excluded, yet whose power extends to pecuniary mulcts,
deprivation of office, imprisonment, personal chastisement, and even loss of
life. It will be at once perceived that we allude to courts martial.
Although not expressly mentioned in the Constitution, the power to institute them is unquestionably given by the authority vested in congress to
make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces,
and the amendment heretofore noticed, which before a person shall be held
to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crime, requires a presentment
or indictment by a grand jury, excepts the land and naval forces, and the militia
when in actual service in time of war or public danger, thereby indirectly recognising the establishment and the efficient powers of courts martial.
Congress has reasonably and moderately executed this power, but the
details are inconsistent with the plan of this work. The subjects of a court
martial are only those who fall within the above descriptions. Martial employment creates martial law, and requires martial courts. On the civil class of
the community, it can never operate, except perhaps in one instance, which
on our part, could not well apply to one of our own citizens or inhabitants.
It is a settled principle of the laws of war that a spy may be put to death. One
detected in his obnoxious employment within our lines in time of war, although not himself a soldier, is a legitimate subject of this severity; and upon
the same principle we should be bound to admit the right of the enemy to
execute any of our citizens or soldiers, apprehended by them in the performance of the same act.
We have heretofore adverted to the procedure of president Madison in
the case of a citizen of the United States who had joined the enemy during
the late war, and was apprehended as a spy within our lines on the frontiers:
the course pursued by his directions, was both humane and consistent with
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the true principles of law. It gave to the individual the fairer prospect of acquittal on a trial by jury, accompanied with all the guards and precautions
allotted to charges of treason; while it more extensively enforced a principle
of which all should be apprized, that it is lawful for no one to desert his
country in the hour of her danger, and lift a parricide arm against her.

CHAPTER XXIV.

OF GENERAL TRIBUNALS, AND FIRST OF THE SUPREME COURT.

A view of the general system will now be taken.
The only tribunal expressly noticed in the Constitution is the Supreme
Court, whose power is co-extensive with all the exigencies of the government,
and pervades every part of the United States, and the territories belonging to
them. In many particulars, however, it possesses only an appellate jurisdiction;
in a few, its jurisdiction is original.
In the latter are embraced all cases affecting ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls, and those in which a state shall be a party.
Cases of the first description may be either civil or criminal. The protection afforded by the laws of nations to diplomatic functionaries, extends,
however, so far that it is not easy to conceive any case in which a person invested with that high character can be subjected either to criminal or civil
proceedings. But he may be entitled to prosecute others—he may have received outrages or insults affecting his national character, for which redress
may be justly due. The United States, who are responsible to foreign nations
for their ministers receiving all due respect, and an almost unlimited freedom
in the exercise of their functions, supply the proper means for these purposes,
by taking on themselves and vesting in their highest tribunal, the cognizance
of such cases. When the proceedings are against one of these officers, we must
consider the jurisdiction of the United States as being from its own nature
exclusive of the state courts.
It may not be equally clear, if he should be the complainant, and seek
redress in either a criminal or civil case in the forum of a state, that the latter
could not take cognizance of it. The unity of the system would perhaps be
better promoted, if the state courts were authorized to decline the cognizance
of all such cases. The United States are responsible to foreign nations for the
due administration of justice in their own tribunals only, and it might involve
them in some difficulties, if state courts, whose judges they do not appoint,
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and whom on account of malconduct they could not impeach, were to intermeddle even on the application of the minister himself in cases of this nature.
But if the state courts are not prohibited by their own constitutions, it does
not appear that they could justly refuse their assistance to a foreign minister
who thought it expedient to apply to them, although perhaps some political
inconvenience may occur to the mind reflecting on the possibility of widely
different views being entertained on the same subject by a state court and a
court of the United States.
Congress1 has declared the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to be exclusive in all such suits or proceedings against ambassadors or other public
ministers, their domestics, &c. as a court of law can have or exercise consistently with the law of nations, but they have gone no further.
Such cases certainly come within the terms used in the Constitution affecting ambassadors, &c., and such jurisdiction must have been intended to
be exclusive.
The power given to congress to define and to punish offences against the
law of nations, has been partly executed by congress,2—offering violence to
the person of an ambassador or other public minister, and suing out process
against him or his domestics, are declared to be offences subjecting the parties
to fine and imprisonment. Having been defined by congress, they may properly
be said to arise under the Constitution and to be cognizable under the authority of the United States. But other violations of the law of nations than those
expressly enumerated, may be committed, and if it is a sound doctrine, (which
is intended to be hereafter examined,) that the criminal jurisdiction of the
courts of the United States is confined to cases expressly provided for by
statute, either such offences, however flagrant, must go unpunished, and the
United States incur a national disgrace, or the state courts must be resorted
to.
In respect to civil suits, when a foreign minister may sue an alien, the
jurisdiction is confessedly concurrent,3 but it would seem that if a foreign
nation brought a civil suit in a court of the United States, it ought to be in
the supreme court, although here also it is apprehended that the state courts
might sustain it.
The reason for placing consuls on the same footing, deserves inquiry.
Consuls are not diplomatic functionaries, or political representatives of a
foreign nation. Their general character is that of commercial agents. They
1

By the act of 24th Sept. 1789.
Act of April 30, 1790.
3
Act of Sept. 24, 1789.
2
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may be citizens or subjects of the foreign power, or they may be citizens and
permanent inhabitants of the United States. The president may, at his discretion, acknowledge their capacity or refuse to do so. When he deems it expedient, he may revoke the admission of them,4 by which act they would be at
once stripped of their privileges and immunities, and reduced to the level of
private persons.
It may sometimes happen, that a consul in the absence of the proper
minister of his country, may be charged with higher national duties, but in
this case, the greater character absorbs the smaller.
In respect to the citizens or subjects of their own nations, they are sometimes admitted by the nation which receives them to exercise functions partaking of a judicial nature, but they cannot be carried so far as to affect others,
nor be exercised at all without the permission of the government. And their
procedures must be distinguished from a court, or an establishment in the
nature of a court, affecting the interests of any others than the nation to which
the consul belongs. In the year 1793, the French consuls attempted to exercise
prize jurisdictions in the United States over captures made from the British,
with whom France was at war; but the supreme court at once decided, that
no foreign power can of right institute or erect any court or judicature of any
kind within the United States, unless warranted by and in pursuance of
treaties.5
But whether such functions are permitted and exercised or not, the other
trusts and duties of consuls require that they should be treated with much
respect. The sovereign who receives them, tacitly engages to afford them all
the freedom and protection necessary to enable them to execute their functions, without which the admission would be illusory and vain.6
What may be done in some other countries by the mere grant of the executive magistrate, must with us be effected by constitutional or legislative
provisions; and therefore, although a total exemption from civil and criminal
process is not required by the nature of the office, yet a limitation of the
general judicial power operating to a certain degree as a national protection,
was deemed expedient, and cannot be disapproved.
The legislative provisions that have been made in respect to them, may
be considered as founded on the same article in the Constitution. If the law
of nations considers them as entitled to protection, offences against them fall
within the class of offences against the law of nations.
4

Case of Du Plaine, consul at Boston, in 1793.
3 Dallas, 6.
6
Vattel, l. 2. § 34.
5
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Cases in which a state shall be a party, originally signified those in which
a state was either plaintiff or defendant, as well suits brought by a state against
individuals as those by individuals against a state, and also those in which the
controversy was between two states; but the Constitution having since been
altered,7 and a state being no longer liable to a private action, this provision
must be confined to the other two cases.
General expressions must always be construed according to the subject.
It has been justly decided that the words cases in law or equity, apply as well
to criminal as to civil matters,8 but it cannot be conceived that a state was
intended by the Constitution to be able to prosecute in the Supreme Court
of the United States one of its own citizens for an offence committed against
itself, although it might have the power to institute in that court a suit on a
civil contract either between itself and its own citizens, or citizens of another
state, or foreigners.
In all other cases, the Supreme Court possesses jurisdiction only by appeal
or writ of error; that is, it may revise and correct the proceedings in a cause
instituted in an inferior tribunal, but cannot originate a cause; and the power
thus withheld from it by the Constitution cannot be given to it by the legislature. When an instrument organizing a judicial system, divides it into one
supreme and so many inferior courts as the legislature may ordain and establish; then enumerates its powers, and proceeds so far to distribute them as to
define the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, by declaring the cases in which
it shall have original jurisdiction, and those in which it shall have appellate
jurisdiction, it follows, that in one class its jurisdiction is original and not
appellate, and that in the other it is appellate and not original.9
It has already been observed, that it does not rest with congress to give a
binding construction to the Constitution. It can neither diminish nor enlarge
the powers of the Supreme Court.
By the act of the 24th of September, 1789, congress undertook to vest
in the Supreme Court, the power to issue writs of mandamus, in cases warranted by the usages and principles of law, to any courts appointed by, or persons
holding office under, the authority of the United States. In a case which did
not come within the description of original jurisdiction, contained in the

7
The eleventh amendment is in these words: “The judicial power of the United States
shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity commenced or prosecuted against
one of the United States by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign
state.”
8
6 Wheaton, p. 399.
9
1 Cranch, 175, Marbury v. Madison.
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Constitution, a mandamus was moved for in the supreme court, to be directed
to a person holding an office under the authority of the United States, and
therefore the case was within the letter and spirit of the act of congress; but
the act was, in this respect, clearly held to be unconstitutional and void, and
the mandamus was refused.10 The same act provides, that the supreme court
shall have power to issue writs of habeas corpus, where persons are in custody,
under or by colour of the authority of the United States, or are committed
for trial before some court of the same. A writ of habeas corpus was moved
for, in a case where the prisoner was committed by the circuit court of the
District of Columbia, on a charge of treason against the United States. The
writ was granted because it amounted only to a revision of the decision of an
inferior court of the United States,11 and therefore was of an appellate nature.

10

Ibid.
Ex parte Bollman, 4 Cranch, 75.

11

CHAPTER XXV.

OF TRIBUNALS INFERIOR TO THE SUPREME COURT.

In respect to all the other subjects of the judicial power, the original jurisdiction is vested in the inferior tribunals ordained and established by congress, which consist of circuit courts, district courts, and territorial courts.
These are all courts of the United States—the judges are appointed by the
president—their power is limited to the power which is possessed under the
Constitution of the United States—and the decisions of them all may be ultimately reviewed, reversed, or affirmed in the supreme court. But congress
has undertaken, in some instances, to vest in state courts a power of proceeding
for offences committed against the United States, which has produced a
question of considerable magnitude, not yet definitively settled. Some of the
state courts have refused to exercise this jurisdiction, and there seems much
weight in their objections.
The principle on which the judicial power of the Constitution is founded,
has already been observed to be, its forming an integral part of the system of
government. It was deemed as necessary to keep the judicial powers of the
states and the United States separate and distinct, as the legislative and executive powers.
To admit the state courts to a share of the judicial powers of the United
States in criminal cases, would tend, it was supposed, not only to break down
those barriers which were deemed important to the self-preservation of the
United States, but would produce perplexity and confusion, dangerous to
the harmony of both.
The office of congress is to appoint those courts which are to receive the
powers vested in the United States, not to grant those powers to the courts.
Congress are not the donors, but the mere agents of distribution. Impressions
sometimes arise, and consequences often flow from the latter capacity, which
do not regularly attend the former. The gratification of making donations
cannot be enjoyed by those who are only the agents to distribute, and when
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not only that which is to be distributed is precisely defined and limited, but
those who are exclusively to receive it are exactly described, there seems so
little latitude in the power as to excite some surprise that it should have been
carried so far. But the motives for it were of the best kind. It was deemed a
convenience to individuals to give them a forum as near to their residence as
possible: it was also perhaps considered indicative of a confidence in the state
governments, and if the Constitution had been accommodated to these
principles, this donation of power might have been justifiable, but unless the
vesting jurisdiction in a tribunal already ordained and established by a state,
can be considered as ordaining and establishing a court by congress, the objections to this well meant measure seem insurmountable.
This is not, however, to be confounded with the legal principles that arise
when an act amounts to an offence both against the state and the United
States. As congress cannot in one case confer jurisdiction, they cannot in the
other abridge it; hence those acts of congress providing for the punishment
of counterfeiting the current coin of the United States,1 and forgery of the
notes of the bank of the United States,2 which declared that nothing therein
contained should be construed to deprive the state courts of jurisdiction under
the laws of the several states of offences made cognizable therein, were strictly
constitutional and proper.
In no case can the circuit or district courts exercise jurisdiction, unless it
be so provided by congress. The judicial part of the Constitution, except so
far as relates to the supreme court, must be set in motion by congress. It is,
therefore, proper to show to what extent the power has been exercised by
congress, observing at the same time that nothing prevents them from extending the jurisdiction of those or other courts which they may hereafter ordain
and establish, provided they do not exceed the limits of the Constitution.
The original jurisdiction of the circuit court now extends to suits in which
the United States are plaintiffs or petitioners, to suits between citizens of
different states and those in which an alien is a party, to suits relative to patents
granted under the authority of the United States, and to suits brought by or
against the Bank of the United States.
In criminal cases the circuit court has original jurisdiction of all crimes
and offences cognizable under the authority of the United States, except, as
we have seen, proceedings against ambassadors and other public ministers or
their domestics, which, whenever a court of law can exercise a jurisdiction
consistently with the law of nations, are reserved for the supreme court.
1

Act of April 21, 1806.
Acts of February 24, 1807, and April 10, 1816.
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The original jurisdiction of the district court in civil cases includes all
causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction; seizures under laws of impost,
navigation or trade of the United States, made on waters navigable from the
sea by vessels of ten or more tons burthen, within their respective districts or
on the high seas; seizures on land, or other waters than aforesaid; penalties
and forfeitures; suits brought by an alien for a tort only in violation of the
laws of nations, or a treaty of the United States; suits at common law where
the United States sue, and the matter in dispute amounts, exclusive of costs,
to one hundred dollars; suits against consuls or vice consuls.
In criminal cases, cognizance is given to the district courts of all crimes
and offences cognizable under the authority of the United States, committed
within their respective districts, or on the high seas, when whipping not exceeding thirty stripes, a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or a term of
imprisonment not exceeding six months is to be inflicted,3 and with this
qualification it may sustain prosecutions against consuls or vice consuls.
In respect to the latter, it deserves notice, that this legislative provision
subjecting them in certain supposed cases to the jurisdiction of the lowest
court in the Union, is somewhat at variance with the high rank that they are
placed in by the Constitution. It cannot, however, be said to be inconsistent
with the Constitution itself, which in respect to all the jurisdiction of the
supreme court contains nothing exclusive of the inferior courts of the United
States, yet the entire omission of this clause, which, qualified as it is, is really
inoperative, would have better harmonized with the principles manifestly
kept in view by the Constitution.

3

This part of the criminal jurisdiction of the district court is as yet a dead letter. There is
no crime or offence against the United States, for which a punishment within the limits above
mentioned is prescribed. It cannot be understood that prosecutions for offences punishable
by the acts of congress in a more severe manner, can be sustained with a view to the judgment
of the court being reduced within these limits.

CHAPTER XXVI.

REMOVAL FROM STATE COURTS.

Other parts of the judicial power are by acts of congress provided for as
follows:—
If a suit be commenced in a state court against an alien, or by a citizen
of the state in which a suit is brought against a citizen of another state; the
defendant may have the benefit of the unbiassed judicatures of the United
States, by removing the suit into the circuit court of the same district, provided
it be done immediately, for the complainant ought not to suffer by the hesitation or delay of his opponent—but if the alien or citizen of another state
has commenced the suit, he cannot afterwards remove it, for he is bound by
his own election, nor can the defendant remove it, for he is not to be apprehensive of the injustice of the courts of his own state.
If there is a controversy in a state court respecting the title to land between
two citizens of the same state, and either party shall make it appear to the
court, that he claims and shall rely upon a right under a grant from a state
other than that in which the suit is pending, and the other party claims under
a grant from the last mentioned state, the party claiming under the grant first
mentioned, whether plaintiff or defendant, may remove the suit to the circuit
court for the same district, but neither party so removing the cause, shall be
allowed to plead or give evidence on the trial in the circuit court of any other
title than that by him so stated as the ground of his claim. This is perfectly
consistent with the principle, that in all controversies the most impartial
tribunal that can be formed, shall be selected, and the propriety of adopting
this somewhat circuitous mode, instead of enabling the claimant under the
grant of another state to bring his action at once in the United States court,
arises from the juridical rule that the defendant, unless some express provision
is made to compel him, shall not at law be obliged to show on what title he
relies, before the commencement of the trial. A citizen of another state or an
alien, (in those cases where an alien may hold land,) is not obliged nor indeed
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allowed to adopt this course, because he may commence his suit in the United
States courts or remove it there, as noticed before, immediately on its being
commenced against him, and it is his own folly not to avail himself of this
benefit in the first instance.
No other court of the United States than the supreme court can entertain
a suit brought by a state, either against another state or against individuals.
In this respect, congress has no further legislated than to declare that the
jurisdiction of the supreme court shall be exclusive, except between a state
and its citizens. This inference would indeed flow from the words of the
Constitution, which could never be so construed as to prevent a state from
suing its own citizens, or those of other states or aliens, in its own courts. In
regard to suits against states, they were unknown before the Constitution,
and since the amendment already adverted to, the only remaining class is
above the jurisdiction of the circuit courts.
Jurisdiction by way of appeal or writ of error, according to the nature of
the case, is given to the circuit from the district court, and to the supreme
from the circuit court. But a pecuniary qualification is annexed both to the
original and appellate jurisdiction in most cases. The district court has cognizance of all civil suits brought by the United States where the matter in
dispute, exclusive of costs, amounts to one hundred dollars. The original
jurisdiction of the circuit court is described as applying to cases where the
matter in dispute, exclusive of costs, exceeds five hundred dollars. Yet it would
seem, that if any sum exceeding three hundred dollars was found due, the
court could sustain the jurisdiction, although the plaintiff would be liable to
costs. To sustain the jurisdiction on a suit for the violation of a patent right,
any sum, however small, that may be recovered, is sufficient.
To sustain the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court on writs of error, the
matter in dispute, exclusive of costs, must exceed two thousand dollars. There
is perhaps too much disproportion in these sums, and there seems little reason
for excluding a stranger or a citizen of another state from the benefit of a revision of the judgment, for any sum below five hundred dollars. No pecuniary
limit is adverted to in the Constitution, and although there is weight in the
suggestion that the dignity of a court is impaired by giving an ear to trifling
controversies, yet the humblest suitor is entitled in some shape to relief; and
the principle on which the classification of the subjects of judicial cognizance
is founded, ought not to be impaired by a standard of value, which to a poor
man may amount to a denial of justice.
In this chapter, there is (as occasionally elsewhere) a deviation from the
original plan of confining ourselves to an exposition of the Constitution. The
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legislative development of principles, briefly expressed in the great text, when
it correctly explains and applies those principles, is highly useful.

CHAPTER XXVII.

OF THE PLACES IN WHICH THE JURISDICTION IS TO BE
EXERCISED.

Having thus shown the subjects to which this jurisdiction extends, and
the courts among which it is distributed, we shall proceed to consider the
places in which it is to be exercised, and the rules and principles by which it
is to be administered.
The geographical limits of the United States and those of the territories,
are subject to the jurisdiction of all the courts of the United States, in all
matters within the scope of their authority.
For the better administration of justice, the United States are divided
into districts, in forming which, the convenience of suitors is chiefly consulted.
It has ever been a principle with us, to bring justice as much as possible home
to the doors of the people. These districts may be altered at the pleasure of
congress. The jurisdiction of the particular courts is of course confined to
them. But some courts possessing only a special jurisdiction as to the subject,
are without restriction as to the place. Such is the senate in respect to impeachments, both houses when acting judicially in respect to contempts and
breaches of privileges, and courts martial.
The extent of the admiralty jurisdiction at sea, has already been noticed.
In these the subjects are limited, but a general jurisdiction appertains to
the United States over ceded territories or districts.
If the land, at the time of cession, is uninhabited, except by the Indians,
of whose polity we take no account, it is in the power of congress to make
such regulations for its government as they may think proper. Whoever subsequently becomes an inhabitant, is of course bound to conform to the system
which may be thus established; if there be a number of civilized inhabitants
previously settled there, enjoying the advantages of a particular code of laws,
they have a just right to claim a continuance of those laws. Thus in the first
cession of this kind, which was from the states of Massachusetts, Connecticut,
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New York, and Virginia, and formed what was termed the territory Northwest of the Ohio, there was a saving to the French and Canadian inhabitants,
and other settlers of the Kaskaskias, St. Vincents, and the neighbouring villages, who had theretofore professed themselves citizens of Virginia, of the
laws and customs then in force among them relative to the descent and conveyance of property, and in the treaty by which Louisiana was ceded to the
United States in 1803, it was expressly stipulated that the inhabitants should
retain their ancient laws and usages.
With these restrictions, congress has always been considered as entitled
not only to regulate the form of government, but also to reserve to themselves
the approbation or rejection of such laws, as may be passed by the legislative
power which they may establish. In regulating the government of the territory
north-west of the Ohio, which was the act of congress under the confederation, and which has been the model of most of the subsequent regulations
of the same nature, it is declared that the governor and judges who, until the
population amounted to five thousand male inhabitants, were to compose
their legislature, should adopt such laws of the original states as might be
necessary and suitable to their circumstances, which, unless disapproved by
congress, should be in force until the organization of a general assembly,
which was to take place when the population reached the number before
mentioned. These laws may therefore be considered as emanating from the
United States, and the judicial authority is to be regarded as the judicial authority of the United States.
In respect to those portions of land which become the property of the
United States for the purposes of arsenals, dockyards, &c. it may be observed,
that exclusive legislation generally implies exclusive jurisdiction. Yet the peculiar nature of this possession may require some qualification, and, therefore,
a reservation by a state of the power to serve its civil and criminal process
therein by its own officers, is not objectionable. It prevents the particular
spot from becoming a sanctuary for criminals or debtors, and from the assent
of the United States it results, that the state officers, in executing such process,
act under the authority of the United States.1 Indeed, a general provision to
this effect has been made by an act of congress,2 although no reservation be
made by the state.
The power of exercising exclusive legislation over such districts as should
become the seat of government, like all others which are specified, is conferred
on congress, not as a mere local legislature, but as the legislature of the Union,
1

Commonwealth v. Clary, 8 Mass. 72.
Act of March 2, 1795.
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and cannot be exercised in any other character. A law passed in pursuance of
it is the supreme law of the land; is binding as such on the states, and a law
of a state to defeat it would be void. The power to pass such a law, carries
with it all those incidental powers which are necessary to its complete and
effectual execution; and such law may, it seems, be extended in its collateral
operation throughout the United States, if congress think it necessary to do
so. But if it be intended to give it a binding efficacy beyond the district, language showing this intention ought to be used, especially if it is to extend
into the particular states, and to limit and control their penal laws.3
So also the power vested in congress to legislate exclusively within any
other place ceded by a state, carries with it a right to make that power effectual. They may therefore provide by law for apprehending a person who escapes from a fort, &c. after committing a felony, and for conveying him to
or from any other place for trial or execution. So they may punish those for
misprision of felony, who, out of a fort conceal a felony committed within
it.4
Where a fortress within the acknowledged limits of a state, was surrendered under the treaty of 1794 with Great Britain, and was afterwards
constantly possessed and garrisoned by the United States, but was never
purchased from the state by the United States, or ceded to the latter by the
former, the United States do not possess the right of exclusive legislation or
exclusive jurisdiction over such fortress, but crimes committed therein may
be punished under the laws and by the courts of the state. To give the United
States exclusive legislation and jurisdiction over a place, there must be a free
cession of the same, for one of the purposes specified in the Constitution.
They cannot acquire it tortiously or by disseisin of the state, or by occupancy
with merely the tacit consent of the state, when such occupancy is as a military
post, though obtained after a treaty by which foreign garrisons were withdrawn
from our posts. And the rule is the same, although the title to such place be
vested in the United States, by purchases from individuals, and it has been
occupied by them as a military post; for if there has been no cession by the
legislature of the state to the United States, the right of legislation and jurisdiction over such place, remains exclusively in the state where it is situated.5

3

Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Wheaton, 264. See United States v. Moore, 3 Cranch. 159.
6 Wheaton, 264.
5
1 Hall’s Journal of Jurisprudence, p. 47.
4

CHAPTER XXVIII.

OF THE APPELLATE JURISDICTION.

The general expressions of the Constitution are, that the supreme court
shall have appellate jurisdiction in all cases of law and equity, both as to law and
fact, with such exceptions and under such regulations as congress shall make, of
all controversies to which the United States shall be a party; controversies between
two or more states; between a state and citizens of another state; between citizens
of different states; between citizens of the same state claiming lands under grants
of different states, and between a state or the citizens thereof and foreign states,
citizens or subjects.
The power given to except and to regulate does not—ex vi termini—carry
with it a power to enlarge the jurisdiction; so far therefore as it relates to the
subjects of jurisdiction, we must consider it as confined by the enumeration
of them.
But on another question the Constitution is not equally explicit. It is not
said whether the revision of the sentences of other courts extends to state
courts, or is limited to the courts of the United States. Some discussions took
place on this subject in the state conventions, and the question was not perhaps entirely at rest till the year 1821, when it again arose in the supreme
court, received its close attention, and it is presumed, its final decision.
The clear and convincing elucidations of the chief justice would suffer
by abridgement, and could not be improved by the substitution of other
language.
He observes that the United States for many and most important purposes
form a single nation.
In making peace, we are one people. In all commercial regulations, we are one and the
same people. In many other respects, the American people are one, and the government
which is alone capable of controlling and managing their interest in all these respects,
is the government of the Union, and in that character the people have no other. America
has chosen to be in many respects and to many purposes a nation; and for all these
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purposes, her government is competent and complete. The people have declared, that
in the exercise of all powers given for these objects, it is supreme. It can, then, in affecting
these objects, legitimately control all individuals or governments within the American
territory. The constitution and laws of a state, so far as they are repugnant to the Constitution and the constitutional laws of the United States, are absolutely void. These
states are constituent parts of the United States. They are members of one great empire
—for some purposes sovereign; for some purposes subordinate.
In a government so constituted, is it unreasonable that the judicial power should be
competent to give efficacy to the constitutional laws of the legislature? That department
can decide on the validity of the constitution or law of a state if it be repugnant to the
Constitution or to a law of the United States. Is it unreasonable that it should also be
empowered to decide on the judgment of a state tribunal enforcing such unconstitutional
law? Is it so very unreasonable as to furnish a justification for controlling the words of
a constitution?
When a government is confessedly supreme, in respect to objects of vital interest to the
nation, there is nothing inconsistent with sound reason, or incompatible with the nature
of government, in making all its departments supreme, so far as respects those objects,
and so far as is necessary in their attainment. The exercise of the appellate power over
those judgments of the state tribunals which may contravene the Constitution or laws
of the United States, is essential to the attainment of those objects.
The propriety of entrusting the construction of the Constitution, and laws made in
pursuance thereof, to the judiciary of the Union, has not, as yet, been drawn into
question. It seems to be a corollary from this political axiom, that the federal courts
should either possess exclusive jurisdiction in such cases, or a power to revise the judgment rendered in them by the state tribunals. If the federal and state courts have concurrent jurisdiction in all cases arising under the constitution, laws, and treaties of the
United States; and if a case of this description, brought in a state court, cannot be removed before judgment, nor revised after judgment, then the construction of the constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States, is not confided particularly to their
judicial department, but is confided equally to that department, and to the state courts,
however they may be constituted. “Thirteen independent courts,” says a very celebrated
statesman, (and we have now more than twenty such courts,) “of final jurisdiction over
the same causes, arising upon the same laws, is a hydra in government, from which
nothing but contradiction and confusion can proceed.”
Dismissing the unpleasant suggestion, that any motives which may not be fairly avowed,
or which ought not to exist, can ever influence a state or its courts; the necessity of
uniformity, as well as correctness in expounding the Constitution and laws of the United
States, would itself suggest the propriety of vesting in some single tribunal, the power
of deciding in the last resort, all cases in which they are involved.
We are not restrained, then, by the political relations between the general and state
governments, from construing the words of the Constitution, defining the judicial
power, in their true sense. We are not bound to construe them more restrictively than
they naturally import.
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They give to the Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction, in all cases arising under the
Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States. The words are broad enough to
comprehend all cases of this description, in whatever court they may be decided. In
expounding them, we may be permitted to take into view, those considerations to which
courts have always allowed great weight in the exposition of laws.
The framers of the Constitution would naturally examine the state of things existing at
the time; and their work sufficiently attests that they did so. All acknowledge that they
were convened for the purpose of strengthening the confederation by enlarging the
powers of the government, and by giving efficacy to those which it before possessed,
but could not exercise. They inform us themselves, in the instrument they presented to
the American public, that one of its objects was to form a more perfect union. Under
such circumstances, we certainly should not expect to find, in that instrument, a diminution of the powers of the actual government.
" Previous to the adoption of the confederation, congress established courts which received appeals in prize causes decided in the courts of the respective states. This power
of the government, to establish tribunals for these appeals, was thought consistent with,
and was founded on, its political relations with the states. These courts exercised appellate
jurisdiction over those cases decided in the state courts, to which the judicial power of
the federal government extended.
The confederation gave to congress the power of “establishing courts for receiving and
determining finally appeals in all cases of captures.”
This power was uniformly construed to authorize those courts to receive appeals from
the sentences of state courts, and to affirm or reverse them. State tribunals are not
mentioned; but this clause in the confederation necessarily comprises them. Yet the relation between the general and state governments was much weaker and much more
lax, under the confederation than under the present Constitution; and the states being
much more completely sovereign, their institutions were much more independent.
The convention which framed the Constitution, on turning their attention to the judicial
power, found it limited to a few objects, but with respect to some of those objects extending in its appellate form to the judgments of the state courts. They extended it,
among other objects, to all cases arising under the Constitution, laws, and treaties of
the United States; and in a subsequent clause declare, that, in such cases, the supreme
court shall exercise appellate jurisdiction. Nothing seems to be given which would justify the withdrawal of a judgment rendered in a state court on the Constitution, laws,
or treaties of the United States from this appellate jurisdiction.
Great weight has always been attached to contemporaneous exposition. No question,
it is believed, has arisen to which this principle applies more unequivocally than to that
now under consideration.
In discussing the extent of the judicial power, the Federalist says,
“Here another question occurs: what relation would subsist between the national and
state courts in these instances of concurrent jurisdiction? I answer, that an appeal would
certainly lie from the latter to the supreme court of the United States. The Constitution
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in direct terms gives an appellate jurisdiction to the supreme court in all the enumerated
cases of federal cognizance in which it is not to have an original one, without a single
expression to confine its operation to the inferior federal courts. The objects of appeal,
not the tribunals from which it is to be made, are alone contemplated. From this circumstance, and from the reason of the thing, it ought to be construed to extend to the
state tribunals. Either this must be the case, or the local courts must be excluded from
a concurrent jurisdiction in matters of national concern, else the judicial authority of
the Union may be eluded at the pleasure of every plaintiff or prosecutor. Neither of
these consequences ought, without evident necessity, to be involved; the latter would
be entirely inadmissible, as it would defeat some of the most important and avowed
purposes of the proposed government, and would essentially embarrass its measures.
Nor do I perceive any foundation for such a supposition. Agreeably to the remark already
made, the national and state systems are to be regarded as one whole. The courts of the
latter will of course be natural auxiliaries to the execution of the laws of the Union, and
an appeal from them will as naturally lie to that tribunal which is destined to unite and
assimilate the principles of natural justice, and the rules of national decision. The evident
aim of the plan of the national convention is, that all the causes of the specified classes
shall, for weighty public reasons, receive their original or final determination in the
courts of the Union. To confine, therefore, the general expressions which give appellate
jurisdiction to the supreme court, to appeals from the subordinate federal courts, instead
of allowing their extension to the state courts, would be to abridge the latitude of the
terms in subversion of the intent, contrary to every sound rule of interpretation.”
A contemporaneous exposition of the Constitution, certainly of not less authority than
that which has been just cited, is the judiciary act itself. We know that in the congress
which passed that act, were many eminent members of the convention which formed
the Constitution. Not a single individual so far as is known, supposed that part of the
act which gives the supreme court appellate jurisdiction over the judgments of the state
courts in the cases therein specified, to be unauthorized by the Constitution.
While on this part of the argument, it may be also material to observe, that the uniform
decisions of this court on the point now under consideration, have been assented to,
with a single exception,1 by the courts of every state in the Union, whose judgments
have been revised. It has been the unwelcome duty of this tribunal to reverse the judgments of many state courts in cases in which the strongest state feelings were engaged.
Judges, whose talents and character would grace any bench; to whom a disposition to
submit to jurisdiction that is usurped, or to surrender their legitimate powers, will certainly not be imputed, have yielded without hesitation to the authority by which their
judgments were reversed, while they perhaps disapproved the judgment of reversal.
This concurrence of statesmen, of legislators, and of judges, in the same construction
of the Constitution, may justly inspire some confidence in that construction.2

1

Supposed to be the case of Hunter’s lessee v. Martin, of which the particulars may be seen
in 7 Cranch, 604, and 1 Wheaton, 304. The ultimate acquiescence of the state tribunal restored
the harmony of the general system. We are all fellow citizens, and all have but one interest.
2
6 Wheaton, 413. Cohens v. Virginia.
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In this case, as may have been perceived from the course of reasoning,
the appellate jurisdiction was exercised over a state court. In 1824, the consideration of the same question was again thrown on the supreme court, on
an appeal from the circuit court of the United States for the district of Ohio,
in an equity case.
In the extract we shall also give of the decision pronounced by the chief
justice in this case, we shall perceive some further important principles laid
down which will be found serviceable in a future view of the powers of the
United States courts that will be presented to the reader; at the same time we
must not be understood to have a design to apply arguments, evidently intended only for cases of a civil nature, further than fair reasoning will justify.
In support of the clause, in the act incorporating the subscribers to the Bank of the
United States, it is said that the legislative, executive, and judicial powers, of every well
constructed government, are co-extensive with each other. That is, they are potentially
co-extensive. The executive department may constitutionally execute every law which
the legislature may constitutionally make, and the judicial department may receive from
the legislature the power of construing every such law. All governments which are not
extremely defective in their organization, must possess within themselves the means of
expounding as well as enforcing their own laws. If we examine the Constitution of the
United States, we find that its framers kept this political principle in view. The second
article vests the whole executive power in the president, and the third declares, that “the
judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising under this Constitution,
the laws of the United States, and treaties made, or which shall be made under their
authority.”
This clause enables the judicial department to receive jurisdiction to the full extent of
the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States, when any question respecting
them shall assume such a form that the judicial power is capable of acting on it. That
power is capable of acting only when the subject is submitted to it by a party who asserts
his rights in the form prescribed by law. It then becomes “a case,” and the Constitution
declares that the judicial power shall extend to “all cases arising under the Constitution,
laws, and treaties of the United States.”
The suit of the Bank of the United States v. Osborne and others, is “a case,” and the
question is, whether it arises under a law of the United States?
The appellants contend that it does not, because several questions may arise in it, which
depend on the general principles of the law, not on any act of congress.
If this were sufficient to withdraw a case from the jurisdiction of the federal courts, almost
every case, although involving the construction of a law, would be withdrawn; and a
clause in the Constitution relating to a subject of vital importance to the government,
and expressed in the most comprehensive terms, would be construed to mean almost
nothing. There is scarcely any case, every part of which depends on the Constitution,
laws, or treaties of the United States. The questions whether the fact alleged as the
foundation of the action be real or fictitious; whether the conduct of the plaintiff has
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been such as to entitle him to maintain his action; whether his right is barred; whether
he has received satisfaction, or has in any manner released his claims—are questions,
some or all of which may occur in almost every case; and if their existence be sufficient
to arrest the jurisdiction of the court, words which seem intended to be as extensive as
the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the Union—which seem designed to give the
courts of the government, the construction of all its acts, so far as they affect the rights
of individuals, would be reduced to almost nothing.
In those cases in which original jurisdiction is given to the Supreme Court, the judicial
power of the United States cannot be exercised in its appellate form. In every other case,
the power is to be exercised in its original or appellate form, or both, as the wisdom of
congress may direct. With the exception of those cases, in which original jurisdiction
is given to this court, there is none to which the judicial power extends, from which the
original jurisdiction of the inferior courts is excluded by the Constitution. Original
jurisdiction, so far as the Constitution gives a rule, is co-extensive with the judicial
power. We find in the Constitution, no prohibition to its exercise, in every case in which
the judicial power can be exercised. It would be a very bold construction to say that this
power could be applied in its appellate form only, to the most important class of cases
to which it is applicable.
The Constitution establishes the Supreme Court, and defines its jurisdiction. It enumerates cases in which its jurisdiction is original and exclusive; and then defines that which
is appellate, but does not insinuate that in any such case the power cannot be exercised
in its original form by courts of original jurisdiction. It is not insinuated that the judicial
power, in cases depending on the character of the cause, cannot be exercised in the first
instance, in the courts of the Union, but must first be exercised in the tribunals of the
state; tribunals over which the government of the Union has no adequate control, and
which may be closed to any claim asserted under a law of the United States.
We perceive, then, no ground on which the proposition can be maintained, that congress
is incapable of giving the circuit courts original jurisdiction in any case to which the
appellate jurisdiction extends.
We ask, then, if it can be sufficient to exclude this jurisdiction, that the case involves
questions depending on general principles? A cause may depend on several questions
of fact and law. Some of them may depend on the construction of a law of the United
States; others on principles unconnected with that law. If it be a sufficient foundation
for jurisdiction, that the title or right set up by the party, may be defeated by one construction of the Constitution or law of the United States, and sustained by the opposite
construction, provided the facts necessary to support the action be made out; then all
the other questions must be decided as incidental to this, which gives that jurisdiction.
Those other questions cannot arrest the proceedings. Under this construction, the judicial
power of the Union extends effectively and beneficially to that most important class of
cases, which depend on the character of the cause. On the opposite construction, the
judicial power never can be extended to a whole case, as expressed by the Constitution,
but to those parts of cases only which present the particular question involving the
construction of the Constitution or the law. We say, it never can be extended to the
whole case, because, if the circumstance that other points are involved in it, shall disable
congress from authorizing the courts of the Union to take jurisdiction of the original
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cause, it equally disables congress from authorizing those courts to take jurisdiction of
the whole cause on an appeal; and thus, words which in their plain sense apply to a
whole cause, will be restricted to a single question in that cause; and words obviously
intended to secure to those who claim rights under the Constitution, laws or treaties of
the United States, a trial in the federal courts, will be restricted to the insecure remedy
of an appeal upon an insulated point, after it has received that shape which may be
given to it by another tribunal into which he is forced against his will.
We think, then, that when a question, to which the judicial power of the Union is extended by the Constitution, forms an ingredient of the original cause, it is in the power
of congress to give the circuit courts jurisdiction of that cause, although other questions
of fact or of law may be involved in it.3

From these two decisions we collect, among other matters, that the appellate jurisdiction does not depend on the court where the decision was given,
but on the subject to which it relates; that it is not necessary that the subject
should be purely and abstractedly of a single nature within the view of the
Constitution, but may be connected with other matter, and the entire subject
so formed, falls within the appellate jurisdiction; that this jurisdiction is essential to the well-being of the nation, and that the Supreme Court have not
the power to decline its exercise. A tribunal so high, fully submitting to its
constitutional obligations, when motives may easily be conceived of a personal
nature, to tempt it to relax or evade their performance, affords an example
for the imitation of all.4

3

9 Wheaton, 733. Osborne v. Bank of the United States.
In these quotations the author has retained, without approving of, the expression federal,
frequently applied to the courts of the United States. The government not being strictly a
federal government, its tribunals are not properly federal tribunals. He refers to his antecedent
remarks, to show how little of the pure federative quality, was intended to be retained in it,
nor on the other hand, is it liable to the objection sometimes raised, that its warm advocates
aim at rendering it a consolidated government, destructive of state sovereignty. The minority,
who at first opposed its adoption, were, no doubt, sincere in the alarm they professed in this
respect: but time has proved that it is utterly groundless, and the state sovereignties are, in all
respects not voluntarily ceded to the United States, as vigorous as ever.
4

CHAPTER XXIX.

OF THE RULES OF DECISION.

The rules and principles by which the judicial power is to be administered,
form the next subject of consideration, and here we have, in the Constitution,
the benefit of a text which in some respects is explicit, and in all others, supplies a foundation on which it is apprehended we may securely rest.
The laws of the United States and treaties made under their authority,
form the explicit principle of the judiciary power, and in respect to their high
obligation no question can arise: but another part of the same sentence leads
us into a wider field of inquiry.
The Constitution itself is the supreme law of the land, and all cases arising
under it are declared to be within the judicial power. To every part of this
well-digested work we are bound to give an efficient construction. No words
are there used in vain: as a literary composition, the union of precision with
brevity constitutes one of its chief ornaments and recommendations. When
we find a distinction between cases arising under the Constitution and under
laws and treaties, we are not at liberty to suppose that the former description
was introduced without a definite meaning. The other designations are not
more plain than this. We understand what is meant by cases arising under
laws and under treaties, but something more is evidently meant. We may
recollect that in another article of the Constitution, laws made in pursuance
thereof, and treaties made under the authority of the United States, are declared to be the supreme law of the land. The subordination of all legislative
acts to the Constitution is thereby provided for, and it is inconsistent with
the whole frame of its composition to consider any part of it as an useless
repetition of words. We are therefore bound to say, that cases may arise under
the Constitution which do not arise under the laws, and if this point is conceded or established, we are next to inquire what are those cases.
Of a civil nature nothing can properly be said to arise under the Constitution, except contracts to which the United States are parties. Jurisdiction
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is given to them over controversies in which states and individuals of certain
descriptions are concerned, but those cases would exist although the Constitution did not exist. The courts of the United States are, in these respects,
merely the organs of justice, and by the first act of congress relative to the
judicial establishment1 it is expressly declared that the laws of the several
states, except where the Constitution, treaties, or statutes of the United States
shall otherwise require or provide, shall be regarded as rules of decision in
trials at common law, in courts of the United States, in cases where they apply.
The term, laws of the several states embracing as well their common as
their statute laws, there is no difficulty on this subject. It is admitted, that
every state in the Union has its peculiar system and rules of decision in cases
for which no positive statutes are provided, and of these general rules the
United States have the benefit in all cases of contract which may occasion
suits on their behalf, either in their own courts or in those of the several states.
To their own courts a similar power could not be given by congress unless
warranted by the Constitution, but if the Constitution does warrant it, congress may give it. No one has doubted that although no express adoption of
this general principle is apparent, it is necessarily contained in the Constitution, in relation to all civil matters.
Contracts obligatory on the party, though merely implied by reason of
principles not found in the text of any statute, but originating in universal
law, may as well be made by the United States acting through the agency of
their executive officers, as by private individuals. No one has doubted that
they may be enforced. But it cannot be supposed that in such cases the United
States would be obliged to have recourse to the state courts to obtain redress.
In respect to foreigners and citizens of different states, it would be illusory
and disgraceful, to hold up to their view a jurisdiction destitute of the necessary means of expounding and deciding their controversies, and therefore
inferior in its efficacy to those state tribunals from whose supposed partialities
or imperfections, it tendered an asylum.
We cannot therefore otherwise understand the constitutional extension
of jurisdiction in the cases described, than as a declaration that whatever relief
would be afforded by other judicial tribunals in similar cases, shall be afforded
by the courts of the United States, or a strange anomaly would be presented.
We may consider it as an inherent and a vital principle in the judicial system,
that in all civil cases those rules of decision founded on reason and justice
which form the basis of general law, are within the reach and compose parts
of the power of our tribunals. And it is apprehended that although the legis1

Act of September 24, 1789.
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lature on the creation of inferior tribunals unquestionably possesses the right
to distribute the judicial authority among them, it cannot control the constitutional qualities appertaining to such portions of the judical power as it may
vest in any one of those tribunals. Thus it may create a court for the trial of
suits to which an alien is a party, or it may wholly omit to institute any such
court. By such omission, what may be termed the national promise to provide
impartial tribunals, would in this respect remain unexecuted, but whenever
it was intended to be redeemed by the erection of a court, the national
promise would only be fulfilled by the tribunal being possessed of all the
powers necessary to render it efficient.
The act of September 24th, 1789, essentially depends for its validity on
the Constitution. Unless the legislature is authorized by the Constitution to
declare that the laws of the several states shall be the rules of decision; it is
certain that a declaration to that effect would be vain. But the subject may
be further pursued.
Legislative expositions of the Constitution, although not binding, are
entitled to the greatest respect—and when such laws apply immediately to
the action of the judicial power, and are fully adopted and uniformly acted
upon by the latter, a joint sanction is thus conferred on the construction
thereby given to the Constitution. Now the memorable language of this act
is, that in trials at common law, the laws of the several states shall govern the
courts of the United States. But whence do we derive the first position? by
what authority do the courts of the United States try causes at common law?
Unless the Constitution confers this power they do not possess it—nor does
congress profess to give it to them, but considers it as already given. The law
serves only to modify it, and render it more convenient and practicable.
In another respect, the view here taken, appears to receive some support
both from the silence of the act, and from judicial practice.
We find a distinction taken between common law and equity, not only
in the section before mentioned, but in that which describes the jurisdiction
of the circuit court, “The circuit courts shall have original cognizance concurrent with the courts of the several states, of all suits of a civil nature at common
law or in equity, when the United States are plaintiffs or petitioners, or an
alien is a party, or the suit is between a citizen of the state where the suit is
brought and a citizen of another state.” In other parts of the same act the
distinction is between law, without the prefix “common,” and equity. The
provision in regard to the laws of the several states is therefore not in words
extended to suits in equity. And the course pursued has been to make use of
those forms and modes of proceeding adopted in that country from which
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“we derive our knowledge of the principles of common law and equity.” It
is observed that in some states no court of chancery exists, and courts of law
recognise and enforce in suits at law, all the equitable claims and rights which
a court of equity would recognise and enforce; in others such relief is denied,
and equitable claims and rights are considered as mere nullities at law. A
construction that would adopt the state practice in all its extent would extinguish in some states the exercise of equitable jurisdiction altogether.2
Where, for want of a court of equity, rights of an equitable character are
enforced in a state court of law, the United States courts will afford relief in
the same manner.3
But although the forms of proceeding are regulated in this manner under
an act of congress,4 the principles of decision are in nowise modified or regulated by congress. They are therefore to be drawn directly from the Constitution, and the construction given by the supreme court in this respect must
be received as decisive, that the word equity there introduced means equity
as understood in England, and not as it is expounded and practised on in
different states. Yet, perhaps in every state having courts of equity, there are
variations and peculiarities in the system. Equity is not to be viewed as a pure
system of ethics, formed only on the moral sense. Every lawyer knows that
it is now a definite science, as closely bound by precedents as the law itself,
and its local character would seem to require as much regard from the courts
of the United States as the common law of a particular state. It does not appear
that this point has yet been directly decided.
We have therefore before us, in all cases at law, a rule so convenient and
appropriate, that it would probably have been adopted by the courts, if no
act of congress had been passed on the subject, and which would be so justly
applicable to cases in equity, that we may consider it likely to be adopted,
whenever the necessity shall arise, and in each respect, and however the latter
may be settled, we find that in civil cases the judicial power is not confined
to positive statutes.
We now proceed to the application of the same principles to cases of a
criminal nature.5 In a matter so important, and on which there has been such
2

3 Wheaton, 222. Robertson v. Campbell. 4 Wheaton, 414. United States v. Howland.
3 Wheaton, ubi supra, and 3 Dallas, 425. Sims’s lessee v. Irvine.
4
May 8, 1792. The language of the act is general. It speaks of the principles, rules, and
usages “which belong to courts of equity as contradistinguished from courts of common law.”
5
It does not appear that this interesting question, though often discussed, has yet been
definitively settled by the supreme court of the United States. It was first raised in the case of
the United States v. Worrell, 2 Dall. 297, when Judge Peters dissented from Judge Chase. The
clear and manly, though brief exposition of the opinion of the former, merits great attention.
3
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a variety of opinions, it seems incumbent distinctly to state the process of
reasoning, by which a conclusion apparently differing from that which has
influenced so many wise and virtuous members of our community has been
attained.
The four following propositions form the basis of this conclusion.
1. On the formation of society, prior to positive laws, certain rules of
moral action necessarily arise, the foundation of which is the observance of
justice among the members of the society.
2. On the formation of the Constitution of the United States, such rules
arose without being expressed: the breach of them constitutes offences against
the United States.
3. If no judiciary power had been introduced into the Constitution of
the United States, the state courts could have punished those breaches.
4. The creation of such judiciary power was intended to confer jurisdiction
over such and other offences, not to negative or destroy it.
1. It was intended by Divine Providence that man should live in a state
of society. Reason and reflection were given to him to be used and improved.
Social affections were created, as natural impulses to promote their use and
improvement, by leading and keeping mankind together. When societies
commence, certain rules of action are necessary. Men are not equally honest
and virtuous; without some restraint, injustice and violence would soon throw
the association, however small, into disorder and confusion. Hence arises at
once a law of tacit convention, founded on a few plain principles. It requires
no positive law to have it understood, that one shall not, without cause, deIn the following year, 1799, in the case of the United States v. Williams, Chief Justice Ellsworth
held that the common law of this country remained the same as it was before the revolution.
Other decisions, not reported, are believed to have taken place. In the United States v. M‘Gill,
Judge Washington is represented to have said, that he had often so decided it, 4 Dall. 429.
The case of the United States v. Hudson and Goodwin, came into the supreme court in 1812,
it was not argued. In 1816 another case was brought up. The judge of the circuit court for
the district of Massachusetts, maintaining a common law jurisdiction in opposition to the
district judge, the case of the United States v. Coolidge, was removed according to the provisions
of the judiciary bill into the supreme court. Unfortunately the attorney-general again declined
the argument. Three of the seven judges observed that they did not consider the question as
settled, but the court declared that although they would have been willing to hear the question
discussed in solemn argument, yet, under the circumstances, they would not review their
former decision or draw it into doubt. See 1 Wheaton, 415, and for the original case, 1 Gallison,
488. Two cases, earlier than any of these, United States v. Ravara, in 1792, and United States
v. Henfield, in 1793, are passed over, because the question was not distinctly raised in either.
And for the same reason no reliance is placed on the United States v. Pickering, on an impeachment before the senate in 1804, all the charges in which were purely at common law.
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prive another of his property, or do injury to his person. When the period
arrives for the formation of positive laws, which is after the formation of the
original compact, the legislature is employed, not in the discovery that these
acts are unlawful, but in the application of punishments to prevent them. In
every code we find a distinction between things mala in se, things in themselves
unlawful; and mala prohibita, things which become unlawful from being
prohibited by the legislature. But circumstances may delay the formation or
the action of a legislative body, or its provisions may be inadequate to the
redress of experienced or expected evils. In this interval, can no rights to
property be acquired or preserved—can no binding contracts be made—are
theft, robbery, murder, no crimes? Opinions so monstrous can be entertained
by none. On the contrary, the human heart, the universal sense and practice
of mankind, the internal consciousness of the Divine will, all concur in
pointing out the rules and obligations by which we are bound.
Emphatically termed the law of nature, it is implanted in us by nature
itself; it is felt, not learned; it is never misunderstood, and though not always
observed, never is forgotten. Cicero in his Treatise de Legibus, remarks that
law, (and he explains that he speaks of general, not positive law,) is the perfection of reason, seated in nature, commanding what is right, and prohibiting
what is wrong. Its beginning is to be traced to times before any law was
written, or any express form of government adopted.
This proposition is indeed too plain to be contradicted; and we therefore
pass on to the second, which may require a closer examination.
2. We have seen that the Constitution of the United States was the work
of the people. It was the formation of a new and peculiar association, having
for its objects the attainment or security of many important political rights,
which could not otherwise be fully attained or secured; but not embracing
in its sphere of action all the political rights to which its members were individually entitled. So far as related to those other rights, the people were satisfied with other associations, in each of which the law of nature, under the
usual appellation of the common law, prevailed. So far as related to the new
rights and duties, springing from the new political association, the same tacit
compact which is acknowledged to exist in all society, necessarily accompanied
this. Nothing short of express negation could exclude it. Every member of
society has a direct interest in the prevention or punishment of every act
contrary to the well being of that society. Before the Constitution was adopted,
every act of such a tendency, having relation to the state association, was
punishable by the common law of such state, but when it was adopted, certain
actions, whether considered in reference to persons, to particular places, or
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to the subject itself, were either expressly or by implication withdrawn from
the immediate cognizance of the states. The people of the United States did
not, however, mean that if those actions amounted to offences they should
go unpunished. The right of prosecution and of punishment was not meant
to be surrendered. In this instance, the converse of the well known proposition, that whatever is not delegated to the United States is reserved to the
people, is the true construction. The people possessed at the moment the full
right to the punishment of offences against the law of nature, though they
might not be the subject of positive law. They did not surrender this right
by adopting the Constitution. An offence against them in a state capacity,
became in certain cases an offence against them in relation to the United
States. In fact, there is no offence against the United States which is not an
offence against the people of the United States. They did not, perhaps we
may even say, that without being in some degree guilty of political suicide,
they could not cede or relinquish the right to punish such acts. If they had
so done, the system itself would soon dissolve. They gave no power to congress
to pass any penal laws whatever, except on this basis. Every act declaring a
crime and imposing a penalty, rests upon it. It follows that this source of the
power of congress must be admitted. It may be attenuated by positive law,
but it never can be exhausted, unless we can suppose that positive laws may
meet and provide for all the incalculable varieties of human depravity. But
in no country has this been found practicable.
In the very terms made use of in the Constitution, it is manifest that a
new and distinct class of duties were to arise, which would tend to produce
a new and distinct class of offences. The words are, as we have already seen
—that the judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising
under this Constitution, the laws of the United States and treaties. No jurisdiction over crimes is given, except as they are included in the antecedent
words, cases in law; but it is declared that they shall be tried only by jury. We
have thus three divisions of judicial subjects.
I. Cases including crimes arising under the Constitution.
II. Cases including crimes arising under acts of congress.
III. Those arising under treaties.
There may then be crimes arising under the Constitution, on which no
act of congress has been passed; but if such an act has been passed, as in all
countries positive laws control the common law, the act is punishable under
such positive law.
If only the infraction of treaties and acts of congress had been considered
as criminal acts, there would have been a manifest impropriety in the intro-
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duction of those words “arising under the Constitution.” But they were certainly used with the intention that they should have the same effect in criminal as in civil cases. The construction we venture to affix, appears to us to
render the whole system harmonious, efficient, and complete.
3. Our next position is, that if the Constitution of the United States had
been wholly unfurnished with a judicial power, offences of this description
could be punished through the medium of the state courts.
In the year 1779, one Cornelius Sweers, a deputy commissary of the
United States, was indicted in a court of oyer and terminer then held by the
judges of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, for forging and altering two
receipts given to him by persons of whom he had purchased goods for the
use of the United States. The indictment, in compliance with judicial forms,
was laid to be against the peace and dignity of the commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, with intent to defraud the United States. M‘Kean, C. J. after
hearing the arguments of counsel, supported the indictment.6 It is a memorable instance of the power of the common law to accommodate itself to the
attainment of substantial justice. Even the articles of confederation did not
then exist, but the court recognised the United States as a corporation. It was
an offence against the United States, in which the state of Pennsylvania had
no other interest than as one of thirteen states. But the prosecution was
technically supported as an offence against the state of Pennsylvania. Another
important consideration arises from this case. There existed at that time no
act of assembly in Pennsylvania which rendered such an action a crime. By
the English common law it was not forgery. The court must have proceeded
therefore on higher ground. The principles laid down in our second position
support their judgment. The soundness of this decision, as well as that in the
case of De Long Champs,7 has never been questioned. We may therefore
safely infer, that the state judicatures would, if it were necessary, afford an

6

1 Dallas, 41.
The case of De Long Champs in 1783, though not equally strong, was of the same nature.
This was after the articles of confederation in which the intercourse with foreign powers was
exclusively reserved to the United States. The defendant had assaulted the secretary of the
legation from France. The indictment here was remarkable. It described the person assaulted
as secretary of the legation of France—consul general to the United States, and consul to the
State of Pennsylvania, and it concluded—“In violation of the law of nations, against the peace
and dignity of the United States, and of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania.” It was learnedly
argued, but the court without difficulty decided that they had jurisdiction, and that it was
punishable as an offence against the law of nations—1 Dallas, 111. Some parts of the opinion
of Chief Justice Kent in Lynch’s case, 11 Johnson, 549, coincide with these remarks.
7
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easy and a certain remedy in all cases of a criminal nature, arising under the
Constitution of the United States.
4. It only remains to inquire, whether the addition of a judiciary system
to the Constitution of the United States diminishes the power of punishing
offences arising under it. It is well understood that the motives for annexing
a judiciary power were to give force and energy to the government. It was
apprehended that less interest in the concerns of the Union, and less uniformity of decision might be found in the state courts; and it was thought expedient
that a suitable number of tribunals under the authority of the United States
should be dispersed through the country, subject to the revision of superior
courts, and finally centering in a common head, the Supreme Court. To these
tribunals was imparted the power which the state courts would, it is presumed,
have otherwise continued to exercise, of expounding and enforcing whatever
was properly cognizable as an offence against the United States. But it cannot
be conceived, that a system intended to strengthen and invigorate the government of the Union, can impair and enfeeble it. It cannot be supposed, that
the effect of providing weapons for its defence, is to strip it of its armour.
Neither can it be supposed that it was intended to establish a system so incongruous as to confine the United States courts to the trial of offences against
positive law, and to rely upon the state courts for relief against acts of another
description injurious to the United States; nor yet that the United States,
having so strong an interest in being protected against such acts, meant to
relinquish and abandon the remedies against them altogether.
In addition to these general grounds, we ought not to omit the peculiar
jurisdiction given by the Constitution over districts ceded by states for certain
purposes, and also over the territories acquired from the states or from foreign
powers. A construction which implies that in such places any offence not expressly prohibited by an act of congress may be committed with impunity,
cannot be a sound one.
Let us also consider persons of a certain description. The Constitution, as
we have already seen, gives to the courts of the United States jurisdiction in
all cases affecting consuls. Congress, in creating the inferior courts, assigned
to them an exclusive jurisdiction in criminal cases over consuls. In 1816, a
foreign consul was charged with the commission of an atrocious crime within
the state of Pennsylvania, for which an indictment was found against him.
He denied the jurisdiction of the state court, and was discharged. He still
goes untried, labouring under an unmerited imputation if innocent, and if
guilty, unpunished, which, if the doctrine here opposed is correct, is an unavoidable consequence.
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Still, however, although these positions may be considered as sound, some
serious objections remain for discussion.
1. In the inquiry, whether the courts of the United States possess jurisdiction of a criminal nature in any case not provided for by an act of congress,
it has always been supposed that the common law of England was alone to
be considered. Chase, J. says, “If the United States can for a moment be
supposed to have a common law, it must, I presume, be that of England.”8
Thus the attention has been confined to a part only of the general question; and if it is understood by courts, that they are only to decide whether
the common law of England is in such cases to be the sole rule of decision,
it is easy to account for some of the opinions that have been given. Both
Chase, J. and Johnson, J. justly observe, that the common law of England
has been gradually varied in the different states, and that there exists no uniform rule by which the United States could be governed in respect to it. The
latter, with great truth and effect remarks, that if the power implied on the
formation of any political body, to preserve its own existence and promote
the end and object of its own creation, is applicable to the peculiar character
of our Constitution, (which he declines to examine,) it is a principle by no
means peculiar to the common law [of England.] “It is coeval probably with
the first formation of a limited government, belongs to a system of universal
law, and may as well support the assumption of many other powers, as those
peculiarly acknowledged by the common law of England.”9
We may account for most of the opposition in various parts of the Union
from the question having been misunderstood. That the common law of
England was kept in view, to a certain extent by the framers of the Constitution, even in criminal cases, and as such adopted by the people, cannot be
doubted. The instances are numerous. Impeachment, treason, felony, breach
of the peace, habeas corpus, the trial by jury, and many other phrases and
appellations, derived from the common law of England, appear both in the
8

2 Dallas, 384.
7 Cranch, 32. United States v. Hudson. As this case was not argued by counsel, it does
not distinctly appear why it was deemed by the court to depend on the common law of England,
and why it should not have been taken up on the general principle alluded to by Judge Johnson.
This spontaneous assumption of the ground of decision in the court below, confines the
judgment of the supreme court to the question on the common law of England.
In the United States v. Burr, Chief Justice Marshall also refers to that “generally recognized
and long established law, which forms the substratum of the laws of every state.” (See Robertson’s
Report of the Trial of Aaron Burr.)
The Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, in a case in 5 Binney, 558, truly observes, that “every
nation has its common law.” And are not the United States a nation?
9
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original text and the amendments. But this, as justly observed by a learned
jurist,10 was not intended as a source of jurisdiction, but as a rule or mean
for its exercise. In this sense alone we are to accept those technical terms, and
by no means as evidence that if any common law was intended by the Constitution to be adopted as a rule of action, it was the common law of England.
2. It is plausibly urged, that a system of law which defines crime, without
appropriating punishment, possesses no efficacy and does not merit adoption,
and it is inquired in what manner are offences against the law of nature to
be punished.
The question is not without its intrinsic difficulty, and an answer cannot
be attempted without some diffidence, but it is hoped that the following view
will be satisfactory.
1. We may lay it down as an axiom, that in every system of law, whether
express or implied, crime is held to be liable to punishment of some sort.
The mere sense of guilt, however unhappy it may render the offender,
yields no compensation, and affords no security to society.
2. Punishment ought always to bear a just relation to the nature and degree of the offence. Positive law is sometimes arbitrary and unreasonably
severe; but the united sense of the community, some of whom may commit,
and all of whom may suffer from the commission of crimes, is generally apposite and reasonable. If there is any deviation from the strict measure of
punishment, it is generally on the side of humanity.
3. Recurring, as far as we have materials, to the history of ancient law in
Europe, for we cannot take Asia or Africa as our guides, we find that although
the injured individual, or his nearest friends, were sometimes held to be entitled to take redress into their own hands, and pursue the offender by their
own power; a practice so dangerous was gradually overruled, and punishment,
rendered the act of the whole, afforded through the medium of the whole,
satisfaction proportioned to the offence.11
4. In remote times, and in most countries, this satisfaction consisted in
the forfeiture of something of value; we have to this affect the authority of
Homer, Iliad, b. 9, v. 743. “The price of blood discharged, the murderer
lives.” Of Tacitus, in respect to the ancient Germans, “Luitur etiam homicidium certo armentorum ac pecorum numero,” &c. homicide is also punished by
the forfeiture of a certain number of cattle or sheep; and he adds, that those
convicted of other crimes were fined in proportion, a part of which was paid

10

Mr. Duponceau in his late work on the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States.
See the elegant elucidation of this subject by Lord Kaimes in his historical law tracts.
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to the prince, and part to him who was wronged, or to his relations. Imprisonment was added either to coerce payment, or as a further punishment.
There was a time, says Beccaria, when all punishments were pecuniary.12
Lord Kaimes lays down the same position, and it is a settled principle in the
ancient law of England, that where an offence has been committed to which
no specific punishment is affixed by statute, it is punishable by fine and imprisonment.13 Here then we have materials which laborious inquiry would
probably increase, for ascertaining the nature of those punishments that by
common consent preceded positive law. Their mildness ought not to lead us
to reject them. It would be a sorry argument to say, that because a severe
punishment cannot be inflicted, the offender shall not be punished at all.
Judge Story truly remarks,14 that it is a settled principle, that when an offence
exists to which no specific punishment is affixed by statute, it is punishable
by fine and imprisonment, but when he adds, that if treason had been left
without punishment by an act of congress, the punishment by fine and imprisonment must have attached to it; we must recollect that the power to
declare the punishment being expressly given to congress, it seems to be taken
out of the general principle that would otherwise be applicable.
On the whole, we arrive at the conclusion, that crimes committed against
society have been at all times the subject of punishment of some sort; that
independent of positive law, the forfeiture of property, or personal liberty,
has been the general, though not perhaps the universal character of punishment; for a difference of manners will always have a strong influence on the
extent of punishment, as the people are mild and peaceable, or rugged and
ferocious; and that the tribunals of justice in every case within their jurisdiction, are thus provided with a guide, which if found inadequate to the safety
of society, may at any time be rendered more effectual by the legislative power.
It has been said, that to give it effect, the common law ought to have
been expressly enacted as part of the Constitution. But how could this have
been done? Should it have been described as the common law of England?
It was not contemplated. The common law of any particular state in the
Union? This would have been equally inadmissible. It could have been introduced in no other than some phrases as the following:
“The law of nature, or the just and rational obligations of men in a state
of political society, shall be the rule of decision in all cases not otherwise
provided for.” And surely it would have been deemed a most unnecessary
12

C. 17, § 46.
See also Grotius, b. 1, c. 2. Puff. b. viii, c. 3, § 11. to the same effect.
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declaration. It has been well observed that the attempt to enumerate the
powers necessary and proper to call the general power into effect, would have
involved a complete digest of laws on every subject to which the Constitution
relates—accommodated not only to the existing state of things, but to all
possible changes; for in every new application of a general power, the particular powers, which are the means of attaining the object, must often necessarily
vary; although the object remains the same.15
In delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court in the United States v.
Hudson and Goodwin, Judge Johnson observes, that it “is not necessary to
inquire whether the general government possesses the power of conferring
on its courts a jurisdiction, in cases similar to the present, it is enough that
such jurisdiction has not been conferred by any legislative act, if it does not
result to these courts as a consequence of their creation.” With great deference
to an authority so respectable, it is submitted that if the preceding observations
are correct, that jurisdiction has been expressly given by the act of September
24, 1789, which although repealed by the act of February 13, 1801, was revived by the act of March 8, 1802, and is now in full force. By this act the
circuit courts are expressly invested with the cognizance, (the exclusive cognizance says the law,) of all crimes and offences cognizable under the authority
of the United States, except where the laws of the United States shall otherwise
direct. If the offences of which we have been speaking, arise under the Constitution, they must be cognizable under the authority of the United States, and
are thus rendered cognizable in the circuit courts.
The same learned judge in a subsequent case, when he also delivered the
opinion of the Supreme Court, most correctly drew from the Constitution
itself, certain principles necessary to support the asserted jurisdiction of a legislative body to punish contempts against itself, which he justly observes
involves the interest of the people.
The interests and dignity of those who created the public functionaries, require the exertion of the powers indispensable to the attainment of the ends of their creation.16

The question before the court was only on the jurisdiction of the house.
The precise nature of the offence committed, did not appear on the face of
the pleadings. It was observed by him:
That we are not to decide that this jurisdiction does not exist, because it is not expressly
given. It is true, that such a power, if it exists, must be derived from implication, and
the genius and spirit of our institutions are hostile to the exercise of implied powers.
15
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Had the faculties of man been competent to the framing of a system in which nothing
would have been left to implication, the effort would undoubtedly have been made.
But in the whole of our admirable Constitution, there is not a grant of powers, which
does not draw after it others not expressed, but vital to their exercise, not substantive
and independent, but auxiliary and subordinate.

Now we may be permitted to remark, that the jurisdiction thus raised
and supported by necessary implication, could in this case, have operated
only on those acts, which, by an implication equally necessary, were to be
considered as offences. No act of congress has declared what shall constitute
those offences. They must therefore essentially be, what are termed contempts,
or breaches of privilege at common law. It was competent for the Supreme
Court, (was it not incumbent on them?) to notice that the non-existence of
any legislative provisions on the subject, rendered it impossible to justify an
imprisonment by virtue of the speaker’s warrant for a non-existing offence.
But the observation is, that “the power to institute a prosecution must be
dependent on the power to punish. If the house of representatives possessed
no power to punish for contempt, the initiatory process issued in the operation
of that authority, must have been illegal; there was a want of jurisdiction to
justify it.” And the omission to take this ground, seems to support the argument excluding the necessity of a statutory provision.
On the same ground we may advert to the exercise of the power of impeachment. In neither of the cases already mentioned, were the acts charged
on the parties accused, statutory offences. Yet the doctrine opposed in this
work would render the power of impeachment a nullity, in all cases except
the two expressly mentioned in the Constitution, treason and bribery; until
congress pass laws, declaring what shall constitute the other “high crimes and
misdemeanors.”
And thus the question seems to be at rest in the contemplation of both
these courts, for such they must be termed, when acting in those capacities,
and both of them are courts from whose decision there is no appeal.

CHAPTER XXX.

OF CHECKS AND RESTRAINTS ON THE JUDICIAL BRANCH.

From these general views of the judicial power, we collect that it is in the
nature of a principle incorporated for useful purposes into the Constitution,
vested in various agents, some of whom derive their authority from the United
States, and some from the states, and holding their offices, as will appear by
reference to those constitutions, on various tenures, but all possessing the
right of deciding on the validity of a law.
If this power is in itself inordinate, if it is not consistent with the true
interests of the people, it might have been excluded from, or carefully qualified
in, the Constitution; but it has been established by the people on full deliberation; and a few additional reflections on its nature and utility may be admitted.
In the first place, we may observe, that a judicial power with such extensive
attributes, is probably peculiar to this country. Where there is not a fixed and
settled constitution, whether written or unwritten, which cannot be altered
by the legislature, the judiciary has no power to declare a law unconstitutional.
In such countries, the people are at the mercy of the legislature. The appeals
which they may make to their constitutions are disregarded if they cannot
be enforced, and the constitution possesses merely a nominal value. It tends
indeed to excite discontents, by exhibiting rights that cannot be enjoyed, and
promising restraints on government that may be broken with impunity.
The Constitution of the United States was not framed, in this respect,
on ground new to us. The principle had been previously inserted in all the
state constitutions then formed. It has been preserved in all those since established, and none of the alterations which we have heretofore noticed, have
been extended to this point.
We may then inquire, in what mode or form of language it could have
been excluded from the Constitution, and what would have been the effect
of such exclusion. Being in itself a necessary incident to a regular and complete
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government, its existence is implied from the mere fact of creating such a
government; if it is intended that it should not be commensurate with all the
powers and obligations of the government, or that it should not form any
part of it whatever, express terms of qualification or exclusion would certainly
be required.
Now it would be difficult to reconcile the minds of freemen, to whom
was submitted the consideration of a scheme of government, professing to
contain those principles by which a future legislature and executive were to
be regulated, to any declarations that a subversion or abandonment of those
principles, by either branch, and particularly by the legislature, should be liable
to no resistance or control. The judicial power potentially existed before any
laws were passed; it could not be without an object; that object is at first the
Constitution. As the legislature proceeds to act, the judicial power follows
their proceedings. It is a corrective imposed by the Constitution on their acts.
The legislature are not deceived or misled. Nothing indicates that they alone
are to decide on the constitutionality of their own acts, or that the people
who may be injured by such acts, are unprovided with any other defence than
open resistance to them. But without an adequate power in the judiciary to
the effect required, the people would either be driven to such resistance; obliged to wait till they could obtain redress through the exercise of their elective
powers; or be compelled to patient submission.
The rights of the people are better secured by the general undefined judicial power, necessarily inferred from the general language of the Constitution
itself, pre-existing in their own state constitutions, and never surrendered to
the United States. In the last mentioned aspect, it would appear surprising
that those who were most apprehensive of the self-increasing power of the
general government, did not perceive the bulwark of their safety. The courts
and the judges of every state possess, as before observed, the right to decide
on the constitutionality of a law of their own state and of the United States.
The principle itself, and not the mere tribunal, constitutes the public security.
That such decisions are subject to the appellate jurisdiction heretofore spoken
of, forms no objection to their usefulness. The object of this jurisdiction is
to produce uniformity. Instead of reducing, it enhances the value, while it
proves the universal bearing of the principle itself.
In the organization of this power thus salutary, thus necessary, is found
the only difficulty. To render it wholly independent of the people, is objected
to by many: to affect its necessary independence by the modes of creating
and appointing its ministers, is liable to equal objections. In the first case,
arbitrary and despotic proceedings are apprehended. It is supposed to be the
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natural disposition of man, when placed above control, to abuse his power,
or, if no corrupt motives produce this consequence, there sometimes are
found a laxity, a carelessness, a want of sufficient exertion and deliberate
judgment in the exercise of it. On the other hand, if instead of availing himself
of his own knowledge and capacity, the judge submits to be governed by the
opinions of others; if he allows the desire to retain his office, the fear of giving
offence, or the love of popularity, to form any part of the ingredients of his
judgment, an equal violation of his trust is apparent. It is therefore not without
anxiety that the patriotic mind endeavours so to regulate the organization of
this all essential power, that it shall be safely steered between the two extremes.
In all governments retaining a semblance of the preservation of popular
rights, it is believed that the structure of the judicial power ought to be
founded on its independence. The tenure of office is therefore generally
during good behaviour. But in some of our state governments, judges are appointed for a term of years. In some, the appointments are made by the executive, in some by the legislative power. The mode of appointment is of little
consequence as to the principle, if, when it has been made, the magistrate is
independent of the further favour of the appointing power. The more important question is the condition and duration of the appointment. The condition
of good behaviour necessarily accompanies all judicial appointments, for
whatever term they may be granted. There are none during pleasure in this
country, although the case is otherwise as to some high judicial stations in
England.1 Cases of misbehaviour are therefore to be provided against. Honest
errors in judgment do not amount to misbehaviour. The court of the last
resort is to correct all those which take place in the previous tribunals. If this
court shall itself be deemed to have committed an error, there can be no redress, because from the nature of things, there must be some point at which
to stop: and it is better that an individual should sustain an injury, than that
the whole system should be thrown into disorder.
This last resort may be differently constituted, but there must be some
final mode of deciding.
On some occasions of dissatisfaction with the decisions of the supreme
court, different modes of revising even their decisions have been suggested.
The last of these known to the author has been to convert the senate into the
final court of error and appeal.
Of their competency in a practical view, no doubt can be entertained,
but of the benefit which the public would derive by their unavoidable suspension of legislative business, with other high functions devolved on them, while
1
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their time was occupied in the trial of causes, there would be much room for
doubt.
But, however this ultimate tribunal may be constituted, it is still to be
the last resort; and, since human infallibility can no where be found, it may
also pronounce erroneous judgments for which there would be no redress.
In all these institutions we must therefore recognise the imperfection of
man, and content ourselves with the intention to act rightly, although the
decision, in the apprehension of many, may be wrong.
In some states, a power is given to the executive authority on the application of a certain proportion of the legislature to remove a judge from office.
Reasons will occur both for and against such a provision. If a judge should
be incapacitated by infirmity or age, or be otherwise, without any fault of his
own, prevented from performing his duties, he would not be a proper subject
for removal by impeachment; yet, where duties cannot be performed, the
officer should not be continued. The incapacity should, however, be established in the specific case, and to lay down a general rule, that on the attainment of a certain age, the judge shall no longer be admitted to act, may
withdraw from the service of the public a person capable of being highly
useful to them. In New York the commission expires at the age of sixty years;
in Connecticut at seventy years; and thus their constitutions seem to intend
to impose laws on nature itself, or to drive from their own service men in
whom may still reside the most useful faculties, improved by time and experience. The Constitution of the United States abstains from this error.
But the power of removal intended, in those states where it is found, to
be exercised in cases of actual and not implied incapacity, may in practice be
carried further, and if the representatives of the people hold the opinion that
the proceedings of a judge are contrary to the public interests, an application
for his removal may be made to the governor. If, for instance, he has decided
that one of their laws is unconstitutional, and they retain a different opinion,
or if his constructions of, and proceedings under a law not objectionable in
itself, differ from their own views of the same subject, dissatisfaction with his
conduct which may be very honestly felt, may occasion an address for his
removal, not as a mode of avoiding or reversing his decisions, for that could
not be the effect, but as an example to others, and perhaps in some degree,
it might be calculated for a punishment to himself.
Now, laying aside all party considerations which sometimes may operate,
perhaps unconsciously, with the best men, we must inquire into the principle
on which such removal would be founded, and we shall find it to be that of
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setting up the judgment of the people through their representatives to correct
the judgment of the judicial power.
If the Constitution of the particular state fairly admits of this construction,
it is the will of the people, and must be obeyed. It is a control reserved to
themselves over the general character of the judicial power, and to that extent
impairs its absolute independence. In the absence of corrupt motives, which
might justify an impeachment, it is the only mode of rectifying a course of
erroneous judgments tending to produce public injury. But it is liable to the
objection that those who thus undertake to decide, are seldom so well qualified
for the task as those whose peculiar studies and occupation may be considered
as having enabled them to judge. Another objection is, that removal in this
manner being in every sense an evil, a fear of displeasing the legislature may
always hover over the mind of the judge, and prevent his being the impartial
and inflexible mediator between the legislature and the people, which the
people intended he should be.
The advantages and disadvantages of the whole subject must have been
duly considered by the framers of our Constitution, and the people at large
have confirmed the result of their judgment.
There is, however, one power vested in the legislature, of which they
cannot be deprived. They are authorized “from time to time” to ordain and
establish tribunals inferior to the supreme court, and such courts they may
at any time abolish. Thus, as before noticed, the act of 1801, establishing
certain circuit courts was repealed in 1802, and the commissions granted to
the judges were consequently avoided.
To this instance we may be permitted to refer, for the purpose of showing
the high independence of all party considerations, that appertains to the
character of a judge. The supreme court, which affirmed a decision by which
the validity of the repealing act was established,2 was at that time composed
entirely of men politically adverse to that which, by a sudden revolution, had
become the predominant party in the legislature. Yet the decision was unanimously given, one of the judges only being absent on account of ill-health.
And such are the true nature and spirit of a judicial institution, that there
can be no doubt that the same principle; the same entire repudiation of party
spirit, would govern men of all political impressions, when required to act
on similar occasions by the Constitution and their country. Party spirit seldom
contaminates judicial functions.
On the whole, it seems that with the right to new model all the inferior
tribunals, and thereby to vacate the commissions of their judges, and with
2
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the power to impeach all judges whatever, a sufficient control is retained over
the judiciary power for every useful purpose; that it is a branch of government
which the people have the strongest motives to cherish and support, and that
if they value and wish to preserve their Constitution, they ought never to
surrender the independence of their judges.

CHAPTER XXXI.

OF CHECKS AND CONTROLS ON OTHER BRANCHES OF THE
GOVERNMENT.

Is there any foundation for the position, that in a republic the people are
naturally betrayed by those in whom they trust?
Is it true that personal power and independence in the magistrate, being
the immediate consequence of the favour of the people, they are under an
unavoidable necessity of being betrayed?1
Were this objection well founded, we should shrink with horror from
the formation of a republic. Let us examine how it is attempted to be supported.
The first postulate is, that those who are in possession of power, generally
strive to enlarge it for their own advantage in preference to the public good.
In those governments where no restraint on the conduct of public officers is
provided, we see to what an extent this propensity has been sometimes carried.
Rome is the favourite example adduced to support the proposition.
It was found impossible for the people of that state, ever to have faithful
defenders. Neither those whom they expressly chose, nor those whom some
personal advantages enabled to govern the assemblies, were united to them
by any common feeling of the same concern. The tribunes pursued with zeal
and perseverance, no greater object than to procure admission to all the different dignities in the republic. To admit the plebeians to participate in offices
previously confined to patricians, was considered a great victory over the latter.
The use they made of the power of the people was to increase prerogatives,
which they falsely called the prerogatives of all, but which the tribunes and
their friends alone were likely to enjoy. But it does not appear that they ever
set bounds to the terrible power of the magistrates, or repressed that class of
citizens who knew how to make their crimes pass unpunished, or to regulate
1
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and strengthen the judicial power; precautions without which men might
struggle to the end of time, and never attain true liberty.
Such are the views taken of this great, but internally imperfect republic,
and a general proposition is illogically deduced from a particular instance.
If a Constitution is so framed that official power becomes at once absolute
and independent of law; if the magistrates who are to administer the law are
authorized like the prætors, to make it from time to time as they think
proper, and if a competition is admitted among the public officers, as to who
shall exercise the most authority, and he who succeeds the best, cannot be
compelled by the people either to surrender or reduce it; the very appointment,
in such case, tends to stimulate all the evil propensities, and create a dereliction
of all the moral obligations of man. But it is an error to suppose, (if it is
supposed,) that this is confined to republican forms. The distinction would
only be in name. Create a government of any kind, and invest its officers
with powers so extensive and uncontrollable, and there will be the same abuses.
The only difference will be that in one case we shall say the people are oppressed; in the other that they are betrayed.
A knowledge of human nature, too perspicacious not to perceive the
danger, and too cautious not to provide against it, dictated in the composition
of our Constitution, those checks and balances on which its purity and continuance were calculated to depend. While all necessary power was granted,
every sound precaution was adopted to prevent its abuse.
We have already considered the express restrictions on the legislature,
and have seen that on some points they cannot legislate at all, and on many
others they can act only to a limited extent; but a wider view may be now
taken, and an examination of the entire context will fully exhibit a pervading
principle, which, while it secures the due performance of public duty, prevents
its abuse.
The legislature is in the first place restrained by a fixed and absolute
Constitution, over which it has no sort of power. In some countries, and in
one of our own states,2 the legislature laying their hands on the Constitution,
may so mould it from time to time, as to give a sanction to measures not
within its original contemplation. But the Constitution of the United States,
the work of the people, alterable only by the people, possesses a sacred and
2

The state of Maryland. The legislature of that state may alter or abolish any part of the
Constitution or the bill of rights, provided the bill for that purpose is passed three months
before a new election, and is confirmed by the general assembly at the first session after such
election, the object of which proviso undoubtedly is to afford the people an opportunity to
testify by the removal of the members a disapprobation of their measures.
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intangible character in respect to the legislature. This is, therefore, the great
restraint. When the legislature feels that it has no power unless the Constitution has given it, the mere shame of being defeated in any step which cannot
be supported, compels it to look to the Constitution for its authority, and if
it cannot find it there, to desist from the measure.
Secondly, as this may not always be a sufficient restraint, the judicial
power presents an effectual barrier against its excesses, the observations on
which head need not be repeated. But, as observed, the judicial power possesses
no spontaneous motion—it must be called into action by the application of
others—either individuals, or constituted authorities,—and in the mean time,
the obnoxious law may not only take its place in the statute book, but be injuriously acted upon. The third corrective therefore, is the hands of the people,
who do not, as disingenuously remarked,3 make no other use of their power
than to give it away. The biennial election of the house of representatives, of
which the people can by no artifice be deprived, secures to them the power
of removing every member of that house who has shown, either an inability
to comprehend, or an unwillingness to conform to the transcendent obligations of the Constitution, which he has sworn to support. Here, then, we
have the protection and safety unknown to those countries where, either the
legislature elect themselves, or enjoy an hereditary right, or where, although
the representative principle may be nominally kept up, its exercise may be
suspended or postponed at the pleasure of another part of the government.
It is true, that this mode of reforming the abuse, is not at first full and
complete. The senate, which must have concurred in the unconstitutional
law, is not renewed at the same period, but the Constitution, which for
reasons heretofore assigned, conferred on this body a longer duration of office,
has regulated the continuance of each senator, so that at the end of every two
years one-third of the whole must be chosen anew. The sense of the people,
indicated by a full change in the house of representatives, and by the change
of one-third of the senate, could not be without effect, and in two years more
it would be imperious and irresistible.
A further restraint, though less definite, yet not without considerable
weight, may be conceived in the influence arising from the portion of sovereignty remaining in the states.
Although, to the full extent established by the Constitution, the power
of the legislature of the United States is superior to that of the states, yet in
the smallest particular in which they pass beyond the true line, the power of

3
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the states is in full effect. The states will always maintain a reasonable jealousy
on this subject.
In all matters not transferred to the general government, the rights and
interests of the people are confided to the care of the state governments, and
an anxiety to secure and defend them has been uniformly apparent in all the
states. The desire of preserving harmony and order, nay, the very love of
power, always more valuable where it is least resisted, will operate with great
effect on the national legislature to prevent its falling into unnecessary collisions with the states. This consideration will have the greatest influence with
the members of the senate, who, although they do not in any sense sit and
act as states in a federative quality, and are not bound by instructions—yet
cannot but look with much respect to, and feel a close connection with the
legislature of the state that appoints them.
2dly. The fears of those theoretical writers, who have gratified themselves
by lamenting the internal dangers of our republic, have been chiefly directed
against the tendency of the executive authority to overpower the freedom of
the people.
It is supposed that much is to be apprehended from the influence of an
officer who has the power of appointing so many other officers, and who is
entrusted with the management of the military force. It is true, they admit
that as he has not exclusively the appointment to office, this influence is
thereby somewhat diminished, but the recommendations proceeding from
him alone, and the power of dismission being exclusively with him, the hope
of the one, and the fear of the other, must confer on him an excessive and
alarming influence. All these considerations may have weight, yet the evil
consequences predicted are not likely to ensue.
The military force, as we have seen, is well regulated not only by the
constitutional prohibition to provide for its support for a longer term than
two years, but also by the power that congress have to shorten even that
period, and by the great improbability that an American army would consent
to substitute for regular subsistence and the approbation of their countrymen,
the tumultuary and precarious exactions of internal warfare, and convulsions,
personal dangers which must be certain, and eventual ruin from which they
cannot be exempted. The influence supposed to arise in respect to the appointments to, or dismissions from office, can operate only in a narrow circle, and
however far it might be carried, would not tend to the subversion of the
government, or even to any material alteration of it, since the value of the
offices would always depend on the preservation of the Constitution and the
laws, and their emoluments could not be carried beyond their legal limits.
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No person is eligible to the office of president before he attains the age
of thirty-five years, nor unless he has been a resident within the United States
for fourteen years.
The object of the latter provision is, that his habits and opinions shall be
as much as possible purely American, but temporary absence on public business, and particularly on an embassy to a foreign nation, would not be an
interruption of residence in the sense here affixed to it.
The senator must have attained the age of thirty years, and the members
of the house of representatives the age of twenty-five years.
In some of the states, the chief executive magistrate is not again eligible,
until an interval has elapsed, after having served a certain time. The Constitution of the United States, on the contrary, admits the same individual to
be continued in office by re-election during his life.
The propriety of a rotation in office, has had some warm advocates. The
chief arguments in its favour seem to be,
1. That it renders the people more secure in their rights against an artful
and ambitious man. If it were impossible that the chief magistrate should be
re-elected after serving for a given time, it would be in vain for him to concert
plans and create an insidious influence for the promotion of his own continuance in power.
2. On an opposite principle, it is supposed that he would be more independent in the exercise of his office: when, knowing that he could not be reelected to it, he would not be under the necessity of courting the popular favour.
And 3dly: It has occurred to the imaginations of some, that there would
be no small danger that the great powers of Europe, being interested in having
a friend in the president of the United States, would interpose in his election,
and the dangers and misfortunes of Poland be renewed in America.4
In answer to these objections, it has been said with great truth and force:
1st. That one ill effect of the exclusion would be a diminution of the inducements to good behaviour. Less zeal would be felt in the discharge of a
duty, when the advantage of the station must be relinquished at a determinate
period. The desire of reward is one of the strongest incentives of human
conduct, and the best security for fidelity, is to make interest coincide with
duty. Even the love of fame, the ruling passion of noble minds, prompting
a man to plan and undertake arduous enterprises for the public benefit, which
might require time to perfect them, would deter him from the undertaking,
if he foresaw that he must quit the scene before he could accomplish the
4
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work, and commit it, together with his own reputation, to hands that might
be unequal or unfriendly to the task.
2dly. Experience is the parent of wisdom, and highly desirable in the first
magistrate of a nation. It would be injurious and absurd to declare, that as
soon as it is acquired, its possessor shall be compelled to abandon the station
in which he acquired it, and to which it is adapted.
3dly. A third ill effect of the exclusion would be, the banishing men from
stations in which their presence might be of the greatest moment to the
public interest on particular emergencies. An ordinance which prevents a
nation from making use of its own citizens, in the manner best suited to peculiar exigencies and circumstances, must be unwise. Suppose, for instance,
a war to exist, and the president then in place, peculiarly fitted by his military
talents and experience to conduct it to advantage: to be obliged to exclude
him from office, perhaps to substitute inexperience for experience, and thereby
unhinge and set afloat the settled train of administration, might be of the
greatest detriment.5
The apprehension of the interference of foreign nations in regard to the
office of president, unless he was at first elected for life, seems to be without
foundation. While he is elected only for four years at a time, it is evident that
it would be of no use to foreign powers to corrupt him, unless they can intimidate or corrupt those who elect him; but by the guarded provisions of the
Constitution, it is impossible to know for a long time beforehand, who those
electors will be. As, however, this mode of election has now become the act
of the people, and the electors are merely nominal, the whole body of the
people, or at least a majority of them, must be corrupted or intimidated, before
such a scheme can succeed; a measure not very practicable by any foreign
power. It is well known that in Poland, the king was elected, not by the people
at large, but by an aristocratic class, small in number, and therefore accessible
to foreign intrigues.
If it were desired by such powers to obtain an undue ascendancy in our
government, the attempts would be made, not on the president, but on the
members of the legislature, and particularly of the senate, but in no government is it recollected that a necessary rotation in office was ever imposed on
the members of the legislature.
Down to the present moment, nothing in point of fact has occurred
among us to excite a regret at the continued eligibility of the same individual.
No undue influence has been practised, and the voice of the people, sovereign
in fact, as well as in theory, has been independently exercised, both in the
5
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continuance and in the removal of their public agents. The predominant
feature of the American character, seems, in truth, to be that sort of good
sense, which invariably leads to just distinctions between partial and general
benefit. It is not pretended, that party ebullitions do not sometimes overpower
the calm reflection of the community, but the illusions are temporary, and
the sound judgment which never wholly departs from the entire body, ultimately recovers its ascendancy.
That universal phrenzy of the nation, of which Europe, both in ancient
and modern times has exhibited instances, never found place with us. Temperate and self-collected in the most trying seasons, America always pursued
a regular course, terminating in that security and peace, which violent agitations and tumultuous passions could not have procured. Their good sense
displays itself in the utter rejection of personal influence, when the pursuits
of the party are hostile to the general sentiment. What is believed to be for
the public good, is never sacrificed to the views of any individual, however
distinguished.
But there are certain legitimate restraints on the office of president, which
remove from the people every cause of uneasiness in respect to it.
These restraints consist, in part, of those already mentioned in regard to
the legislative bodies. In the first place, he is equally bound by the Constitution, and must feel the same interest in conforming to it, that is felt by those
bodies. He has even less to do in respect to alterations of the Constitution
than the two houses have. He cannot recommend to the people an amendment
of it, and if the two houses resolve to submit one to them, his concurrence
in their so doing is not required,6 and perhaps would not be allowed.
Self-interest, (as just before observed,) is one of the strongest permanent
influences of human action, and wherever it can be coupled with public duty,
it affords great reason for believing that they will act in concert.
Now, if we consider that the president, being a single officer, without
those combinations which may be formed by the members of the two houses;
not at any time during his official existence, returning to and mixing with
the mass of the people, and thereby to some extent enabled to deceive and
mislead them; but whatever may personally be his social habits and republican
simplicity, still separated from extensive practical intercourse by the very
nature of his office; we shall at once perceive that all eyes being constantly
fixed on him, his motions will always be scrupulously watched, and so much
of the regular execution of his power as may be considered to depend on

6

Hollingsworth v. Virginia, 3 Dallas, 378.
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popular acquiescence, will be diminished, in proportion as he evinces a design
to extend it beyond its constitutional bounds.
Nor would the supposed influence of the other executive officers support
him in such cases. Compared with the mass of the people, their numbers are
small, and their very dependence on him would render them suspected. But
the interests of those officers would operate in another direction: as a wilful
infringement of the Constitution will naturally terminate in some way, in a
destitution of the president’s power, their interest would not be promoted
by contributing to an event injurious to themselves, since his successor would
of course manifest a deference to public opinion by removing all the promoters
and participators of the preceding delinquency.
The Constitution may therefore be considered as having a still stronger
hold on the president, than on the legislative body.
2dly. If, from its nature, any political or casual motives could have an
effect on the judicial interposition when regularly called forth, it would seem
that it would be exercised with more alacrity against a single officer, already
become the subject of general suspicion or disapprobation, than against those
acts which must be considered as the measures of the entire government.
But this is altogether an illegitimate view of the character of the judicial
power and mode of action. On the contrary, the president, while labouring
under public reprobation, would look forward to the judiciary, with a certain
confidence that prejudice and error would find no room in the judgments
by which the legality of his conduct would be decided.
This check upon him would therefore be the more complete by being
unbiassed and certain.
3dly. But, as before observed in regard to the legislature, the opportunity
for this judicial intervention in its common form, may be remote, and one
transgression not resisted, may lead to another, till the accumulation becomes
too heavy to be borne.
Then, the power of the people arises in its majesty, and through their
appropriate organs, the house of representatives, the judicial power is appealed
to in another, a most imposing and conclusive form.
The dignified tribunal which the Constitution has provided for the trial
of impeachments, has now the eyes of the public immovably fixed on it. Guilt
or innocence, not prejudice or party motives, form the ground of decision,
and although the senate does not directly vacate or annul the illegal acts that
have taken place, which are still left to the redress of the ordinary tribunals;
it prevents the possibility of their being again committed by the same individual, and the probability of their being copied by another.
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4thly. And so effectual are the disqualifications which the senate may
pronounce, that if the people, subsequently imposed on and misled by the
discarded president or his partizans, were inclined again to confide a public
trust to him, it would not be in their power to do so. The sentence of the
senate is immutable.
No similar caution, no analogous defence of the people against their own
dangerous clemency or forgetfulness, are to be found elsewhere. The ostracism
of Athens, the interdictions from fire and water of Rome, the disqualifications
in sentences on impeachments in England, might all be repealed, and the
party, however politically dangerous, be restored to his former rank.
It may be inquired, why the power of pardoning should be absolutely
excluded in such a case as this? The answer has already been given. The safety
of the people is the supreme law: their liberties properly regulated and secured
are the cardinal objects of republican constitutions. Those who have evinced
the capacity to abuse a public trust ought not to have a second opportunity
to do so. If it were possible to remove the disqualification thus solemnly imposed, the state might be thrown into disorder; factions in favour of the delinquent be formed; contrary pretensions be warmly, perhaps forcibly asserted
—and the bloody, civic contests of ancient Rome might be renewed on the
polluted arena of a modern and a temperate republic. It is infinitely preferable
that one man should be meritedly deprived of part of the rights and privileges
of citizenship, than that the peace and happiness of the whole community
should be endangered.
The sentence itself is at the utmost a mild one; but the object of it is still
liable to the ordinary process of justice. If his crime should be of that high
class which subjects him to the forfeiture of life, the president for the time
being still possesses the power to prevent its infliction. The individual with
the accumulated weight of two convictions, might safely be pardoned in respect to the second. He never could again become an object of public confidence.
To these views of the checks upon this office, we may add the power of
the people, when the quadrennial period of election returns, to remove him,
whose conduct, although it may not have amounted to actual delinquency,
has excited even their suspicion.
Referring, without repeating it, to the last chapter, we may thus recognise
in every part of the Constitution those cautious provisions, forming adequate
checks on every power it confers, restraining all from doing wrong, yet not
productive of an inconvenient interference with each other when all do right;
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contributing to preserve a necessary purity and vigour, and rendering the
mere distribution of power the means of correcting its abuse.

CHAPTER XXXII.

OF THE PERMANENCE OF THE UNION.
Quassata respublica multa perderet et ornaments dignitatis et præsidia stabilitatis suæ.
Oratio pro Marcello.

Having thus endeavoured to delineate the general features of this peculiar
and invaluable form of government, we shall conclude with adverting to the
principles of its cohesion, and to the provisions it contains for its own duration
and extension.
The subject cannot perhaps be better introduced than by presenting in
its own words an emphatical clause in the Constitution.
The United States shall guarantee to every state in the Union a republican form of
government, shall protect each of them against invasion, and on application of the legislature, or of the executive when the legislature cannot be convened, against domestic
violence.

The Union is an association of the people of republics; its preservation
is calculated to depend on the preservation of those republics. The people of
each pledge themselves to preserve that form of government in all. Thus each
becomes responsible to the rest, that no other form of government shall prevail
in it, and all are bound to preserve it in every one.
But the mere compact, without the power to enforce it, would be of little
value. Now this power can be no where so properly lodged, as in the Union
itself. Hence, the term guarantee, indicates that the United States are authorized to oppose, and if possible, prevent every state in the Union from relinquishing the republican form of government, and as auxiliary means, they
are expressly authorized and required to employ their force on the application
of the constituted authorities of each state, “to repress domestic violence.” If a
faction should attempt to subvert the government of a state for the purpose
of destroying its republican form, the paternal power of the Union could
thus be called forth to subdue it.
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Yet it is not to be understood, that its interposition would be justifiable,
if the people of a state should determine to retire from the Union, whether
they adopted another or retained the same form of government, or if they
should, with the express intention of seceding, expunge the representative
system from their code, and thereby incapacitate themselves from concurring
according to the mode now prescribed, in the choice of certain public officers
of the United States.
The principle of representation, although certainly the wisest and best,
is not essential to the being of a republic, but to continue a member of the
Union, it must be preserved, and therefore the guarantee must be so construed.
It depends on the state itself to retain or abolish the principle of representation,
because it depends on itself whether it will continue a member of the Union.
To deny this right would be inconsistent with the principle on which all our
political systems are founded, which is, that the people have in all cases, a
right to determine how they will be governed.
This right must be considered as an ingredient in the original composition
of the general government, which, though not expressed, was mutually understood, and the doctrine heretofore presented to the reader in regard to the
indefeasible nature of personal allegiance, is so far qualified in respect to allegiance to the United States. It was observed, that it was competent for a state
to make a compact with its citizens, that the reciprocal obligations of protection and allegiance might cease on certain events; and it was further observed,
that allegiance would necessarily cease on the dissolution of the society to
which it was due.
The states, then, may wholly withdraw from the Union, but while they
continue, they must retain the character of representative republics. Governments of dissimilar forms and principles cannot long maintain a binding coalition. “Greece,” says Montesquieu, “was undone as soon as the king of
Macedon obtained a seat in the amphyctionic council.”1 It is probable,
however, that the disproportionate force as well as the monarchical form of
the new confederate had its share of influence in the event. But whether the
historical fact supports the theory or not, the principle in respect to ourselves
is unquestionable.
We have associated as republics. Possessing the power to form monarchies,
republics were preferred and instituted. The history of the ancient, and the
state of the present world, are before us. Of modern republics, Venice,
Florence, the United Provinces, Genoa, all but Switzerland have disappeared.
They have sunk beneath the power of monarchy, impatient at beholding the
1

Federalist, No. 43.
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existence of any other form than its own. An injured province of Turkey,
recalling to its mind the illustrious deeds of its ancestors, has ventured to
resist its oppressors, and with a revival of the name of Greece, a hope is entertained of the permanent institution of another republic. But monarchy stands
by with a jealous aspect, and fearful lest its own power should be endangered
by the revival of the maxim, that sovereignty can ever reside in the people,
affects a cold neutrality, with the probable anticipation that it will conduce
to barbarian success. Yet that gallant country, it is trusted, will persevere. An
enlightened people, disciplined through necessity, and emboldened even by
the gloom of its prospects, may accomplish what it would not dare to hope.2
This abstract principle, this aversion to the extension of republican freedom, is now invigorated and enforced by an alliance avowedly for the purpose
of overpowering all efforts to relieve mankind from their shackles. It is essentially and professedly the exaltation of monarchies over republics, and even
over every alteration in the forms of monarchy, tending to acknowledge or
secure the rights of the people. The existence of such a combination warrants
and requires that in some part of the civilized world, the republican system
should be able to defend itself. But this would be imperfectly done, by the
erection of separate, independent, though contiguous governments. They
must be collected into a body, strong in proportion to the firmness of its
union; respected and feared in proportion to its strength. The principle on
which alone the Union is rendered valuable, and which alone can continue
it, is the preservation of the republican form.
In what manner this guaranty shall be effectuated is not explained, and
it presents a question of considerable nicety and importance.
Not a word in the Constitution is intended to be inoperative, and one
so significant as the present was not lightly inserted. The United States are
therefore bound to carry it into effect whenever the occasion arises, and
finding as we do, in the same clause, the engagement to protect each state
against domestic violence, which can only be by the arms of the Union, we
are assisted in a due construction of the means of enforcing the guaranty. If
the majority of the people of a state deliberately and peaceably resolve to relinquish the republican form of government, they cease to be members of
the Union. If a faction, an inferior number, make such an effort, and endeav-

2

Since this passage was written, the affairs of Greece have assumed somewhat of a different
aspect. The Turkish fleet has been accidentally destroyed by the combined powers, and the
French have landed a body of men, with an apparent intention to promote the independence
of this afflicted country.
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our to enforce it by violence, the case provided for will have arisen, and the
Union is bound to employ its power to prevent it.
The power and duty of the United States to interfere with the particular
concerns of a state are not, however, limited to the violent efforts of a party
to alter its constitution. If from any other motives, or under any other pretexts,
the internal peace and order of the state are disturbed, and its own powers
are insufficient to suppress the commotion, it becomes the duty of its proper
government to apply to the Union for protection. This is founded on the
sound principle that those in whom the force of the Union is vested, in diminution of the power formerly possessed by the state, are bound to exercise
it for the good of the whole, and upon the obvious and direct interest that
the whole possesses in the peace and tranquillity of every part. At the same
time it is properly provided, in order that such interference may not wantonly
or arbitrarily take place, that it shall only be on the request of the state authorities: otherwise the self-government of the state might be encroached upon
at the pleasure of the Union, and a small state might fear or feel the effects
of a combination of larger states against it under colour of constitutional authority; but it is manifest, that in every part of this excellent system, there
has been the utmost care to avoid encroachments on the internal powers of
the different states, whenever the general good did not imperiously require
it.
No form of application for this assistance is pointed out, nor has been
provided by any act of congress, but the natural course would be to apply to
the president, or officer for the time being, exercising his functions. No occasional act of the legislature of the United States seems to be necessary, where
the duty of the president is pointed out by the Constitution, and great injury
might be sustained, if the power was not promptly exercised.
In the instance of foreign invasion, the duty of immediate and unsolicited
protection is obvious, but the generic term invasion, which is used without
any qualification, may require a broader construction.
If among the improbable events of future times, we shall see a state forgetful of its obligation to refer its controversies with another state to the judicial power of the Union, endeavour by force to redress its real or imaginary
wrongs, and actually invade the other state, we shall perceive a case in which
the supreme power of the Union may justly interfere: perhaps we may say is
bound to do so.
The invaded state, instead of relying merely on its own strength for defence, and instead of gratifying its revenge by retaliation, may prudently call
for and gratefully receive the strong arm of the Union to repel the invasion,
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and reduce the combatants to the equal level of suitors in the high tribunal
provided for them. In this course, the political estimation of neither state
could receive any degradation. The decision of the controversy would only
be regulated by the purest principles of justice, and the party really injured,
would be certain of having the decree in its favour carried into effect.
It rests with the Union, and not with the states separately or individually,
to increase the number of its members.3 The admission of another state can
only take place on its own application. We have already seen, that in the
formation of colonies under the denomination of territories, the habit has
been, to assure to them their formation into states when the population should
become sufficiently large. On that event, the inhabitants acquire a right to
assemble and form a constitution for themselves, and the United States are
considered as bound to admit the new state into the Union, provided its form
of government be that of a representative republic. This is the only check or
control possessed by the United States in this respect.
If a measure so improbable should occur in the colony, as the adoption
of a monarchical government, it could not be received into the Union, although it assumed the appellation of a state, but the guaranty of which we
have spoken, would not literally apply—the guaranty is intended to secure
republican institutions to states, and does not in terms extend to colonies.
As soon, however, as a state is formed out of a colony, and admitted into the
Union, it becomes the common concern to enforce the continuance of the
republican form. There can be no doubt, however, that the new state may
decline to apply for admission into the Union, but it does not seem equally
clear, that if its form of government coincided with the rules already mentioned, its admission could be refused. The inhabitants emigrate from the
United States, and foreigners are permitted to settle, under the express or
implied compact, that when the proper time arrives, they shall become
members of the great national community, without being left to an exposed
and unassisted independence, or compelled to throw themselves into the
arms of a foreign power. It would seem, however, that the constitution adopted, ought to be submitted to the consideration of congress, but it would not
be necessary that this measure should take place at the time of its formation,
and it would be sufficient if it were presented and approved at the time of its
admission. The practice of congress has not, however, corresponded with
3

There is, however, a restriction on this point, which must be noticed. No new state can
be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other state, nor can any state be formed
by the junction of two or more states or parts of states, without the consent of the legislatures
of the states concerned as well as of congress.
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these positions, no previous approbation of the constitution has been deemed
necessary.
It must also be conceded, that the people of the new state retain the same
power to alter their constitution, that is enjoyed by the people of the older
states, and provided such alterations are not carried so far as to extinguish
the republican principle, their admission is not affected.
The secession of a state from the Union depends on the will of the people
of such state. The people alone as we have already seen, hold the power to
alter their constitution. The Constitution of the United States is to a certain
extent, incorporated into the constitutions of the several states by the act of
the people. The state legislatures have only to perform certain organical operations in respect to it. To withdraw from the Union comes not within the
general scope of their delegated authority. There must be an express provision
to that effect inserted in the state constitutions. This is not at present the case
with any of them, and it would perhaps be impolitic to confide it to them.
A matter so momentous, ought not to be entrusted to those who would have
it in their power to exercise it lightly and precipitately upon sudden dissatisfaction, or causeless jealousy, perhaps against the interests and the wishes of
a majority of their constituents.
But in any manner by which a secession is to take place, nothing is more
certain than that the act should be deliberate, clear, and unequivocal. The
perspicuity and solemnity of the original obligation require correspondent
qualities in its dissolution. The powers of the general government cannot be
defeated or impaired by an ambiguous or implied secession on the part of
the state, although a secession may perhaps be conditional. The people of the
state may have some reasons to complain in respect to acts of the general
government, they may in such cases invest some of their own officers with
the power of negotiation, and may declare an absolute secession in case of
their failure. Still, however, the secession must in such case be distinctly and
peremptorily declared to take place on that event, and in such case—as in
the case of an unconditional secession,—the previous ligament with the
Union, would be legitimately and fairly destroyed. But in either case the
people is the only moving power.
A suggestion relative to this part of the subject has appeared in print,
which the author conceives to require notice.
It has been laid down that if all the states, or a majority of them, refuse
to elect senators, the legislative powers of the Union will be suspended.4
4
It is with great deference that the author ventures to dissent from this part of the opinion
of the learned chief justice of the Supreme Court in the case of Cohen v. Virginia, 6 Wheaton,
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Of the first of these supposed cases there can be no doubt. If one of the
necessary branches of legislation is wholly withdrawn, there can be no further
legislation, but if a part, although the greater part of either branch should be
withdrawn it would not affect the power of those who remained.
In no part of the Constitution is a specific number of states required for
a legislative act. Under the articles of confederation the concurrence of nine
states was requisite for many purposes. If five states had withdrawn from that
Union, it would have been dissolved. In the present Constitution there is no
specification of numbers after the first formation. It was foreseen that there
would be a natural tendency to increase the number of states with the increase
of population then anticipated and now so fully verified. It was also known,
though it was not avowed, that a state might withdraw itself. The number
would therefore be variable.
In no part of the Constitution is there a reference to any proportion of
the states, except in the two subjects of amendments, and of the choice of
president and vice-president.
In the first case, two-thirds or three-fourths of the several states is the
language used, and it signifies those proportions of the several states that shall
then form the Union.
In the second, there is a remarkable distinction between the choice of
president and vice president, in case of an equality of votes for either.
The house of representatives, voting by states, is to select one of the three
persons having the highest number, for president, a quorum for this purpose
shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the states, and a
majority of all the states shall be necessary for the choice.
The senate not voting by states, but by their members individually, as in
all other cases, selects the vice president from the two persons having the
highest number on the list. A quorum for this purpose shall consist of twothirds of the whole number of senators, and a majority is sufficient for the
choice.
Now, if by the omission of the legislators of more than one-third of the
states, there were no senators from such states, the question would arise

390. It was not the point in controversy, and seems to have been introduced in that flow of
luminous discussion for which he is so remarkable, by way of answer to part of the arguments
of counsel. Every thing that falls from such a quarter excites to reflection, and the opinion
having gone forth to the world, it seems a duty on him who professes to take a general view
of the Constitution, to notice whatever may in his apprehension amount to the slightest error
in principle.
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whether the quorum is predicated of the states represented, or of all the states,
whether represented or not.
The former opinion is most consistent with the general rule, that we
should always prefer a construction that will support, to one that has a tendency to destroy an instrument or a system. Other causes than design on the
part of a state legislature, may be imagined to occasion some states to be unrepresented in the senate at the moment.
It seems to be the safest, and is possibly the soundest construction, to
consider the quorum as intended to be composed of two-thirds of the then
existing senators.
But we may pursue the subject somewhat further.
To withdraw from the Union is a solemn, serious act. Whenever it may
appear expedient to the people of a state, it must be manifested in a direct
and unequivocal manner. If it is ever done indirectly, the people must refuse
to elect representatives, as well as to suffer their legislature to re-appoint senators. The senator whose time had not yet expired, must be forbidden to
continue in the exercise of his functions.
But without plain, decisive measures of this nature, proceeding from the
only legitimate source, the people, the United States cannot consider their
legislative powers over such states suspended, nor their executive or judicial
powers any way impaired, and they would not be obliged to desist from the
collection of revenue within such state.
As to the remaining states among themselves, there is no opening for a
doubt.
Secessions may reduce the number to the smallest integer admitting
combination. They would remain united under the same principles and regulations among themselves that now apply to the whole. For a state cannot
be compelled by other states to withdraw from the Union, and therefore, if
two or more determine to remain united, although all the others desert them,
nothing can be discovered in the Constitution to prevent it.
The consequences of an absolute secession cannot be mistaken, and they
would be serious and afflicting.
The seceding state, whatever might be its relative magnitude, would
speedily and distinctly feel the loss of the aid and countenance of the Union.
The Union losing a proportion of the national revenue, would be entitled to
demand from it a proportion of the national debt. It would be entitled to
treat the inhabitants and the commerce of the separated state, as appertaining
to a foreign country. In public treaties already made, whether commercial or
political, it could claim no participation, while foreign powers would unwill-
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ingly calculate, and slowly transfer to it, any portion of the respect and confidence borne towards the United States.
Evils more alarming may readily be perceived. The destruction of the
common band would be unavoidably attended with more serious consequences than the mere disunion of the parts.
Separation would produce jealousies and discord, which in time would
ripen into mutual hostilities, and while our country would be weakened by
internal war, foreign enemies would be encouraged to invade with the flattering prospect of subduing in detail, those whom, collectively, they would dread
to encounter.
Such in ancient times was the fate of Greece, broken into numerous independent republics. Rome, which pursued a contrary policy, and absorbed
all her territorial acquisitions in one great body, attained irresistible power.
But it may be objected, that Rome also has fallen. It is true; and such is
the history of man. Natural life and political existence alike give way at the
appointed measure of time, and the birth, decay, and extinction of empires
only serve to prove the tenuity and illusion of the deepest schemes of the
statesman, and the most elaborate theories of the philosopher. Yet it is always
our duty to inquire into, and establish those plans and forms of civil association most conducive to present happiness and long duration: the rest we
must leave to Divine Providence, which hitherto has so graciously smiled on
the United States of America.
We may contemplate a dissolution of the Union in another light, more
disinterested but not less dignified, and consider whether we are not only
bound to ourselves but to the world in general, anxiously and faithfully to
preserve it.
The first example which has been exhibited of a perfect self-government,
successful beyond the warmest hopes of its authors, ought never to be withdrawn while the means of preserving it remain.
If in other countries, and particularly in Europe, a systematic subversion
of the political rights of man shall gradually overpower all rational freedom,
and endanger all political happiness, the failure of our example should not
be held up as a discouragement to the legitimate opposition of the sufferers;
if, on the other hand, an emancipated people should seek a model on which
to frame their own structure; our Constitution, as permanent in its duration
as it is sound and splendid in its principles, should remain to be their guide.
In every aspect therefore which this great subject presents, we feel the
deepest impression of a sacred obligation to preserve the union of our country;
we feel our glory, our safety, and our happiness, involved in it; we unite the
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interests of those who coldly calculate advantages with those who glow with
what is little short of filial affection; and we must resist the attempt of its own
citizens to destroy it, with the same feelings that we should avert the dagger
of the parricide.
This work cannot perhaps be better concluded than with a quotation
from the valedictory address of one whose character stamps inestimable value
on all that he has uttered, and whose exhortations on this subject, springing
from the purest patriotism and the soundest wisdom, ought never to be forgotten or neglected.5
In this address Washington expressed himself as follows:
The name of American, which belongs to you in your national capacity, must always
exalt the just pride of patriotism, more than any appellation derived from local discriminations. With slight shades of difference, you have the same religion, manners, habits,
and political principles—you have in a common cause fought and triumphed together;
the independence and liberty you possess, are the work of joint counsels, and joint efforts,
of common dangers, sufferings, and successes.
But these considerations, however powerfully they address themselves to your sensibility,
are greatly outweighed by those which apply more immediately to your interest. Here
every portion of our country finds the most commanding motives for carefully guarding
and preserving the union of the whole.
The North in an unrestrained intercourse with the South, protected by the equal laws
of a common government, finds in the productions of the latter, great additional resources of maritime and commercial enterprize, and precious materials of manufacturing
industry.
The South, in the same intercourse, benefiting by the same agency of the North, sees its
agriculture grow and its commerce expand. Turning partly into its own channels the
seamen of the North, it finds its particular navigation invigorated, and while it contributes
in different ways to nourish and increase the general mass of the national navigation, it
looks forward to the protection of a maritime strength, to which itself is unequally adapted. The East in a like intercourse with the West, already finds, and in the progressive
improvement of interior communications by land and water, will more and more find,
a valuable vent for the commodities which it brings from abroad or manufactures at
home. The West derives from the East supplies requisite to its growth and comfort, and
what is perhaps of still greater consequence, it must of necessity owe the secure enjoyment
of indispensable outlets for its own productions, to the weight, influence, and the future
maritime strength of the Atlantic side of the Union, directed by an indissoluble community of interest as one nation. Any other tenure by which the West can hold this es-

5

Some doubts having been entertained whether this address was not written by another
hand, it is due to the memory of this great man to mention, that by the researches of The
Pennsylvania Historical Society, it has been fully ascertained that it was the entire work of the
president.
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sential advantage, whether derived from its own separate strength, or from an apostate
and unnatural connexion with any foreign power, must be intrinsically precarious.
While, then, every part of our country thus feels an immediate and particular interest
in union, all the parts combined cannot fail to find in the united mass of means and
efforts, greater strength, greater resource, proportionably greater security from external
danger, a less frequent interruption of their peace by foreign nations, and what is of
inestimable value, they must derive from union an exemption from those broils and
wars between themselves which so frequently afflict neighbouring countries, not tied
together by the same government, which their own rivalships alone would be sufficient
to produce, but which opposite foreign alliances, attachments, and intrigues, would
stimulate and embitter. Hence, likewise, they will avoid the necessity of those overgrown
military establishments, which, under any form of government are inauspicious to
liberty, and which are to be regarded as particularly hostile to republican liberty. In this
sense, it is that your union ought to be considered as a main prop of your liberty, and
that the love of the one ought to endear to you the preservation of the other.
These considerations speak a persuasive language to every reflecting and virtuous mind,
and exhibit the continuance of the Union as a primary object of patriotic desire. Is there
a doubt whether a common government can embrace so large a sphere? Let experience
solve it. To listen to mere speculation in such a case were criminal. We are authorised
to hope that a proper organization of the whole, with the auxiliary agency of governments
for the respective subdivisions, will afford a happy issue to the experiment. With such
powerful and obvious motives to union, affecting all parts of our country, while experience shall not have demonstrated its impracticability, there will always be reason to
distrust the patriotism of those who in any quarter may endeavour to weaken its bands.

APPENDIX, NO. I.

Perhaps the following view of the elections of president and vice president,
since the retirement of President Washington, may not be uninteresting.
In 1796, the votes were given under the first system, as heretofore explained. The highest in votes became the president, and the next highest, the
vice president.
John Adams, who had been vice president eight years, had .
Thomas Jefferson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thomas Pinckney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aaron Burr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1800.
Thomas Jefferson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aaron Burr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
John Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thomas Pinckney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

71 votes.
68
59
30

.
.
.
.

73
73
64
63

The equality of the votes for Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Burr produced an
arduous contest in the house, the history of which is worth preservation.
The declaration of the votes took place in the senate chamber, on Wednesday, the 11th of February. After the declaration that a choice had not been
made by the electors, and that it devolved on the house of representatives,
the house convened in its own chamber, and furnished seats for the senate,
as witnesses. The house had previously adopted rules, that it should continue
to ballot, without interruption by other business, and should not adjourn,
but have a permanent session until the choice be made; and that the doors
of the house shall be closed during the balloting, except against the officers
of the house.
The following was directed to be the mode of balloting:
Each state had a ballot box in which the members belonging to it, having
previously appointed a teller, put the votes of the state, the teller on the part
of the United States having then counted the votes, duplicates of the rest
were put by him into two general ballot boxes. Tellers being nominated by
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each state for the purpose of examining the general ballot boxes, they were
divided into two parts, of whom one examined one of the general ballot
boxes, and the other examined the other. Upon comparing the result, and
finding them to agree, the votes were stated to the speaker, who declared
them to the house.
The number of states was at that time 16—nine were necessary to a
choice. On the first ballot Mr. Jefferson had eight states, Mr. Burr six, and
two were divided.
The first ballot took place about 4 o’clock, p. m. Seven other ballots,
with similar results succeeded, when a respite took place, during which the
members retired to the lobbies and took refreshment. At three o’clock in the
morning of the 12th, two other ballots took place, and at 4 o’clock in the
morning, the twenty-first trial. At 12 at noon, of the 12th, the twenty-eighth
ballot took place, when the house adjourned to the next day, having probably,
in secret session, dispensed with the rule for the permanent session. On Friday,
the 13th, the house proceeded to the thirtieth ballot without a choice, and
again adjourned to the next day. On Saturday, the 14th, the ballotings had
the same result. On Tuesday, the 17th, at the thirty-sixth ballot, the speaker
declared at one o’clock, that Mr. Jefferson was elected, having the votes of
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Kentucky, Georgia, Tennessee,
North Carolina, Maryland, four votes for Jefferson and four blanks, and
Vermont one vote for Jefferson and one blank vote. Thus ended the contest,
and it merits the attention of the enemies of republican institutions, who are
fond of anticipating the occurrence of tumult and violence on such occasions.
The decorum with which the whole was conducted, and the ready and
peaceable acquiescence of the minority, evince both the sound texture of the
Constitution, and the true character of the American people.
The election in 1804, was under the present system—
Thomas Jefferson had, for president . .
Charles C. Pinckney . . . . . . . .
George Clinton, for vice president . . .
Rufus King . . . . . . . . . . .
1808.
James Madison, for president . . . .
Charles C. Pinckney . . . . . . . .
George Clinton, for vice president . . .
Rufus King . . . . . . . . . . .
1812.
James Madison, for president . . . .
De Witt Clinton . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

162 votes.
14
162
14

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

122
47
113
47

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

128
89
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Elbridge Gerry, for vice president . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jared Ingersoll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1816.
James Monroe, for president . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rufus King . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Daniel D. Tompkins, for vice president . . . . . . . . . . .
1820.
James Monroe, for president . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Only one vote in opposition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Daniel D. Tompkins, for vice president1 . . . . . . . . . . .
1824.
The votes given were as follows—for Andrew Jackson, for president .
John Quincy Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
William H. Crawford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Henry Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .
. .

128
57

. .
. .
. .

183
34
113

. .
. .
. .

231

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

218
99 votes.
84
41
37

Of whom the three first were returned to the house, and no one of them
having a majority of the whole number of votes, the selection devolved upon
the house of representatives, and it terminated in the choice of Mr. Adams.
We annex a statement, to explain the manner in which this constitutional
power is exercised, by which it will be seen, that the votes of a majority of
the members of each state constitute the vote of the state.
STATES.
Maine . . . .
New Hampshire
Vermont . . .
Massachusetts .
Connecticut . .
Rhode Island .
New York . . .
New Jersey . .
Pennsylvania . .
Delaware . . .
Maryland . . .
Virginia . . .
North Carolina .
South Carolina .
Georgia . . . .
Alabama . . .
Missouri . . .
Indiana . . . .
Mississippi . .
Tennessee . . .
1

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Adams.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Jackson.

7
6
5
12
6
2
18
1
1
5
1
1

Crawford.

1

2
5
25
3
1
2
9

14

1
1
19
10
7

3
1

The scattering votes in these statements are not given.

3
1
9
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STATES.
Kentucky
Ohio . .
Illinois .
Louisiana

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Adams.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

8
10
1
2
87
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Jackson.

Crawford.
4
2

2

1
71

54

Thus 13 states voted for Adams, 7 for Jackson, and 4 for Crawford.
John C. Calhoun was elected vice president by a great majority of the
electoral colleges.
In the election of 1828, the great majority of votes, in favour of Andrew
Jackson, rendered a recourse to the house of representatives unnecessary.
Of the 261 electors, 178 voted for General Jackson and 83 for Mr. Adams.
John C. Calhoun obtained 171 votes for vice president, 83 were given for
Richard Rush, and 7 for William Smith of South Carolina.

APPENDIX, NO. II.

In page 34 notice is taken of the difficulties under which congress laboured during the confederation, in respect to enforcing the observance of
treaties, and the letter from congress to the several states prepared by Mr. Jay
is referred to.
As an historical document valuable in every respect, we here insert it:—
Friday, April 13, 1787.
The secretary for foreign affairs, having in pursuance of an order of congress, reported
the draught of a letter to the states, to accompany the resolutions passed the 21st day of
March, 1787: the same was taken into consideration, and unanimously agreed to as follows:
Sir,—Our secretary for foreign affairs has transmitted to you copies of a letter to him,
from our minister at the court of London, of the 4th day of March, 1786, and of the
papers mentioned to have been enclosed with it.
We have deliberately and dispassionately examined and considered the several facts and
matters urged by Britain, as infractions of the treaty of peace on the part of America, and
we regret that in some of the states, too little attention appears to have been paid to the
public faith pledged by that treaty.
Not only the obvious dictates of religion, morality and national honour, but also the first
principles of good policy, demand a candid and punctual compliance with engagements
constitutionally and fairly made.
Our national Constitution having committed to us the management of the national
concerns with foreign states and powers, it is our duty to take care that all the rights
which they ought to enjoy within our jurisdiction by the laws of nations and the faith
of treaties, remain inviolate. And it is also our duty to provide that the essential interests
and peace of the whole confederacy, be not impaired or endangered by deviations from
the line of public faith, into which any of its members may from whatever cause be unadvisedly drawn.
Let it be remembered, that the thirteen independent sovereign states have, by express
delegation of power, formed and vested in us a general though limited sovereignty, for
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the general and national purposes specified in the confederation. In this sovereignty they
cannot severally participate, (except by their delegates,) nor with it have concurrent jurisdiction; for the ninth article of the confederation most expressly conveys to us the sole
and exclusive right and power of determining on war and peace, and of entering into
treaties and alliances, &c.
When therefore a treaty is constitutionally made, ratified and published by us, it immediately becomes binding on the whole nation, and superadded to the laws of the land,
without the intervention of state legislatures. Treaties derive their obligation from being
compacts between the sovereign of this and the sovereign of another nation; whereas
laws or statutes derive their force from being the acts of a legislature competent to the
passing of them. Hence it is clear that treaties must be implicitly received and observed
by every member of the nation; for as state legislatures are not competent to the making
of such compacts or treaties, so neither are they competent in that capacity, authoritatively
to decide on, or ascertain the construction and sense of them. When doubts arise respecting the construction of state laws, it is not unusual nor improper for state legislatures,
by explanatory or declaratory acts, to remove those doubts: but, the case between laws
and compacts or treaties is in this widely different; for when doubts arise respecting the
sense and meaning of a treaty, they are so far from being cognizable by a state legislature,
that the United States in congress assembled, have no authority to settle and determine
them: for as the legislature only, which constitutionally passes a law, has power to revise
and amend it, so the sovereigns only, who are parties to the treaty, have power by mutual
consent and posterior articles, to correct or explain it.
In cases between individuals, all doubts respecting the meaning of a treaty, like all doubts
respecting the meaning of a law, are in the first instance mere judicial questions, and are
to be heard and decided in the courts of justice having cognizance of the causes in which
they arise, and whose duty it is to determine them according to the rules and maxims
established by the laws of nations for the interpretation of treaties. From these principles
it follows of necessary consequence, that no individual state has a right by legislative acts
to decide and point out the sense in which their particular citizens and courts shall understand this or that article of a treaty.
It is evident that a contrary doctrine would not only militate against the common and
established maxims and ideas relative to this subject, but would prove no less inconvenient
in practice than it is irrational in theory; for in that case the same article of the same
treaty might by law be made to mean one thing in New Hampshire, another thing in
New York, and neither the one nor the other of them in Georgia.
How far such legislative acts would be valid and obligatory even within the limits of the
state passing them, is a question which we hope never to have occasion to discuss. Certain,
however it is, that such acts cannot bind either of the contracting sovereigns, and consequently cannot be obligatory on their respective nations.
But if treaties, and every article in them be, (as they are and ought to be,) binding on the
whole nation, if individual states have no right to accept some articles and reject others,
and if the impropriety of state acts to interpret and decide the sense and construction of
them, be apparent, still more manifest must be the impropriety of state acts to control,
delay or modify the operation and execution of these national compacts.
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When it is considered that the several states assembled by their delegates in congress,
have express power to form treaties, surely the treaties so formed are not afterwards to
be subject to such alterations as this or that state legislature may think expedient to make,
and that too without the consent of either of the parties to it; that is in the present case
without the consent of all the United States, who collectively are parties to this treaty on
the one side, and his Britannic majesty on the other. Were the legislatures to possess and
to exercise such power, we should soon be involved as a nation, in anarchy and confusion
at home, and in disputes which would probably terminate in hostilities and war, with
the nations with whom we may have formed treaties. Instances would then be frequent,
of treaties fully executed in one state, and only partly executed in another; and of the
same article being executed in one manner in one state, and in a different manner, or
not at all, in another state. History furnishes no precedent of such liberties taken with
treaties under form of law in any nation.
Contracts between nations, like contracts between individuals, should be faithfully executed, even though the sword in the one case, and the law in the other, did not compel
it. Honest nations, like honest men, require no constraint to do justice; and though impunity and the necessity of affairs, may sometimes afford temptations to pare down
contracts to the measure of convenience, yet it is never done but at the expense of that
esteem, and confidence and credit, which are of infinitely more worth, than all the momentary advantages which such expedients can extort.
But although contracting nations cannot, like individuals, avail themselves of courts of
justice to compel performance of contracts; yet an appeal to heaven and to arms is always
in their power, and often in their inclination.
But it is their duty to take care that they never lead their people to make and support
such appeals, unless the sincerity and propriety of their conduct affords them good reason
to rely with confidence on the justice and protection of heaven.
Thus much we think it useful to observe, in order to explain the principles on which we
have unanimously come to the following resolution, viz.
Resolved, That the legislatures of the several states cannot of right pass any act or acts
for interpreting, explaining, or construing a national treaty, or any part or clause of it;
nor for restraining, limiting, or in any manner impeding, retarding or counteracting
the operation and execution of the same; for that on being constitutionally made, ratified
and published, they become in virtue of the confederation, part of the law of the land,
and are not only independent of the will and power of such legislatures, but also binding
and obligatory on them.
As the treaty of peace, so far as it respects the matters and things provided for in it, is a
law to the United States which cannot by all or any of them be altered or changed, all
state acts establishing provisions relative to the same objects which are incompatible with
it, must in every point of view be improper. Such acts do nevertheless exist; but we do
not think it necessary either to enumerate them particularly, or to make them severally
the subjects of discussion. It appears to us sufficient to observe and insist, that the treaty
ought to have free course in its operation and execution, and that all obstacles interposed
by state acts be removed. We mean to act with the most scrupulous regard to justice and
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candour towards Great Britain, and with an equal degree of delicacy, moderation and
decision towards the states who have given occasion to these discussions.
For these reasons we have in general terms,
Resolved, That all such acts or parts of acts as may be now existing in any of the states,
repugnant to the treaty of peace, ought to be forthwith repealed; as well to prevent their
continuing to be regarded as violations of that treaty, as to avoid the disagreeable necessity
there might otherwise be of raising and discussing questions touching their validity and
obligation.
Although this resolution applies strictly only to such of the states as have passed the exceptionable acts alluded to, yet to obviate all future disputes and questions, as well as to
remove those which now exist, we think it best that every state without exception should
pass a law on the subject. We have therefore,
Resolved, That it be recommended to the several states to make such repeal, rather by
describing than reciting the said acts; and for that purpose to pass an act declaring in
general terms that all such acts, and parts of acts repugnant to the treaty of peace between
the United States and his Britannic majesty, or any article thereof, shall be, and thereby
are repealed; and that the courts of law and equity in all causes and questions cognizable
by them respectively, and arising from or touching the said treaty, shall decide and adjudge according to the true intent and meaning of the same: any thing in the said acts,
or parts of acts, to the contrary thereof in any wise notwithstanding.
Such laws would answer every purpose, and be easily formed. The more they were of the
like tenor throughout the states the better. They might each recite that,
Whereas certain laws or statutes made and passed in some of the United States, are regarded and complained of as repugnant to the treaty of peace with Great Britain, by
reason whereof not only the good faith of the United States pledged by that treaty, has
been drawn into question, but their essential interests under that treaty greatly affected.
And whereas justice to Great Britain, as well as regard to the honour and interests of the
United States, require that the said treaty be faithfully executed, and that all obstacles
thereto, and particularly such as do or may be construed to proceed from the laws of this
state, be effectually removed. Therefore,
Be it enacted by ——— and it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same, that such
of the acts or parts of acts of the legislature of this state, as are repugnant to the treaty of
peace between the United States and his Britannic majesty, or any article thereof, shall
be, and hereby are repealed. And further, that the courts of law and equity within this
state be, and they hereby are directed and required in all causes and questions cognizable
by them respectively, and arising from or touching the said treaty, to decide and adjudge
according to the tenor, true intent and meaning of the same, any thing in the said acts
or parts of acts, to the contrary thereof in any wise notwithstanding.
Such a general law would, we think, be preferable to one that should minutely enumerate
the acts and clauses intended to be repealed: because omissions might accidentally be
made in the enumeration, or questions might arise, and perhaps not be satisfactorily determined, respecting particular acts or clauses, about which, contrary opinions may be
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entertained. By repealing in general terms all acts and clauses repugnant to the treaty,
the business will be turned over to its proper department, viz. the judicial; and the courts
of law will find no difficulty in deciding whether any particular act or clause, is, or is not
contrary to the treaty. Besides, when it is considered that the judges in general, are men
of character and learning, and feel as well as know the obligations of office, and the value
of reputation, there is no reason to doubt that their conduct and judgments relative to
these, as well as other judicial matters, will be wise and upright.
Be pleased, sir, to lay this letter before the legislature of your state, without delay. We
flatter ourselves they will concur with us in opinion, that candour and justice are as necessary to true policy as they are to sound morality, and that the most honourable way
of delivering ourselves from the embarrassment of mistakes, is fairly to correct them. It
certainly is time that all doubts respecting the public faith be removed, and that all
questions and differences between us and Great Britain, be amicably and finally settled.
The states are informed of the reasons why his Britannic majesty still continues to occupy
the frontier posts, which by the treaty he agreed to evacuate; and we have the strongest
assurances that an exact compliance with the treaty on our part, shall be followed by a
punctual performance of it on the part of Great Britain.
It is important that the several legislatures should, as soon as possible, take these matters
into consideration; and we request the favour of you to transmit to us an authenticated
copy of such acts and proceedings of the legislature of your state, as may take place on
the subject and in pursuance of this letter.
By order of congress,
(Signed)
Arthur St. Clair, President.

No one can wish to see the country again reduced to such difficulties and
disgrace. Still less that by a total dissolution of the Union, we should be left
without even such a defective confederation as this was. But we cannot leave
the subject without an additional remark.
As soon as the Constitution was adopted, all legislative measures for the
purpose of enforcing existing treaties, either on the part of the United States
or the states, became at once unnecessary. The institution of the judicial
power was itself adequate to the desired effect. The partial views and local
interests which might have influenced state legislatures, or the high tone
which might be jealously imputed to the general legislatures, were equally
avoided. The people, by the adoption of the Constitution, had themselves
legislated on the subject, and the judicial principle, in regular and dignified
procedure, carried their legislation into effect.

APPENDIX, NO. III.

For the purpose of convenient reference the entire Constitution is here inserted, including the
amendments.

CONSTITUTION
OF THE

U NI T ED S T AT ES OF AM E RICA.
We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect
union, establish justice, ensure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common
defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America.
ARTICLE I.
SECTION 1.

1. All legislative powers herein granted, shall be vested in a congress of
the United States, which shall consist of a senate and house of representatives.
SECTION 2.

1. The house of representatives shall be composed of members chosen
every second year by the people of the several states, and the electors in each
state shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous
branch of the state legislature.
2. No person shall be a representative who shall not have attained to the
age of twenty-five years, and been seven years a citizen of the United States,
and who shall not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that state in which he
shall be chosen.
3. Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several
states which may be included within this Union, according to their respective
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numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole number of free
persons, including those bound to service for a term of years, and excluding
Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other persons. The actual enumeration
shall be made within three years after the first meeting of the congress of the
United States, and within every subsequent term of ten years, in such manner
as they shall by law direct. The number of representatives shall not exceed
one for every thirty thousand, but each state shall have at least one representative; and until such enumeration shall be made, the state of New Hampshire
shall be entitled to choose three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations one, Connecticut five, New York six, New Jersey
four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North
Carolina five, South Carolina five, and Georgia three.
4. When vacancies happen in the representation from any state, the executive authority thereof shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.
5. The house of representatives shall choose their speaker and other officers; and shall have the sole power of impeachment.
SECTION 3.

1. The senate of the United States shall be composed of two senators
from each state, chosen by the legislature thereof, for six years; and each
senator shall have one vote.
2. Immediately after they shall be assembled in consequence of the first
election, they shall be divided as equally as may be into three classes. The
seats of the senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the
second year, of the second class at the expiration of the fourth year, and of
the third class at the expiration of the sixth year, so that one-third may be
chosen every second year; and if vacancies happen by resignation, or otherwise,
during the recess of the legislature of any state, the executive thereof may
make temporary appointments until the next meeting of the legislature, which
shall then fill such vacancies.
3. No person shall be a senator who shall not have attained to the age of
thirty years, and been nine years a citizen of the United States, and who shall
not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that state for which he shall be chosen.
4. The vice president of the United States shall be president of the senate,
but shall have no vote, unless they be equally divided.
5. The senate shall choose their other officers, and also a president pro
tempore, in the absence of the vice president, or when he shall exercise the
office of president of the United States.
6. The senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When
sitting for that purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the
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president of the United States is tried, the chief justice shall preside; and no
person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the
members present.
7. Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to
removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of
honour, trust or profit under the United States; but the party convicted, shall
nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.
SECTION 4.

1. The times, places, and manner of holding elections far senators and
representatives, shall be prescribed in each state by the legislature thereof: but
the congress may at any time by law, make or alter such regulations, except
as to the places of choosing senators.
2. The congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such
meeting shall be on the first Monday in December, unless they shall by law
appoint a different day.
SECTION 5.

1. Each house shall be the judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications of its own members, and a majority of each shall constitute a quorum
to do business; but a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may
be authorized to compel the attendance of absent members, in such manner,
and under such penalties as each house may provide.
2. Each house may determine the rules of its proceedings, punish its
members for disorderly behaviour, and, with the concurrence of two-thirds,
expel a member.
3. Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time to
time publish the same, excepting such parts as may in their judgment require
secrecy; and the yeas and nays of the members of either house on any question,
shall, at the desire of one-fifth of those present, be entered on the journal.
4. Neither house, during the session of congress, shall, without the consent
of the other, adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place than
that in which the two houses shall be sitting.
SECTION 6.

1. The senators and representatives shall receive a compensation for their
services, to be ascertained by law, and paid out of the treasury of the United
States. They shall in all cases, except treason, felony, and breach of the peace,
be privileged from arrest during their attendance at the session of their respect-
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ive houses, and in going to and returning from the same; and for any speech
or debate in either house, they shall not be questioned in any other place.
2. No senator or representative shall, during the time for which he was
elected, be appointed to any civil office under the authority of the United
States, which shall have been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have
been increased during such time; and no person holding any office under the
United States, shall be a member of either house during his continuance in
office.
SECTION 7.

All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the house of representatives;
but the senate may propose or concur with amendments as on other bills.
Every bill which shall have passed the house of representatives and the
senate, shall, before it become a law, be presented to the president of the
United States; if he approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it, with
his objections to that house in which it shall have originated, who shall enter
the objections at large on their journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after
such reconsideration two-thirds of that house shall agree to pass the bill, it
shall be sent, together with the objections, to the other house, by which it
shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two-thirds of that house,
it shall become a law. But in all such cases the votes of both houses shall be
determined by yeas and nays, and the names of the persons voting for and
against the bill shall be entered on the journal of each house respectively. If
any bill shall not be returned by the president within ten days, (Sundays excepted,) after it shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law, in
like manner as if he had signed it, unless the congress by their adjournment
prevent its return, in which case it shall not be a law.
3. Every order, resolution or vote to which the concurrence of the senate
and house of representatives may be necessary, (except on a question of adjournment,) shall be presented to the president of the United States; and before the same shall take effect, shall be approved by him, or being disapproved
by him, shall be re-passed by two-thirds of the senate and house of representatives, according to the rules and limitations prescribed in the case of a bill.
SECTION 8.

The congress shall have power
1. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the debts
and provide for the common defence and general welfare of the United States;
but all duties, imposts and excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States:
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2. To borrow money on the credit of the United States:
3. To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several
states, and with the Indian tribes:
4. To establish an uniform rule of naturalization, and uniform laws on
the subject of bankruptcies throughout the United States:
5. To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and
fix the standard of weights and measures:
6. To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and
current coin of the United States:
7. To establish post-offices and post-roads:
8. To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for
limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective
writings and discoveries:
9. To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court:
10. To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high
seas, and offences against the law of nations:
11. To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules
concerning captures on land and water:
12. To raise and support armies, but no appropriation of money to that
use shall be for a longer term than two years:
13. To provide and maintain a navy:
14. To make rules for the government and regulation of the land and
naval forces:
15. To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the
Union, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions:
16. To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and
for governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of the
United States, reserving to the states respectively, the appointment of the
officers, and the authority of training the militia according to the discipline
prescribed by congress:
17. To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever, over such
district, (not exceeding ten miles square,) as may, by cession of particular
states, and the acceptance of congress, become the seat of the government of
the United States, and to exercise like authority over all places purchased by
the consent of the legislature of the state in which the same shall be, for the
erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and other needful buildings:
—And
18. To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying
into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this
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Constitution in the government of the United States, or in any department
or officer thereof.
SECTION 9.

1. The migration or importation of such persons, as any of the states now
existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the congress
prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a tax or duty
may be imposed on such importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each
person.
2. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless
when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it.
3. No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed.
4. No capitation, or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to
the census or enumeration herein before directed to be taken.
5. No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any state. No
preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the
ports of one state over those of another; nor shall vessels bound to, or from,
one state, be obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in another.
6. No money shall be drawn from the treasury, but in consequence of
appropriations made by law; and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of all public money shall be published from time to
time.
7. No title of nobility shall be granted by the United States: And no
person holding any office of profit or trust under them, shall, without the
consent of the congress, accept of any present, emolument, office, or title of
any kind whatever, from any king, prince or foreign state.
SECTION 10.

1. No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation; grant
letters of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of credit; make any
thing but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts; pass any bill of
attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts, or
grant any title of nobility.
2. No state shall, without the consent of the congress, lay any imposts or
duties on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for
executing its inspection laws; and the net produce of all duties and imposts,
laid by any state on imports or exports, shall be for the use of the treasury of
the United States; and all such laws shall be subject to the revision and control
of the congress. No state shall, without the consent of congress, lay any duty
of tonnage, keep troops, or ships of war in time of peace, enter into any
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agreement or compact with another state, or with a foreign power, or engage
in war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit
of delay.
ARTICLE II.
SECTION 1.

1. The executive power shall be vested in a president of the United States
of America. He shall hold his office during the term of four years, and together
with the vice president, chosen for the same term, be elected as follows:
2. Each state shall appoint, in such manner as the legislature thereof may
direct, a number of electors, equal to the whole number of senators and representatives to which the state may be entitled in the congress: but no senator
or representative, or person holding an office of trust or profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an elector.
3. The electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote by ballot for
two persons, of whom one at least shall not be an inhabitant of the same state
with themselves. And they shall make a list of all the persons voted for, and
of the number of votes for each; which list they shall sign and certify, and
transmit, sealed, to the seat of the government of the United States, directed
to the president of the senate. The president of the senate shall, in the presence
of the senate and house of representatives, open all the certificates, and the
votes shall then be counted. The person having the greatest number of votes
shall be the president, if such number be a majority of the whole number of
electors appointed; and if there be more than one who have such majority,
and have an equal number of votes, then the house of representatives shall
immediately choose by ballot one of them for president; and if no person
have a majority, then from the five highest on the list the said house shall in
like manner choose the president. But in choosing the president the votes
shall be taken by states, the representation from each state having one vote;
a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from twothirds of the states, and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a
choice. In every case, after the choice of the president, the person having the
greatest number of votes of the electors shall be the vice president. But if
there should remain two or more who have equal votes the senate shall choose
from them by ballot the vice president.
4. The congress may determine the time of choosing the electors, and
the day on which they shall give their votes; which day shall be the same
throughout the United States.
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5. No person except a natural born citizen, or a citizen of the United
States, at the time of the adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to
the office of president; neither shall any person be eligible to that office who
shall not have attained to the age of thirty-five years, and been fourteen years
a resident within the United States.
6. In case of the removal of the president from office, or of his death,
resignation, or inability to discharge the powers and duties of the said office,
the same shall devolve on the vice president, and the congress may by law
provide for the case of removal, death, resignation, or inability, both of the
president and vice president, declaring what officer shall then act as president,
and such officer shall act accordingly, until the disability be removed, or a
president shall be elected.
7. The president shall, at stated times, receive for his services, a compensation, which shall neither be increased nor diminished during the period for
which he shall have been elected, and he shall not receive within that period
any other emolument from the United States or any of them.
8. Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall take the following
oath or affirmation:
9. “I do solemnly swear, (or affirm,) that I will faithfully execute the office
of president of the United States, and will to the best of my ability, preserve,
protect, and defend, the Constitution of the United States.”
SECTION 2.

1. The president shall be commander in chief of the army and navy of
the United States, and of the militia of the several states, when called into
the actual service of the United States; he may require the opinion, in writing,
of the principal officer in each of the executive departments, upon any subject
relating to the duties of their respective offices, and he shall have power to
grant reprieves and pardons for offences against the United States, except in
cases of impeachment.
2. He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the senate,
to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the senators present concur; and he
shall nominate, and by and with the advice and consent of the senate, shall
appoint ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, judges of the supreme court, and all other officers of the United States, whose appointments
are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by law:
but the congress may by law vest the appointment of such inferior officers as
they think proper, in the president alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads
of departments.
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The president shall have power to fill up all vacancies that may happen
during the recess of the senate, by granting commissions which shall expire
at the end of their next session.
SECTION 3.

1. He shall from time to time give to the congress information of the
state of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as
he shall judge necessary and expedient; he may on extraordinary occasions,
convene both houses, or either of them, and in case of disagreement between
them with respect to the time of adjournment, he may adjourn them to such
time as he shall think proper; he shall receive ambassadors and other public
ministers; he shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed, and shall
commission all the officers of the United States.
SECTION 4.

1. The president, vice president, and all civil officers of the United States
shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason,
bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.
ARTICLE III.
SECTION 1.

1. The judicial power of the United States, shall be vested in one Supreme
Court, and in such inferior courts as the congress may from time to time ordain and establish. The judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts, shall
hold their offices during good behaviour, and shall, at stated times, receive
for their services, a compensation, which shall not be diminished during their
continuance in office.
SECTION 2.

1. The judicial power shall extend to all cases, in law and equity, arising
under this Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties made, or
which shall be made, under their authority; to all cases affecting ambassadors,
other public ministers and consuls; to all cases of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction; to controversies to which the United States shall be a party; to
controversies between two or more states, between a state and citizens of another state, between citizens of different states, between citizens of the same
state claiming lands under grants of different states, and between a state, or
the citizens thereof, and foreign states, citizens or subjects.
2. In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls,
and those in which a state shall be a party, the supreme court shall have original jurisdiction. In all the other cases before mentioned, the supreme court
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shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, with such exceptions,
and under such regulations as the congress shall make.
3. The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury;
and such trial shall be held in the state where the said crimes shall have been
committed; but when not committed within any state, the trial shall be at
such place or places as the congress may by law have directed.
SECTION 3.

1. Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying war
against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort.
No person shall be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act, or on confession in open court.
2. The congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason,
but no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except
during the life of the person attainted.
ARTICLE IV.
SECTION 1.

1. Full faith and credit shall be given in each state to the public acts, records and judicial proceedings of every other state. And the congress may by
general laws prescribe the manner in which such acts, records and proceedings
shall be proved, and the effect thereof.
SECTION 2.

1. The citizens of each state shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states.
2. A person charged in any state with treason, felony, or other crime, who
shall flee from justice, and be found in another state, shall, on demand of the
executive authority of the state from which he fled, be delivered up, to be
removed to the state having jurisdiction of the crime.
3. No person held to service or labour in one state, under the laws thereof,
escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein,
be discharged from such service or labour, but shall be delivered up on claim
of the party to whom such service or labour may be due.
SECTION 3.

1. New states may be admitted by the congress into this Union; but no
new state shall be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other state;
nor any state be formed by the junction of two or more states, or parts of
states, without the consent of the legislatures of the states concerned as well
as of the congress.
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2. The congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules
and regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging to the
United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to
prejudice any claims of the United States, or of any particular state.
SECTION 4.

1. The United States shall guarantee to every state in this Union a republican form of government, and shall protect each of them against invasion;
and on application of the legislature, or of the executive, (when the legislature
cannot be convened,) against domestic violence.
ARTICLE V.
1. The congress, whenever two-thirds of both houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to this Constitution, or, on the application
of the legislatures of two-thirds of the several states, shall call a convention
for proposing amendments, which, in either case, shall be valid to all intents
and purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures
of three-fourths of the several states, or by conventions in three-fourths
thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may be proposed by the
congress: Provided, that no amendment which may be made prior to the year
one thousand eight hundred and eight, shall in any manner affect the first
and fourth clauses in the ninth section of the first article; and that no state,
without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the senate.
ARTICLE VI.
1. All debts contracted and engagements entered into, before the adoption
of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United States under this
Constitution, as under the confederation.
2. This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be
made in pursuance thereof; and all treaties made, or which shall be made,
under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the
land; and the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, any thing in the
constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.
3. The senators and representatives before mentioned, and the members
of the several state legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of
the United States and of the several states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution; but no religious test shall ever be required
as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United States.
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ARTICLE VII.
1. The ratification of the conventions of nine states, shall be sufficient
for the establishment of this Constitution between the states so ratifying the
same.
Amendments to the Constitution.
ARTICLE I.
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the government for a redress of grievances.
ARTICLE II.
A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, the
right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.
ARTICLE III.
No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house without the
consent of the owner; nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed
by law.
ARTICLE IV.
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and
no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons
or things to be seized.
ARTICLE V.
No person shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases
arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service,
in time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same
offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled, in
any criminal case, to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property
be taken for public use without just compensation.
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ARTICLE VI.
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the
crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favour; and to have the assistance of
counsel for his defence.
ARTICLE VII.
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed
twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved; and no fact tried
by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the United States,
than according to the rules of the common law.
ARTICLE VIII.
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
and unusual punishments inflicted.
ARTICLE IX.
The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.
ARTICLE X.
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the
people.
ARTICLE XI.
The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend
to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the
United States by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects of any
foreign state.
ARTICLE XII.
1. The electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote by ballot for
president and vice president, one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant
of the same state with themselves; they shall name in their ballots the person
voted for as president, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as vice
president; and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as presid-
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ent, and of all persons voted for as vice president, and of the number of votes
for each, which lists, they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the
seat of the government of the United States, directed to the president of the
senate; the president of the senate shall, in the presence of the senate and
house of representatives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall then be
counted: the person having the greatest number of votes for president, shall
be the president, if such number be a majority of the whole number of
electors appointed; and if no person have such majority, then from the persons
having the highest numbers, not exceeding three, on the list of those voted
for as president, the house of representatives shall choose immediately, by
ballot, the president. But in choosing the president, the votes shall be taken
by states, the representation from each state having one vote; a quorum for
this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the
states, and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice. And if
the house of representatives shall not choose a president whenever the right
of choice shall devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March next following, then the vice president shall act as president, as in the case of the
death or other constitutional disability of the president.
2. The person having the greatest number of votes as vice president, shall
be the vice president, if such number be a majority of the whole number of
electors appointed; and if no person have a majority, then from the two
highest numbers on the list, the senate shall choose the vice president: a
quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number of
senators, a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice.
3. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of president,
shall be eligible to that of vice president of the United States.
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Constitution, mode of construing it recommended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Contempts of the legislative body . . . . 14
Contempts of the legislative body, power
to punish, and principles on which
it is founded not declared by statute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174
Convicts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Contracts, laws impairing the obligation
of, prohibited to states . . . . . . . . . 78
Construction of constitution, power of,
belongs to judiciary, and not to legislature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
Copyright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Corruption of blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
Courts, United States, cases in which
they have exclusive jurisdiction . 125
Courts, admiralty and maritime . . . . . 125
Courts, affecting ambassadors, &c. . . 125
Courts, for the recovery of debts or
damages due to U. States in state
courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126
Courts, difficulty of, in regard to criminal cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
Courts, their concurrent jurisdiction
with those of states . . . . . . . 125, 127
Court for the trial of impeachments, see
impeachments.
Court martial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138
Court, Supreme, of U. States . . . . . . . 140
Court, Supreme, its powers . . . . . . . . 140
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Court, Supreme, cases in which it has
original jurisdiction - . . . . . . . . .
Court, Supreme, when appellate . . . .
Courts, circuit, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Courts, district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Courts, territorial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Courts, their jurisdiction . . . . . . . . . .
Crimes, impossibility of fully describing
them by statutes . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Crimes liable to punishment by law of
nature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Crimes against U. States, means, against
people of U. States . . . . . . . . . . .
Crimes, consequences deduced therefrom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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145
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D.
Decision, rules of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
Democracy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ix
Districts, appropriated for arsenals, &c.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
Districts, seat of government . . . . 61, 152
Districts, judicial, U. States divided into
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
Dockyards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
E.
Elections of members of house of representatives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Elections, each house to judge of those
of its own members . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Elections of president and vice president
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
England, its constitution . . . . . . . . . . . . xi
England, its constitution may be altered
at the pleasure of legislature . . . . xviii
Enumeration, decennial . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Enumeration, peculiar to America that
it should be required by the constitution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Enumeration, its effects . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Enumerated powers of congress,
seecongress.
Equity, construction given to the word
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
Executive power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
Executive power, constitutional description of its extent and limitation
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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Executive power, unity of it desirable
and unattended by danger . . . . . . 88
Executive power, duties of president,
means provided for their performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
Executive power, the command of the
military forces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
Executive power, the qualified power of
appointing to executive and judicial offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
Executive officers, liability . . . . . . . . . 101
Executive officers, liability to the state
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Executive officers, liability to individuals
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Executive officers, influence, little
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Exportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
Ex post facto law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
Expulsion, power of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
F.
Federal, the word, improperly applied
to the courts of the U. States . . . 160
Felonies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Foreign States, &c. presents or emoluments from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
Fugitives from justice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
Fugitives from service . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
G.
Governors of states, when to obey orders
of president . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91, 94
Governors of states, their prompt cooperation with the measures of the
general government . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Guarantee of republican form of government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191
H.
Habeas corpus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
I.
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Independence declared . . . . . . . . . . . xviii
Indictment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Insurrection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
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Jurisdiction in suits by or against states
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125
Jurisdiction, admiralty and maritime . 125
Jurisdiction, concurrent, between U.
States and state courts—see courts.
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of United States, in what cases . . 154
L.
Law, Cicero’s remarks on . . . . . . . . . . 166
Law, common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
Law of nature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172
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Laws enacted by congress form the third
rule of obligation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
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by an act of the executive . . . . . . . . 4
Libels punishable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Literary property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
M.
Mail, robbing the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
Marque and reprisal, letters of . . . . . . . 78
Militia, nature of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
Militia, advantages and disadvantages
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Militia, instances of their efficiency . . . 90
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N.
Nation, term applied to the United
States not strictly applicable to individual states . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Nations, law of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
Naturalization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
Neutrality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Nobility, titles of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
O.
Offences, see crimes.
Offices, appointment to executive and
judicial, in whom vested . . . . . . . 97
Offices, when incompatible with each
other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
Offices, oath of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
Officers whose appointment requires the
consent of the senate . . . . . . . . . . 98
Officers whose appointment requires the
consent of the secretary of state . . 99
Officers whose appointment requires the
consent of the secretary of treasury
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
Officers whose appointment requires the
consent of the secretary of the navy
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
Officers whose appointment requires the
consent of the secretary of war . . . 99
Officers, their commissions . . . . . . . . . 99
Officers, delivery not essential to the
validity of a commission . . . . . . 100
Officers, duration of commissions . . . 100
Officers, executive, their liability . . . . 101
Organization of judiciary . . . . . . . . . . 176
P.
Pardon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
Pardon, not grantable on convictions by
impeachments, and why . . . . . . 189
Patents far useful inventions . . . . . . . . 56
Petitioning, right of, secured . . . . . . . . 69
Piracies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Post office and post roads . . . . . . . . . . 54
Powers of government, how to be divided . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x
Press, freedom of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
President, present mode of election . . . 20
President, former mode . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
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President, provision for a vacancy in the
office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
President, qualifications in candidates
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
President, participation in legislative
power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
President, comparison between the
American and European system as
to the veto of the executive . . . . . 25
President, his power in making treaties
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
President, his power to enforce treaties
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
President, his power to enforce treaties,
instance thereof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
President, his power of granting pardons
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
President, advantages of vesting the
power of granting pardons in him
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
President, his power of granting pardons
extends to all cases except impeachments and contempts of either
house of the legislature . . . . 106, 107
President, communications to be made
by him to congress . . . . . . . . . . . 103
President, his duty in respect to furnishing information upon request of
either house of congress . . . . . . . 103
President, former practice of congress
upon receiving a message from . . 104
President, his duty as to carrying on intercourse with foreign nations . . 103
President, neutrality maintained by him
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
President, his power as to acknowledging
the new establishment of a foreign
nation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
President, his duty in case of war breaking out between two or more external nations in respect to preserving neutrality . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
President, may require the opinions of
the principal executive officers . . 120
Presidential electors, appointment of . . 22
Private property, when it may be taken
for public use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Provincial governments . . . . . . . . . . . . xvi
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Punishments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171
Q.
Quarantine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
Quartering soldiers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
Quorum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 15
R.
Religious opinions not to be controlled
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
Religious opinions, two states in which
disqualifications as to religious
opinions still exist . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
Removal from state courts . . . . . . . . . 148
Removal from office . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
Representation, its value . . . . . . . . . . . . . x
Representation in England . . . . . . . . . . 12
Representation, tabular view of it in U.
States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Representation, anomaly in present system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Representatives, number of determined
by a decennial census . . . . . . . . . . 11
Representatives, house of, founded on
the principle of the representation
of the people, though not purely
and abstractedly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Representatives, house of, composed of
representatives of the people of the
several states, not of the people at
large; advantages of this mode . . . 10
Representatives, house of, its power as
to judging of returns and qualifications and punishment of its own
members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Representatives, house of, its duty and
powers in case of attempt to assail
the freedom or corrupt the integrity of any of its members . . . . . . 14
Representatives, house of, majority constitutes a quorum . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Representatives, house of, but a smaller
number may adjourn de die in diem
and may be authorized to compel
the attendance of members . . . . . 15
Representatives, house of, cannot adjourn for more than three days, nor
to a different place . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
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Representatives, house of, journal of its
proceedings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Restrictions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63, 181
Revenue defined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Revenue, bills for raising must originate
in the house of representatives . . . 31
Rhode Island, its charter . . . . . . . . . . . . xi
Rotation in office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
Royal governments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . xvi
S.
Search warrants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Seizures under laws of impost, & . . . . 147
Secession from union . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192
Secession from union, effects of . . . . . 198
Senate, its legislative power . . . . . . . . . . 4
Senate, its treaty making power . . . . . . 26
Senate, its judicial power . . . . . . . . . . 130
Senators, their appointment . . . . . . . . . . 8
Senators, qualifications . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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Senators, duration of office . . . . . . . . . . 8
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States, members of the union . . . . . . . . . 2
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States, jurisdiction of suits by and
against . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
States, sovereignty of, how preserved . . . 1
T.
Taxation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
Territories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
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Treaties, disposition of money by treaty
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U.
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